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This article discuss the construction of attitude scale using the Likert Method and its Fitness
with IRT. The technique of scale construction includes : (1) Collection of statements, (2) Editorial
review, (3) Empirical tryout, (4) Statistical analysis, and (5) Final form of the scale. This article also
points out various techniques estimating reliability and it attempts to find out the validity of the
scale by using various validity procedures. To find out the fitness of the scale, The Rasch Model of
Item Response Theory is applied.

This article discusses that of the various methods that are prevalent for attitude scale
construction, the method of summated ratings has been popularized and widely used in the field of
Educational Research. Likert used a simple system. This method has been adopted on account of the
fact that it is easy to construct, apply and interpret. The method has gained wide application due to
its coefficient of reliability at high level. A large number of statements with unknown scale values
are obtained and classified into two major categories : favourable and unfavourable. A group of
subjects is asked to agreement or disagreement with the statement.
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IntroductionIn the measurement of attitudes, attitude scaleshave proved to be useful in a variety of researchproblems. Attitude scales are designed to providea quantitative measure of the individual’srelative position along a unidimensional attitudecontinuum.  When an investigator is interestedin measuring the attitudes of a large number ofindividuals he/she may find that there is noavailable scale suitable for his/ her purpose. Inthis case it becomes necessary for theinvestigator to construct a self- made tool (scale).The psychological scale is constructed in theform of items (statements) to which the subjectsare asked to respond in some specified way. Theitems are carefully edited and selected inaccordance with some criteria. Sincepsychological tests can in many instances, begiven to large groups of individuals at one timethey provide quick and convenient measures ofvariables of interest. Similarly quick andconvenient measure of attitudes can be used withlarge groups. Attitude scales also provide us one

means of obtaining an assessment of the degreeof effects. Attitude scales are based upon threemain assumptions : (1) The scale should deal witha controversial question, (2) An individual’sfeelings and insight in regard to the question,which determine his/her responses to thevarious statements, and (3) The statements canbe scaled regarding the degree to which theyfavour or are opposed to the question underconsideration.As in the construction of standardizedpsychological tests, the first step in theconstruction of an attitude scale is to obtain items,that is statements that will represent in aparticular scale the universe of interest. Some ofthe statements can be framed by the investigatorout of his/her experience and the knowledge ofthe object. Additional statements can be obtainedfrom newspaper editorial and magazine articlesdealing with the psychology or from bookswritten about the object. Still other statementsmay be obtained by asking individuals to writeshort descriptions of their feelings about the
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ISSN 2319 - 8168psychological object. A well constructed attitudescale is consisted of a number of items that arecarefully edited and selected in accordance withcertain predetermined criteria. All possiblestatements that could be made about a givenpsychological object is often termed as auniverse of content or discourse, or simply auniverse.
The Method SelectedIt is not enough merely to collect statements.These have to be processed as per certainprocedures, developed by psychometricians.Two of these procedures used extensively forresearch purposes are the Thurstone
technique of equal appearing scale value andthe Likert method of summated ratings. For thepresent article, Likert method is adopted todiscuss about the attitude scale construction.
Likert Method. This device of attitudemeasurement is carried out without the panelof judges necessary for the Thurstone scale. Ityields scores very similar to those obtained bythe later. The coefficient of correlation betweenthe two scales is reported as high as + 0.92 in onestudy by Edwards and Kenny (Best, 1963).The first step in constructing a Likert type scaleis the collection of a number of statements abouta subject. Statements may or may not be correctbut they must express opinions held by asubstantial number of people. It is important thatthey express definite favourableness orunfavourableness. The number of statements inthese two categories should be approximatelyequal. To test the internal consistency of theassembled items a tryout administration shouldbe done to a small group and the items foundambiguous should be rejected.Likert scaling technique provides a 5-point scaleand assigns each of the five positions a scalevalue. In obtaining responses from subjects, theyare permitted to use any one of the fivecategories : strongly agree, agree, undecided orneutral, disagree or strongly disagree. Forfavourable statements, the strongly agreeresponse will be given a weight of 4, the agreeresponse - a weight of 3, the undecided or neutralresponse- a weight of 2, the disagree response-a weight of 1, and the strongly disagree response-

a weight of 0. For unfavourable statements, thescoring system is reversed. For each subject atotal score by summating his scores for theindividual items is obtained (Edwards, 1957) ofthe two methods only the Likert method is usefulto categories the favourable and unfavourablestatements into different degree.
Technique for Developing an Attitude ScaleOf the various methods that are prevalent forthe scale construction, the method of summatedratings is popular. The method is adopted onaccount of the fact that it is easy to constructand it is easy of interpreat. The method hasgained wide application due to its coefficient ofreliability at high level (Adams, 1965).
The Method of Summated Rating. A largenumber of statements with unknown scalevalues are obtained and classified into two majorcategories : favourable and unfavourable.Approximately equal number of statements arekept in each category. A group of subjects is askedto respond to each one in terms of the individual’sagreement or disagreement with the statement.Every statement is further categorized asstrongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree orstrongly disagree. The responses are obtained foreach of the five categories from the availableproportion of subjects. The weight of thesecategories of responses is decided in such a waythat the response made by individuals with themost unfavourable attitudes will always have thehighest positive weight. For the favourablestatements it is assumed that this is the ‘stronglyagree’ category, and for the unfavourablestatements it is assumed that this is the ‘stronglydisagree’ category.Likert used a simple system. For favourablestatements, the strongly agree response will begiven a weight of 4, the agree response - a weightof 3, the undecided or neutral response- a weightof 2, the disagree response- a weight of 1, andthe strongly disagree response- a weight of 0.For unfavourable statements, the scoring systemis reversed that is the strongly disagree responsecarries the weight of 4 and the strongly agreeresponse the ‘0’ weight (Edwards, 1957).For each subject a total score is obtained bysummating his/her score for the individual
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ISSN 2319 - 8168items. Because each response to a statement maybe considered a rating and because thesesummated over all statements, (Bird, 1940) arecalled the Likert method of scale construction.The method of summated rating and this termsince then has come into rather general use.
Construction of the Attitude ScaleHaving decided to measure the degree of attitudein the form of an attitude scale, and having selectedthe method to be used for the same, thefollowing steps are going through in thesequences :1. Collection of statements2. Editorial review3. Empirical tryout4. Statistical analysis5. Final form of the scaleThe details regarding the implementation of eachof the steps, mentioned above are elaboratelydiscussed in the subsequent pages.
Collection of statements. The collection ofstatements of items is a first step in the procedureof the development of the tool on which dependsthe success of the tool. So a great care has to betaken in collecting the data pertaining to the itemsand reconstructing the statements.With a view to attaining perfection in the task,all the sources of item universe are explore andthe statements are carefully framed as well ascategorized.
Sources Explored. There are so may ways tostudy in individual’s attitude towards thepsychological object. The chief of them isthrough the statements, specially prepared inview of the psychological object. For themaximum collection of items the followingdevices are used.1. Interview2. Eliciting free response3. Containing the person who left the taks4. Study of relevant literature
1. Interview.  A group of 25 persons includingthe task should be interviewed on different dates.During the course of the interview they are askedsome informal questions of the following types.1. How long have you been in this task ?2. What factors do you think are responsible forhelping you to continue in this task ?

3. Which incidents during your experience havebeen the major source of  positive attitude ?4. Which incidents during your experience havebeen the major source of negative attitude ?5. What in your opinion are the factors that causepositive attitude or  negative attitude in this task?The responses to the questions should be noteddown. From these responses the investigatorshould try to collect statements regarding thesources of attitude.
2. Eliciting free response. Free response from50 persons should be obtained by providing themblank sheets of paper. The persons concernedwill be instructed to give free response in respectto the factors which they believe responsible forpositive or negative attitude in their task. Theobtained free responses are scrutinized with aview to obtaining appropriate statements.
3.  Containing the persons who left the task.This source is utilized for those people who areout of a particular task. They are likely to view itin a more detached way and hence in a moreobjective way. The following pinpointedquestions should be asked to them to elicit theirideas precisely.1. In which task are you at present ?2. What is your attitude about the task ?3. Why did you leave the previous task ?4. What according to you, are the factors whichlead to positive attitude in the previous task ?5. What are factors that lead to negative attitudein that task ?The investigator should study the answersreceived from those who are kind enough torespond.
4. Study of relevant literature. Literature ofthe type mentioned below will be thoughtrelevant and refer to1. Books on attitude scale construction2. Research on the subject3. Research journal on the subject 4. Previous attitude scalesThe literature in addition to being rich sourcesof statements, would also be useful later incategorization the same.
Framing the Statement. The statements arecollected as shown in the preceding paragraphs.They are carefully studied in respect to the
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ISSN 2319 - 8168situations which are positive attitude or others.The statements collected should be scrutinizedto avoid duplication and then will be refined andreframed keeping in view the following informalcriteria for the construction of attitudestatements as mentioned by Edwadrs (1957).1. Avoid statements that refer to the past ratherthan to the present.2. Avoid statements that are factual or capable ofbeing interpreted as factual.3. Avoid statements that may be interpreted inmore than one way.4. Avoid statements that are irrelevant to thepsychological object under consideration.5. Avoid statements that are likely to be endorsedby almost everyone or by almost no one.6. Select statements that are believed to coverthe entire range or the affective scale ofinterest.7. Keep the language of the statements simple,clear, and direct.8. Statements should be short, rarely  exceeding20 words.9. Each statement should contain only onecomplete thought.10. Statements containing universal such as; all,always, none and never often i n t r o d u c eambiguity and should be avoided.11. Words such as only, just, merely and othersof a similar nature should be used w i t hcare and moderation in writing statements.12. Whenever possible, statements should be inthe form of simple sentences rather than inthe form of compound or complex sentences.13. Avoid the use of words that may not beunderstood by those who are to be g i v e nthe completed scale.14. Avoid the use of double negative.As the statements are consisted of favourable andunfavourable attitudes, the investigator tries tomaintain equal number of statements.
Editorial Review. Copies of the list of theconsolidated statements should be sent to expertsfor editorial review in the light of the followingpoints.1. Comprehensibility from the large point ofview.2. Appropriateness regarding classification into

a particular category.3. Whether positive or negative feeling isexpressed.4. Suitable of content.5. Necessary additions.Suggestions regarding some verbal changes onlywill be received from editors and will beimplemented after due consideration. Thenecessary changes will be made and the wholelist of the statements will be revised from furtheroperation. Equal number of favourable andunavourable statements should be mixedtogether and numbered serially. The attitude scaleshould be prepared in the form of the bookletcontaining selected statements, full instructions,forwarding letter, and personal data sheet.
Empirical Tryout. The empirical tryout of a toolto be used will the backone of the wholeprogramme of the investigation on whichdepends the success of the research. So it isnecessary to select a proper sample for thispurpose. The selection of the sample is made onthe following bases.1. It should be a representative sample.2. It should include subjects of urban and ruralarea.3. Both the genders should be represented.
Selection of the Statements. As alreadymentioned, the empirial tryout of the tool shouldbe responded to the statements. Now for thepurpose of preparing the scale by using the Likertmethod, the response so obtained have to bestatistically analysed and checked beforeincluded in the final form. The following fourprocedures will be undertaken for the same.1. Scoring of the statements.2. Selecting the criterion groups3. Statistical analysis4. Final selection of the statements.
1. Scoring of the statements. The attitude scaleconstitutes favourable and unfavourablestatements. For the purpose of scoring, the scoresthe assigned for the individual statement asshown under :For favourable statementStrongly agree response ……..  4agree response …….. 3neutral response ……..  2
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ISSN 2319 - 8168disagree response …….. 1Strongly diagree response …….. 0For unfavourable statementStrongly agree response ……..  0agree response …….. 1neutral response ……..  2disagree response …….. 3diagree response …….. 4By summating scores for the individualstatements, the total score for each subject shouldbe obtained.
2. Selecting the criterion groups. In the baseof rejecting statements in the method ofsummated ratings, some forms of item analysisare used. The booklets are arranged in thedescending order of the scores. 25 percent of thesubjects with the highest total scores and 25percent of the subjects with the lowest totalscores are taken up. These two groups providecriterion groups to evaluate the individualstatements.
3. Statistical analysis. For every statement thefrequency for each response category iscalculated. The means of the high group and thelow group for the statements are calculated. Thistechnique is mentioned by Edwards (1957).
4. Final selection of the Statements. There isno set criteria for selecting or rejecting thestatements on the basis of the mean difference.However, every statement whether favourableor unfavourable should show markeddiscrimination between the attitude shown bythe extreme group, viz, those scoring highest andthose scoring lowest. For this purpose thedifference between the means is useful todetermine the discriminating value for everystatement.The  statements showing negative meandifference are rejected on account of the factthat these difference should not showdiscrimination between high and the low groups.The mean for the high group is always supposedto be higher than that of the low group. Thestatements having negative mean differences arerejected while statements having the inversemean differences are accepted.In the same way, the statements showing zero(0) mean difference do not show discrimination

and hence they are also rejected.
Final form of the ScaleAs already discussed in the foregoing pages, thestatistical analysis of the empirical tryoutprovided necessary data for selecting thestatements for the final form. Favourable andunfavourable statements are to be mixedtogether for the final form.Thus, the final form of the attitude scale isprepared and printed in the form of the bookletalong with the forwarding letter, necessaryinstructions and the personal data sheet.If the set of selected statements is given to a newgroup of subjects, attitude score for each subjectcan be obtained by summing weights that havebeen assigned to the responses made to thestatements.
Reliability of the Attitude ScaleA perfect reliable data-collection instrument isone which, if administered twice under the samecircumstances, would provide identical data. Thetechniques for estimating reliability aredeveloped to provide two sets of data collectedunder the ‘same circumstances’ so that the resultscan be compared. If they are identical the attitudescale can be considered to have perfectreliability. If they have no relationship to eachother the scale can be considered to have noreliability. If they have some, but not a perfectrelationship to each other, the scale can beconsidered to have some but less than perfectreliability. A correlation coefficient expresses thedegree of correspondence or relationshipbetween two sets of scores. Among severalprocedures in common use for estimating thereliability coefficient of the attitude scale can bepertinent : (1) Test-retest, (2) Equivalent formreliability, (3) Split-half technique.
Validity of the Attitude ScaleValidity of attitude scale and values are extremelydifficult to determine by statistical methods,since the only observable criterion is overtbehaviour. Obviously, it is practically impossibleto obtain objective behavioural data on apopulation sampling with regard to attitudes.Further more, overt behaviour need not alwaysbe correlated with attitude scores. If individualsmake a genuine effort to respond according to
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ISSN 2319 - 8168their own attitudes, these scales are useful inevaluating the beliefs of the respondents, as thetime the responses are given. The validity ofattitude scale is more difficult to determine. If wehave a definite way of proving what a person’s‘real’ attitude is, we can validate the scale withoutmuch difficult. Since we are confined, however,to a statement of what the person claims his/herattitude to be, we are really only determining thereliability of the scale by different methods. Oneescape from this difficulty is the use of casestudies or autobiographies, which can becompared with the individual’s attitude score.Attitude scales and opinion polls may be validatedagainst a number of  criteria, such asmembership in contrasted groups, rating by closeacquaintances, and biographical data securedthrough intensive interviews or case studies.Because of the practical difficulties in obtainingsuch criterion data, however, investigators havefrequently relied upon the familiar makeshiftsinvolving validation by internal consistency orby correlation with another attitude scale.The foregoing discussion clearly reveals thedifficulty in validating the attitude scale. However,it is not quite impossible to validate the scale.Attempts are made to find out the validity of thescale by using the validity procedures : (1)Construct validity, (2) Concurrent validity, (3)Internal consistency.
Fitness of an Attitude ScaleThe investigator wanted to know the fitness ofthe scale, which measured the attitudes. TheRasch Model of Item Response Theory(Bhogayata, 1992; Rathod, 1996) is applied. Thedata is analyzed by computer programmeCREDIT2 using the Rasch Partial Credit Model(RPCM) of item response theory (IRT). TheCREDIT2 based analysis is included thecalculations for item and person parameterestimates, standard errors of item and personparameter estimated, item and person fitstatistics; score equivalence table; itemprobability plots (i.e. item characteristics curvesICCS) and item information plots. The standarderrors, item information plots, and iteminformation indices are used for analyzing thefitness.

Item parameter estimation. The estimationprocedure is implemented by the programmeCREDIT2 is a generalization of UCON proceduredescribed by Wright and stone (Joshi, 1996) forthe dichotomous Rasch Model.
Person parameter estimation. The computerprogramme CREDIT2 is provided individualresults in terms of raw scores, person parameterability estimate (logit), standard error of abilityestimate and a statistical summarizing the fit tothe model for each person of the sample.In this, the goodness of model data fit in terms ofsatisfactory item and person fit values aredemonstrated that items are unidimensional forthe fitness of the tool with Rasch Model of itemresponse theory.
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In the age of ICT, all the knowledge resources have to be studies if a teacher wants to be innovativein the field of teaching-learning activities. Reading with positive attitude, and reading as a goodreader need a great patience. Because of being a good reader, a teacher can be the builder of selfdevelopment. As the teacher trainees are the builder of the national strength, they should be a goodreader. In this study, the level of 20 teacher trainees as readers was seen by using a Scale Deciding thelevel as Reader (SDLR) with 40 statements having the characteristics of the positive and negativetypes statements were included to find the levels as good of poor readers. The data was analysed by‘Yes’, ‘No’ responses. It was found that more than 60% trainees were proved as good readers on theSDLR. The remaining weaknesses as readers were to be improved by practice.
Introduction:The rapid development in the field of informationtechnology, the learning resources, particularlythe reading resources, have found revolutionarychanges. The whole system of instruction hasbeen changed to learner-centered (Gopalan,2006). It is clear that the learner should be a goodreader. The teacher can develop various studytechniques in the students, but it is necessary tofind out the competency of reading beforeapplying any techniques (Ahuja& Ahuja,1997).In this reference, the teacher can be a model forlearners. The researcher was interested infinding out the teacher trainees’ level as a goodor poor readers as they will be the role model forfuture learners. So, the researcher here, studiedteacher trainees’ level as good of poor of readers.
Objectives of the Study1. To find out teacher trainees as a good readeron the base of Scale of Deciding the level asReaders (SDLR).2. To find out teacher trainees as a poor readeron the base of SDLR.
Research Questions1. Which characteristics of a good reader do theteacher trainees prossess according to the SDLR?2. Which characteristics of a poor reader do the

teacher trainees prossess according to the SDLR?
Research MethodDescriptive survey method was used here in thisresearch.
Population. The 100 teacher trainees studyingin G.H.Sanghvi College of Teacher Education inthe year 2007-2008 were the population of thepresent study.
Sample. As the researcher wanted to find outthe level of teacher trainees as good or poorreader, the 100 trainees were divided into threewere 10 teacher trainees from the languagegroup, 5 from the Social Science Group, and 5from the Science group. Total 13 male and 7female teacher trainees were selected.
Tool. The researcher collected variouscharacteristics describing good or poor readeron the base of some books on reading and selfexperience as a teacher education. The SDLR wasconstructed having 40 statement. 20 positive and20 negative statement, to decide the level as goodor poor readers, were put at random in the scale.The response was to be given in ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ foreach statement.
Data CollectionThe selected 20 teacher trainees were given theSDLR individually. 45 minutes were give their
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Data AnalysisThe analysis of the data was done to find the levelof the trainees as good or poor reader. Amongthe 40 statements, 20 were positive and 20 werenegative in meaning. The ‘Yes’ response for thepositive and ‘No’ response for the negativestatement were considered as the level of goodreader, while ‘No’ for the positive and ‘Yes’ forthe negative statement were considered as thelevel of poor readers.The trainees having 40%, i.e. 16 and above 16negative responses were considered as poorreaders.According to this analysis, the results were foundquite interesting.
Results and FindingsThe positive and negative responses of all the20 trainees of SDLR were given in table 1.

Table 1
Teacher Trainees Positive – Negative

Responses on SDLRNo. Responses No. Responses Positive  Negative Positive Negative 1 31 09 11 25 15 2 24 16 12 24 16 3 31 09 13 35 05 4 24 16 14 34 06 5 25 15 15 28 12 6 29 11 16 31 09 7 27 13 17 26 14 8 27 13 18 33 07 9 30 10 19 25 15 10 28 12 20 25 15 
 The results shown in Table 1 given the trainees’characteristics as good or poor readers. Thefigures show that the trainee No. 13 was having35 positive characteristics. Only 5 were negativecharacteristics. While trainees No. 4 and 12, werehaving 16 negative responses. This result showsthat more than 60 % of teacher trainees werehaving good readers’ characteristics. This resultand findings are shown in Graph 1.Number of trainees

Graph – 1 : Positive – Negative Responses
on the SDLRTraineesThe interpretation of Graph – 1 shows that mostof the teacher trainees were found as goodreaders. Out of 20, 07 trainees had more than 30good readers’ characteristics. Among them 3were of Language groups and 2, 2 were from theSocial Science and Science groups respectively.
Educational ImplementationsWe have come to accept that the acquisition ofknowledge is based in concepts and learning byreading information at present era (Jeffrey Kane,1999). It can be said that being the base of thewhole society, a teacher should be the pioneer toincrease and create knowledge by reading anddeveloping as good readers. So, the teachertrainees should be positive for reading and haveto develop these techniques in them to impartthese characteristics in students as following :1. Good readers characteristics are useful to getnew and innovative effect in teaching.2. Teacher trainees try to remove negativematters as readers to develop themselves asteachers in future.Thus, this research will throw useful light onreading as a root way to be innovative as ateacher.
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A STUDY OF PRE-SERVICE TEACHERS’ ATTITUDES TOWARDS
TEACHING PROFESSION AND THEIR ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS
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This study was under taken to compare the Pre-service Teachers’ Attitudes towards Teaching
Profession and its correlation with their Academic Achievements. The sample consisted of 79 student
teachers of Shree Sahjanand B.Ed. College, Bhavnagar University (Gujarat). The present study
revealed that the pre-service teachers have favourable attitude towards teaching profession and
there is no significant positive correlation between the attitudes and academic achievements. The
result of the analysis are presented in the forms of tables and interpreted appropriately.

Key words: Pre-service Teachers, Attitudes towards Teaching Profession, Academic Achievements,
Practice teaching

IntroductionIt is universally accepted that the quality ofdevelopment of a nation depends on the qualityof its citizens. The quality of its citizens dependson the quality of education they receive and thequality of education depends on the quality ofteachers. And it is also considered that anysystem of education does not raise higher thanthe level its teachers. Hence, the teachers areconsidered as the real architects of a nation, andimportance of teachers in a nation is as shiningas the presence of the sun in the sky. The nationrequires teachers to achieve the goals of access,participation and success at all stages ofeducation. Therefore continuous efforts aremade to prepare quality teachers by teachertraining programme.One of the objectives of teacher trainingprogramme is to develop in prospective teachersa positive attitude or favorable attitude towardsteaching. This is the reason why attitude has beenidentified as an important variable for the presentstudy. An attitude is a tendency of an individualto favour or not to favour same type of object orsituation (Vyas, 2007). In our education system,the success of pre-service teachers (trainee

teachers) much depends on their academicachievements of their teacher trainingprogramme. What do the pre-service teachersthink or what do they feel about teachingprofession? Does there any relationship betweenthis thinking with cognitive variable? Thesequestions inspired the investigator to comparepre-service teachers’ attitude towards teachingprofession and their academic achievements inteacher training programme.The nature of relationship between attitudetowards teaching profession and achievementhas been area of major interest for theresearchers. Several empirical studies areconducted in this area. Keren Bamburu (1992)found significant relationship between teachingattitude and achievement. At the other handRachana Jain (2007) found a significant negativerelationship between attitude and teachingeffectiveness. Thus this study gives directionabout the relationship between pre-serviceteachers’ attitude towards teaching professionand their academic achievements (in theory andteaching practice) in their teacher trainingprogramme.The empirical studies done by Naidu, Som,
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ISSN 2319 - 8168Tapodhan, Shah, Naik and Pathy (cited by Jain,2007) have shown that female teachers havemore favourable attitudes towards theirprofession, at the other end Patel (Vyas,2007)have shown that male teachers have morefavourable attitudes towards their profession.This study is one more step to find out concreteresult about the attitudes of male and female pre-service teachers towards teaching profession.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY1) To explore the pre-service teachers’ attitudetowards teaching profession.2) To find out the relationship between pre-service teachers’ attitude towards teachingprofession and their academic achievements intheir teacher training programme.3) To find out the relationship between pre-service teachers’ attitude towards teachingprofession and their practice teaching in theirteacher training programme.4) To compare the attitudes of male and femalepre-service teachers.5) To compare the attitudes of pre-serviceteachers of science faculty, language faculty andother faculty.
DESIGN OF THE STUDYAs per requirement of the problem andkeepingthe objectives of the study in mind, surveymethod was employed to collect the data in thepresent study.
a) SampleThe data was collected from 48 male and 31female pre-service teachers (2007-08) of ShreeSahjanand B.Ed. College affiliated to BhavnagarUniversity, Gujarat. They were from variousfaculties. 11 were from science faculty, 36 werefrom language faculty and 32 from other faculty.So, finally the study was conducted on a sampleof 79 pre-service teachers
b) Tools
1. A.T.T.P. ScaleA Thurstone type standardized attitude scaledeveloped by Dr. A.K. Tewari (1996) was usedprofitably for measuring attitude of pre-serviceteachers’ attitude towards teaching profession.The scale is consisting of 20 items. Boxes aregiven against all 20 items. Each subject was torespond by reacting to the statement and put a

tick mark against those items only with he/sheagreed. The scale values for each item are givenin the manual of the ATTP Scale(Tewari,1996).The higher scores on the attitudescale indicates favourable attitude towardsteaching profession and vice-versa.
2. Mark sheets (O.R – Office book record of
result)
PROCEDURE FOR DATA COLLECTION AND
DATA ANALYSISPre-service teachers were requested to respondto each statement of A.T.T.P. scale without anyhesitation. And they were ensured for thesecrecy of their responses. The data was colletedfrom 79 student teachers (2007-08) of ShreeSahjanand B.Ed. College, Bhavnagar in thebeginning of their semester. Pre-serviceteachers responded by reacting to the statementand put a tick mark against those items only withhe/she agreed. Mean of the scale values of thoseitems on which respondent marked wascalculated as pre-service teachers’ attitudetowards teaching profession.The Mark sheets of pre service teachers measurethe academic achievements of student teachers.Aggregate percentages of external examination(2007-08) of Bhavnagar University, internalmarks (including teaching practice, sectionalswork) were used as the academic achievementof pre-service teachers.Descriptive statistics, t-ratio and correlation ofthe data were calculated by a computerprogramme.
RESULTSThe obtained results, which are statisticallyanalyzed, have been presented below.The Mean and Standard Deviation of pre-serviceteachers’ attitude score towards teachingprofession were 8.48 and 0.73 respectively. Andthe values SKEWNESS and KURTOSES were -0.17 and -0.72 respectively. Thus the distributionof the scale values is near to normal curve.None of the respondents had most unfavorableand unfavorable attitude towards teachingprofession. 2.53 % of the respondent had neutral,69.62 % had favorable and 27.85 % had mostfavorable attitude towards teaching profession.
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Relationship between pre-service teachers’
attitude towards teaching profession and
their academic achievements in their
teacher training programmeThe coefficient correlation between the pre-service teachers’ attitude towards teachingprofession and their academic achievements is
0.181 and it is insignificant at 0.05 level. Thusan insignificant positive relationship existsbetween pre-service teachers’ attitude towardsteaching profession and their academicachievements in their teacher trainingprogramme.
Relationship between pre-service teachers’
attitude towards teaching profession and

Gender N ATTP  ̀ATTP  t-ratio  level of  
   Mean  SD    significant Male  47 8.29  0.74  2.96*  0.05 Female  32 8.76  0.62 

their practice teaching score in their
teacher training programmeThe coefficient of correlation between the pre-service teachers’ attitude towards teachingprofession and their practice teaching is 0.385and it is significant at 0.05 level. Thus asignificant positive relationship exists betweenpre-service teachers’ attitude towards teachingprofession and their practice teaching in theirteacher training programme.In this study to compare differences of pre-service teachers’ attitude towards teachingprofession in relation to gender and faculty, t-ratio and F-ratio are calculated. They have beenpresented in table-1 and table-2 respectively.

Table-1:
Gender differences in the pre-service teachers’ attitude towards teaching profession

• ATTP- Attitude towards teaching profession
• * indicates significant at 0.05 level.Tables-1 shows that the t-ratio of the attitudes towards teaching profession of male and female pre-service teachers was found to be significant at 0.05 level. It can be inferred that female pre-serviceteachers have favorable attitudes towards teaching profession as compared to their counterparts.

Table-2:
Faculty wise differences in the pre-service teachers’ attitude towards teaching

profession

· ATTP- Attitude towards teaching profession· * indicates significant at 0.05 levelTable-2 clearly indicates that faculty wise pre-service teachers differed significantly intheir attitude towards teaching profession. Further it is found that pre-service teachers of sciencefaculty were more favorable than language and other faculty pre-service teachers. And there is nosignificant different between mean of attitude of language pre-service teachers and other pre-service teachers.

Faculty N ATTP  ATTP  F-ratio  level of  
   Mean  SD    significant Science 11 9.01  0.60   4.36*  0.05 Language 36 8.47  0.77 Other  32 8.30  0.64 
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Discussion1. Most of the pre-service teachers hadfavourable attitude towards teaching profession.This result was same to most of the empiricalstudies in which attitude scales were used. Thismay be due to social desirability of the subjects,so future studies can be done with other tools(like interview, conversation) to know theconcrete result about the teachers’ attitudetowards teaching profession.2. There was no significant positive relationshipbetween pre-service teachers’ attitude towardsteaching profession and their academicachievement in the teacher training programme.This result indicates that academic achievementwas not affected by attitude towards teachingprofession.3. There was a significant positive relationshipbetween pre-service teachers’ attitude towardsteaching profession and their practice teachingin the teacher training programme, but only14.82 % variance (r2 *100) of teaching practicewas explained by the attitudes. Obviously, thisvariance was very law. Though result showspositive relationship according to total numbersof the subject, effect of attitudes was not foundcomparatively higher on teaching practice4. There was significant difference in theattitudes towards teaching profession of male andfemale pre-service teachers. Female pre-serviceteachers have favorable attitudes towardsteaching profession as compared to male pre-service teachers. This result also support to theempirical studies. This may be due to the factthat male teachers desirous of entering in to theteaching profession may have entered thisprofession by chance or last choice in the jobmarket.5. Faculty wise pre-service teachers differedsignificantly in their attitude towards teachingprofession. Pre-service teachers of sciencefaculty were more favorable than language andother faculty pre-service teachers. And there isno significant different between language pre-service teachers and other pre-service teachers’attitude towards teaching profession.
ConclusionThe pre-service teacher, a national integrator as

he is the future backbone of society should bepositive towards teaching profession. Thepresent study further reveals the insignificantpositive correlation between pre-serviceteachers’ attitude and their academicachievement. It gives a message to thoseinvolved in training of teachers that it is not onlyimportant to empower the prospective teacherswith knowledge and skills only required forteaching, but training should enable them whowishes to develop favorable attitude towardsteaching profession and its allied aspects. If ateacher has a favourable attitude towardsteaching profession, He/She should also makebetter use of skills of teaching while teaching inthe class room. The school authorities shouldadopt uniform pattern in the process ofrecruitment of teachers.
ReferenceJain R. (May, 2007) A study of teaching

effectiveness of teachers and their Attitudes
towards the teaching profession, Journal ofIndian Education, volume xxxiii, Number 1.Keren Bamburu (1992). Teacher’s Attitude: A
philosophical Review. Retrieved on July, 2007from world wide web http://www.ericdigest.old.comTiwari, A.K. (1996) Manual for a Thurston type
scale of Attitude Towards Teaching Profession,Rupa Psychological centre, Bhelpur, Varanasi.Vyas, N. B. (2007) shikshak manovalan mapdand
nu gujarati ma rupantaran ane  yatharthikaran
(Translation of a Teacher Attitude scale in
Gujarati and it’s Validation). Unpublished M.Ed.dissertation, Bhavnagar University, Bhavnagar.
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REFLECTIVE PRACTICE IN LESSON PLAN OF B. ED. TRAINEES: A
QUALITATIVE EXPERIMENT

Rakshita B. Rajyaguru *

This qualitative research work aimed to develop the reflectivity in the lesson plan among the trainees
of B. Ed. College students. The researcher had used reflective lesson plan inventory translated by
Bhogayata (2003) from reflective lesson plan constructed in English by Beylor, Kitsansus and Yung
(2001) and Kitsansus, Beylur and Hu (2001) to develop the reflectivity in the lesson plan of trainees.
The researcher had also studied the levels of the reflection of trainees. The researcher had selected
the trainees different methods of B. Ed. College. the trainnes had prepared the lesson plan in several
phases for data collection.    In the present study, the level of reflectivity was seen least (approximately
near 50%) during the first phase, the level of reflectivity was seen well (approximately near 70%)
during the second phase. The level reflectivity was seen the best (approximately near 90%) during
the final phase.

Key Words : Reflective practice, reflective lesson plan inventory, levels of reflection.

1.  Introduction Reflection is the gift of nature to human mind. Infact, the roots of every activity of human beingsare there in the reflection process. So, thepsychology applied to teaching emphasizes onreflectivity of teacher. Teachers’ reflectiveteaching is the distinctive and artistic approachto problem solving. Thus, reflective approachhad been accepted in teacher education.In the ending decades of 20th century, thereflection about teaching-learning had begunwith the use of physical technology in theeducation. Teachers; in order to improve theirteaching, reflects systematically before, duringand after the teaching is called reflectiveteaching. (Vyas, 2003)Reflective teaching is learning about how to teach.(Bhogayata, 2006) According to EdwardPullcourt (1994), it is the need of present era todevelop reflective teachers. The programme ofteacher education makes the teachers wherelesson plan is an important practice among many

practices on which the mastery has beencultivated during programme. The lesson plan isthe guideline about reflection about how to makeclass room environment interactive for teachertrainee. Success of teaching lies in the quality oflesson plan. So, it is necessary that lesson plangets the touch of reflectivity. Thus, the researcherhas selected the subject keeping in mindreflective approach to the lesson plan.
2.  Objectives of Study1. To develop the reflective lesson plan.2. To study the level of reflectivity in the lessonplan through reflective lesson plan Inventory.3. To study the experiences of teacher traineesabout preparing reflective lesson plan.
3.  Delimitation and Scope of Study1. The study was delimited to teachers’ trainingcolleges affiliated to Bhavnagar University.2. The researcher had involved teacher trainees’of all the methods offered by teachers’ collegesaffiliated to Bhavnagar Universities

* Lecturer,  Smt. L. L. Kakadia B. Ed. College, Bhavnagar.
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4.  Rationale of StudyReflective thinking encourages the relationshipbetween principle and practice. It also inspiresthe teacher trainees to act actively towardsanalytical self-evaluation and professionalaccountability of skill based teaching. The studyis an attempt to achieve this goal.The education system is based on quality ofteacher education. The quality of teachereducation is connected with the quality ofpractices of teacher trainees. The reflectivity inthe lesson plan practice which is an importantpractice could be studied by the study. Thus, thelesson plan of teacher trainees can be madereflective. Moreover, the advantages andlimitation of its application in the real class roomcan also be known.Research based knowledge about reflectivelesson plan can be helpful in the training of theteachers as well as in the class room practice.Moreover, the seeds which are sawn during thetraining can be grown up in the class roominteraction and so in educational process. Thus,the study can be helpful for in-service trainingtoo.
5.  Operational Definitions of Words
Reflective Lesson Plan In the present study,reflective lesson plan means the lesson plan passedfrom reflective lesson plan inventory translatedby Bhogayata (2003) from reflective lesson planconstructed in English by Beylor, Kitsansus andYung (2001) and Kitsansus, Beylur and Hu.(2001)
Level of Reflection. In the present study, threelevels of reflection had been decided. These werelower, medium and higher. These levels were asaccording to progress of teacher trainees in thelesson plan.
6.  Sample of Participants of StudyIn the present study, nine teacher trainees whowere studying during the year 2006-07 from G.H. Sanghavi College of Education were selectedas a sample of the study. The help of the lecturerswere taken for proper sample selection. Thus,

the researcher had selected sample by purposivesampling method. Participation of students wasvolunteer.
7.  Tool of StudyIn the present research, reflective lesson planinventory translated by Bhogayata (2003) fromreflective lesson plan constructed in English byBaylor, Kitsansus and Yung (2001) and Kitsansus,Baylor and Hue. (2001) was used as a tool of theresearch.The free response questionnaire was given tothe subjects of the study at the end of researchto study opinions of the subjects.
8.  Method of Data CollectionIn the present study, data was collected in threephases. Meeting was arranged with the subjectsafter selection of sample. Researcher had givenwritten and oral information about the reflectivelesson plan. The researcher had told the subjectsto prepare the reflective lesson plan of their ownchoice.Lesson plan prepared by teacher trainees wascollected by the researcher and was analyzedaccording to inventory. Errors and drawbackswere noted down by the researcher. Theresearcher had arranged second meeting withthe subjects. The researcher had given guidelinesto prepare the reflective lesson plan to the teachertrainees. Trainees were told to prepare secondlesson plan on the basis of discussion made duringthe meeting. Lesson plans were collected andanalyzed once more on the basis of inventory.The lesson plans needed improvements on thisstage also. So, meeting was arranged for thirdtime with the teacher trainees. Reflective lessonplan inventory was given to teacher trainees thistime. Questions of inventory were explained toteacher trainees. Teacher trainees preparedlesson plan reading and understanding inventoryfor third time. Lesson plan prepared for thirdtime was collected by the researcher.Free response questionnaire was given toteacher trainees at the end of study to getopinions of teacher trainees.
9.  Method of AnalysisIn the present research, qualitative aspect wasthe most important. So, statistical techniqueswere not used by the researcher.
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ISSN 2319 - 8168Here, lesson plan prepared by teacher traineeswas analyzed with the reference to questions ofreflective lesson plan inventory. On the basis ofanalysis, final lesson plan was prepared afterimprovements and re-improvements. Theeffectiveness level of reflectivity was decided by“Yes” for each question in each phase.
10.  Findings1. Reflectivity in lesson plan was seenunsatisfactory at the beginning phase.2. After getting the guidance about how todevelop reflective lesson plan, they were activelyable to prepare reflective lesson plan.3. Reflectivity can be brought in lesson planthrough repetitive thinking of questions ofreflective lesson plan inventory.4. In the present study, the level of reflectivitywas seen least (approximately near 50%) duringthe first phase, the level of reflectivity was seenwell (approximately near 70%) during thesecond phase. The level reflectivity was seen thebest (approximately near 90%) during the finalphase.5. It was clearly seen in free responsequestionnaire that the lesson plans can befurnished and made reflective by use of reflectivelesson plan inventory. The lesson plan can bemade integrative, reflective, activity oriented andharmonious by the use of inventory. Reflectivelesson plan inventory can be useful as a tool ofself evaluation of teachers.
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Meaning and definition The computer is known as electronic brain. It isa speedy electronic device, which is designed toaccept and store dates in the form of information.When we give the instruction to the computerits process the data and creates a report for us asprogram is given for that particular work or task.The computer is the origin from the Latin wordcomputer. It is a calculating device. The letters of“computer” have some specific meaning i.e. C-calculator, O-operate, M-memorize, P-print, U-update, T-tabulate, E-edit and R-response.
Development of computer It all started; about in 3000 B.C. a simpleinstrument called ‘Abacus’ was invented. Theword Abacus is made from the Latin word ‘Abac’whose meaning is the plain surface of sand. Thiswas the first instrument used for computing.This simple instrument changed the world ofcomputing. There is no record from where theabacus was invented. But the earliest from thiswas used in Mesopotamia. Many countries arestill using this instrument these days. Some ofthese countries are China and many countries ofthe western world. Basically it is a frame with
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ROLE OF COMPUTER IN RESEARCH

Mr. T. B. Chauhan *

In the ancient time men lived in jungle like animals. But to complete his requirements he
started to think. And made men superior from animals. This was the straiten step in the history of
progress. In this development process some inventions changed the life of men. These inventions
were Fire, Wheel and Electricity. These three inventions increased the speed of progress and made
human life much easier. But to maintain this speed he felt the necessity of a machine which could
store the large volume of data and could perform large calculation at very high speed, because this
as becoming the big problem. And finally he found the computer which has changed the life of men
and has become the best machine of not only of this century, the best one amongst all the machine
which are invented by men up to this time.

several wires across it, on each of which arestrung a number of beads. Abacus can perform the calculation of additionand subtraction of multiplication calculation likeaddition, subtraction, multiplication and divisionof numbers.
Role of Computers One of the major parts of research in socialscience involves the estimation of parametersor variables and computation of meaningfulvalues from the data obtained by surveys orcensuses. This can be done manually by usingstatistical or mathematical calculators,logarithmic tables, slide-rules, etc; or by usinghigh speed electronic computers. The computernow does in minutes and seconds that statisticaland other operation that took days, weeks andeven months of clerical and desk calculator work.
The computer The computer is an elaborate complex ofelectronic hardware whose chiefcharacteristics are tremendous speed, easy abilityto do thousands or repetitive operation with ahigh degree of accuracy, flexibility and what willhere be called ductility. The calculation of means,

* Lecturer, Aradhana B.Ed. College, Botad
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ISSN 2319 - 8168standard deviation, correlation, factor analysisand rotations, etc; for large samples having 50 ormore variables in almost impossible ofachievement by manual task calculators. Even ifit is possible, it will take months to get the results.But these problems can be solved by a computerwithin a few seconds, that to with greateraccuracy. The computer calculates with a highbut finite accuracy. It is also possible to obtainidentical results with differents sets ofinstructions to the machine.
CompilerBefore anything else, however, it is necessarythat the researcher should be aware of theproblem of communicating his need to themachine. He must be able to tell it what to do.The programmer writes the problem either inthe English language or mathematical language.These source languages, if converted into themachine language, is known as a compiler. Themost prominent compiler languages areFORTRAN, COBOL, PL1.FORTRAN, the formula translation, language wasdeveloped by J.W.Bachus and his associates foruse on IBM 704. It is an algebric language whichfinds primary use in mathematical and scientificwork. For the solution of problems, that containlarge sets of formula and many variables,FORTRAN is very useful. It helps theprogrammer to specify a numerical procedureby the use of a concise language like that ofmathematics, and he automatically obtains aprogrammed to carry out the procedure.Compilers are already available to extend the useof FORTRAN to almost all commercial computerssince 1957.COBOL, the common business oriented languagewas invented in 1959, and is widely used onbusiness computers. Identifications,specification, data division and proceduredivision are four parts of COBOL programmes.PL1 is of recent origin. Among the programminglanguage, it enjoys the best qualities of bothFORTRAN and COBOL. But it has yet to achievepopularity in our country.

General applicability of computer and
available programmes for statistical
purposesStatistical package programmes call for manyspecial requirements. A statistical package is anintegrated system of computer programme forthe statistical analysis of data and providing aunified and comprehensive package that enablesusers to perform many different types of dataanalysis in simple and convenient manner. Somewidely available and used statistical  programmepackage are BMD, DPSS,SAS,OSIRIS-IV,PSTAS,SPSS etc;which were developed on largecomputers. Most of these packages can be usedto calculate and analysis:(1) Frequency distribution and related statistics;(2) Multivariate analysis of variance;(3) Multiple regression analysis;(4) Factor analysis;(5) Principal component analysis; and(6) Cluster analysis.MINI-TAB package programmes can be used toedit and tabulate, while MNI-REGRESSIONprogrammes for regression analysis can beestimated by using small computer.AID and MCA are the programmes which can beused to predict and multiple classificationsanalysis.Item Analysis: Item total correlations, reliability,difficulty indices, etc., can also be done bycomputer.

REFERENCESKhanzode, V.V., Research Methodology(Techniques and Trends), New Delhi, A.P.H.Publishing Corporation, 2007.Singh, Y.K. and, R.B.Bajpai, Research MethodologyData presentation, Delhi, A.P.H. PublishingCorporation, 2007.Borko, H. (ed.), Computer Application in science,Englewood Cliffs. N.J. Prentice, hall 1962.Veldman, D., FORTRAN Programming forBehavioral Science, New York, Holt andReinhort, 1967.
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——ALP V[0ŸŸP GF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGF ;DFIMHG V\U[GM VeIF;ˆˆ

5|F D\YG V[GP Y0[`JZ*

5|:T]T ;\XMWG 5+DF\ ALPV[0ŸPGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VM lJnFeIF; NZlDIFG H[ ;DFIMHGGF 5|`GM VG]EJ[ K[P T[G[
HF6JF DF8[GM 5|IF; SZJFDF\ VFjIM K[P H[GF EFU ~5[ ALPV[0ŸP GF lJ7FG 5|JFC VG[ ;FDFgI 5|JFCGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMG[
GD}GFDF\ 5;\N SZJFDF\ VFjIFP 0MP lAGF XFC VG[ Vg;]\ s !)(&f ZlRT VG[ 5|DFl6T U]HZFTL VFJ'l¿  ;DFIMHG
;]lR GM p5IMU SZL DFlCTLG]\ V[S+LSZ6 SZJFDF\ VFjI]\P VF ;\XMWG ;J["1F6 5|SFZ[ CFY WZJFDF\ VFjI]\ CT]\P
V\T[ ALPV[0ŸP GF 5|Xl1F6FYL"VM H[ SF{8]\lAS4 X{1Fl6S VG[ ;F\J[lUS ;DFIMHGGF\ 5|`GM VG]EJ[ K[4 T[ V\U[GL RRF" SZJFDF\
VFJL K[ VG[ 5|:T]T ;\XMWGGF TFZ6M ZH} SZJFDF\ VFjIF K[P

RFJL~5 XaNM o ALPV[0ŸŸP GF 5|Xl1F6FYL"VM4 ;DFIMHG

E}lDSF
H[P;LP SM,D[G[ Z! DL ;NLGF DFGJLG[ —lR\TFU|:T I]Uc GF
DFGJL TZLS[ VM/BFjIM K[P ;MZ[g;G VG[ DFD[ Psychology
for Living GFDGF 5]:TSDF\ ,bI]\ K[ T[ VG];FZ NZ
!_ VD[lZSG[ ! VD[lZSG DFGl;S lADFZYL l50FTM CMI
VG[ VD[lZSFDF \ DGMlJS'lTYL l50FTF \ SZM0M DF6;M
CMI TM 5KL DF+ EF{lTS ;\5lTGF VB}8 E\0FZM jIY" AGL
HFI K[ VG[—J{IlST ;DFIMHGc DGMlJ7FGGM VeIF;
DCtJGM H GCL\4 5Z\T] VlGJFI" AGL HFI K[P lJnFeIF;
NZdIFG lJnFYL"VM SF{8]\lAS4 X{1Fl6S VG[ ;F\J[lUS JU[Z[ H[JF
;DFIMHGGF 5|`GM VG]EJ[ K[P H[GF 5Z T[GL A]lwW4 X{1Fl6S
l;lwW4 lJnFlSI lR\TF4 XFZLlZS :JF:yI4 ;F\J[lUS A]lwW4
S]8]\AGM 5|SFZ JU[Z[ V;Z SZ[ K[P
VeIF;GF C[T]VM
! ALPV[0Ÿ ŸPGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGF SF{8] \lAS ;DFIMHGG] \
DF5G SZJ]\P
Z ALPV[0Ÿ ŸPGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGF X{1Fl6S ;DFIMHGG] \
DF5G SZJ]\P
# ALPV[0Ÿ ŸPGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGF ;F\J[lUS ;DFIMHGG] \
DF5G SZJ]\P
$  ALPV[0ŸPGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGF ;J"U|FlC ;DFIMHGG]\
DF5G SZJ]\P
VeIF;GL ptS<5GFVM
!P lJ7FG 5|JFC VG[ ;FDFgI 5|JFCGF ALPV[0 ŸPGF
5|lX1F6FYL"VMGF SF{8] \lAS ;DFIMHG ;}lR 5Z D[/J[,F
;Z[ZFXF\SMDF\ VY";}RS TOFJT GlC CMIP
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ZP lJ7FG 5|JFC VG[ ;FDFgI 5|JFCGF ALPV[0 ŸPGF
5|lX1F6FYL"VMGF X{1Fl6S ;DFIMHG ;}lR 5Z D[/J[,F\
;Z[ZFXF\SMDF\ VY";}RS TOFJT GCL CMIP
#P lJ7FG 5|JFC VG[ ;FDFgI 5|JFCGF ALPV[0 ŸPGF
5|lX1F6FYL"VMGF ;F\J[lUS ;DFIMHG ;}lR 5Z D[/J[,F
;Z[ZFX\SMDF\ VY";}RS TOFJT GCL CMIP
$P lJ7FG 5|JFC VG[ ;FDFgI 5|JFCGF ALPV[0 ŸPGF
5|lX1F6FYL"VMGF ;J"U|FlC ;DFIMHG ;}lR 5Z D[/J[,F
;Z[ZFX\FSMDF\ VY";}RS TOFJT GCL CMIP
XaNMGL jIJCF~ jIFbIF
;DFIMHGP  0MP lAGF XFC VG[ Vg;]\ ZlRT s!)(&f
;DFIMHG ;}lR 5ZGL S,DM 5Z ALPV[0 ŸPGF
5|lX1F6FYL"VMGF D[/J[, S], 5|F%TF\SM V[8,[ ;DFIMHGP
ALPV[0ŸPGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMP ALPV[0ŸP SM,[HDF\ lJ7FG
5|JFC VG[ ;FDFgI 5|JFCDF\ VeIF; SZTF
5|lX1F6FYL"VMP
;\XMWG IMHGF
5|:T]T ;\XMWG ;J["1F6 5|SFZ[ CFY WZJFDF\ VFjI]\ CT]\P
VF ;\XMWG V[ ALPV[0 ŸP SM,[HDF\ VeIF; SZTF \
5|lX1F6FYL "VMG[ S [gãDF \ ZFBLG[ CFY WZJFDF\ VFjI] \
CMJFYL T[GF jIF5lJ`JDF\ DCFZFHF S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL4
EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L ;\,uG ALPV[0ŸP SM,[HMGF lJ7FG 5|JFC
VG[ ;FDFgI 5|JFCGF TDFD lJnFYL "VMGM ;DFJ[X
SZJFDF\ VFjIM CTMP
GD}GF 5;\NUL
5|:T]T VeIF;GF GD}GFDF\ ;\,uG ALPV[0ŸŸP SM,[HMDF\YL

* 5|FwIF5S4 VFZFWGF ALPV[0ŸP SM,[H4 DCFZFHF S'Q6S]DFZl;\CÒ EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L v EFJGUZ
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slJ7FG 5|JFC VG[ ;FDFgI 5|JFCf VeIF; 5|JFC VG];FZ
:TZLSZ6 SZJFDF \ VFjI] \  CT] \  VG[ T[GF VFWFZ[
GD}GFGL 5;\NUL :JZLS'T IF¡lrKS h}DBF 5;\NUL 5wWlTV[
SZJFDF\ VFJL CTLP H[DF\ S], !$_ 5F+MGL 5;\NUL
SZJFDF\ VFJL CTLP
p5SZ6
5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ p5SZ6 TZLS[ 0MP lAGF XFC VG[
Vg;] \ ZlRT s!)(&f —;DFIMHG ;}lRc˜GL 5|DF6LT
U]HZFTL VFJ'l¿GM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFjIM CTMP H[ D}/
lCgNLDF\ ZRJFDF\ VFJ[, CTLP 5|:T]T ;DFIMHG ;}lR
A[ lA\N] —CFc VG[ —GFc DF\ DF5G SZ[ K[P VF ;}lRDF\ *5
lJWFGM K[P H[G[ +6 lJEFUDF\ JC[ \RJFDF\ VFjIM K[P
s!f SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG sZf X{1Fl6S ;DFIMHG VG[ s#f
;F\J[lUS ;DFIMHG4 VFD V[S lJEFUDF\ Z5 5|`GM K[P
S], *5 lJWFGM VF ;}lRDF\ K[P ;DU| ;}lRGM 5|F%TF\S
lJ:TFZ _ YL *5 ;]WLGM K[P 5|F%TF\SGL U6TZL D[gI]V,DF\
VF5[, :SMlZ\U SL 5|DF6[ SZJDF\ VFJL CTLP H[D prR
5|F%TF\S lJ:TFZ T[D ;DFIMHGG]\ 5|DF6 prR VG[ H[D

lGdG 5|F%TF \S lJ:TFZ T[D ;DFIMHGG] \ 5|DF6 lGdG
V[J] \ VY"38G YFIP
DFlCTLG]\ V[S+LSZ6 VG[ U]6F\SG
DFlCTLGF V[S+LSZ6 DF8[ ALPV[0ŸPGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMG[
;DFIMHG ;}lR VF5JFDF \ VFJL CTL VG[ T[GF 5Z
DFlCTLG] \  V[S+LSZ6 SZJFDF \ VFjI] \  CT] \P
5|lX1F6FYL"VMG[ GD}GF ~5  S,DMGL ;DH}TL VF5JFDF\
VFJL CTLP NZ[S lJWFG JF\RLG[ ;DHL 5KL VF5[,F A[ lJS<5
—CFc VG[ —GFc˜ V[D A[ BFGFDF\YL ;\DlT 5|DF6[ sBZFGLf
GL lGXFGL SZL HJFA VF5JFGM CTMP VF ZLT[ D/[,F
5|lTRFZMGF U]6\FSG DF8[  —CFc DF8[ ! VG[ —GFc˜ DF8[ _
V[D U]6F \SG SZJFDF \ VFjI] \  CT] \P
ptS<5GFVMGL RSF;6L
5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ ZRJFDF\ VFJ[,L  pt S<5GFVMGL
RSF;6L VG[ T[GF VY”38GM VF ;FY[ ZH} SZJFDF\
VFJ[, K[ VG[ T[GF 5lZ6FDM 56 ;FY[ ;FZ6L :J~5[
D}SJFDF\ VFJ[, K[P H[ GLR[ 5|DF6[ CTFP

;FZ6L v !
ALPV[0ŸPGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGF SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG 5Z VeIF; 5|JFCGL V;ZGM 8LvU]6M¿Z

                                                       Þ_P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"S
p5ZMST ;FZ6L v! G] \  VJ,MSG SZTF H6FI K[ S [ S ], GD}GFDF \ 5F+MGL ;\bIF !$_ CTLP H[DF \ lJ7FG
5|JFCGF 5|lX1F6F"YLVMGL ;\bIF *_ CTL VG[ ;FDFgI 5|JFCGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL ;\bIF *_ CTL H[GL ;\ZF;ZL VG]S|D[
!$P!_ 4 !&PZ_ CTLP H[G]\ 5|DF6 lJR,G VG]S|D[ 5P__4 $P_Z CT]\P HIFZ[ 8L v U]6MTZ D}<I ZP$( CT]\P H[ _P_5
S1FFV[ ;FY"S TOFJT NXF"JTM CTMP V[8,[ S[ lJ7FG 5|JFC SZTF\ ;FDFgI 5|JFCGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMDF\ SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG
JW] ;F~ H6FI]\ CT]P

;FZ6L v Z
ALPV[0ŸPGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGF X{1Fl6S ;DFIMHG 5Z VeIF; 5|JFCGL V;ZGM 8LvU]6M¿Z

VeIF; 
5|JFC 

;\bIF  ;ZF;ZL 5|DF6vlJR,G 8LvU]6MœZ 

lJ7FG 5|JFC *_ !$P!_ 5P__ ZP$(· 
;FDFgI 5|JFC *_ !&PZ_ $P_Z 

 

VeIF; 
5|JFC 

;\bIF  ;ZF;ZL 5|DF6vlJR,G 8LvU]6MœZ 

lJ7FG 5|JFC *_ !#P(_ $P_! !P!5 
;FDFgI 
5|JFC 

*_ !ZP)( $P!_ 

 p5ZMST ;FZ6L vZ G]\ VJ,MSG SZTF H6FI K[ S[ lJ7FG 5|JFCGF 5|lX1F6FYL"GL ;\bIF *_ VG[ ;FDFgI 5|JFCGF
5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL ;\bIF *_ CTLP S], GD}GFDF\ 5F+MGL ;\bIF !$_ CTLP H[GL ;ZF;ZL VG]S|D[ !#P(_4 !ZP)( CTLP
H[G]\ 5|DF6 lJR,G VG]S|D[ $P_! VG[$P!_ CT]\P HIFZ[ 8LvU]6M¿ZG]\ D}<I !P!5 CT]\P H[ _P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"S
TOFJT NXF"JTM G CTMP 5Z\T] ;FDFgI 5|JFC SZTF lJ7FG 5|JFCGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMG\] X{1Fl6S ;DFIMHG JW] ;F~ HMJF
D?I] \  CT] \P
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VeIF; 
5|JFC 

;\bIF  ;ZF;ZL 5|DF6vlJR,G 8LvU]6MœZ 

lJ7FG 5|JFC *_ !5P&( #P(5 ZP*(· 
;FDFgI 
5|JFC 

*_ !#P*$ #P*# 

 
                                                    Þ· _P_! S1FFV[ ;FY"S
p5ZMST ;FZ6L v # G] \  VJ,MSG SZTF H6FI K[ S [ S ], GD}GFDF \ 5F+MGL ;\bIF !$_ K[P H[DF \ lJ7FG
5|JFCGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL ;\bIF *_ CTLP  VG[ #P*# CT]\P HIFZ[ 8LvU]6M¿Z ZP*( HMJF D?IM CTMP H[ _P_! S1FFV[
;FY"S TOFJT NXFJ"TM CTMP ;FDFgI 5|JFC SZTF lJ7FG VG[ ;FDFgI 5|JFCGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL ;\bIF *_ CTLP H[GL
;ZF;ZL VG]S|D[ !5P&(4 !#P*$ CTLP T[G]\ 5|JF6 lJR,G VG]S|D[ #P(5 5|JFCGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMG]\ ;F\J[lUS ;DFIMHG
prR CT]\P

;FZ6L v $
ALPV[0ŸP 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGF ;J"UFCL ;DFIMHG 5Z VeIF; 5|JFCGL V;ZGM 8LvU]6M¿Z

VeIF; 
5|JFC 

;\bIF ;ZF;ZL 5|DF6vlJR,G 8LvU]6MœZ 

lJ7FG 5|JFC *_ $$P*( _)P(# !P&Z 
;FDFgI 
5|JFC 

*_ $!P*# !_P** 

 p5ZMST ;FZ6L v $ G]\ VJ,MSG SZTF H6FI K[ S[ lJ7FG 5|JFCGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL ;\bIF *_ CTL VG[ ;FDFgI
5|JFCGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL ;\bIF *_ CTLP S], GD}GFDF\ 5F+MGL ;\bIF !$_ CTLP H[GL ;ZF;ZL VG]S|D[ $$P*( VG[
$!P*# CTLP T[G]\ 5|DF6 lJR,G VG]S|D[ _)P(# VG[ !_P** CT]P HIFZ[ 8L v U]6MTZ !P&Z HMJF D?IM CTMP H[
_P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"S TOFJT NXF"JTM G CTMP ;FDFgI 5|JFCGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VM SZTF lJ7FG 5|JFCGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMDF\
JW] ;F~ ;DFIMHG HMJF D?I\] CT]\P VFlY”S 5lZl:YTL4 SF{8]\lAS VF\TZlS|IF  V,UvV,U CMI K[P H[G[ SFZ6[ VFJM
TOFJT HMJF D?IM CMIP DSJF6F ALPH[PsZ__(f GF ;\XMWGDF\ 56 VeIF;S1FFGL SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG 5Z V;Z
HMJF D/L CTLP
5lZ6FD RRF"
5|:T]T ;\XMWGDF\ ;\XMWS[ ALPV[0ŸP GF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGF ;DFIMHG HF6JF DF8[GM 5|IF; CFY WIM" CTMP H[DF\ D/[,F
5lZ6FDMGF VFWFZ[ S[8,FS X{1Fl6S Ol,TFYM" RRF" :J~5[ VCL\ D}SJFDF\ VFjIF K[P H[ GLR[ 5|DF6[ K[P
 ALPV[0ŸP GF 5|lX1F6FYL"VM X{1Fl6S ;DFIMHG 5Z VeIF; 5|JFCGL V;Z HMJF D/L G CTLP H[G]\ SFZ6 V[
CM. XS[ S[ ALPV[0ŸP GF 5|lX1F6FYL"GM VeIF; 5|JFC UD[ T[ CMI4 5Z\T] V[S H I]lGJl;"8LGF TF,LDFYL” CMJFG[ SFZ6[ V[S
;ZBF X{1Fl6S DF/BFDF\YL 5;FZ YJFG]\ CMI K[P 5F9 VFIMHG4 5|MH[S84 V[;F.D[g84 TF; ,[JF4 5ZL1FF VF AWL H
AFATM AgG[ VeIF; 5|JFCG[ V;Z SZ[ K[P H[YL X{1Fl6S ;DFIMHGDF\ TOFJT G VFjIM CMI T[J]\ AGL XS[P 0]\UZF6L4
V[PÒPs!)))f GF ;\XMWGGF TFZ6 D]HA X{1Fl6S S1FF VG[ HFTLGF VFWFZ[ X{1Fl6S ;DFIMHGDF\ TOFJT HMJF
D?IM G CTMP
 lJ7FG 5|JFC VG[ ;FDFgIGF 5|JFC ALPV[0ŸP GF 5|lX1F6FYL"VM DF\ ;F\J[lUS ;DFIMHG JrR[ TOFJT HMJF
D?IM CTMP H[G]\ SFZ6 NZ[S 5|lX1F6FYL"GM ;F\J[lUS A]lwWVF\S sEQf4 ;\J[UGL VlEjIlST4 ;\J[U lGI\+64 ;F\J[lUS
5lZ5SJTF JU[Z[ V,UvV,U CM. XS[P ALPALP5F\0[ s!)*)f GF ;\XMWGGF TFZ6 D]HA XC[ZL lJnFYL"VM X{1Fl6S4
T\N]Z:TL VG[ VFJ[lUS 1F[+GL VG]S],GGL ;D:IF JW] WZFJTF CTFP H[GL ;FY[ VF ;\XMWGG]\ TFZ6 ;FdITF WZFJ[ K[P
 ALPV[0ŸP SM,[HG]\ 5|lX1F6 TF,LDFYL"G[ DFwIlDS XF/FDF\ lX1FS AGJFGL ,FISFT VF5[ K[P T[YL X{1Fl6S JQF"
NZdIFG VeIF;S|D VG[ .¿Z 5|J'lTVMDF\ 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGL EFULNFZLG[ DCtJ VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P H[GL lJ7FG
5|JFC VG[ ;FDFgI 5|JFC A\G[ 5Z ;ZBL V;Z Y. XS[ K[P T[YL T[DGF ;J"U|FCL ;DFIMHGDF\ SM. ;FY"S TOFJT HMJF
D/TM GYLP 5|JFC SZTF lJ7FG 5|JFCGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMG]\ ;F\J[lUS ;DFIMHG prR HMJF D?I]\ CT]\P

;FZ6L v#
ALPV[0ŸPGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGF ;F\J[lUS ;DFIMHG 5Z VeIF; 5|JFCGL V;ZGM 8LvU]6M¿Z
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 JT"DFG X{1Fl6S DF/BFDF\ VFJ[, 5lZJT"GMGL
V;ZMYL 5|lX1F6FYL"VM J\lRT ZCIF GYLP ALPV[0ŸPGF
5|lX1F6FYL"VMGF SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG 5Z VeIF; 5|JFCGL
V;Z HMJF D/L CTLP T[G]\ SFZ6 NZ[S 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGF
S]\8]\AGM 5|SFZ4 SF{8]\lAS JFTFJZ64 S]\8]\AGF GLTLvlGIDM4
SF {8 ] \ lAS ;DFIMHGGM D]bI VFWFZ jIlST VG[ T[GF
5IF"JZ6GL ;O/ VF\TZlS|IF 5Z ZC[,M K[P T[YL H ;MZ[g;G
VG[ DFD[ SCI]\ K[ S[4 Beyond any doubt , you will be
happier and more successful in life if you  will really
work at making needed  changes in your self PsH]VM4
SFDNFZ ¸ !))*fP
 lJnFeIF; NZdIFG lJnFYL"VMV[ VG[S AFATM ;FY[
;DFIMHG ;FWJFG] \ CMI K[P H[DF\ SF{8] \lAS4 XF/FlSI
VG[ ;F\J[lUS ;DFIMHGGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P H[GF 5Z T[GL
A]lwW4 ;F\J[lUS A]lwW4 SF{8]\lAS JFTFJZ6 5|SFZ4 X{1Fl6S
EFJFJZ6 JU[Z[GL V;Z YFI K[P T[YL NZ[S DFTFvl5TFV[4
lX1FSMV[ TYF VFRFIM”V[ lJnFYL”VMGF ;DFIMHGGF
5|‘GM C, SZJFDF\ T[DG[ DNN~5 YJ] \ HM.V[P H[YL
T[VM JT”GGL lJS|'lT s Beheiviour Disorders f GM EMU
AGTF ARL XS[P
VeIF;GF TFZ6MVeIF;GF TFZ6MVeIF;GF TFZ6MVeIF;GF TFZ6MVeIF;GF TFZ6M
!P lJ7FG 5|JFC VG[ ;FDFgI 5|JFCGF ALPV[0ŸP GF
5|lX1F6FYL"VM GF SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG ;}lR 5Z D[/J[,F
;Z[ZFXF\SMDF\ ;FY"S TOFJT HMJF D?IM CTMP lJ7FG 5|JFC
SZTF ;FDFgI 5|JFCGF 5|lX1F6FYL "VMG] \  SF {8 ] \ lAS
;DFIMHG JW] ;F~ H6FI]\ CT]\P
ZP   lJ7FG 5|JFC VG[ ;FDFgI 5|JFCGF ALPV[0ŸP GF
5|lX1F6FYL"VM  X{1Fl6S ;DFIMHG ;}lR 5Z 5|F%T YI[,F
5|lTRFZM VFWFlZT ;Z[ZFXMSM\DF\ ;FY"S TOFJT H6FIM G
CTMP V[8,[ S [ A\G[ 5|JFCGF \ lJnFYL "VMDF \ X{1Fl6S
;DFIMHG ;DFG HMJF D?I]\ CT]\P
#P  lJ7FG 5|JFC VG[ ;FDFgI 5|JFCGF ALPV[0Ÿ ŸP GF
5|lX1F6FYL"VMGF ;F\J[lUS ;DFIMHG ;}lR 5Z 5|F%T
;Z[ZFX\FSMDF\ ;FY"S TOFJT HMJF D?IM CTMP ;FDFgI
$P ALPV[0ŸP GF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMGF ;J"U| ;DFIMHGDF\
lJ7FG 5|JFC VG[ ;FDFgI 5|JFCGF 5|lX1F6FYL"VMDF\
;DFIMHG ;}lR 5Z D/[,F ;\Z[ZFXF\SMDF\ ;FY"S TOFJT
HMJF D?IM G CTMP A\G[ 5|JFCGF 5|lX1F6FYL "VMG] \
;J"U|FCL ;DFIMHG ;DFG HMJF D?I]\ CT]\P
;DF5G
J{IlST ;DFIMHGGM VEFJ V[ JT"DFG ;NLGM V[S U\ELZ
5|`G K[P HLJGGF lJlJW TASSFVMDF \ jIlST
;DFIMHGGF VEFJ[ DFG;LS D]xS[,LVM   s CTFXF4 ;\3QF”4
DGMEFZ4 TF6f GM EMU AG[ K[P lJnFeIF; NZdIFG
lJnFYL”VMV[ 5MTFGF \ S ] \8 ] \A4 XF/FvSM,[H4 ;\J[UM4
;DFH4;\:S'lT JU[Z[ ;FY[ ;DFIMHG ;FWJFG]\ CMI K[P
T[YL H HM lJnFYL"VMGF DFTFvl5TF4 lX1FSM4 VFRFIM"4
lX1F6lJNM4 X{1Fl6S DGMJ{7FGLSM JU[Z[ ;DFIMHGGF
5|`GMYL JFS[O CX[ TM T[ lJnFYL"VMG[ ;DFIMHG ;FWJJDF\
DNN~5 AGX[P DF8[ H VF lNXFDF\ ;\XMWGM YFI T[GL
JT"DFG ;DIDF\ TFTL H~ZLIFT K[P

;\NE";}lR
Gearge, I.A. (1996), comparative study of the
adjustment and achievement of 10 year’s and
11 year’s schooling in keral state ,   ( u.g.c.
finance) , (dept. of psy.) keral uni. by the third
survey of research in education.
Kochgu wan, v. (1993), A study of the
relationship between academic anxiety and
adjustment among high school student’s (
patna-woman’s coll., patna), Indian
Journal of behavior vol.17
Pandey B.B. (1979), A Study of adjustment
problems of adolescent boy’s of dericd and chier
education implication, ph.d., Edu. gor. by the
third survey of research in education.
Shree Usha s. (1990), Academic adjustment and
achievement of problems children,         (s.v.uni.
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SFDNFZ4 V[GP VG[ VgI s!))*f4 5|YD VFJ'l¿4 J{IlST
;DFIMHGG]\ DGMlJ7FG4 VDNFJFNv5F`J" 5la,S[XG4
5’v(v!#P
0] \UZF6L4 V[PÒP s!)))f4 :GFTS VG[ VG]:GFTS
lJnFYL "VMGF ;DFIMHG V\U[GM T],GFtDS VeIF;4
V5|SFXLT XMW5+4 EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L4 EFJGUZP
5\0IF4 ALPS[PsZ__#f4 prRTZ DFwIlDS XF/FGF
lJnFYL"VMGF ;DFIMHG V\U[GM VeIF;4 V5|SFXLT
V[DPV[;P 0A<I] ,3]XMW lGA\W 4zL S[/J6L D\0/ lJnF,I4
-;FP
DSJF6F4 ALPH[P sZ__(f4 EFJGUZGL prRTZ DFwIlDS
XF/FGF lJnFYL "VMGF ;DFIMHG V\U[GM VeIF;4
V5|SFXLT XMW5+4 EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L4 EFJGUZP
XFC4 ALPVG[ Vg;]\ s!)(&f4 ;DFIMHG ;}lR4 VFU|F
;FISM,MÒ lZ;R" R[Z4 VFU|FP
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„è¶Ýï ÜUè ÐíçRU²¢

™¢±Ç¢ ¥…² Ðè. *

„è¶Ýï ÜU¢ S±LÐ :
¥ÐÝï ¥Ýé|¢± „ï H¢|¢ ©Æ¢Ýï ÜU¢ï ãè „è¶Ý¢ ÜUã¼ï ãñ J ™êæçÜU ã}¢
¥¢…è±Ý §Ý ¥Ýé|¢±¢ïæ „ï H¢|¢ ©Æ¢Ýï Úã¼ï ãñæ §„çH» „è¶Ý¢
…è±Ý |¢Ú ã¢ï¼¢ …¢¼¢ ãñ J Ï¢¢HÜU x¢}¢ü Îê{ „ï }¢é¡ã …H¢ÜUÚ À¢À
ÜU¢ï |¢è ÈUêæÜUÜUÚ Ðè¼¢ ãñ J »ÜU Ï¢¢Ú ÜU¢ ÜUCÐíÎ ¥Ýé|¢± ©„ÜUï
}¢Ý ÐÚ »ï„è À¢Ð À¢ïÇ …¢¼¢ ãñ çÜU ±ã ã}¢ïà¢¢ „ÈUïÎ ¼ÚH ÐÎ¢ƒü
„ï ÐÚãï… ÜUÚÝï Hx¢¼¢ ãñ J çà¢ÿ¢¢ „è¶Ý¢ ¥¢±à²ÜU ¼¢ï ãñ, ÜU§ü
¼Úã ÜUè Ï¢¢¼ïæ „è¶è …¢¼è ãñ ¥¢ñÚ ©Ý„ï ¥¢™Ú‡¢ ¥¢ñÚ ÜU¢}¢ ÜUÚÝï
ÜUï Éæx¢ }¢ïæ ÐçÚ±¼üÝ ¥¢¼¢ ãñ J ã}¢¢Úï ÜU¢}¢ ÜUÚÝï ÜUï ¼¢ñÚ-¼ÚèÜUï …¢ï
¥¢… ãñæ „Ï¢ „è¶Ýï ÜU¢ ÐçÚ‡¢¢}¢ ãñ, çà¢C¢™¢Ú, ÚãÝ-„ãÝ ÜU¢
Éæx¢, ÜUH}¢ ÐÜUÇÝï ¥¢ñÚ çH¶Ýï ÜU¢ ¼ÚèÜU¢, Ï¢¢ïHÝï ¥¢ñÚ x¢¢Ýï ÜU¢
Éæx¢, ¥ƒ¢ü¼ì ¥¢ñÚ ÜUéÀ |¢è ã}¢ ¥¢… ÜUÚ¼ï ãñæ, ¥Ýé|¢± m¢Ú¢ „è¶Ýï
ÜU¢ ÐçÚ‡¢¢}¢ ãñ J
„è¶Ýï ÜUï ÐíÜU¢Ú :
„|¢è Ðí¢‡¢è „è¶¼ï ãñ, ÜUéÀ ¥ç{ÜU ¥¢ñÚ ÜUéÀ ÜU}¢ J „Ï¢ÜUï „è¶Ýï
}¢ïæ Ðí¢²: »ÜU „ï çÝ²}¢ ÜU¢²¢üç‹±¼ ã¢ï¼ï ãñæ J Ðà¢é¥¢ïæ ¥¢ñÚ Ï¢¢HÜU¢ïæ ÜUï
„è¶Ýï }¢ïæ Ï¢Çè „}¢¢Ý¼¢ ãñ J ±¢S¼± }¢ïæ Ðà¢é¥¢ïæ ÐÚ çÜU» x¢»
Ðí²¢ïx¢¢ïæ „ï }¢¢Hê}¢ ãé¥¢ ãñ çÜU Ï¢¢HÜU¢ïæ ÜU¢ï „è¶Ýï ÜUè Ðhç¼ }¢ïæ
ÜU¢ñÝ-„ï Ðí|¢¢± ÜU¢}¢ ÜUÚ¼ï ãñ J §Ý ¥Š²²Ý¢ïæ „ï ¿¢¢¼ ãé¥¢ ãñ çÜU
„è¶Ýï ÜUè ¼èÝ Ðhç¼²¢¡ ± ÐíÜU¢Ú ãñ J ²ã¢¡ ©ÝÜU¢ ±‡¢üÝ çÜU²¢
x¢²¢ ãñ J
(1) Ðà¢é ¥¢ñÚ Ï¢¢HÜU Ðí²yÝ ¥¢ñÚ |¢êH ÜUï m¢Ú¢ ãè „è¶¼ï ãñæ J
„ÈUH¼¢ Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚÝï ÜU¢ »ÜU ¼ÚèÜU¢ ¥ÐÝ¢²¢ …¢¼¢ ãñ, ±ã Ýãèæ
™H¼¢ ¼¢ï Îê„Ú¢ ¥ÐÝ¢²¢ …¢¼¢ ãñ J §„ ¼Úã ÜU§ü Ú¢S¼ï ± ¼ÚèÜUï
¥¢…}¢¢§» …¢¼ï ãñ J …Ï¢ ¼ÜU „ÈUH¼¢ Ðí¢Œ¼ Ýãèæ ã¢ï¼è J ±ã ¼¢ï
{êH }¢ïæ HÅìÆ }¢¢ÚÝï ±¢H¢ ©ÐÜUÚ‡¢ ãñ J ÈUÜUü ÜUï±H §¼Ý¢ ãñ çÜU
¥„ÈUH ¼ÚèÜUï Ýãè Î¢ïãÚ¢» …¢¼ï J ¥|²¢„ „ï |¢êH¢ïæ ÜUè „æw²¢
ÜU}¢ ã¢ï¼è …¢¼è ãñ ¥¢ñÚ ¥¢ç¶Ú Ï¢¢HÜU „è{ï -„ÈUH ¼ÚèÜUï ÜU¢ï
ãè Î¢ïãÚ¢¼¢ ãñ J Í¢Ú ÜUï ™¢ñÜU }¢ïæ ¥ÜU„Ú ÜUéœ¢ï ÈU¡„ …¢¼ï ãñæ v²¢ïæ,
Ï¢¢ãÚ ÜUï ÈU¢ÅÜU ÜUè ç¶ÇÜUè ÜU§ü Ï¢¢Ú ¥ÐÝï ¥¢Ð ã±¢ „ï Ï¢‹Î ã¢ï
…¢¼è ãñ J ÐãHè Ï¢¢Ú ÜUéœ¢¢ ÜU§ü ¼Úã ÜUè ¥„ÈUH ÜU¢ïçà¢à¢ïæ ÜUÚ¼¢
ãñ J Îè±¢Ú ÈU¢æÎÝï ÜU¢ï HÐÜU¼¢ ãñ, ÈU¢ÅÜU ÐÚ §{Ú-©{Ú Ðæ…ï
}¢¢Ú¼¢ ãñ, ç¶ÇÜUè ÜU¢ï {ÜUïH¼¢ ãñ, „¢¡ÜUHÜU¢ï çãH¢¼¢ ãñ, ¥¢ç¶Ú
„¢¡ÜUH ÜU¢ï }¢é¡ã „ï ¶èæ™ÜUÚ ç¶ÇÜUè ¶¢ïH Hï¼¢ ãñ ¥¢ñÚ Ï¢¢ãÚ
çÝÜUH …¢¼¢ ãñ J ÎéÏ¢¢Ú¢ ÈUæ„ …¢Ýï „ï |¢êH¢ïæ ÜUè „æw²¢ ÜU}¢ ã¢ï
…¢¼è ãñ ¥¢ñÚ ¥|²¢„ „ï ±ã „è{ï „¢¡ÜUH ¶èæ™ÜUÚ ç¶ÇìÜUè ¶¢ïH
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Hï¼¢ ãñ J Ï¢¢HÜU ÐãHè Ï¢¢Ú ™¢Ï¢è HïÜUÚ ¼¢H¢ ¶¢ïHÝï ÜUè
ÜU¢ïçà¢à¢ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ ¼¢ï ¥ÅÜUH ÐÓ™ê ãÚÜU¼¢ïæ ÜUè ÜU}¢è Ýãèæ Úã¼è J
Îê„Úè Ï¢¢Ú ¥„ÈUH ÜU¢ïçà¢à¢¢ïæ ÜUè çx¢Ý¼è ÜU}¢ ã¢ï …¢¼è ãñ ¥¢ñÚ
¥|²¢„ ã¢ï …¢Ýï „ï „è{è ™¢Ï¢è Hx¢¢¼¢ ãñ ¥¢ñÚ ¼¢H¢ ¶¢ïH Hï¼¢
ãñ J ÐãHï ©„ï ™¢Ï¢è ÀïÎì }¢ïæ Í¢ê„¢Ýï ¥¢ñÚ Í¢é}¢¢Ýï }¢ïæ ÎïÚ Hx¢¼è ƒè,
©„ÜU¢ ÜU¢}¢ çÝçà™¼ Ýãèæ ƒ¢, §„èçH» ÜU§ü |¢êHïæ ãé§ü J Ðí¢ñÉ |¢è
Ï¢ãé¼-„è Ï¢¢¼ïæ §„è ¼Úã „è¶¼ï ãñæ J ¿¢¢Ý Ý ÚãÝï „ï §{Ú-©{Ú ÜUï
¼ÚèÜUï ¥¢…}¢¢¼ï ãñæ, …ã¢¡ {êH }¢ïæ HÅìÆ Hx¢ x¢§ü, ±ãèæ çÈUÚ Hx¢¢¼ï
ãñ J
(2) Îê„Ú¢ïæ ÜU¢ï ÜU¢}¢ ÜUÚ¼ï Îï¶ Ï¢¢HÜU ©„ÜUè ÝÜUH ©¼¢ÚÜUÚ
„è¶¼¢ ãñ J ¥ÝéÜUÚ‡¢ m¢Ú¢ „è¶Ý¢ Ï¢Ç¢ Ã²¢ÐÜU ãñ J Ï¢¢HÜU ÜU¢ï
çÎ¶¢ÜUÚ ÜU¢ï§ü ÜU¢}¢ ÜUÚïæx¢ï ¼¢ï ±ã ©„è ¼Úã ©„ï ÜUÚÝï ÜUè
ÜU¢ïçà¢à¢ ÜUÚïx¢¢, çH¶Ý¢ Ðí¢²: ¥ÝéÜUÚ‡¢ m¢Ú¢ ãè „è¶¢ …¢¼¢
ãñ J Ï¢¢HÜU ¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜUè ¼Úã Ï¢ñÆÜUÚ ÜUH}¢ ÐÜUÇÜUÚ ±ñ„è ãè
ãÚÜU¼ïæ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ ¥¢ñÚ ¥ÝéÜUÚ‡¢ çH¶Ý¢ „è¶ …¢¼¢ ãñ J ÜUéÀ
¥ÝéÜUÚ‡¢ ¼¢ï ¥¿¢¢¼ LÐ „ï  ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ, ¥¢ñÚ ÜUéÀ ¥Ý…¢Ýï }¢ïæ }¢¢¡-
Ï¢¢Ð ÜUï ™HÝï, Ï¢¢ïHÝï, ¶Çï ã¢ïÝï ÜUï Éæx¢ ¥ÐÝ¢¼ï ¥¢ñÚ ÜUéÀ ¿¢¢¼
LÐ „ï ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ, …ñ„ï, Ï¢¢HÜU }¢¢¡-Ï¢¢Ð ÜU¢ï Îï¶ÜUÚ ™}}¢™ ÐÜUÇ¼ï,
Ï¢êÅ ÜUï ÈUè¼ï Ï¢¢¡{¼ï ± Ï¢ÅÝ Ï¢‹Î ÜUÚ¼ï ãñæ J Ðà¢é ¥ÝéÜUÚ‡¢ m¢Ú¢
ÜU}¢ „è¶¼ï ãñæ ²lçÐ Ï¢‹ÎÚ ¥¢ñÚ ¼¢ï¼¢ }¢Ýéc² ÜUè ÝÜUH ÜUÚ HïÝï
}¢ïæ çÜU„è ãÎ ¼ÜU „ÈUH ã¢ï¼ï ãñæ J ¥ÝéÜUÚ‡¢ m¢Ú¢ „è¶Ýï }¢ïæ
Ðí²yÝ ÜUè Ï¢ãé¼ Ï¢Çè |¢êH ã¢ï …¢¼è ãñ J Ðí²yÝ ¥¢ñÚ |¢êH ÜUè
Ðhç¼ }¢ïæ „}¢² ¥¢ñÚ à¢çv¼ ÜU¢ ¥ÐÃ²² ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ J
(3) ÐÚ }¢Ýéc²¢ïæ ÜUï  „è¶Ýï }¢ïæ »ÜU »ï„è Ï¢¢¼ Ð¢§ü …¢¼è ãñ…¢ï
Ðà¢é¥¢ïæ ÜUï „è¶Ýï }¢ïæ Ýãè ç}¢H¼è J }¢¢Ý± „éÛ¢ ± ¥‹¼ÎëçC „ï |¢è
„è¶¼¢ ãñ J „y²y}¢ÜU ÐçÚçSƒç¼ ÜUï ©ÐçSƒ¼ ã¢ïÝï ÐÚ Ï¢¢HÜU
©„ÜU¢ ÐêÚè ¼Úã çÝÚèÿ¢‡¢ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ, ©„ ÐÚ ç±™¢Ú ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ ¥¢ñÚ
çÈUÚ »ÜU¢»ÜU ©„ï ©„ÜU¢ ãH ç}¢H …¢¼¢ ãñ J §„ï ¥‹¼ÎëçC ÜUã
Hïæ ²¢ „ã… ÐíïÚ‡¢¢, ÐÚ ÜU¢}¢ ²ã »ÜU¢»ÜU ÜUÚ¼è ãñ J „æ„¢Ú ÜUï
}¢ã¢Ýì ç±™¢ÚÜU ± ¥¢ç±cÜU¢ÚÜU ¶¢ï… }¢ïæ |¢ÅÜU¼ï Úã¼ï ãñ, ÐÚ
¥ç‹¼}¢ çÝcÜU}¢ü ÐÚ ±ã ¥ÐÝè „êÛ¢-Ï¢êÛ¢ „ï ãè Ðãé¡™¼ï ãñæ J §„
ÐíÜU¢Ú ÜU¢ „è¶Ý¢ Ðí¢²: }¢Ýéc² }¢ïæ ãè Ð¢²¢ …¢¼¢ ãñ J ç™Ðñæ…è ÐÚ
çÜU» x¢» Ðí²¢ïx¢¢ïæ „ï }¢¢Hê}¢ ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ çÜU ±ã |¢è „éÛ¢ „ï „è¶¼¢  ãñ
J »ÜU Ï¢Çï ôÐ…Çï }¢ïæ ©„ï  Ï¢‹Î ÜUÚ çÎ²¢ x¢²¢ …ã¢¡ ¶¢Ýï ÜUï çH»
ÜUéÀ Ý ƒ¢ J ÜUéÀ ÜUïHï …LÚ ©„ÜUè Ðãé¡™ ÜUï Ï¢¢ãÚ ƒï J ôÐ…Çï }¢ïæ
Î¢ï Ï¢¢¡„ ƒï …¢ï »ÜU Îê„Úï ÜUï „¢ƒ ¥¢„¢Ýè „ï …¢ïÇï …¢ „ÜU¼ï ƒï J

* »}¢.¥ïÇì. Œ¢íçà¢ÿ¢¢ƒèò,Ÿ¢è}¢¼è »S¢.Á¢ï.S¢¢Ï¢±¢ çà¢ÿ¢‡¢ }¢ã¢ç±l¢H², Ï¢¢ïÅ¢Î
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ôÐ…Çï }¢ïæ Î¢ï Ï¢¢¡„ ƒï …¢ï »ÜU Îê„Úï ÜUï „¢ƒ ¥¢„¢Ýè „ï …¢ïÇï …¢
„ÜU¼ï ƒï J »ÜU Ï¢¢¡„ ¼¢ï ÜUïHï ¼ÜU Ýãèæ Ðãéæ™¼¢ ƒ¢ ÐÚ Î¢ïÝ¢ïæ
…éÇÜUÚ Ðãé¡™ „ÜU¼ï ƒï J ç™Ðñæ…è Ýï ÜUïHï ©¼¢ÚÝï ÜUè Ï¢ãé¼ ÜU¢ïçà¢à¢
ÜUè, ÐÚ „ÈUH Ý ãé¥¢ J çÈUÚ Ï¢¢¡„ ÜUï ÅéÜUÇ¢ïæ ÜUï „¢ƒ ™H¼ï ãé»
©„ï »ÜU¢»ÜU „êÛ¢¢ ¥¢ñÚ ©„Ýï Î¢ïÝ¢ïæ Ï¢¢¡„¢ï ÜU¢ï …¢ïÇÝï ÜUè ÜU¢ïçà¢à¢
ÜUè J »ÜU-Î¢ï Ï¢¢Ú ÜU¢ïçà¢à¢ ÜUÚÝï ÐÚ ±ã „ÈUH ã¢ï x¢²¢ ¥¢ñÚ ÜUïHï
©¼¢Ú çÜU» J Îê„Úè Ï¢¢Ú ©„ï Ï¢¢¡„ …¢ïÇìÝï }¢ïæ ÜU}¢ „}¢² Hx¢¢ J
©Ó™¼}¢ …¢ç¼ ÜUï …è± ãè „êÛ¢ „ï §„ ¼Úã ÜU¢}¢ Hï¼ï ãñæ J
„êÛ¢ ÜUï ç±ÜU¢„ ÜUï çH» …LÚè ãñ çÜU Ï¢¢HÜU¢ïæ ÜU¢ï ¥ÐÝï-¥¢Ð
S±¼‹~¢ Ï¢éçh „ï ÜU¢}¢ ÜUÚÝï ÜU¢ }¢¢ñÜU¢ ç}¢Hï J ±ï Ý§ü çÎà¢¢¥¢ïæ }¢ïæ
¥ÐÝè Ï¢éçh HÇ¢»¡ ¥¢ñÚ ÜUï±H Îï¶¢Îï¶è ãè ÜU¢ï§ü ÜU¢}¢ Ý ÜUÚïæ J
Ï¢¢ñçhÜU S±¢±H}Ï¢Ý çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ »ÜU ±¢æÀÝè² Š²ï² ãñ J çà¢ÿ¢ÜU
Ï¢¢HÜU¢ïæ ÜU¢ï ç„¶¢Ýï ÜUè ©y„éÜU¼¢ }¢ïæ ©‹ãïæ „}¢S²¢y}¢ÜU ÐçÚçSƒç¼²¢ïæ
}¢ïæ ¥ÐÝï Ï¢éçh-Ï¢H „ï ÜU¢}¢ ÜUÚÝï ÜUè „éç±{¢ ÜU}¢ Îï¼ï ãñæ J ÜU§ü
¼Úã ÜUè Ã²¢±ã¢çÚÜU ²¢ï…Ý¢»¡ ÚãÝï „ï ¥¢ñÚ À¢~¢¢ïæ ÜU¢ï ¥ÐÝï - ¥¢Ð
ÜU¢}¢ ÜUÚÝï ÎïÝï „ï „êÛ¢ ÜU¢ ç±ÜU¢„ …LÚ ã¢ïx¢¢ J ²ã ²¢Î Úãï çÜU
Ï¢Ó™¢ ç…¼Ý¢ ¥ÓÀ¢ ¥ÐÝï -¥¢Ð Ðí²¢„ „ï „è¶¼¢ ãñ, Îê„Ú¢ïæ ÜUï
ç„¶¢Ýï „ï ©¼Ý¢ ¥ÓÀ¢ Ýãèæ „è¶¼¢ J S±çà¢ÿ¢¢ ãè „±üŸ¢ïD
çà¢ÿ¢¢ ãñ J
3. „è¶Ýï ÜUï çÝ²}¢ :
„è¶Ýï ÜU¢ ¥ƒü RU}¢à¢: „é{¢Ú ãñ ¥¢ñÚ …¢ï |¢è çÝ²}¢ „è¶Ýï ÜUï
çH» çÝ{¢üçÚ¼ çÜU»  x¢» ãñæ ©ÝÜU¢ Hÿ² ²ãè ãñ çÜU ã}¢¢Úï ÜU¢}¢ }¢ïæ
„é{¢Ú ã¢ï¼¢ ™H¢ …¢» J ƒ¢ÝüÇ¢§ÜU (Thorndyke) §„ RU}¢
„é{¢Ú ÜUï Ðí²¢„ }¢ïæ ‘Ðí²yÝ ¥¢ñÚ |¢êH’ (Trial and error)
Ðhç¼ ÜU¢ï ãè Ðí{¢Ý¼¢ Îï¼¢  ãñ J ©„ÜUï ç±™¢Ú }¢ïæ „Ï¢ Ðí¢‡¢è ÜU§ü
¼Úã „ï  Ï¢¢Ú-Ï¢¢Ú ÜU¢ïçà¢à¢ïæ ¥¢ñÚ |¢êHïæ ÜUÚÝï ÜUï Ï¢¢Î ãè „è¶ Ð¢¼ï
ãñæ J ¥Ï¢ „è¶Ý¢ çÜU„ ¼Úã ©Ð²¢ïx¢è ¥¢ñÚ Sƒ¢²è Ï¢Ý „ÜU¼¢ ãñ
§„ÜUï çH» ¼èÝ Ýè²}¢ Ï¢¼¢» ãñ :
¥|²¢„ ÜU¢ çÝ²}¢ (Law of Exercise)
ÐçÚ‡¢¢}¢ ÜU¢ çÝ²}¢ (Law of Effect)
¼yÐÚ¼¢ ÜU¢ çÝ²}¢ (Law of Readiness)
(1)  Îê„Ú¢ ¥|²¢„ ÜU¢ çÝ²}¢ ¼¢ï „Ï¢ …¢Ý¼ï ãñæ J ç…„ ÜU¢}¢ ÜU¢ï
ç…¼Ýè Ï¢¢Ú Î¢ïãÚ¢¥¢ïx¢ï, ©¼Ýè ãè ÎëÉ¼¢ „ï  ±ã ã}¢¢Úï }¢Ý ÜU¢
¥æx¢ Ï¢Ý …¢¼¢ ãñ ¥¢ñÚ ©¼Ýè ãè „ÚH¼¢ à¢èÍ¢í¼¢ ¥¢ñÚ ÜUéà¢H¼¢ ÜUï
„¢ƒ ©„ ÜU¢}¢ ÜU¢ï ã}¢ ÜUÚÝï Hx¢¼ï ãñæ J „è¶Ý¢ ¥|²¢„ ÜUï  çÏ¢Ý¢
Ýãèæ ã¢ï „ÜU¼¢ J Ï¢™ÐÝ }¢ïæ Ï¢Ó™ï »ÜU-»ÜU ¥ÿ¢Ú Ï¢Ý¢Ýï - çH¶Ýï
}¢ïæ ÜU§ü ç}¢ÝÅ Hï¼ï ãñ ¥¢ñÚ Ï¢™ÐÝ }¢ïæ ¥ÿ¢Ú çH¶Ýï }¢ïæ ƒÜU …¢¼ï ãñ
J ÐÚ Hx¢¢¼¢Ú ¥|²¢„ ÜUï Ï¢¢Î ±ï ¥ÿ¢Ú ¥¢ñÚ à¢ÏÎ çH¶Ýï Hx¢¼ï
ãñ, ²‹~¢±¼ì çH¶¼ï ™Hï …¢¼ï ãñ, …ËÎè ¥¢ñÚ ÜUéà¢H¼¢ „ï  ÜU¢ï§ü
ƒÜU¢Ý }¢ã„ê„ ãèæ ÜUÚ¼ï J §„çH» …¢ï ÜUéÀ |¢è ã}¢ Ï¢Ó™¢ïæ ÜU¢ï
ç„¶¢Ý¢ ™¢ã¼ï ãñæ ©„ÜU¢ |¢Ú„ÜU ¥|²¢„ ÜUÚ¢Ý¢ …LÚè ãñ J
Ðã¢Ç, Ã²¢ÜUÚ‡¢, ÜUç±¼¢»¡ Ï¢¢HÜU¢ïæ ÜU¢ï ¶êÏ¢ Î¢ïãÚ¢Ýè ¥¢ñÚ ²¢Î
ÜUÚ¢Ýè ™¢çã»¡ J çH¶Ýï }¢ïæ Ï¢Ó™¢ïæ ÜU¢ï x¢H¼è ÜUÚÝï ÜU¢ }¢¢ñÜU¢ ãè
Ýãèæ ÎïÝ¢ ™¢çã», ÜUãè¡ ©‹ãïæ x¢H¼è ÜUÚÝï ÜU¢ ¥|²¢„ Ý ã¢ï …¢» J
çvHC à¢ÏÎ ÐãHï ãè à²¢}¢ÐÅ ÐÚ çH¶ ÎïÝï „ï À¢~¢ ©ÝÜUï  ÆèÜU
çãÁ…ï ãè Î¢ïãÚ¢»æx¢ïï J Îÿ¢¼¢ ± ÜUéà¢H¼¢ »ÜU }¢êH ¥|²¢„ ãñ ¥¢ñÚ
…¢ï |¢è ÜUéà¢H¼¢ Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚÝ¢ ™¢ãï ©„ï ¥|²¢„ ¥¢ñÚ çÝÚ‹¼Ú
¥|²¢„ ÜUè ™vÜUè „ï x¢é…ÚÝ¢ ãè ÐÇïx¢¢ J

(2) ÐÚ ÜU¢ïÚ¢ ¥|²¢„ ãè ÜU¢ÈUè Ýãèæ J Ï¢¢HÜU ÜU§ü Ï¢¢¼ïæ Ï¢¢Ú -
Ï¢¢Ú Î¢ïãÚ¢Ýï ÐÚ |¢è ©‹ãïæ ²¢Î Ýãèæ ÜUÚ Ð¢¼ï J ²‹~¢±¼ì ¥|²¢„
¥„ÈUH ÜUï „¢ƒ ã}¢ïæ „‹¼¢ï̄ …ÝÜU ÐçÚ‡¢¢}¢ ÜUè ¥¢à¢¢ Úã¼è ãñ
©„ï ã}¢ …ËÎè „è¶¼ï ãñæ J ¥|²¢„ ÜUï çÝ²}¢ ÜUï „¢ƒ ÐçÚ‡¢¢}¢ ÜUè
¥¢à¢¢ Úã¼è ãñ ©„ï ã}¢ …ËÎè „è¶¼ï ãñæ J ¥|²¢„ ÜUï çÝ²}¢ ÜUï
„¢ƒ ÐçÚ‡¢¢}¢ ÜU¢ çÝ²}¢ |¢è }¢ãœ± Ú¶¼¢ ãñ J ç…Ý çRU²¢¥¢ïæ ÜU¢
ÐçÚ‡¢¢}¢ „‹¼¢ï̄ …ÝÜU ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ ©ÝÜU¢ Ðí|¢¢± Sƒ¢²è Úã¼¢ ãñ ¥¢ñÚ
©‹ãïæ Ï¢¢HÜU …ËÎè „è¶¼ï ãñæ J Ðí¢²: Ï¢¢HÜU ©„è ç±¯² ÐÚ ¥ç{ÜU
}¢ïãÝ¼ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ ç…„}¢ïæ ©ÜU¢ ÐÚèÿ¢¢ÈUH ¥ÓÀ¢ Úã¼¢ ãñ  ¥¢ñÚ ©Ý
ç±¯²¢ïæ ÜU¢ï À¢ïÇ Îï¼¢ ãñ ç…Ý}¢ïæ ±ã ¥„ÈUH  Úã¼¢ ãñ ± ç…„}¢ïæ ©„ï
¥„‹¼¢ï̄  ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ J „‹¼¢ï̄ ÜU¢Ú Ï¢¢¼ïæ Î¢ïãÚ¢²è ¥¢ñÚ „è¶è …¢¼è ãñæ
¥¢ñÚ ¥„‹¼¢ï¯ÜUÚ Ï¢¢¼ïæ À¢ïÇ Îè …¢¼è ãñæ J Ðà¢é-Ðÿ¢è |¢è §„è
çÝ²}¢ ÜUï ¥Ýé„¢Ú ç„¶¢» …¢¼ï ãñæ JçÜU„è »ÜU ÜU¢}¢ ÜUï „¢ƒ ©‹ãïæ
}¢Ý}¢¢Ý¢ ¶¢Ý¢ çÎ²¢ …¢¼¢ ãñ, ç…„„ï ±ï ©„ ÜU¢}¢ ÜU¢ï Î¢ïãÚ¢Ýï ÜUï
çH» ©y„éÜU Úã¼ï ãñæ J SÜUêH }¢ïæ ÐéÚSÜU¢Ú ¥¢ñÚ ÎæÇ, ç¼ÚSÜU¢Ú ¥¢ñÚ
Ðíà¢æ„¢, ÜUÅé à¢ÏÎ ¥¢ñÚ }¢èÆï Ï¢¢ïH ¥¢çÎ ÜU¢ Ðí²¢ïx¢ §„è ÐçÚ‡¢¢}¢
ÜUï çÝ²}¢ ÜUï ¥¢{¢Ú ÐÚ ãè çÜU²¢ …¢¼¢ ãñ J
(3) ¼è„Ú¢ çÝ²}¢ ¼yÐÚ¼¢ ÜU¢ ãñ, ç…„ÜUï ¥Ýé„¢Ú ã}¢ ©„ ÜU¢}¢
ÜU¢ï …ËÎè ¥¢ñÚ ¥¢„¢Ýè „ï „è¶ …¢¼ï ãñæ ç…„ÜUï çH» ã}¢ Lç™
¥¢ñÚ ©y„¢ã „ï ¼ñ²¢Ú Úã¼ï ãñæ J Lç™ ¥¢ñÚ ©y„¢ãÐê‡¢ü }¢Ý¢ï±ëçœ¢,
„è¶Ýï }¢ïæ ±ã „ã¢²ÜU ç„h ã¢ï¼è ãñ J …¢ï ¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜUÿ¢¢ }¢ïæ
À¢~¢¢ï¢ïæ ÜUè Lç™ Ï¢Ý¢» Ú¶¼¢ ãñ ¥¢ñÚ ±¢¼¢±Ú‡¢ ©y„éÜU¼¢ ¥¢ñÚ
ÜUé¼êãH „ï |¢Ú¢ Ú¶¼¢ ãñ, ©„ÜUï ¥Š²¢ÐÝ „ï Ï¢¢HÜU¢ïæ ÜU¢ï ¥ç{ÜU¼}¢
H¢|¢ ã¢ï¼¢  ãñ J çÜU„è Ý» Ð¢Æ ÜUï çH» À¢~¢¢ïæ ÜU¢ï ¼ñ²¢Ú ÜUÚÝï ÜUï
Î¢ï ¥ƒü ãñæ, Ï¢¢ñçhÜU ¥¢ñÚ |¢¢±¢y}¢ÜU ¼yÐÚ¼¢ J À¢~¢¢ïæ ÜU¢ï Ð¢Æ
„}¢Û¢Ýï ÜUï çH» „ã¢²ÜU Ðí¢„æçx¢ÜU Ï¢¢¼ïæ ÐãHï ãè Ï¢Î¢ Îè …¢»¡
ç…„„ï Ð¢Æ ÐÉ¢¼ „}¢² ©‹ãïæ ÜU¢ï§ü ÜUçÆÝ¢§ü Ý ã¢ï J ±ï ¶éÎ ãè Ð¢Æ
ÜU¢ï ÐãHï ÐÉÜUÚ ¥¢»¡ ± ©„ÜUï Ï¢¢Úï }¢ïæ ÐãHï „ï „¢ï™ Hïæ, ç…„„ï
©„ÜUè Ï¢éçh Ý²¢ ¿¢¢Ý x¢íã‡¢ ÜUÚÝï ÜUï çH» ¼ñ²¢Ú ã¢ï …¢» J Îê„Úï,
©„ÜUè ç…¿¢¢„¢ ¥¢ñÚ Lç™ ÜUé¼êãH „ï |¢Úè Úãï, ç…„„ï Ý²¢ ¿¢¢Ý
Sƒ¢²è LÐ „ï ©„ÜUï }¢Ý ÜU¢ ¥æx¢ Ï¢Ý …¢» J ç…„ ¼Úã Î¢ïÇ }¢ïæ
|¢¢x¢ HïÝï ±¢Hï ‘„¢±{¢Ý’ à¢ÏÎ ÜUï Ï¢¢ïHÝï „ï §¼Ýï ¼ñ²¢Ú ã¢ï …¢¼ï
ãñ çÜU HÐÜU ÜUÚ ¥¢x¢ï Ï¢É …¢¼ï ãñ, ©„è ¼Úã ¼yÐÚ }¢Ý „ï ÜU¢}¢
ÜUÚÝï ±¢Hï …ËÎè ¥¢ñÚ ¥¢„¢Ýè „ï „è¶ …¢¼ï ãñæ J

„æÎ|¢ü „éç™ :
• çà¢ÿ¢¢ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý - |¢x¢±¢Ý Î¢„, ¥¢ï}¢ïx¢¢, ÐçÏHÜUïà¢‹„, Ý§ü
çÎËHè - 110002
• çà¢ÿ¢¢ ¥¢ñÚ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý, Ç¢ò. x¢èÚèà¢ ÐÓ¢¢ñÚè, ¥¢Ú0 H¢H Ï¢éÜU
çÇÐ¢ï, }¢ïÚÆ
• çà¢ÿ¢¢ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý, Ç¢ò. S¢Ú²ê ÐíS¢¢Î Ó¢¢ñÏ¢ï, ¥x¢í±¢H ÐçÏHÜïUà¢‹S¢,
¥¢x¢Ú¢ - 7
• }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý }¢ḯ çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ }¢ãy±, çÁ¢¼ï‹Îí ÜéU}¢¢Ú, }¢ã¢±èÚ »æÇ
S¢æS¢, Ý§ü çÎËHè – 110002
• Ýç±Ý çà¢ÿ¢¢ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý   Ç¢ò. çÝ¼¢ y²¢x¢è, ¥x¢í±¢H
ÐçÏHÜUïà¢‹„, ¥¢x¢Ú¢ - 7
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çà¢ÿ¢¢ }¢ïæ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜU¢ ²¢ïx¢Î¢Ý

„¢ïHæÜUè {}¢ïüà¢ »Ý. *

çà¢ÿ¢¢ à¢ÏÎ ÜUï „¢{¢Ú‡¢ ¥ƒü ¥¢ñÚ ©ÎìÎïà²¢ïæ „ï ã}¢ ÐçÚç™¼ ãñ J
çÜU‹¼é çà¢ÿ¢¢ }¢ïæ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜU¢ v²¢ Sƒ¢Ý ãñ, ²ã „}¢Û¢Ýï ÜUï
çH» ¥¢±à²ÜU ãñ çÜU ÐãHï ã}¢ çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï S±LÐ ÜU¢ ¥Š²²Ý
ÜUÚïæ ¥¢ñÚ çÈUÚ ±ã Îï¶ïæ çÜU }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜU¢ çà¢ÿ¢¢ }¢ïæ v²¢ Sƒ¢Ý
ãñ J
çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ S±LÐ
çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ »ÜU „¢}¢¢‹² ¥ƒü ãñ ÐÉÝ¢-çH¶Ý¢ ¥¢ñÚ ±ï ¥Ýé|¢±
Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚÝ¢ …¢ï …è±Ý ÜUè ¥¢±à²ÜU¼¢¥¢ïæ ÜU¢ï ÐéÚ¢ ÜUÚÝï }¢ïæ
„ã¢²ÜU ã¢ï¼ï ãñ J çà¢ÿ¢¢ Ã²±ã¢Ú ÜU¢ ±¢æÀÝè² ÐçÚ±¼üÝ ãñ J
…‹}¢ „ï }¢ëy²é ¼ÜU }¢Ýéc² ÜU¢ï ÜUéÀ „è¶¼¢ ãñ, ¥Ýé|¢± ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ,
¥¢ñÚ ¥ÐÝï ÐíÜUë¼ Ã²±ã¢Ú - çRU²¢, Ðíç¼çRU²¢, „æ±ïx¢, Ï¢éçh
S}¢ëç¼, ÜUËÐÝ¢ ¥¢ñÚ ç±™¢Ú }¢ïæ ±¢¼¢±Ú‡¢ ÜUï „}ÐÜUü „ï ÐçÚ±¼üÝ
H¢¼¢ ãñ ±ã „Ï¢ çà¢ÿ¢¢ }¢ïæ çÝçã¼ ãñ J ²ã¢¡ çà¢ÿ¢¢à¢ÏÎ ÜU¢ ±ëã¼ì
¥ƒü }¢ïæ Ðí²¢ïx¢ çÜU²¢ x¢²¢ ãñ J
‘çà¢ÿ¢¢’ ÐÚ „æ„¢Ú ÜUï }¢ã¢Ýì Î¢à¢üçÝÜU¢ïæ ¥¢ñÚ çà¢ÿ¢¢à¢¢ç›²¢ïæ Ýï
¥ÐÝï-¥ÐÝï ç±™¢Ú Ã²v¼ çÜU» ãñ J ©Ý „|¢è ç±m¢Ý¢ïæ ÜUï ç±™¢Ú¢ïæ
„ï ÐçÚç™¼ ã¢ïÝ¢ ²ã¢¡ „}|¢± Ýãèæ ãñ J ²ã¢¡ ã}¢ïæ çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï ©„
¥ƒü ÜU¢ï „}¢Û¢Ý¢ ãñ ç…„ÜU¢ ¥æx¢íï…è à¢ÏÎ ‘»…éÜUïà¢Ý’ ãñ J ©„
à¢ÏÎ ÜUè ©yÐçœ¢ HñçÅÝ |¢¢¯¢ ÜUï ‘»…êÜUïÅ}¢’ à¢ÏÎ „ï ãé§ü ãñ J §ü
ÜU¢ ¥ƒü ãñ ‘}¢ïæ „ï’ ¥¢ñÚ ‘Çì²ìÜU¢ï’ ÜU¢ ¥ƒü ãñ ‘Ï¢¢ãÚ Hï ™HÝï ²¢
Ã²çQU ÜUï |¢è¼Ú ÜUè à¢çv¼²¢ïæ ÜU¢ï ÐíÜUÅ ÜUÚÝï ÜUè ÜUH¢’J Ã²çv¼
ÜUè à¢¢ÚèçÚÜU, }¢¢Ýç„ÜU, Ï¢¢ñçhÜU, ¥¢Š²¢çy}¢ÜU à¢çv¼²¢ïæ ÜU¢
ç±ÜU¢„ çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ ÜU¢²ü ãñ J ÐÚ‹¼é çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ ¥ƒü „}¢² ÜU¢H
¥¢ñÚ ÐçÚçSƒç¼²¢ïæ ÜUï ¥Ýé„¢Ú ç|¢‹Ý - ç|¢‹Ý Úã¢ ãñ J ¥¼: ã}¢¢Úï
çH» ²ã |¢è ¥¢±à²ÜU ãñ çÜU ã}¢ çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï Ðí¢™èÝ ¼ƒ¢
¥¢{éçÝÜU ¥ƒü ÜU¢ |¢è ¿¢¢Ý Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚïæ J
çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ Ðí¢™èÝ ¥ƒü
Ðí¢™èÝ ÜU¢H }¢ïæ ¼ƒ¢ ÜU¢ÈUè „è}¢¢ ¼ÜU ¥¢{éçÝÜU ÜU¢H ÜUï
Ðí¢Ú}|¢ ã¢ïÝï „ï Ðê±ü ¼ÜU çà¢ÿ¢¢ }¢ïæ Ï¢¢HÜU ÜU¢ }¢ãy± Ý ƒ¢ J „Ï¢„ï
¥ç{ÜU }¢ãœ± ç±¯² ÜU¢ ãè ƒ¢ J ç±¯² ÜU¢ ¿¢¢Ý ÜUÚ¢Ýï ÜUï çH»
¥Š²¢ÐÜU Ï¢¢HÜU ÜU¢ï ÜUÇ¢ „ï ÜUÇ¢ ÎæÇ Îï¼¢ ƒ¢ J Ï¢¢HÜU ÜUè
Ã²çQUx¢¼ Lç™ ¼ƒ¢ ¥Lç™ ÐÚ Š²¢Ý Ý ÎïÜUÚ ±ãè ™è…ïæ ÐÉ¢§ü
…¢¼è ƒè  ç…Ý}¢ïæ ¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜUè S±²æ Lç™ ã¢ï¼è ƒè J çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢
¥ƒü ¥¢… ÜUï ¥ƒü „ï »ÜUÎ}¢ ç±ÐÚè¼ ƒ¢ J „¢ïHã±èæ à¢¼¢ÏÎè }¢ïæ
²êÚ¢ïÐ }¢ïæ çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ ¥ƒü ÜUï±H x¢íèÜU ¥¢ñÚ HñçÅÝ |¢¢¯¢ ¥¢ñÚ

„¢çãy² ÜU¢ ¥Š²²Ý ÜUÚÝ¢ ƒ¢ J ©„ „}¢² ÜUè çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ Ï¢¢HÜU
ÜUï |¢¢±è …è±Ý ÜUï „¢ƒ çÜU„è |¢è ÐíÜU¢Ú ÜU¢ ¼¢Ú¼}² Ýãèæ
Sƒ¢çÐ¼ ã¢ï Ð¢¼¢ ƒ¢ J
çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ ¥¢{éçÝÜU ¥ƒü
¥¢{éçÝÜU ÜU¢H }¢ïæ çà¢ÿ¢¢ à¢ÏÎ ÜU¢ ¥ƒü Ï¢ÎH x¢²¢ ãñ J ¥Ï¢
çà¢ÿ¢¢ ç±¯²G ÜUïç‹Îí¼ Ý ÚãÜUÚ Ï¢¢HÜU ÜUïç‹Îí¼ ã¢ï x¢§ü ãñ J ¥Ï¢
çà¢ÿ¢ÜU Ï¢¢HÜU ÜU¢ï ÎæÇ „ï |¢²|¢è¼ Ý ÜUÚ ©„ÜUï „¢ƒï Ðíï}¢}¢²
Ã²±ã¢Ú „ï çà¢ÿ¢¢ Îï¼¢ ãñ J ±ã Ï¢¢HÜU ÜU¢ Ðƒ-ÐíÎà¢üÜU ãñ J
¥¢{éçÝÜU çà¢ÿ¢¢ }¢ïæ Ï¢¢HÜU ÜUè Ã²çv¼x¢¼ ç|¢‹Ý¼¢ ÐÚ Š²¢Ý
çÎ²¢ …¢¼¢ ãñ J ¥¢{éçÝÜU çà¢ÿ¢¢ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÐÚ ¥¢{¢çÚ¼ ãñ J
§„ „}Ï¢‹{ }¢ïæ ã}¢ïæ S}¢Ú‡¢ Ú¶Ý¢ ™¢çã» çÜU çS±Åì…ÚHñæÇ çÝ±¢„è
¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÐïS¼¢H¢y„è Ýï ãè „±üÐíƒ}¢ §„ Ï¢¢¼ ÐÚ Ï¢H çÎ²¢ çÜU
çà¢ÿ¢ÜU ÜU¢ Ðí}¢é¶ ÜU¼üÃ² ãñ çÜU ±ã çà¢c² ÜUï }¢çS¼cÜU ÜU¢
¥Š²²Ý ÜUÚï ¼ƒ¢ çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUè ÜUH¢ }¢¢Ýç„ÜU ÐíçRU²¢¥¢ïæ ÜUï
²ƒ¢ƒü ¿¢¢Ý ÐÚ ¥¢{¢çÚ¼ ã¢ïÝè ™¢çã» J
çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï ©ÎìÎïà² ÜUè Ðê<¼ ÜUï çH» çà¢ÿ¢ÜU ÜU¢ï }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜU¢
¿¢¢Ý ã¢ïÝ¢ ¥¢±à²ÜU ãñ J Ï¢¢HÜU ÜUè }¢Ý¢ï±ëçœ¢ }¢ïæ ©Ð²év¼
ÐçÚ±¼üÝ H¢Ýï }¢ïæ ±ã ¼|¢è „ÈUH ã¢ï „ÜU¼¢ ãñ …Ï¢ ©„ï }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý
ÜU¢ ¿¢¢Ý ã¢ï J §„ ¼Úã „ï ²ã SÐC ãñ çÜU çà¢ÿ¢¢ ¥¢ñÚ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý
}¢ïæ Í¢çÝD „}Ï¢‹{ ãñ J §Ý Î¢ïÝ¢ïæ ÜUï Ð¢ÚSÐçÚÜU „}Ï¢‹{¢ïæ ÜU¢ï
„}¢Û¢Ýï „ï Ðê±ü ã}¢ïæ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜU¢ ¥ƒü „}¢Û¢ HïÝ¢ ™¢çã» J
}¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUè ÐçÚ|¢¢¯¢ »±æ Ã²¢w²¢
ç…„ ÐíÜU¢Ú à¢ÚèÚ ç±¿¢¢Ý }¢ïæ à¢ÚèÚ ÜUï ç±ç|¢‹Ý ¥±²±¢ïæ ÜU¢
¥Š²²Ý ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ ¥¢ñÚ Ú„¢²Ý }¢ïæ ç±ç|¢‹Ý ¼y±¢ïæ ÜUï Ï¢¢Úï }¢ïæ ¿¢¢Ý
ÜUÚ¢²¢ …¢¼¢ ãñ, ©„è ÐíÜU¢Ú }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý }¢ïæ çRU²¢-Ðíç¼çRU²¢,
±ëçœ¢, „æ±ïx¢, „æ±ïÎÝ¢, Ðíy²ÿ¢èÜUÚ‡¢, ÜUËÐÝ¢, S}¢ëç¼, „è¶Ý¢
§y²¢çÎ ÜU¢ ¥Š²²Ý ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ J Ðí¢™èÝ ÜU¢H }¢ïæ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUï
¥Š²²Ý ÜU¢ ç±¯² ‘¥¢y}¢¢’ ƒ¢ J ÐÚ‹¼é ¥¢y}¢¢ Îà¢üÝ ÜU¢ ç±¯²
ãñ J ©„ÜU¢ ¥çS¼y± Ðí²¢ïx¢ m¢Ú¢ |¢è Ðí}¢¢ç‡¢¼ Ýãèæ çÜU²¢ …¢
„ÜU¼¢ J ¥¢x¢ï ™HÜUÚ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜU¢ï }¢Ý ÜU¢ ç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUã¢
…¢Ýï Hx¢¢ ÐÚ‹¼é ²ã ç±™¢Ú |¢è }¢Ý¢ï±ñ¿¢¢çÝÜU Ý ƒ¢ v²¢ïæçÜU }¢Ý
v²¢ ãñ ? §„ÜU¢ S±LÐ v²¢ ãñ ? }¢Ý }¢ïæ çÜU„ ÐíÜU¢Ú ÜUè çRU²¢
Ðíç¼çRU²¢»¡ ™H¼è ãñ ? §Ý „Ï¢ ÐíàÝ¢ïæ ÜU¢ ©œ¢Ú ÎïÝ¢ çÝ¼¢‹¼
¥„}|¢± ãñ J §„ÜUï ¥ç¼çÚv¼ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜU¢ï ÜUï±H ‘}¢Ý ÜU¢
ç±¿¢¢Ý’ }¢¢Ý HïÝï „ï ©„ÜU¢ ÿ¢ï~¢ „èç}¢¼ ã¢ï …¢¼¢ ƒ¢ J ¥¼: „}¢²
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¥¢ñÚ ¥¢±à²ÜU¼¢ ÜUï ¥Ýé„¢Ú }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUè ÐçÚ|¢¢¯¢ }¢ïæ |¢è
ÐçÚ±¼üÝ ã¢ï¼¢ Úã¢ J
ÜUéÀ }¢Ý¢ï±ñ¿¢¢çÝÜU¢ïæ Ýï „¢ï™¢ çÜU }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUè »ï„è ÐçÚ|¢¢¯¢
Îè …¢» ¥¢ñÚ §„ÜU¢ ç±¯² »ï„¢ çÝçà™¼ çÜU²¢ …¢» …¢ï çÝÚèÿ¢‡¢
²¢ ¥Ýé|¢± ÜUï m¢Ú¢ Ðí}¢¢ç‡¢¼ |¢è çÜU²¢ …¢ „ÜUï J ¥¼: }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý
ÜU¢ï ‘™ï¼Ý¢ ÜU¢ ç±¿¢¢Ý’ ÜUã¢ x¢²¢ J ¥Ýé|¢± ÜU¢ ç±¯² ã¢ïÝï ÜUï
ÜU¢Ú‡¢ ÜUéÀ çÎÝ¢ïæ ¼ÜU }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUè ²ã ÐçÚ|¢¢¯¢ }¢¢‹² Úãè J
§„ ç„h¢‹¼ ÜUï Ðíç¼Ð¢ÎÜU ç±çH²}¢ …ï}„ ƒï J ÐÚ‹¼é à¢èÍ¢í ãè
§„ ÐçÚ|¢¢¯¢ ÜU¢ |¢è ¶æÇÝ ÜUÚ çÎ²¢ x¢²¢ J ™ï¼Ý¢ „¢ÜU¢Ú ¥¢ñÚ
SƒêH ±S¼é Ýãèæ ãñ J §„ ÜU¢Ú‡¢ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý }¢ïæ »ÜU Ý§ü {¢Ú¢
çÝÜUHè ç…„ÜUï Ðí±¼üÜU …¢Ý ±¢Åì„Ý ƒï J §„ {¢Ú¢ ÜUï ç±™¢ÚÜU¢ïæ
Ýï ‘Ã²±ã¢Ú±¢Î’ ÜU¢ï …‹}¢ çÎ²¢ J §Ý H¢ïx¢¢ïæ Ýï }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜU¢
ÜU¢²ü Ã²±ã¢Ú¢ïæ ÜU¢ ¥Š²²Ý }¢¢Ý¢ J çÜU‹¼é à¢èÍ¢í ãè §„ÜU¢ |¢è
¶æÇÝ ÜUÚ çÎ²¢ x¢²¢ J }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUï±H ‘Ã²±ã¢Ú’ ÜU¢ ¥Š²²Ý
Ýãèæ ã¢ï „ÜU¼¢ v²¢ïæçÜU „|¢è Ã²±ã¢Ú ÜU¢ ç±±Ú‡¢ Ý¢Çè }¢æÇH „ï
„}Ï¢ç‹{¼ ÜUÚÜUï Ýãèæ çÎ²¢ …¢ „ÜU¼¢ J »ï„ï Ã²±ã¢Ú |¢è ãñæ
ç…ÝÜUè ÐíïÚ‡¢¢ ã}¢¢Úï ¥™ï¼Ý „ï ¥¢¼è ãñ J §„ „}Ï¢‹{ }¢ïæ ÈUí¢²Ç
ÜUï ç±™¢Ú¢ïæ ÜU¢ ©Ë²HïÜU ÜUÚÝ¢ ¥çÝ±¢²ü ãñ J §„ÜUï ¥Ýé„¢Ú
}¢Ýéc² ÜU¢ Ã²±ã¢Ú ‘¥™ï¼Ý’ ¼ƒ¢ ‘©Ð ™ï¼Ý’ }¢¢Ýç„ÜU çRU²¢¥¢ïæ
„ï |¢è „}Ï¢ç‹{¼ ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ J ÈUí¢²Ç ÜUè ç±™¢Ú¢{¢Ú¢ ÜU¢ï
}¢Ý¢ïç±àHï̄ ‡¢ ÜUï Ý¢}¢ „ï …¢Ý¢ …¢¼¢ ãñ J §ÝÜUï ¥Ýé„¢Ú }¢Ýéc²
ÜUè „Ï¢ çRU²¢»¡ ¥¢™Ú‡¢, Ã²±ã¢Ú §y²¢çÎ ¥¿¢¢¼ }¢Ý „ï çÝ{¢üçÚ¼
ã¢ï¼è ãñ J §„èçH» }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUè ÐçÚ|¢¢¯¢ ¥Ï¢ Ðí¢²: §Ý
à¢ÏÎ¢ïæ }¢ïæ ÜUè …¢¼è ãñ, ‘}¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý }¢Ýéc² ÜUè ™ï¼Ý ¥¢ñÚ ¥™ï¼Ý
çRU²¢¥¢ïæ ÜU¢ ±ñ¿¢¢çÝÜU ¥Š²²Ý ãñ J’
©Ð²éüv¼ ç±±ï™Ý „ï ²ã SÐC ãñ çÜU }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUè çSƒç¼
±¼ü}¢¢Ý ÜU¢H }¢ïæ ÐãHï „ï Ï¢ãé¼ ÜUéÀ ç|¢‹Ý ãñ J ¥Ï¢ §„ÜU¢ ÿ¢ï~¢
ÜU¢ÈUè ç±S¼ë¼ ã¢ï x¢²¢ ãñ J }¢Ý¢ï±ñ¿¢¢çÝÜU x¢ñÚÅ ÜU¢ }¢¼ ãñ çÜU
²çÎ ÜU¢ï§ü }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜU¢ ÿ¢ï~¢ …¢ÝÝ¢ ™¢ã¼¢ ãñ ¼¢ï ©„ï ²ã
Îï¶Ý¢ ™¢çã» çÜU }¢Ý¢ï±ñ¿¢¢çÝÜU¢ïæ ÜUè ¥Š²²Ý „¢}¢x¢íè v²¢ ãñ,
±ã çÜUÝ ±S¼é¥¢ïæ }¢ïæ çÎH™SÐè Ú¶¼ï ãñ, ±ã v²¢ ÜUÚ ™éÜUï ãñ
¥¢ñÚ v²¢ ÜUÚ Úãï ãñ J ¥¢… ÜU¢ }¢Ý¢ï±ñ¿¢¢çÝÜU ‘Ã²±ã¢Ú’ ¼ƒ¢
©„ÜUè ç±ç|¢‹Ý çSƒç¼²¢ïæ ÜUï ¥Š²²Ý ÜU¢ Ðí²yÝ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ J
©Î¢ãÚ‡¢S±LÐ ¥ÝïÜU }¢Ý¢ï±ñ¿¢¢çÝÜU ¥ç|¢x¢}¢ „ï „}Ï¢ç‹{¼
„}¢S²¢¥¢ïæ ÜU¢ ¥Š²²Ý ÜUÚ¼ï ãñ, …ñ„ï Ï¢¢HÜU ÐÉÝ¢ çÜU„ ÐíÜU¢Ú
„è¶¼¢ ãñ ¼ƒ¢ ¥ç|¢x¢}¢ ÜUï „±¢ïüœ¢}¢ „¢{Ý v²¢ ãñ J |¢¢¯¢
çÜU„ ÐíÜU¢Ú „è¶è …¢¼è ãñ J ÜU¢ï§ü Îê„Ú¢ }¢Ý¢ï±ñ¿¢¢çÝÜU »ÜU
ç|¢‹Ý Ðƒ ¥ÐÝ¢¼¢ ãñ J ©Î¢ãÚ‡¢ ÜUï çH» Ðíy²ÿ¢ ¿¢¢Ý ÜU¢
ç±à¢ï¯¿¢ ²ã …¢ÝÝ¢ ™¢ã¼¢ ãñ çÜU Ð±ü¼ ÜUè ÎêÚè ã}¢ çÜU„
ÐíÜU¢Ú çÝçà™¼ ÜUÚ¼ï ãñæ ¼¢ï »ÜU ¥‹² }¢Ý¢ï±ñ¿¢¢çÝÜU ²ã …¢ÝÝ¢
™¢ã¼¢ ãñ çÜU ç±ç|¢‹Ý H¢ïx¢ çÜU„ „è}¢¢ ¼ÜU Ï¢éçh, ÜU¢ñà¢H ¼ƒ¢
Ã²çv¼y± ÜUï ÎëçCÜU¢ï‡¢ „ï »ÜU Îé„Úï „ï ç|¢‹Ý ãñæJ §„ ÐíÜU¢Ú
±¼ü}¢¢Ý „}¢² }¢ïæ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ‘Ã²±ã¢Ú’ „}Ï¢‹{è ©ÝÜUè „}¢S²¢¥¢ïæ
ÜUè …¢ÝÜU¢Úè ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ J Ã²±ã¢Ú ÜU¢ „}Ï¢‹{ ©Ý „Ï¢è çRU²¢¥¢ïæ
„ï ãñ …¢ï }¢Ýéc² Ð²¢ü±Ú‡¢ „ï „}ÐÜUü }¢ïæ ¥¢ÜUÚ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ J
}¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ¥¢ñÚ çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï S±LÐ ÜU¢ï „}¢Û¢Ýï ÜUï Ï¢¢Î ã}¢ çà¢ÿ¢¢
¥¢ñÚ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUï ¥¢Ð„è „}Ï¢‹{ ÐÚ ç±™¢Ú ÜUÚïæx¢ï J
çà¢ÿ¢¢ ¥¢ñÚ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜU¢ „}Ï¢‹{

çà¢ÿ¢¢ ¥¢ñÚ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý }¢ïæ Ï¢Ç¢ Í¢çÝD „}Ï¢‹{ ãñ v²¢ïæçÜU }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý
ÜUï ¥¢{¢Ú ÐÚ ãè çà¢ÿ¢¢ ¥ÐÝï ©ÎìÎïà² Ð¢Ýï }¢ïæ „ÈUH ã¢ï¼è ãñ J
Ã²çv¼y± ÜU¢ Ðê‡¢ü ç±ÜU¢„ çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ ©ÎìÎïà² ãñ, ÐÚ‹¼é Ã²çv¼y±
ÜU¢ ÜU¢ ç±ÜU¢„ „}¢¢… „ï ÎêÚ ÚãÜUÚ „}|¢± Ýãèæ ã¢ï „ÜU¼¢ . ¥¼:
©„ ç±ÜU¢„ ÜU¢ ¥ƒü ãñ „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU ©œ¢ÚÎ¢ç²y± ÜU¢ï ¥Ýé|¢± ÜUÚÝ¢
J ã}¢ ÜUã „ÜU¼ï ãñæ çÜU Ã²çv¼ ©„ ÐécÐ ÜUï „}¢¢Ý ãñ …¢ï „}¢¢…
LÐè ©l¢Ý }¢ïæ ç±ÜUç„¼ ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ J ¥¼: „}¢¢… ÜUï çã¼ }¢ïæ S±¢ƒü
ÜU¢ï |¢êHÝ¢ ©ç™¼ ãñ J Îê„Úï à¢ÏÎ¢ïæ }¢ïæ „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU ©œ¢ÚÎ¢ç²y± ÜUè
|¢¢±Ý¢ ±¢æÀÝè² ãñ J }¢Ýéc² çÜU„ ÐíÜU¢Ú ¥ÐÝï S±¢ƒü ÜU¢ï |¢êH¢ÜUÚ
S±²æ ÜU¢ï „}Ðé‡¢ü }¢¢Ý± „}¢¢… ÜU¢ »ÜU ¥æx¢ „}¢Û¢ï, „}¢¢… ÜUè
à¢¢ç‹¼ ¼ƒ¢ ÜUË²¢‡¢ ÜUï çH» ±ã çÜU„ ÐíÜU¢Ú ¥ÐÝï „é¶ ¥¢ñÚ
»ïà±²ü ÜU¢ Ï¢çHÎ¢Ý ÜUÚ „ÜUï, §„ ¿¢¢Ý ÜU¢ï ç±ÜUç„¼ ÜUÚÝ¢
çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ ©ÎìÎïà² ãñ J §„ ÐíÜU¢Ú çà¢ÿ¢¢ Ã²çv¼ ¥¢ñÚ „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU
ÜUË²¢‡¢ }¢ïæ Ð¢ÚSÐçÚÜU „}Ï¢‹{ ãñ J ²çÎ çà¢ÿ¢¢ Ã²çv¼ ÜUï …è±Ý
„é{¢Ú ÜU¢ „¢{Ý ãñ ¼¢ï Ã²çv¼ „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU ÜUË²¢‡¢ ÜUè ¥¢{¢Úçà¢H¢
ãñ J ÐÚ‹¼é çà¢ÿ¢¢ Ã²çv¼ ÜUï …è±Ý „é{¢Ú ÜU¢ »ÜU}¢¢~¢  „¢{Ý
¼|¢è Ï¢Ý „ÜU¼è ãñ …Ï¢ çà¢ÿ¢¢ Ðê‡¢ü¼: Ã²çv¼y± ÜU¢ï „}¢Û¢ï J }¢Ýéc²
ÜU¢ï§ü ÜU¢²ü v²¢ïæ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ ? Ð²¢ü±Ú‡¢ ©„ÜUï ç±ÜU¢„ ÜU¢ï çÜU„
ÐíÜU¢Ú Ðí|¢¢ç±¼ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ ? §„ ÐíÜU¢Ú ÜUï ¥ÝïÜU ÐíàÝ …¢ï }¢¢Ý±
Ã²±ã¢Ú ÜU¢ï „éHÛ¢¢Ýï }¢ïæ „ã¢²ÜU ãñæ çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï ¥‹¼x¢ü¼ ¥¢ …¢»¡x¢ï
J ¥Ï¢ ÐíàÝ ²ã ãñ çÜU v²¢ }¢¢Ý± Ã²±ã¢Ú ÜU¢ ¥Š²²Ý |¢è çà¢ÿ¢¢
ÜUï ÿ¢ï~¢ ÜU¢ »ÜU ¥æx¢ ãñ ? ±¢S¼± }¢ïæ çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ „}Ï¢‹{ ãñ
Ã²çv¼y± ÜUï ç±ÜU¢„ „ï ¥¢ñÚ }¢¢Ý± Ã²±ã¢Ú ÜUï ¥Š²²Ý ÜU¢ „}Ï¢‹{
ãñ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý „ï, v²¢ïæçÜU }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ãè »ï„¢ ç±¿¢¢Ý ãñ …¢ï }¢Ýéc²
ÜUï „}¢S¼ }¢¢Ý„ …x¢¼ì ÜU¢ ¥Š²²Ý ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ J ²ãè ÜU¢Ú‡¢ ãñ çÜU
çà¢ÿ¢¢ ¥¢ñÚ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý }¢ïæ §¼Ý¢ Í¢çÝD „}Ï¢‹{ ãñ J
»ÜU çà¢ÿ¢ÜU çÏ¢Ý¢ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUï ¿¢¢Ý ÜUï Ï¢¢HÜU ÜUè }¢Ý¢ï±ëçœ¢ }¢ïæ
ÐçÚ±¼üÝ H¢Ýï }¢ïæ „ÈUH Ýãèæ ã¢ï „ÜU¼¢ J }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUï ¥¢{¢Ú
ÐÚ ãè çà¢ÿ¢ÜU Ï¢¢HÜU ÜUï }¢¢Ýç„ÜU S¼Ú ÜUï ¥ÝéÜUêH ÜU¢ï§ü çà¢ÿ¢¢
ç±ç{ ÉêæÉÜUÚ ©„ï ç±¯² ÜU¢ ¿¢¢Ý ÜUÚ¢»x¢¢ J çà¢ÿ¢ÜU ÜUï „}}¢é¶
…Ï¢ |¢è ÜU¢ï§ü „}¢S²¢ ¥¢¼è ãñ ¼¢ï ±ã }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUè „ã¢²¼¢ „ï
ãH ÜUÚ Hï¼¢ ãñ J
¥¢{éçÝÜU çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ï }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUè ÎïÝ
¥¢{éçÝÜU çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ï }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUè çÝ}ÝçHç¶¼ ÎïÝ ãñ -
1. }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý Ýï çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ï Ï¢¢H ÜUïç‹Îí¼ Ï¢Ý¢ çÎ²¢ ãñ J
2. Ï¢¢HÜU ÜUï ±ñ²çv¼ÜU |¢ïÎ, }¢¢x¢üÎà¢üÝ ¼ƒ¢ Ï¢éçh }¢¢ÐÝ ÜUï
çH» ¥ÝïÜU çÝ²}¢¢ïæ ¥¢ñÚ ç„h‹¼¢ï ÜUè ¶¢ï… }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý Ýï ÜUè
ãñ J
3. S}¢ëç¼ ¥¢ñÚ ¥±{¢Ý „}Ï¢‹{è ¥ÝïÜU¢ïæ Ðí²¢ïx¢ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý Ýï
çÜU» ãñ J
4. çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï çH» Ð²¢ü±Ú‡¢ ÜU¢ v²¢ }¢ãy± ãñ ? ²ã }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý
Ýï ãè Ï¢¼¢²¢ ãñ J
5. ¥çÍ¢x¢}¢ ÜUï çÝ²}¢¢ïæ }¢ïæ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý Ýï „é{¢Ú çÜU²¢ ãñ J
6. à¢ñçÿ¢ÜU Ð¢ÆKRU}¢ }¢ïæ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý Ýï ¥¢±à²ÜU ÐçÚ±¼üÝ
çÜU²¢ ãñ J
7. çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜUï ÿ¢ï~¢ }¢ïæ Ã²¢Œ¼ ¥Ýéà¢¢„ÝãèÝ¼¢ ÜU¢ï ÎêÚ ÜUÚÝï }¢ïæ
}¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý Ýï Ð²¢üŒ¼ „ã¢²¼¢ ÜUè ãñ J
¥{éçÝÜU ÜU¢H }¢ïæ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUï ÜU¢²ü ÜU¢ï „}¢Û¢Ýï ÜUï çH» }¢ã¢Ýì
çà¢ÿ¢¢ à¢¢›è Çé§ü ¼ƒ¢ }¢ïçÚ²¢ }¢¢æÅ„¢ïÚè ÜUï çà¢ÿ¢¢ ç„h¢‹¼¢ïæ ÐÚ
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Š²¢Ý ÎïÝ¢ ¥¢±à²ÜU ãñ J Çé§ü ÜUï ¥Ýé„¢Ú çà¢ÿ¢‡¢ Ðhç¼ ÜUï
çÝ}ÝçHç¶¼ ©ÎìÎïà² ã¢ïÝï ™¢çã» :
1. çÝÚèÿ¢‡¢ à¢çv¼ ÜU¢ ç±ÜU¢„ J
2. Ú™Ý¢y}¢ÜU ÜUËÐÝ¢ ÜU¢ ç±ÜU¢„
3. ¼ÜUüÐê‡¢ü ç±™¢Ú à¢çv¼ ÜU¢ ç±ÜU¢„ J
4. ±¢S¼ç±ÜU¼¢ ÜUï ¥¢{¢Ú ÐÚ ²ƒ¢ƒü ÜU¢ ¿¢¢Ý, ¼ƒ¢ J
5. „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU ÜUéà¢H¼¢ J
§„ ÐíÜU¢Ú Çé§ü Ýï çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ï }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUï ¥¢ñÚ „}¢èÐ H¢Ýï ÜU¢
Ðí²yÝ çÜU²¢ ãñ J }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUï ÎëçCÜU¢ï‡¢ „ï Çé§ü Ýï Ðíy²ïÜU
çà¢ÿ¢¢ Ðhç¼ }¢ïæ Lç™ ¥¢ñÚ S±¼‹~¢¼¢ ÜU¢ï Sƒ¢Ý çÎ²¢ ãñ ç…„„ï
çÜU Ðíy²ïÜU Ï¢¢HÜU ¥¢ÐÝè §ÓÀ¢Ýé„¢Ú ¥Š²²Ý ÜUÚ „ÜUï J
Ðí¢ï…ïvÅ }¢ïƒÇ ÜU¢ ç±ÜU¢„ Çé§ü ÜUï §‹ãèæ ç„h¢‹¼¢ïæ ÐÚ ãé¥¢ J §„
ÐíÜU¢Ú ±¼ü}¢¢Ý çà¢ÿ¢¢ Ðí„¢Ú‡¢ }¢ïæ Çé§ü ÜUï ¥ÝïÜU ç±™¢Ú ¥¢{¢Úçà¢H¢
ÜUï „}¢¢Ý ãñ J
Çé§ü ÜUï „}¢¢Ý }¢ïçÚ²¢ }¢¢æÅ„¢ïÚè ÜU¢ Ý¢}¢ |¢è ©ËHï¶Ýè² ãñ J
}¢¢æÅ„¢ïÚè ÜUï ¥ÝïÜU ç±™¢Ú¢ïæ „ï }¢éw² ç±™¢Ú ²ã ƒ¢ çÜU çà¢ÿ¢‡¢
Ðhç¼ §„ ÐíÜU¢Ú ÜUè ã¢ï çÜU Ï¢¢HÜU ÜU¢ ÜU¢ S±¢|¢¢ç±ÜU ç±ÜU¢„
„}¢|¢± ã¢ï „ÜUï J ²ãè ÜU¢Ú‡¢ ãñ çÜU }¢¢æÅ„¢ïÚè Ýï çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ï S±²æ
‘ç±ÜU¢„’ }¢¢Ý¢ J Ï¢¢HÜU ÜUï ç±ÜU¢„ ÜUï „¢ƒ ©„ÜUè ç±à¢ï¯
à¢çv¼²¢ïæ ÜU¢ ç±ÜU¢„ ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ ¥¢ñÚ ç±à¢ï̄  à¢çv¼¢ïæ ÜUï ç±ÜU¢„ ÐÚ
ãè Ï¢¢HÜU ÜU¢ ç±à¢ï̄  Ã²çv¼y± ¥¢{¢çÚ¼ ãñ J ¥¼« }¢¢æÅ„¢ïÚè ÜUï
¥Ýé„¢Ú „}¢S¼ çà¢ÿ¢¢ Ðí‡¢¢Hè ÜU¢ ¥¢Î¢Ú }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ãñ J ²çÎ
}¢¢æÅ„¢ïÚè ²¢ Çé§ü ÜUï çà¢ÿ¢¢ ç„h¢‹¼¢ïæ ÜU¢ Š²¢Ý „ï ¥Š²²Ý
çÜU²¢ …¢» ¼¢ï ²ã }¢¢Hé}¢ ã¢ïx¢¢ çÜU Ðíy²ïÜU ç„h¢‹¼ ÜUè Ýèæ±
}¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUï ÿ¢ï~¢ }¢ïæ ãñ J }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý „ï ÎêÚ ¥ƒ±¢ }¢Ý¢ï±ñ¿¢¢çÝÜU
ç„h¢‹¼¢ïæ ÜUï ¥|¢¢± }¢ïæ ©„ÜU¢ }¢êË² Ýãèæ ÜUï Ï¢Ú¢Ï¢Ú ãñ J
¥Š²¢ÐÜU ¥¢ñÚ Ï¢¢H }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý
Ï¢¢HÜU ÜUï ç±ÜU¢„ ÐÚ }¢¢¼¢-çÐ¼¢ ÜUï ¥ç¼çÚv¼ ¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜU¢
¥y²ç{ÜU Ðí|¢¢± ÐÇ¼¢ ãñ J Ï¢¢Ë²ÜU¢H }¢ïæ ¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜU¢ï çÐ¼¢
ÜUè |¢¢¡ç¼ ¥ÐÝï ç±l¢<ƒ²¢ïæ ÜUè Îï¶Úï¶ ÜUÚÝè ÐÇ¼è ãñ J ¥¼:
¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜUï çH» Ï¢¢H }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜU¢ ¿¢¢Ý ¥y²‹¼ ¥¢±à²ÜU
ãñ J Ï¢¢H }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUï ¥‹¼x¢ü¼ ¥Š²¢ÐÜU Ï¢¢H ç±ÜU¢„ ÜUï
S±LÐ ¼ƒ¢ ç±ÜU¢„ ÜUè ç±ç|¢‹Ý ¥±Sƒ¢¥¢ïæ ÜUè ç±à¢ï̄ ¼¢¥¢ïæ ±
„}¢S²¢¥¢ïæ ÜU¢ ¥Š²²Ý ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ J Ï¢¢H }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ©„ï §„
Ï¢¢¼ ÜUè …¢ÝÜU¢Úè ÜUÚ¢¼¢ ãñ çÜU Ï¢¢HÜU çÜU„ ÐíÜU¢Ú „è¶¼¢ ãñ,
„è¶Ýï }¢ïæ ÜU¢ñÝ „ï ¼y± „ã¢²ÜU ã¢ï¼ï ãñ ¥¢ñÚ ÜU¢ñÝ-„è Ï¢¢¼ïæ
¥±Ú¢ï{ ÐñÎ¢ ÜUÚ¼è ãñ J §„ÜUï ¥ç¼çÚv¼ ±ã Ï¢¢HÜU¢ïæ ÜUè Lç™²¢ïæ,
¥ç|¢±ëçœ¢²¢ïæ, ²¢ïx²¼¢¥¢ïæ, ÜUç}¢²¢ïæ ¼ƒ¢ Ã²çv¼x¢¼ ç|¢‹Ý¼¢¥¢ïæ „ï
¥±x¢¼ ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ J Îê„Úï à¢ÏÎ¢ïæ }¢ïæ, Ï¢¢H }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜUè
±ï ç±ç{²¢¡ ÐíÎ¢Ý  ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ ç…ÝÜUè „ã¢²¼¢ „ï ±ã Ï¢¢HÜU¢ïæ ÜUï
Ã²çÜ¼y± ÜUï „±¢ü¡x¢è‡¢ ç±ÜU¢„ }¢ïæ „ã¢²¼¢ ÐíÎ¢Ý ÜUÚ „ÜU¼¢ ãñJ
Ï¢¢HÜU ÜU¢ ¥Š²²Ý ¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜU¢ ÜU¼üÃ²
}¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUï ç±ÜU¢„ ÜU¢ »ÜU }¢ãœ±Ðê‡¢ü ÐçÚ‡¢¢}¢ ²ã ãñ çÜU
¥¢{éçÝÜU çà¢ÿ¢¢à¢¢›è §„ Ï¢¢¼ ÐÚ …¢ïÚ ÎïÝï Hx¢ï ãñæ çÜU ¥Š²¢ÐÜU
ÜU¢ï Ý ÜUï±H ¥ÐÝï ç±¯² ÜU¢ ±ÚÝì Ï¢¢HÜU ÜU¢ ¿¢¢Ý |¢è ã¢ïÝ¢
™¢çã» J Îê„Úï à¢ÏÎ¢ïæ }¢ïæ, ¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜU¢ï Ï¢¢HÜU ÜUè ç±à¢ï¯
²¢ïx²¼¢¥¢ïæ, Lç™²¢ïæ, çà¢v¼²¢ïæ, ÜU¢ñà¢H, ç±ÜU¢„ ÜUï S¼Ú ¼ƒ¢
Ã²çv¼x¢¼ ç|¢‹Ý¼¢ ÜU¢ ¿¢¢Ý ã¢ïÝ¢ ™¢çã» J §„ ¼Úã }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý
çÝ}ÝçHç¶¼ Ï¢¢¼¢ïæ ÜUè …¢ÝÜU¢Úè ÜUÚ¢Ýï }¢ïæ ¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜUè „ã¢²¼¢
ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ :
1. Ï¢¢HÜU ÜUï à¢¢ÚèçÚÜU, }¢¢Ýç„ÜU, „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU ¼ƒ¢ |¢¢±¢y}¢ÜU
ç±ÜU¢„ ÜUï S¼Ú ÜUè …¢ÝÜU¢Úè ÜUÚ¢¼¢ ãñ J
2. ©ÝÜUï „¢}¢¢‹² ¿¢¢Ý ¼ƒ¢ Ã²¢±ã¢çÚÜU ¿¢¢Ý „ï ¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜU¢ï
¥±x¢¼ ÜUÚ¢¼¢ ãñ J

3. ¥Š²¢ÐÜU¢ïæ ÜU¢ï Ï¢¢HÜU¢ïæ ÜUè ²¢ïx²¼¢¥¢ïæ, à¢çv¼²¢ïæ, Lç™²¢ïæ,
¥ç|¢±ëçœ¢²¢ïæ, ¼ƒ¢ „è}¢¢¥¢ïæ ÜU¢ ¿¢¢Ý ÜUÚ¢¼¢ ãñ J
4. Ï¢¢HÜU¢ïæ ÜUè Lç™²¢ïæ ¼ƒ¢ ²¢ïx²¼¢¥¢ïæ ÜUè …¢ÝÜU¢Úè ÜUÚ¢ÜUï
¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜU¢ï ©Ð²éüv¼ Ð¢Æì² ÐéS¼ÜU¢ïæ, ¥Š²²Ý „¢}¢x¢íè ¼ƒ¢
Ð¢Æì²RU}¢ ÜUï çÝ{¢üÚ‡¢ }¢ïæ „ã¢²¼¢ ÐíÎ¢Ý ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ J
5. }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUï ¥Š²²Ý m¢Ú¢ ¥Š²¢ÐÜU çà¢ÿ¢‡¢ ÜUè
}¢Ý¢ï±ñ¿¢¢çÝÜU Ðhç¼²¢ïæ ÜUï Ï¢¢Úï }¢ïæ ¿¢¢Ý Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ J §„ ¼Úã
±ã ¥ÐÝï çà¢ÿ¢‡¢ ÜU¢ï Ðí|¢¢±à¢¢Hè Ï¢Ý¢Ýï }¢ïæ „ÈUH ã¢ï „ÜU¼¢ ãñJ
6. }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜU¢ ¿¢¢Ý çÐÀÇï Ï¢¢HÜU¢ïæ ÜUè „}¢S²¢¥¢ïæ ÜU¢ï
„éHÛ¢¢Ýï }¢ïæ „ã¢²ÜU ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ J
7. ÜUÿ¢¢ }¢ïæ ¥Ýéà¢¢„ÝãèÝ¼¢ ÜUè „}¢S²¢ ÜU¢ï „éHÛ¢¢Ýï }¢ïæ |¢è
}¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜU¢ ¿¢¢Ý ¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜUï çH» ©Ð²¢ïx¢è ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ J
8. ¥Š²¢ÐÜU }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜUï ¿¢¢Ý ÜUï ¥¢{¢Ú ÐÚ ¥„}¢æç…¼
Ï¢¢HÜU¢ïæ ÜUï „}¢Ú„ „}¢æ…Ý ¼ƒ¢ ç±ÜU¢„ }¢ïæ „ã¢²¼¢ ÐíÎ¢Ý ÜUÚ
„ÜU¼¢ ãñ J
9. }¢êË²¢æÜUÝ ÜUè Ý±èÝ Ðhç¼²¢ïæ ÜUè ¶¢ï… }¢ïæ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý
¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜUè „ã¢²¼¢ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ J
}¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜU¢ï S±²æ ÜU¢ ¿¢¢Ý ÜUÚ¢¼¢ ãñ
}¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜU¢ ¥Š²²Ý ¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜU¢ï ç±ÜU¢„, ¥ç{x¢}¢, çà¢ÿ¢‡¢
Ðhç¼ ¥¢çÎ ÜU¢ ¿¢¢Ý ÜUÚ¢¼¢ ãñ J §„ ¼Úã ±ã Ý ÜUï±H Ï¢¢HÜU¢ïæ
ÜUè Lç™²¢ïæ, à¢çv¼²¢ïæ, ²¢ïx²¼¢¥¢ïæ, „è}¢¢¥¢ïæ ¥¢çÎ ÜUï Ï¢¢Úï }¢ïæ
…¢Ý¢ÜU¢Úè Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ ±ÚÝì ©„ï S±²æ ÜU¢ |¢è ¿¢¢Ý |¢è ã¢ï¼¢
ãñ J }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ÜU¢ ¥Š²²Ý ¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜU¢ï §„ Ï¢¢¼ ÜUè ²¢ïx²¼¢
ÐíÎ¢Ý ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ çÜU ±ã ¥ÐÝï à¢¢ÚèçÚÜU, }¢¢Ýç„ÜU, |¢¢±¢y}¢ÜU
¼ƒ¢ „¢}¢¢ç…ÜU ç±ÜU¢„ ÜUè ÐíçRU²¢ ¼ƒ¢ S¼Ú ÜU¢ï „}¢Û¢ „ÜUï J
§„ ¼Úã ±ã ¥ÐÝï „¢}¢¢‹² ± Ã²¢±ã¢çÚÜU ¿¢¢Ý ¼ƒ¢ „}¢æ…Ý
ÜUè …¢ÝÜU¢Úè Ðí¢Œ¼ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ J ¥ÐÝè Lç™²¢ïæ, à¢çv¼²¢ïæ, ÜU¢ñà¢H¢ïæ,
„è}¢¢¥¢ïæ ÜU¢ »ÜU SÐC ç™~¢ ©„ÜUï „¢}¢Ýï ô¶™ …¢¼¢ ãñ J ²ã
¥¢y}¢-¿¢¢Ý ©„ÜU¢ï §„ Ï¢¢¼ ÜUè ÐíïÚ‡¢¢ Îï¼¢ ãñ çÜU ±ã çà¢ÿ¢ÜU ÜUï
çH» ¥¢±à²ÜU x¢é‡¢¢ïæ ÜU¢ ç±ÜU¢„ ÜUÚï ¼ƒ¢ ¥Ý¢±à²ÜU ÜU¢²¢ïü ±
ç±™¢Ú¢ïæ „ï ¥ÐÝï ÜU¢ï ÎêÚ Ú¶ „ÜUï J ²ãè Ýãèæ ©„ï §„ Ï¢¢¼ ÜU¢
|¢è ¥¢|¢¢„ ã¢ï¼¢ ãñ çÜU ©„ÜU¢ Ï¢¢HÜU¢ïæ, ¥ç|¢|¢¢±ÜU¢ïæ ¼ƒ¢ ¥‹²
çà¢ÿ¢ÜU¢ïæ ÜUï „¢ƒ ÜUñ„¢ Ã²±ã¢Ú ãñ ¥¢ñÚ ÜUñ„¢ Ã²±ã¢Ú ã¢ïÝ¢
™¢çã» J ±ã Ï¢¢HÜU¢ïæ ÜUè Lç™²¢ïæ ¥¢ñÚ à¢çv¼²¢ïæ ÜUï ¥Ýé„¢Ú »ÜU
ÜUï Sƒ¢Ý ÐÚ Îê„Úè çà¢ÿ¢}¢ Ðhç¼ ÜU¢ Ðí²¢ïx¢ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ J §„ ¼Úã
±ã {èÚï-{èÚï »ÜU „ÈUH çà¢ÿ¢ÜU ÜUï çH» ¥Ý¢à²ÜU x¢é‡¢¢ïæ ÜU¢
ç±ÜU¢„ ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ J Îê„Úï à¢ÏÎ¢ïæ }¢ïæ, }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý ¥Š²¢ÐÜU ÜUè §„
Ï¢¢¼ }¢ïæ „ã¢²¼¢ ÐíÎ¢Ý ÜUÚ¼¢ ãñ çÜU ±ã S±²æ ÜUï Ã²±ã¢Ú¢ïæ,
Ï¢¢HÜU¢ïæ ÜUï ç±à¢ï¯ Ã²±ã¢Ú¢ïæ ¼ƒ¢ „}¢¢… ÜUï ¥‹² „ÎS²¢ïæ ÜUï
Ã²±ã¢Ú¢ïæ ÜU¢ï ¥ÓÀè ¼Úã „}¢Û¢ „ÜUï J

„æÎ|¢ü „éç™ :
• Ýç±Ý çà¢ÿ¢¢ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý,  Ç¢ò. çÝ¼¢ y²¢x¢è, ¥x¢í±¢H
ÐçÏHÜUïà¢‹„, ¥¢x¢Ú¢ - 7
• çà¢ÿ¢¢ ¥¢ñÚ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý, Ç¢ò. |¢x¢±¼ ÐæÇK¢, ¥ÿ¢Ú { ÐçÏHÜUïà¢‹„,
‹²é çÎËHè
• çà¢ÿ¢¢ ¥¢ñÚ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý, Ç¢ò. x¢èÚèà¢ ÐÓ¢¢ñÚè, ¥¢Ú0 H¢H Ï¢éÜU
çÇÐ¢ï, }¢ïÚÆ
• çà¢ÿ¢¢ }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý, Ç¢ò. S¢Ú²ê ÐíS¢¢Î Ó¢¢ñÏ¢ï, ¥x¢í±¢H ÐçÏHÜïUà¢‹S¢,
¥¢x¢Ú¢ - 7
• }¢Ý¢ïç±¿¢¢Ý }¢ḯ çà¢ÿ¢¢ ÜU¢ }¢ãy±, çÁ¢¼ï‹Îí ÜéU}¢¢Ú, }¢ã¢±èÚ »æÇ
S¢æS¢, Ý§ü çÎËHè
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Radio Frequency identification (RFID) is no longer quite the latest thing on the block – at
least as far as libraries are concerned. However, although RFID is being adopted by libraries around
the world at a very rapid rate, it is a dynamic technology whose future development is impossible to
predict.

RFID uses wireless radio communication for  unique identification of people or assets. It is a
technology that allow an item, for example, a library book to be tracked and communicated by
Radio waves. This technology is similar  in concept of a cell phone. The RFID Solution is a
revolutionary application of automatic identification and data capture (AIDC) technology.

Key Word : RFID Technology, Library Security, Library Automation

What is RFID ?RFID is means of identifying a person or objectusing a radio frequency transmission. Thesewireless automatic identification data capturesystem allows for non-contact reading or writingof data and are highly effective in environmentswhere barcode labels can not survive.RFID System can be used in several ways to helpthe library Staff, protect the assets of the libraryand is also user friendly.RFID is Wireless data collection technologydeveloped during World war II that has beenused in tracking and accessing applications forabout a decade. The technology transfer datawirelessly between a tiny transceiver and a tag.A tag is a combination of an electronictransponder with an antenna that can beattached to items. When the tag comes withinthe range of the transceiver, anywhere frominches to nearly three hundred feet, thetransceiver decodes the informationelectronically programmed on the tag. In 1992,Kriofsky and kaplan filed a patent applicationfor an “inductively coupled transmitter –responder arrangement . “
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RFID SYSTEM : A NEW CONCEPT FOR MODERN LIBRARIES

Dr. B.M. Gohel *

* Librarian, Maharahaja Krishnakumarsinhji Bhavnagar University, Bhavnagar

A RFID system for library environment
consists of :1. Tag :The Heart of the system is RFID tag, which canbe fixed inside a books back cover or directoryto CDs and videos. This tag is equipped with aprogrammable chip and an engraved antenna andmicrochip with a capacity of at least 64 bits.There are three types of tags1. Read Only2. WORM3. Read/Write
2. Readers :It Consists of one RF module (providing the signalprocess of transmitting or receiving) one controlmodule and one coupling element through aninput/output interface, to connect withapplications ; another very important feature isthe power supply. Passive tags do not containpower and all the power for the process mustconverted from radio waves that are theprovided by the reader.Readers in RFID in library are used in thefollowing ways.i. Conversion Station
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3. Antenna :the Antennas produces radio signals to activatethe tag and read write data to it. Antennas are thechannels between the tag and the reader, whichcontrols the system’s data acquisitions andcommunication. The electromagnetic fieldproduced by an antenna can be constantlypresent when multiple tags are expectedcontinually.
4. Server :The server id the heart of some comprehensiveRFID systems. It is the communication gatewayamong the various components. It receives theexchanges information with the circulationdatabase. Its software includes the SIP/SIP2(Session initiation protocol )APIs(Application programming interface) or NCIP(National circulation interchange Protocol) orSLNP necessary to interface it with the integratedlibrary software but no library vendor has yetfully implemented NCIP APPROVED BY NISO.The Server typically includes a transactiondatabase, So that reports can be produced.RFID system : In Library

RFID is a combination of radiofrequency-based technology and microchiptechnology. The information contained onmicrochips in the tags affixed to library materialsis read using radio frequency technology. AReader looks for antennas in the tags andretrieves information from the microchipsthrough them. The tags used in RFID systemscan replace both EM (Electro-Mechenical) or RF(Radio Frequency ) theft detection Barcodes andtargets although the hybrid system that 3Mintroduced in 2000 replaced only barcodes andretained the EM strips in the belief thet EM issuperior to RFID for security Deference Between Barcode & RFID :1. Information can be read from RFID tag muchfaster than from barcodes2. Several items in a stack/counter can be readat the same time using RFID3. Items do not have to be handled one-by-onenor removed from the shelves.4. Inventory-taking is no longer a tediousoperation5. RFID can stand more than 10,000 read/write6. RFID can have theft bit which can be done intwo stages “ON/OFF”7. Shelf verification/rectification can be done ondaily basis.8. Need not open/remove books to captureinformation Items are identified on upper andlower shelves more comfortably.
BASIC TECHNOLOGY COMPARISION BARCODES V/S RFID :RFID BARCODE Can Be read and write Read only No line o sight required needs direct visible contact to reader Multiple items can be read simultaneously(anti-collision) Single items scan Guaranteed data retention of at least  10 years limited lifetime due to printing items attendant data (Mobile data-carrier) Database look-up is always necessary Stock verification made easier as No need  of taking the books  out from shelf. We can read multiple books from the shelf  at a time. 

Stock verification takes time because of the fact that each book has to tale out from shelf and then scanned with the scanner. 
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Advantages of RFID :1.Rapid Circulation Desk Operation2.High Reliability3.Theft Detection system4.Self-Circulation Operation5. Access Control system6.High-speed inventorying7.Automated Materials Handling8.Long Tag Life9.Fast Track Circulation Operation
Disadvantages of RFID system :1. High Cost2. Vulnerability to Compromise3. Removal of Exposed Tags4. Reader collision and Tag collision

Reference :1. Boss, Richard (2004).RFID Technology in Libraries. ALA Technical Noted prepared on 14 May,2004 Located at www.ala.org/ala/plapubs/rfidtechnology.cfm2. Gautam, J.N. and Rajput, P.S.(2012).Encyclopedic  dictionalry of Libraries &  InformationTechnology. P. 2473. Katariya, sanjan, ed. (2009). Emerging Trends in Technology In Librariesand information Services. New Delhi : KBD Publication. P. 339-3974. Palmer, Martin (2009).Making the Most of RFID in libraries. London : \  Facet  Publication. p. 1-1545. Prajapati, Manubhai(2012).Granthalayashatre Shivdarshnam. Anand : Dr.  Shivdanbhai M. CharanAbhivadan samiti.p.572
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DIGITAL LIBRARY : A NEW CONCEPT IN DIGITAL ERA

Mr. R.D.Parmar *
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An electronic library is a library consisting of electronic materials and services. Electronic
materials can include all digital materials, as well as a variety of analog formats that require
electricity to use. For example, video tapes are an anlog format that requires electronic equipment
to view. Thus the term “electronic library” encompasses all the material that can be held by a
“digital library”, and is therefore more inclusive.

Key words : Digital library, digital era, information resource

* Tech. Asst.,M.K.Bhavnagar University Library, Bhavnagar-364 002.

What is Digital Library ?Digital Library federation (DLF) defined :“Digital libraries are organizations that providethe resources, including the specialized staff, toselect, structure, offer intellectual access to,interpret, distribute, preserves the integrity of,digital works so that they are readily andeconomically available for use by a definedcommunity or set of communities.”
Information Resources (IRs) in the Digital
Library : Problems1. The establishment and control the currency,accuracy and integrity of information sources(quality problem)2. Provides intellectual access to IRs(organizational problem)3. Recognition different version of the same IR.(fluidity problem)4. Addressing the issue of transient IRs(preservation problem)5. Preserving the concept of authorship(conceptual problem)6. Observing the copyright laws for IRs.(legalproblem)7. Limiting to some classes o users accessing tosome IRs .(political problem)8. Offering the services, if any by the digitallibrary.

9. Integration of digital libraries into traditionallibraries and its accomplishment.10. A digital library may have librarians and theirrole.11. Digital library having well-defined classes ofusers
Digital Libraries in India :This is a plan to create a portal for digital libraryif India piloted by the officer of the principlescientific advisor to the Government of india,ministry of communication and informationTecnology(MCIT) with Indian Institute ofScience and Carnegie mellon University, USA , aspartners for fostering creativity and free acrossto all human knowledge.It is purposed to create the digital library with afree-to-read, searchable collection of one millionbooks, predominantly in Indian languages,available to everyone over the internet. Thisportal would provide a gateway  to Indian digitallibraries in science, arts, culture, music, movies,traditional, medicine, plan leaves etc. It willprovides and support for full text indexing andsearching based on OCR technologies whereavailable. The availability of online search allowsuser to locate relevant information quickly andreliably this enhancing student’s success in theirresearch endeavors.
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Language wise Figures 

Language No. of books No. of pages English 57610 20294994 Telugu 14088 2899169 Hindi 6899 1706420 Urdu 2997 719573 Tamil 1682 401630 Sanskrit 2801 748645 Persian 1900 246707 Multi 663 230825 Others 894 289858 Arebic 677 198650 Kannada 682 150889 Marathi 476 118085 German 171 49876 French 66 26619 Oriya 7 6978 Bengali 11 2837 This project is being undertaken in collaborativeproject between National Institute of ScienceCommunication and information resources(NISCAIR), Council of scientific and industrialresearch, Ministry of Science & Technology anddepartment of AYUSH, ministry of Health andFamily Welfare. NISCAIR is the center which isimplementing the digital process.Advantages of Digital Libraries :1. No physical boundary2. Round the clock availability3. Multiple accesses4. structured approach5. information Retrieval6. Space7. Networking8. Cost
Disadvantages of the Digital libraries :1. Copyright2. speed of access3. initial cost is high4. Band width5. Efficiency6. Environment7. preservation

Other Projects :
1. Vidyanidhi
2. Gyandoot3. INDEST4. UGC INFONET
Conclusion :Digital Libraries are not going to replace thephysical existence of document completely butno  boubt to meet the present demand, to satisfythe non local user digitalization must beintroduced so that at least libraries becomes ofhybrid nature. The initial cost of digitalization ishigh but once digitalization is introduces thenthe cost to manage this collection will be cheaperthan that of any traditional library. Day by daythe cost of digitalization is decreasing, the onlinepublication is increasing and the needs of userare shifting towards a digital environment.

Reference :1. Malwad, N.M.,Rajashekhar, T.B., Rao I.K.Ravichandra, satyanarayana,N.V.(ed.)(1996).digital Libraries : dynamicstoreuse of digitized information.New delhi :New age international ltd.52p.2. Sivamani, M. & Palanisamy, M.(2010, Dec.).Digital library : need and purpose. Journal oflibrary and information technology,6(2), 30-363. Sharma, amit kumar, borah, nirmala, Sharma,c.k.(2012,july).digital library : preservation anddigital resources. Journal of library andinformation technology,6(2), 30-364. Abrizah, a & zainab, an(2011,Dec).Digit6allibraries in the Classroom :  secondary schoolteachers’ conception. JOLIS,43(4),224- 2265. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_library6. http://www.diglib.org/
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1. INTRODUCTIONThe study of information seeking behaviour canstand on its own as  an  area of applied researchwhere the motive for the investigation ispragmatically related to system design anddevelopment. A different motivation is involvedif we wish to understand why the informationseeker behaves as he does. This is an area of basicresearch and although the resulting knowledgemay have practical applications, there is nonecessity that it should.
2. INFORMATION NEEDSInformation need arises when user perceivesgaps in their state of knowledge and ability tomake sense of experience. Information needs canbe  categorized into three dimensions such ascognitive affective and situational.
Cognitive
Affective
Situational
3. INFORMATION SEEKINGInformation seeking is the process in which theypurposefully search for information byidentifying selecting and interacting withsources. Users may rely on their own memoryor intuition to fill the information need. Theymay also suppress their information needs oravoid a problem situation so that no informationseeking is necessary. Users are frequentlyengaged themselves in information avoidance.They interact with their environment by limitingtheir intake of information shortcuts. Wheninformation seeking does occur, it is purposiveand goal directed and resembles a problemsolving or decision-making process. Theindividual user identifies possible sources,differentiates and chooses a few sources,
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locaters or makes contact with  them and interactwith the sources in order to obtain the desiredinformation. The information seeking behaviordimensions can be categorized as cognitive,affective and situational.
Cognitive Information Seeking Behavior
Affective Information Seeking Behavior
Situational Information Seeking Behavior
4. MODELS OF INFORMATION SEEKING ON
THE INTERNETInternet is an IT infrastructure for knowledgework and the need for system design to adopt oninformation behavioural approach to internetdesign. Recently there have been several effortsto model of information seeking on the internetfrom specific areas of research such asinformation foraging, bibliometrics, and userbrowsing.The foraging models can serve as a generalbackground against which to organizeobservations about individual behaviour. Forexample how animals evolve different methodsof gathering and hunting for food to increasetheir intake of nutrition, human also adoptdifferent strategies of seeking  information toincrease their intake of knowledge.  So, foragingfor information on the internet and foraging forfood share common features. Informationforaging refers to activities associated withassessing, seeking and handling informationsources, particularly in networked environment.Such search can be adaptive to the extent that itmakes optimal use of knowledge about expectedinformation value and expected cost of accessingand extracting that relevant information.To develop a better understanding of informationseeking in practice, the attributes of authorship,
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ISSN 2319 - 8168publication and their influences on each otherare worth examining. Bibliometrics aquantitative method for the study of literatureoffers good insights originally derived frompublished information, bibliometrics isparticularly applicable to studying how webdocuments, websites and web users are allrelated through reference and use. Bibliometricsstems from the idea that distribution and use ofinformation has patterns that can be analysedby counting and analyzing citations findingrelationship between these references based onfrequency, and using other statistical measures.Common sources of standard, publicationbibliometrics data for e.g. online databases areScience Citation Index, Social Science CitationIndex, where an Authors Publication influencecan be seen by how often the author isreferenced. The following models can be usedfor bibliometrics analysis viz. Bibliometrics ofuse, Bibliometrics and web documents,Webometrics(Bibliometrics and the web),Bibliometrics Measure of Group Web Use.
4.1 Marchionini’s Electronic Browsing
ModelThe influence of new technologies, notably theWWW with its search engines and navigationlinks, is changing what scholars mean whenreferring to information seeking. He contendsthat, “the term information seeking is preferredto information retrieval because it is morehuman oriented and open ended”Marchionini(1995). The WWW providesopportunities for both information retrieval andbrowsing. With the proliferation of searchengines and graphical browsers, the entire rangeof information seeking activities is possible onthe web.Marchionini(1995) proposes a model ofInformation seeking process, turned perhaps toelectronic environment. In his model, theinformation seeking process is composed ofeight sub processes, which develop in parallelviz., Recognize and accept information problem;Define and understand the problem; Choose asearch system; Formulate a query; Executesearch; Examine results; Extract information;Reflect/iterate/stop.

4.2 Ellis Model of information SeekingDavid Ellis (1989), Ellis (1993) and Ellis andHaugan (1997) proposes and elaborates ageneral model of information seekingbehaviours based on the studies of informationseeking patterns of different kinds of users. Hismodel describes activities as generic: Starting,Chaining, Browsing, Differentiating, MonitoringExtracting.Ellis thought that hypertext based systemswould have the capabilities to implement hismodels. If we visualize the WWW as a hyperlinked information system distributed overnumerous networks, most of the informationseeking behaviour categories in Ellis model arealready being Supported by capabilities availablein common web browser software. Thus, anindividual user could begin surfing the web fromone of few favourite starting or sites(starting);Flow hyper textual links to related informationresources in both backward and forward linkingdirections (Chaining); scan the web pages of thesources selected (Browsing); bookmark is theuseful source for future reference and visits(Differentiating); subscribe to e-mail basedservices that alert the user of new informationor developments(Monitoring) and search aparticular source or site for all information onthat site on a particular topic (Extracting).
4.3 Koganuramth’s Models of Information
Seeking
4.3.1 Initialization and Analysing
informationIt means  the major strategies emerged in thedescribed activity of users with regard to thestarting process involve primarily applicationproblems, and people contacting for theprovision of starting references. An alternativeapproach of seeking information forinitialization, excluding personal consultation,involves carrying out a literature search. This isachieved by use of computer databases andabstracting and indexing services. The Aim of theliterature search is to obtain abstracts of papersto browse these abstracts and retrieve papers ofrelevance.The utilization of personal contact as a startingpoint as an approach to a new topic is a common
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ISSN 2319 - 8168finding in the literature detailing investigationsof information seeking behavior. It stresses thatthe use of interpersonal communication is apreferred source as a starting point for a patternof external source consultation. When anindividuals turn to external contact they stronglyprefer human (face to face) contact. Theimportance of the interpersonal, informationchannel of seeking information andcommunication has already been documentedamong scientist and engineers and socialscientists.
4.3.2 Connecting and Synthesizing
InformationThis category seeks to identify the activitiesengaged in follow up of the references cited inmaterials, Connecting involves following upcitations from one source to another. It issynthesizing the information sources. There aretwo forms of connecting: Backward connecting:following up the references from the materialconsulted. Forward connecting: finding citationsto know relevant work. Connecting citationsinvolves a degree of subjectivity. Relevance is theoverriding criterion expressed by therespondents for following up references tomaterials. The users for making citations gaveseveral reasons. Citations, usually of reviews orseminar papers, were made to providebackground in formation. Other reason forcitations included, when using details fromprevious work, e.g. methodology or conclusions:placing the work in the context of previouswork. The focus of interest here is note withcitation practices, as such, but withcharacteristics of pattern of searching forinformation, which involves citations betweenmaterials. Connecting is synthesizing therequired information. Backward connecting asan activity for following up references cited inmaterial consulted was a technique employedby all the respondents surveyed. Forwardconnecting was a strategy engaged by almost60% of the group, but it was a far less regularapproach. The level of awareness of forwardconnecting tools was not so high but it didn’t notinclude all in the group. The criterion forselection of citations to chaining was determined

by variety of factors. These factors included thepurpose of the search and nature of researchwork currently being undertaken. Relevance wasstated as the overriding criterion for connecting.Other important determining factors includedtitle key words, abstracts, authors, and personalrecommendations of the source and generalinterest. Connecting references is not exclusiveto a particular stage but may be undertaken forstarting or maintaining awareness. The breadthapproach for connecting citations is normallyselected according to the variables mentioned incriteria above. To a certain extent automatedinformation retrieval system are offering afacility to follow connecting of references forfollow up particular references. Theseinformation retrieval systems have to be usedmore.
4.3.3 Potentiality and Arranging
InformationPotentiality has several connotations. The majorrecognized forms of browsing are understoodas representing forms of semi directed or semistructured searching of information in an areaof potential interest. Potentiality was used asmeans of maintaining and arranging informationfor use by the scanning of journals, currentcontents or books. Users browsing the contentpages of journals in a broad subject area checkedthe periodicals received by themselves andreceived in their library or simply browsedalong the shelves of library books and journalsat regular intervals. Here, potentialityWas used for initial starting or familiarization,to develop an awareness of sources and to keepup to date in their respective field. The libraryusers are using various methods of browsing.Browsing is arranging the information sourcesaccording to the user needs. Due to scarcity oftime 30% of the engineering faculties are notbrowsing much. Browsing is a continuousprocess of arranging and maintaining awarenessactivity, which mentioned as description ofscanning journals as preferred method of keepingup-to-date. The browsing of journals was mainlyconfined to journals regarded as relevant.Browsing of current Contents occurred in 46%of cases. Simply browsing along the shelves of
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4.3.4 Quality and filtering informationThe quality and filtering of information is anactivity, which uses ‘differences betweensources as filters on the nature and quality of thematerial examined’. The activity of preferring thesource to determine the factors influencing thechoice of source selected by the respondent isthe process of differentiating. The criteria,which seemed to be most significant for qualityand filtering material,Were: topic of the study, the approach, theauthors and the level and type of source. Thedifferentiating between sources to filtermaterial, based on quality, level and type ofsources are appropriate. The credibility ofauthor, the particular journal or the types ofsource were all important factors in determiningthe respondent’s perception of the value ofinformation. It is not being assumed that in everycase a user wants to restrict the search to alimited type of source material. In the case ofsome of those involved in research work,differentiating a limited number of sources wasnot possible or was very difficult. The nature oftheir focus of interests was such that a largenumber of sources carried relevant or interestingmaterial, and the individual could not beconfident that this material would picked upfrom a limited set of sources.
4.3.5 Awareness And updating InformationThe process of maintaining awareness ofdevelopments in an area through regularlyfollowing particular sources. Maintainingawareness refers to the pattern of activityemployed by the respondents in order to keepup-to-date with new developments in their topicof research or the field as a whole. Thecontinuous monitoring of developments in a fieldof study was an important part of the informationseeking activity of many of the users surveyed.They were principally interested in keeping up-

to-date in their own fields as well as on the subjectas a whole. The principal ways that respondentsused to monitor developments in their fields havebeen identified as Informal Contacts, Journals,Books, Conferences, Newspapers, Television,Industrial, Reports, Manufacture’s TradeCatalogues and computer Databases. Thesedifferent ways of keeping up-to-date were notmutually exclusive for particular single source.The responses indicate that it is difficult tomaintain regular monitoring of information.Information obtained through all these sourcesmay then be integrated into the individual’soverall information seeking behaviouremploying different channels to complement orto form the major part of  their informationgathering activities. The users prefer to employconferences, conference proceedings,professional Journals and computer searchupdate for monitoring. Major sources werepersonal contacts, conferences, and journals,including Current Contents. In general it is foundthat there is lack of awareness about thecomputer based information retrieval facilitiesamong the users. This requires an activepublicity drive to promote the optimum use ofsuch systems.
4.3.6 Pinpointed and Focusing InformationThe extracting pinpointed and focusinginformation from different sources may be anarticle in a periodical, a set of conferenceproceedings, a series of publisher’s cataloguesor bibliographies, indices, or abstracts etc. Theactivity usually requires the setting aside ofdiscrete and sometimes considerable period forworking through the source. It is one of the mostdirected and focused information seekingactivities. It is an act  of going through a particularservice selecting and identifying material fromthe Source. This may be when a researcherconsults the source selected. These sources arenormally a set of journals, series of monographsor collection of indices, abstracts andbibliographies, including computerizedinformation databases. The concerns of thiscategory seek to explore the use of libraryservices; indexing and abstracting facilities,computer based searching and to discover the
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ISSN 2319 - 8168respondents biggest problem in the activity ofextracting. Identifying the potentially usefulsources of material is a critical prerequisite toextracting from the sources. If a key source orkey sources can be identified the source orsources may provide the basis for much of theinformation seeking activities. Pinpointedinformation from journals can represent a veryeffective means of quickly identifying materialon a topic, especially if the source used isperceived as standard for a field. The use of newlypublished book has its complement in extracting.The availability of subject bibliographies,abstracting and indexing in the field on aparticular topic or the existence of databaseservice with exactly the right focus for theindividual concerned represent obvious criteriafor any user to employ these kinds of sourcesfor extracting.Awareness of computer based informationretrieval facilities for pinpointed activities andactive publicity drive to promote these facilitieswould give a greater usage of sources. As theapproach to computer-based informationretrieval was favorable with respondentsexpressing the view that use of such facility wastime saving and useful for focusing and pinpointedly picking up of material, which isrelevant.
5. CONCLUSIONInformation seeking behavior in electronicenvironment of WWW represents a new kind ofinformation resource that is more open,accessible and versatile. The user needs,approach and richness of the web pose a newchallenge in the information professional’sactivity. The knowledge workers in academicorganization use the web as part of their day-to-day research activities. The users who use theweb as a part of their work engage in four modelsof information seek ranging from undeterredviewing, conditional viewing, to informalseeking and formal searching. In each of thesemodes, users perceive information needs adoptinformation seeking and use the informationfound in distinctive ways. The studycharacterizes information seeking mode (i)information generation on web (ii) information

seeking through web (iii) information retrievalfrom web (iv)information communicationthrough web in terms of specific sequencesbased on the activeness and events made byusers. These finding together have significantimplications for the design and evaluation of theInternet or other electronic based infrastructurefor supporting knowledge work.
Reference :1.Choo,W.C.,et al (2000).Web work : informationseeking and knowledge work on the world wideweb. London : Kluwar, p.135-1582.Kuhethau, C.C.(1993).Seeking meaning : AProcess approach of library and informationservice. New jersey : Ablex.3.Marchnini,G.(1995).information seeking : inelectronic environment. London : CRP
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lJnFJUZGM DF6; 5X] ;DFG K[ VYJF TM V7FGTF
VG[ lGZ1ZTF V[ V\WSFZ ;DFG K[P VF JFSIM
DFGJ;DFHDF\ lX16G]\ DCtJ NXF”J[ K[P ;FlAT SZ[ K[P
lX16 DFGJLG[ GJL 2lq8 VF5[ K[P 7FGGL l1lTHM
lJS;FJ[ K[4 lJ:TFZ[ K[ DF8[ H lJnF U]%T WG K[P H[
SM. RMZL XST]\ GYLP T[GM p5IMU SZJFGL JW[ K[P
ÔFRLG ;DIDF\ ZFHJLVM 56 lJ‹FGMGL lX16SFZMGL
5}HF SZTF\ VF JFSI NXF”J[ K[ S[ ZFHF SZTF\ lX16
lJNMDF\ JW] A]lwWDàF CX[P lX16YL DFGJLG]\ 30TZ
VG[ ;H”GFtDS XlSTGM pNI YFI K[P ;FY[ H DFGJ
H~ZLIFTMGL 5}T”TF DF8[ V[S ;FWG AG[ K[ T[JL H ZLT[
;DH 5lZJT”GG]\ DFwID 56 K[ V[8,[ H ;DFHGL
VUtIGL H~ZLIFT lX16 ZCL K[ VG[ lX16GL KF5
DFGJL p5Z ZCL K[P
lX16GF\ ,FEMDF\ S[ CSMDF\ ÔFRLGYL ÔJT”DFG ;]WL
V;DFGTF ZCL K[ V[8,[ S[ lX16GF\ CS V\U[GF\ DF5N\0GM
lNJ;[ lNJ;[ AN,FTF RFÿIF K[P ÔFRLG ;DIDF\
J6"VFG];F\ULS lX16V\U[GF\ CSSM CTF tIFZAFN 7FlT
pN®EJYL 7FlT VFG];F\ULS lX16GF\ CSS ZCIFP lA|8LXZMGF\
VFUDG AFN lX16G]\ ~-LR]:T DF/B] CT]\ T[ AN,FI]\P
H]GF VeIF;@DMGF\ :YFG[ I]ZM5LIG ;FlCtIGM VG[ lJ7FGGM
pD[ZM SZL GJF VeIF;@D VF%IF T[DH lX16GF\
DFwID TZLS[ V\U|[_ EFQF NFB, SZL VF NZlDIFG
lX16GM ,FE WlGSM4 prR JU”4 ;FDF_S R/J/SFZM
VG[ jIF5FZL JU”G[ D?IM VF lX16YL V\U|[HMG[ H[ D[/
JJ]\ CT]\ T[ D?I]\P V,Aà VF lX16YL VD,NFZM pEF
YIF\P DwID JU” ;FDFgI JU” H[ ÔFYlDS lX16 ,[TF\
CTF\ T[GL VJNXF S[ N]N”XF IFYFJà ZCLP Z) DL ;NLDF\
S], J:TLGL NX 8SF J:TL ;F1Z CTLP H[ lX16GL
V;DFGTF ;FD[ VF\U/L RL\W[ K[ :JT\+TF AFN EFZTDF\
VG[S prR lX16 SDLXGMGL ;DIF\TZ[ :YF5GF Y.P VF
SDLXGMV[ VG[S DCtJGL E,FD6M SZL T[DGF\ 5lZ6FD
:J~5[ lX16GM ;\bIFtDS VG[ U]6FtDS lJSF; YIMP
UT 5) JQ”DF\ prR lX16 1[+[ @DXo lJSF; YIM K[P
V,Aà prR SM,[HM4 8[S®GLS, jIFJ;FILS SM,[HMGL
;\bIF JWL K[P T[DH lJnFYL”VMGL ;\bIFDF\ 56 JWFZM
YIM K[P 8]\SDF\4 H[ T[ lJQIGL H~ZLIFTGF\ ;\NE”DF\
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U]6JàF JWL K[P ÔFYlDS lX16YL AF/SG[ SMd5I]8Z
lX16 VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P T[YL lJnFYL”GL ;H”GFtDS
XlSTVM JWJF TZO HFI K[P ;DI ;\HMUM VG[ ;FDF_S
5lZl:YlT ;TT AN,FI K[P AN,FTF 5lZ3DF\ lX16GL
HJFANFZLDF\ VG[S U6M JWFZM YIM K[P lX16G]\ SFD OST
lX16 VF5JF 5]ZT]\ DIF”lNT ZCI\] GYLP lX16GL VG[SlJW
;FDF_S HJFANFZLVM K[P lX16 jIF5S ;DFHGF\ lCT
;FY[ SÿIF6 ;FY[ HM0FI[,]\ K[P V[8,[ H lX16DF\ ;DFHGF\
;JF,MG]\ 5IF”JZ6G]\ lGlTG]\ SFINFG]\ ZFlq8=ITFG]\ RFlZáI 30TZG]\
lX16 VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P lX16GM C[T] jIlSTG[ 7FGYL
VlED]B SZJM VG[ ;DFHDF\ Ô`GMG]\ ÔDF6 38F0JF DF8[
J{7FlGS ;DH 5]ZL 5F0JL T[ ZCI]\ K[P V[8,[ H SC[JFI]\ K[
ïlX1S SEL ;FWFZ6 GCL\ CMTF4 Ô,I VF{Z lGDF”6 pGSL
UFN D[\ 5,T[ C{ð T[DH lX1SGL lGq9FG]\ ALH] JFSI ïD{ V[S
lX1S C]\ D]H[ VF{Z ZFq8= VF{Z ;DFH S[ AFZ[ D[\ S]K ;MRGF\
RFlCV[ð ZCI]\ K[P VFD VFNX” ;DFH ;FY[ lX16 VG[
lX1SGL lGq9F VG[ 2lq8 ZCL K[P
prR lX16 ;\:YFGL ;FDF_S HJFANFZLVMprR lX16 ;\:YFGL ;FDF_S HJFANFZLVMprR lX16 ;\:YFGL ;FDF_S HJFANFZLVMprR lX16 ;\:YFGL ;FDF_S HJFANFZLVMprR lX16 ;\:YFGL ;FDF_S HJFANFZLVM
!f ;FDF_S E[NEFJ N]Z SZJF VG[ ;FDF_S V\TZDF\
38F0M SZJFGL HJFANFZL EFZTLI ;DFHDF\ 5Z\5ZFUT
ZLT[ Vl5"T NZHHFG]\ DCtJ lJX[Q ÔDF6DF\ HMJF D/
T]\ CT]\P :JT\+TF AFN Vl5"T NZHHFGF\ :YFG[ prR
lX16 ;\:YFVMV[ ÔF%T NZHHFG]\ DCtJ JWFI]”\P H[GF\
SFZ6[ prR 7FlTDF\ HgD[,F prR U6FI4 lGdG 7FlTDF\
HgD[,M lGdG U6FIP H[JL H0 DFgITF ÔJT”TL CTL T[
GFDX[QYL GFA]N YJF 5FDL K[P 8]\SDF\ lX16V[ ÔItGMYL
5lZ6FDG[ ÔYD 5;\NUL VF5L H[GF\YL ,FIS jIlSTVM
D?IF VG[ lX16 ,LW[,F jIlSTDF\ J{RFlZS 5lZJT”G
CMJFGF\ SFZ6[ pRGL\RGF\ E[NEFJM ÔJT”TF CTF\ T[GF
V5GFjIF GCL\ VG[ J{7FlGS lJRFZMG[ ;DY”G VF%I]\
VFYL ;DFHGL V\NZ ZC[,L ;FDF_S V;DFGTFVM S[
:TZ VFWFZLT SM8L @lDS jIJ:YFG]\ DCtJ 38I]\ VG[
lX16YL VFJL V;DFGTFVM S[ :TZ VFWFZLT SM8L
@lDS jIJ:YFG]\ DCtJ 38I]\ VG[ lX16YL VFJL
V;DFGTFVM E[NEFJ N]Z YIF VG[ ;DFHDF\ V[STF
Ô:YFl5T SZJFG]\ SFI” lX16YL XSI AgI]\P T[JL ZLT[
,{lU\S 2lq8V[ H[ TOFJTM CTF T[GF ÔDF6 56 38I]\ K[P
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V,Aà 5]+HgDG]\ DCtJ ;DFHDF\ JW] K[ VG[ 5]+L
HgDG]\ DCtJ VMK]\ K[P VF HgDG]\ ÔDF6 V\U[GF\
,MSJ,6MG[ 5lZJlT”T SZJFG]\ SFD K[P :+L ÔtI[GF\
5Z\5ZFUT :+L V[8,[ UJFZ4 :+L V[8,[ ;F5GM EFZM4
lNSZL VG[ UFI NMZ[ tIF\ HFI H[JF J,6MDF\ 56
lX16G[ SFZ6[ 5lZJT”G VFjI]\ K[P lX16YL 5]+<5]+L
V[S;DFG K[P V[JL ,MSMDF\ ,FU6L pEL Y. K[P 8]\SDF\
HgDGM E[NEFJ4 pK[ZGM E[NEFJ 38IM K[P ,MSDFG;DF\
ZC[,]\ ;FDF_S V\TZ 56 38I]\ K[P T[YL ;DFGTF\ VG[
A\W]TFGF\ bIF,M lJS:IF K[P prR lX16GL ;]lJWFYL
NZHHF 5lZJT”G YI]\ K[ VG[ ;DFGTF XSI Y. K[P
lX16[ DFGJ ;DFHGL V\NZ ZC[,F E[NEFJM VG[ ;FDF_S
V\TZ 38F0JFGF\ C[T]YL VeIF;@DMDF\ ;DFlJq8 D]N®FVM
TZLS[ VwIIGDF\ ,[JFIF K[P lJnFYL”VMG[ DFlCTUFZ SZFIF
K[P lX16[ VF 5MTFGL HJFANFZL K[ T[D DFGLG[ SFI”
SI]”\ K[P
Zf ;D]NFIGL XlSTVMG[ DFUL”S’T SZ[ K[
SM.56 jIlST CMI4 H]Y CMI4 ;\U9G CMI S[ ;D]NFI
CMI NZ[SDF\ lJ5], ÔDF6DF\ 1DTF VG[ XlST ZC[,L K[P
VF 1DTF VG[ XlST SF\ TM CSFZFtDS DFU” TZO J/[ K[
VG[ SF\ TM GSFZFtDS DFU” TZO J/[ K[P lX16 H[
J\RLT K[P T[DF\ HFU’TTF G CMJFGF\ SFZ6[ J{RFlZSTF G
CMJFGF\ SFZ6[ T[GL XlST VG[ 1DTF GSFZFtDS DFU”
TZO J/[ K[ VG[ S]8]\ADF\ ZC[,F AF/SMGL V\NZ 56
GSFZFtDS J,6 lJS;[ K[ VG[ T[ 56 GSFZFtDS Z:T[
NMZJFI T[JL XSITF ZC[,L K[P lX16YL DFGJL H]Y
;\U9G S[ ;D]NFIGL XlST CSFZFtDS s5MhL8LJf DFU”
TZO J/[ K[P jIlSTGF\ H0 J,6M lJRFZMGL HuIFV[
lX16 J{7FlGS VG[ ÔJFlCT lJRFZM VF5[ K[P T[DH
lX16 jIlSTGF\ ZMUq8 lJRFZMG]\ A|[.G JMX SZ[ K[P V[8,[
lX16GF\ SFZ6[ H0 J,6 T]8[ K[P H0 DFG;LSTF T]8[
K[P V[8,[ ;DFHDF\ lX16 DFGJLG[ Z:TFGF\ 0FIJh”G
;DHFJ[ K[P SIM Z:TM SIF lJS;F TZO HFI K[ T[ NXF”J[
K[ VG[ DFGJ_JGDF\ ;\3Q”G]\ ÔDF6 38F0[ K[ T[DH
lX16YL _JG U]6JàF ;]WZ[ K[P lX16YL jIlST
DFlCTUFZ YIM K[4 V,Aà VF N[XGF\ SIF\ B]6FDF\ X]\
RF,L ZCI]\ K[P T[GF\YL lX16GF\ SFZ6[ JFS[O XFC]SFZGF\
XMQ6GM EMU AGTM GYLP N]qSF/4 VlTJ’lq8 H[JL
5lZl:YTLDF\ B[0]TMGL NIGLI CF,T CMI K[P VF S\UF,
_JG 5lZl:YlTDF\ ;ZSFZ 2FZF 5FS lJDF IMHGF\ V\TU”T
VFlY”S DNN D/[ K[P V[8,[ B[0}T V5ZFW TZO J/TM A\W
YIM K[P 8]\SDF\ VF AWLH DFlCTL4 VF AWFH DFUM”
JU[Z[GL DFlCTL T[DH ;CSFZL ÔJ’là4 ;\U9G4 R/J/4
DFGJ VlWSFZ lJX[GL4 SFINF lJX[GL4 ;D:IF lGJFZ6
lJX[GL4 lJSF; IMHGF lJX[GL DFlCTL lX16 ‹FZF
D/[ K[ VG[ VF DFlCTLYL jIlST4 H]Y4 ;\U9G VG[
;D]NFIGL jIlSTGL lX16 VF5LG[ S[ lX16 ‹FZF DFUL”S’T
SZL XSFI K[P 8]\SDF\4 VF AWF H DF8[ lX16 CMSFI\+

VG[ NLJFNF\0L ;DFG K[P V[8,[ H SC[JFI]\ K[ S[ lX16
V[ ;DFHGL VF\BM K[ VG[ VF VF\BM ‹FZF 2xI HM.G[
jIlSTG[ DFU”NX”G 5]~ 5F0JFGL HJFANFZL lX16 lGEFJ[
K[P
#f VFIM_T VG[ 8SFp lJSF;#f VFIM_T VG[ 8SFp lJSF;#f VFIM_T VG[ 8SFp lJSF;#f VFIM_T VG[ 8SFp lJSF;#f VFIM_T VG[ 8SFp lJSF;
AN,FTF ;DI ;FY[ ;JF,M VG[ lJSF;GF\ bIF,M 56
AN,FTF ZC[ K[ VG[ lJSF;GF\ DM0, 56 AN,FI K[P
lJSF;GF\ 5}J”[GF\ bIF,M 5]8[ K[ VG[ GJF bIF,MG]\ V:TLtJ
T]8[ K[P 5}J”[ DFGJLGL DFYF NL9 VFJS YFI V[8,[ ZFlq8=I
VFJSDF\ JWFZM YX[ V[8,[ lJSF; YIM V[D SC[TF\ VFH[
lJSF;GF\ bIF, H AN,FI UIM K[P ÔFRLG lJSF;GM
bIF, VFH[ HMJF D/TM GYLP lJSF;GM AC]D]BL bIF,
VFH[ Vl:TtJDF\ VFjIM K[P DFGJ_JGGF\ TDFD 1[+DF\
CSFZFtDS U]6FtDS 5lZJT”G V[8,[ lJSF;P NFPTP lX164
VFZMuI4 S’lQ4 5X]5F,G4 pnMU UFD0F\4 _JGX{,L4
:+LVMGL l:YTL VF AWFDF\ lJSF;@D VFU/ ÔUlT SZ[
tIFZ[ lJSF; YIM V[D SC[JFI4 8]\SDF\ VFlY”S lJSF;YL
;FDF_S lJSF; ;HF”I VG[ DFGJLGL _JG l:YlTDF\
;]WFZM YFI DFGJLGL ;FDF_S4 VFlY”S4 X{1l6S TDFD
l:YlTDF\ 5lZJT”G ;HF”I tIFZ[ 8SFp lJSF; YIM V[D
SC[JFIP 8SFp lJSF; V[8,[ S[ ZL;M;”G[ ZLJLhG SZJF
s5]Go:YF5LT SZJFf VFJGFZL 5[-LG[ lJSF;G]\ ;FTtI
HF/JJFDF\ HMTZJL VG[ ElJqIGF\ ,MSMG[ lJSF; SZJFDF\
DNN~5 YFI V[JF lJSF;G[ 8SFp lJSF; S[ lGZ\TZ lJSF;
TZLS[ VM/BL XSFIP lJSF;G]\ ;FTtI H/JFI TMH
lJSF;G]\ O/ D/[P 8]\SDF\4 VFIM_T lJSF;4 .lrKT
lJSF; VG[ 8SFp lJSF;GL JFT prR lX16GL V\NZ
YI[,L K[ VG[ T[ V\U[G]\ ,MSMG[ lX16 VF5LG[ S[ T[
V\U[GF\ lX16 2FZF 8SFp lJSF; SZJFGL HJFANFZL
lX16[ ,LW[,L K[P
$f ;FDF_S ;D:IF 38F0JFGF\ DFUM” 5]ZF 5F0JFGL$f ;FDF_S ;D:IF 38F0JFGF\ DFUM” 5]ZF 5F0JFGL$f ;FDF_S ;D:IF 38F0JFGF\ DFUM” 5]ZF 5F0JFGL$f ;FDF_S ;D:IF 38F0JFGF\ DFUM” 5]ZF 5F0JFGL$f ;FDF_S ;D:IF 38F0JFGF\ DFUM” 5]ZF 5F0JFGL
HJFANFZLHJFANFZLHJFANFZLHJFANFZLHJFANFZL
;DFHDF\ ÔJT”TL ;D:IFVM .`JZLI N[G K[P T[J]\ lGZ1Z
VYJFTM VlXl1T ÔHF DFG[ K[P V[JL H ZLT[ N]qSF/
VlTJ’lq84 JFJFhM0]\4 E]S\5 H[JL S]NZTL ;D:IFVM 56
.`JZ[ ;H”[,L K[ VG[ T[G[ 5F5 S[ 5]cIGF\ bIF, ;FY[
;ZBFJ[ K[P 8]\SDF\ HIF\ lX16 GYL tIF\ VFJF V\WzwWFGF\
bIF,M K[4 V\W lJRFZM K[ T[VM NZ[S l@IFG[ .`JZLI
XlST ;FY[ D],JX[P T[DH H[D6[ lX16 D[/jI]\ K[ T[VM
5Z\5ZFUT J,6GM lJZMWGM VG[ ;D:IF ;H”G DF8[GF\
DFgI SFZ6M T5F;X[ T[ ;D:IFGL V;ZM HMX[ VG[
;D:IF lGJFZ6 DF8[GF\ ;]lRT DFUM” VF5X[ H[ VlXl1T
H[J]\ ,MS J,6 GCL\ NFBJ[ SFZ6S[ lX16YL T[GFDF\
J{RFlZS 5lZJT”G pN®EjI]\ CMI K[P NFPTP VlXl1T DF6;
J:TL J’lwWGL AFATG[ .`JZLI N[G .`JZGL .rKF JUZ
SX] H YT]\ GYLP V[JL DFgITF WZFJ[ K[ VG[ J:TL
J’lwWGL AFATDF\ DFGJL 5MTFGM C:T1[5 G SZL XS[ T[J]\
DFG[ K[P H[GF\DF\ lX16 K[ S[ H[D6[ lX16 D[/jI]\ K[
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T[ J:TL J’lwWGL 38GFDF\ 5]~Q lG6F”IS K[ T[D DFGX[
GlC\ S[ .`JZ T[DH J:TL J’lwW DF8[ HJFANFZ SFZ6M
VF5X[ T[GL V;ZM T5F;X[ VG[ J:TL J’lwWGF\ lGJFZ6
DF8[ J{7FlGS DFUM” VF5X[ T[DH N]qSF/4 H/ VKT
.`JZG]\ JHG 38I]\ K[ V8,[ .`JZGF\ ÔSM5YL VF
;D:IF ;HF”I K[ T[D DFG[ K[ VFJ]\ V7FGL VG[ V\W
J,6 WFlD”S VG[ VlXl1T ,MSM pE] SZ[ K[P HIFZ[
lX16 ,LW[,L jIlST H/ VKT G[ 5IF”JZ6LI ;D:IFGF\
SFZ6[ ;HF”I[,L ;D:IF U6FJX[P T[DH H/ VKT
DF8[GF\ SFZ6M V;Z VG[ lGJFZ6 DF8[GF\ p5FIM NXF”JX[
VF lX16YL ;D:IF lGJFZ6 DF8[GF\ IMuI DFUM”
D/L ZC[ K[P EFZT N[XGF\ ZFHIMDF\ S[ZF,FDF\ ;F{YL VMKL
J:TL K[ SFZ6 S[ tIF\ ,uG JIG]\ ÔDF6 p\R]\ K[ VG[
HgDNZ GLRM K[P VFYL S[ZF,FGL J:TL VMKL K[P VF
VMKL J:TLG]\ J,6 lX16GF\ SFZ6[ 38FI]\ K[P SFZ6 S[
S[ZF,FDF\ !)) 8SF lX16 K[ T[JL H ZLT[ UZLAL
38F0JFGF\ p5FIM lX16DF\ NXF”jIF K[P T[DH lX16DF\
UZLAL4 A[SFZL4 V5ZFW JrR[ SIF ÔSFZGM ;C ;\A\W K[
T[ D],jI]\ K[ VG[ T[GF\ lGJFZ6 DF8[ J{7FlGS ;DH 5]ZL
5F0JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VFD4 lX16 U. SF,YL VFHGL
VG[ VFJTL SF,GL ;D:IFVMGL ;DH6 DF8[ ;D:IFVMGL
V;Z HMJF DF8[ VG[ ;D:IF lGJFZ6GF\ DFUM” NXF”JJF
DF8[GL U]~ RFJL K[P lX16YL ;D:IFVM ;DHFJFI K[
VG[ lX16 VF DFlCTLYL ÔHFG[ JFS[O SZ[ K[P H[
5MTFGL ;FDF_S HJFANFZL K[ T[J]\ ;D_G[ VF SFI” SZ[
K[ V[8,[ lX16GL ;D:IFGF\ ;\NE”DF\ 56 HJFANFZL
ZC[ K[P
5f ;FDF_S V[STF ,FJL ;\JFNLTF :YF5L _JGGL5f ;FDF_S V[STF ,FJL ;\JFNLTF :YF5L _JGGL5f ;FDF_S V[STF ,FJL ;\JFNLTF :YF5L _JGGL5f ;FDF_S V[STF ,FJL ;\JFNLTF :YF5L _JGGL5f ;FDF_S V[STF ,FJL ;\JFNLTF :YF5L _JGGL
U]6JàFDF\ J’lwW SZJFGL HJFANFZLU]6JàFDF\ J’lwW SZJFGL HJFANFZLU]6JàFDF\ J’lwW SZJFGL HJFANFZLU]6JàFDF\ J’lwW SZJFGL HJFANFZLU]6JàFDF\ J’lwW SZJFGL HJFANFZL
prR lX16 ;DFHGL ~l-UT ÔYFG[ VG[ jIJ:YFG[ TM0L
JU” lJCLG 7FlT lJCLG DFGJ ;DFHGL :YF5GF\ SZJF
DF8[GF\ Z:TF AGFJ[ K[P ;DFHDF\ ;FDF_S SM8L@D
VFWFZLT :TZ ZRGF K[ VG[ T[GF\ SFZ6[ ;DFHDF\ VF\TZ
lJZMWM K[P lX16YL jIlSTDF\ VFJF VF\TZlJZMWM 38[
K[P jIlSTDF\ G{lTSTF ;FDF_S V[STF ;NFRF~ H[JF
DFGJLI U]6MGL BL,J6L prR lX16YL YFI K[P
T[DH prR lX16YL E[NEFJGL J’lT 38[ K[ S[ GFX YFI
K[ HIFZ[ ;DFHDF\ ;FDF_S V[STF\ Ô:YFl5T YFI K[P
lX16GF\ SFZ6[ jIlST ÔJF;LT YIM K[P T[YL J{RFZLS
2lq8V[ 56 ÔJF;LT K[P V[8,[ T[GF\ DF\ HT]\ SZJFGL
EFJGF K[P H0 J,6GL HuIFV[ T[VM GJF J,6G[
:JLSFZ[ K[P ALHF ;FY[ ;\JFNYL GJ]\ XLB[ K[ VG[ T[GF\
YL _JGGF\ S];\UM4 jI;GM4 VlGq8M4 S]ÔYF VG[ N]ZFRFZMG]\
ÔDF6 38[ K[ VG[ jIlST XFZLlZS ZLT[4 DFGl;S ZLT[
VG[ ;FDF_S ZLT[4 T\N]Z:TTF ÔF%T SZ[ K[P VFYL DFGJ
lJSF;GL XSITF JW[ K[ VG[ jIlSTGL V\NZ GJF D]ÿIMG]\
Ô:YF5G YFI K[P lX16 JUZGF\ _JGDF\ -;Z0M H ZC[
K[ VG[ H[ S\. VFlY”S WG ÔF%T SI]”\ CMI K[P T[ S]ÔYFDF\4

SM8"DF\ S[ S];\UDF\ J5ZFI K[P lX16G[ SFZ6[ jIlSTDF\
:Y/F\TZYL ~5F\TZ6 H[JL Ôl@IF ;HF”I K[ VG[ T[
;FDF_S V[STF VG[ ;\JFNLTFG]\ Ô:YF5G SZ[ K[P KTF\
AWF D/LG[ ;FDF_S V[STFG]\ JFTFJZ6 ;H”[ K[P VG[
VF V[STF DF8[G]\ JFTFJZ6G]\ D8LZLI, lX16 ;\:YF
‹FZF VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VFYL H ;DFHDF\ V[STF
Ô:YF5LT YFI K[P
^f GJL XMWBM/ SZ[ VG[ ;FDF_S 5lZJT”G^f GJL XMWBM/ SZ[ VG[ ;FDF_S 5lZJT”G^f GJL XMWBM/ SZ[ VG[ ;FDF_S 5lZJT”G^f GJL XMWBM/ SZ[ VG[ ;FDF_S 5lZJT”G^f GJL XMWBM/ SZ[ VG[ ;FDF_S 5lZJT”G
;H”JFGL HJFANFZL;H”JFGL HJFANFZL;H”JFGL HJFANFZL;H”JFGL HJFANFZL;H”JFGL HJFANFZL
lX16GF\ SFZ6[ GJL GJL XMWBM/M pN®EJL K[4
lJH/LGL XMW4 JFCG jIJCFZ4 8[,LOMGGL XMW4
U]~tJFSQ”6GL XMW JU[Z[ DF8[4 lX16 HJFANFZ K[P
lX16 DFGJLGL V\NZ ;H”GFtDS XlST D]S[ K[P T[GFYL
DFGJL GJL GJL XMWBM/M SZTM YIM K[P DFGJ HUTGL
H~ZLIFTM 56 JWL ZCL K[ VG[ VF H~ZLIFTMGL 5}lT”
SZJF DF8[ DFGJL GJL GJL XMWBM/ SZTM YIM K[P VF
XMW S[ @F\lT lX16GF\ SFZ6[ 5lZ6DL K[P lX16
;\:YFDF\ 7FGGL GJL GJL XFBF lJ:TFZL GJL GJL XMW
BM/ SZ[ K[P VG[ T[GF\YL DFGJ lJSF; ;HF”I K[P H[DS[
VF{nMULS @F\lTV[ VF{nMULT HUTDF\ GJL GJL XMWBM/
SZL4 IF\l+SLSZ6 SI]”\P T[DH ClZIF/L @F\lTV[ CF.A|L0
ALIFZ64 ZF;FIl6S BFTZ4 H\T]GFXS NJF JU[Z[GL XMW
SZLP 8]\SDF\ lX16YL GJL GJL XMWBM/M HgDL K[P
ÔFRLG ;DIDF\ XMWBM/M G CMJFG[ SFZ6[ DFGJLG]\
_JG V\W CT]\P D\N CT]\4 ÔJT”DFG ;DIDF\ VFHGM
DFGJL R\2 p5Z 5CM\rIM K[ H[ lX16G[ VFEFZL K[P
lX16YL jIlST HFU’T YFI K[ VG[ T[GF\ D]ÿIM ÔJFCLT
YFI K[ VG[ AN,FI[,F ;DI ;FY[ 5MTFG]\ Vl:TtJ VG[
;FTtI 8SFJJF DF8[ 5lZJT”GG[ l:JSFZ[ K[P 8]\SDF\4 lXl1T
jIlST 5lZJlT”T K[P lX16YL jIlSTGL ,F.O :8F.,
AN,FI K[P DSFGGL 5[8GM” AN,FI K[4 VFlY”S VFIFDM
AN,FI K[P 0=[; 5[8G” AN,FI K[4 :JZ,L5L AN,FI K[4
H]GF\ bIF,M T]8[ K[ GJF lJS;[ K[P 8]\SDF\4 lX16YL
jIlSTGL _JG X{,LDF\ U]6JàF pEL YFI K[P jIlSTGL
;FWGFtDS VG[ WMZ6FtDS jIJ:YFDF\ 5lZJT”G VFJ[ K[
T[DH jIlSTGL lJRFZ;Z6L ZC[6LSZ6L AN,FI K[P
8]\SDF\ AN,FJ]\ 50X[ T[DH SFI”jIJ:YF AN,JL 50X[ T[JM
bIF, lX16YL VFJ[ K[ VG[ DFGJ 5lZJT”G ;HF”I K[P
T[DH lX16 2FZF .rKLT lNXFDF\ 56 5lZJT”G ,FJL
XSFI K[P NFPTP ,uG ;\:YF4 S]8]\A ;\:YF4 ZFHI ;\:YF4
WD” ;\:YF JU[Z[DF\ H AN,FI]\ K[P 5lZJT”G YI]\ K[ T[
lX16G[ VFEFZL K[P VFH[ jIlST J:TLGF\ ;\NE”[ V[D A[
VDF~ V[S H[JL EFJGF V\lST SZTF\ YIF K[ T[ 56
lX16G[ VFEFZL K[P 8]\SDF\4 DFGJ ;DFHDF\ lX16
5lZJT”GG]\ DFwID K[P HIF\ prR lX16 JC[,]\ ÔJ[xI]\ K[P
tIF\ JW] ÔDF6DF\ 5lZJT”G K[ VG[ HIF\ lX16 5FK/
YL VFjI]\ K[ tIF\ 5lZJT”GG]\ ÔDF6 VMK]\ K[P 8]\SDF\4
lX16 ;DFHDF\ D]ÿIDF\ VG[ .rKLT lNXFDF\ 5lZJT”G
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,FJJFGL 5MTFGL HJFANFZL K[P
&f GJF ;\XMWGM SZ[ VG[ JT”DFG 5lZl:YTLYL&f GJF ;\XMWGM SZ[ VG[ JT”DFG 5lZl:YTLYL&f GJF ;\XMWGM SZ[ VG[ JT”DFG 5lZl:YTLYL&f GJF ;\XMWGM SZ[ VG[ JT”DFG 5lZl:YTLYL&f GJF ;\XMWGM SZ[ VG[ JT”DFG 5lZl:YTLYL
ÔHFG[ JFS[O SZ[ÔHFG[ JFS[O SZ[ÔHFG[ JFS[O SZ[ÔHFG[ JFS[O SZ[ÔHFG[ JFS[O SZ[
SM.56 ;DFHGM lJSF; lX16G[ VFEFZL K[P SM.56
;DFH lJX[GL JFT ;\XMWGYL D/L XS[ K[P ;\XMWGYL
H[ T[ ;DFHGL 5lZl:YlT Ô`GM V;ZM VG[ ;D:IF
lGJFZ6GF\ p5FIM D[/JL XSFIP ;\XMWG V[8,[ ïW’TZFq8=
~5L ;DFHDF\ ;\HI 2lq8ð VG[ SM.56 ;\XMWGGM
V\lTD VG[ ÔYD wI[I DFGJ ;DFHG[ p5IMUL YJFGM
ZCIM K[P VFHGM DFGJL H[ ;]B VG[ ;D’lwW VG]EJ[
K[P T[ ;\XMWGGF\ SFZ6[ XSI AgI]\ K[ VG[ SM.56
lX16 V[ ;\XMWG p5Z VFWFZLT K[ H[ T[ lJQIGM
lJSF; T[ lJQIDF\ YTF\ ;\XMWGM p5Z VFWFZ ZFB[ K[P
;\XMWG V[ lX16GM CFN” K[4 ÔF6 K[ HIFZ\ ;\XMWG
A\W YX[ tIFZ[ lX16GL H[ T[ lJQI XFBFDF\ T[ lJQI
XFBFG]\ VF{lRtI 38X[P V[8,[4 lJQI[ 5MTFG]\ Vl:TtJ
VG[ ;FTtI 8SFJJ]\ CMI TM ;\XMWG ;TT RF,] ZFBJ]\
50X[P ;\XMWGYL H lJQIG]\ Vl:TtJ ZC[X[ T[DH 5}J”[
JZ;FN YTM VG[ S]\5/ S]8TL VFH[ JZ;FN YFI K[ VG[
H\U,M A/[ K[P H[ V[l;0 Z[.GGL X~VFT Y. K[ VG[ T[
5IF”JZ6LI ;DT],FDF\ lJ1[5 pEM YJFGF\ SFZ6[ ;HF”I]\
K[P VF DFlCTL 5IF”JZ6GF\ ;\XMWG 2FZF D/L T[DH
CJ[ 5KLGF\ lJSF;GF\ %,[8OMD” ;D]2 lSGFZFGF\ ÔN[XM
ZC[X[P T[DH lX16DF\ X]\ GlJGLSZ6GL H~ZLIFT K[ m
T[ 56 ;\XMWG 2FZF EFZTGL<U]HZFTGL<lJ`JGF\ ALHF
N[XMGL V\NZ ÔJT”DFG ;FDF_S4 VFlY”S4 ZFHSLI4 WFlD”S
;F\:S’lTS 5lZl:YlT SIF ÔSFZGL K[P ;DFHDF\ Ô:T]TF

S[JL K[P T[ ;\XMWGYL HF6L XSFI K[P NFPTP EFJGUZDF\
V,\U lJSF; ~\WFIM K[P U]\U/FI[,M K[ T[ DF8[ HJFANFZ
SM6 K[ m T[ ;\XMWGYL HF6L XSFI K[P EFJL Ô`GM
SIF ÔSFZGF\ ZC[X[ m T[ 56 ;\XMWGGF\ V\T[ EFlJ SYG
SZL XSFI K[P VFD4 GJF ;\XMWGM VG[ JT”DFG 5lZl:YlTYL
JFS[O lX16YL ,MSMG[ SZL XSFI K[ VG[ lX16 VF SFI”
5MTFGL G{lTS HJFANFZL ;D_G[ SZL ZCI]\ K[P
p5;\CFZp5;\CFZp5;\CFZp5;\CFZp5;\CFZ
lX16 V[ ;DFHGL VF\BM K[P lX16 ;DFHGM VZL;M
K[P lX16 ;DFHGM WASFZ K[P lX16 ;DFH 30TZG]\
V\U K[P lX16GF\ JT”DFG Ô`GM AN,FI[,L 5lZl:YlTV[
VG[S pN®EjIF K[P BZ[BZ AN,FI[,L 5lZl:YlTVM VG[
;JF,MG]\ J{7FlGS 7FG VG[ 2lq8 ;DFHG[ IMuI ;DI[
VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ TM ;DFHDF\ pEF YTF\ EFlJ Ô`GM
38F0L XSFX[ VG[ ;DFH lJSF;GM DFU” B]ÿ,M SZL
XSFX[ T[DH4 DFGJL lJSF;GL TS pEL SZL XSFX[PPPPP
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lJSF;GL ZFHGLlT o ;ZJF/[ DFGJ ptSQF"lJSF;GL ZFHGLlT o ;ZJF/[ DFGJ ptSQF"lJSF;GL ZFHGLlT o ;ZJF/[ DFGJ ptSQF"lJSF;GL ZFHGLlT o ;ZJF/[ DFGJ ptSQF"lJSF;GL ZFHGLlT o ;ZJF/[ DFGJ ptSQF"

5|FP Z6lHTl;\C EZTl;\C ;ZJ{IF 5|FP Z6lHTl;\C EZTl;\C ;ZJ{IF 5|FP Z6lHTl;\C EZTl;\C ;ZJ{IF 5|FP Z6lHTl;\C EZTl;\C ;ZJ{IF 5|FP Z6lHTl;\C EZTl;\C ;ZJ{IF *

* D],FSFTL jIFbIFTF XFD/NF; VF8"; SM,[H4EFJGUZD],FSFTL jIFbIFTF XFD/NF; VF8"; SM,[H4EFJGUZD],FSFTL jIFbIFTF XFD/NF; VF8"; SM,[H4EFJGUZD],FSFTL jIFbIFTF XFD/NF; VF8"; SM,[H4EFJGUZD],FSFTL jIFbIFTF XFD/NF; VF8"; SM,[H4EFJGUZ

VFH[ ;DU| DFGJS]/ lJSF;DFU[" CZ6OF/ EZL ZCI] K[P
lJ7FG VG[ 8[SGM,MHL YL 5|lT 1F6[ G}TG VFlJQSZ6 YFI
K[PVFH[ ;3/M DFGJLI VlEUD lJSF;GL TZO[6DF\ K[P G[
V[S GFUlZS TZLS[ VF J,6 jIFHAL 56 K[P VF56F H[JF
,MSTF\l+S N[XGF\ GFUlZSM DF8[ VF V[S ZFQ8=LI ;\NE"DF\
:J%G CMJ]\ HM.V[P jIlSTUT ,1I 56 ;FD]NFlIS lJSF;GL
TZO[6DF\ .rKJM H ZCIMP EFZTLI ;\lJWFG 5|tI[S
GFUlZSGF\ J{IlSTS CSM VG[ OZHM 5ZtJ[ ;EFG K[P
jIlSTG[ V[S :JFIT HLJG HLJJFGF VlWSFZM 5|NFG YIF
K[P 5Z\T] VFhFNLGF\ VF8,F JQFM" KTF\I[ VF56[ lJSF;
XD6FG[ 5}6"56[ ;FSFZ SZL XSIF GYLP H[G\] 5|D]B SFZ6
G[T'tJGL VW]Z5 56 U6FJL XSFIP H[ CD[XF V[S ;\Ul9T
:J~5DF\ SFI"ZT CMI K[P
VF56[ SM. ,L0ZXL5 G[ NMlQFT 9[ZJJFG[ AN,[ ;DU| T\+GF
;\S,G VEFJG[ JW] SFZ6E}T U6FJL XSLV[ S[D S[ VF56L
,MSXFCLDF\ 5|HF 5|tI1F ~5 YL G[TFGL JZ6L GYL SZTLP
OST 5MTFGF\ 5|lTlGlWVMGL 5;\NUL H SZ[ K[P H[VM
;FD]NFlIS ~5YL 5MTFGF\ G[TFGL JZ6L SZ[ K[P HM S[ VF
;3/L RRF" E},LG[ V[D lJRFZLV[ S[ VF56[ 5|HF TZLS[
ZFHGLlT 5F;[YL X\] D[/jI] K[ m HJFA X}gI TZO JW] -/TM
CX[P VFH[ EFZT H[JL DHA]T ,MSXFCL jIJ:YF lJ`JDF\
SIFI GYLP TM 5KL ;DU| jIJ:YF T\+DF\ V[JL S\. p65 K[
S[ H[GFYL VF56M lJSF; DFU" CD[\XF VW" lJS;LT ZCIM
K[m VF V[S HFU'T GFUlZS TZLS[ lR\TGFtDS 5|xGFY" CMJM
38[P H[GM HJFA 56 VF56L ZFHGLlTGF\ 5|JFCMGF\ T8:Y
VFS,G åFZF H 5|F%T Y. XS[P
5|HFGF\ VJFHG[ VJZMWJFGL 5|YF ,MSXFCL ZFQ8= DF8[ WFTS
5}ZJFZ Y. XS[ K[P T[D KTF\ VFhFNL 5KL C\D[XF V[J] YT]\
VFjI]\ K[P SM.56 51F CMI T[6[ 5|HFSLI .rKFVMG]\ U/]
NFaI] K[P ;F{V[ 5|HFG[ AFH]DF\ D]SL 5Z:5Z VF1F[5 5|lT
VF1F[5DF\ H T[GM SFI"SF/ 5}ZM SIM" K[P VFH ;]WLG]\ SM. V[S
SFD V[J\] GYL YI]\ S[ H[DF\ lJJFN G YIM CMI4 EQ8=FRFZGF\
GFD[ YTM N[SFZM 5|HFSLI SFI"GL UlTG[ 56 BMZJL GFB[
K[P 5lZ6FD[ VF56F H GF6F VG[ ;DIGM jII YFI K[P
lJZMWGM ;}Z V[ ,MSXFCLGM VFtDF K[P 56 D}/ 5|HF E},FI
HFI V[ CN[ lJZMW G CMJM HM.V[P ;FJ"l+S lCT VG[ S<IF6
GL JFT CMI tIFZ[ ;J"51FLI lG6"I VD,L AGJM HM.V[P

VFBZ[ TM AWF 5|HFSLI ;[JF DF8[ CMJFGM NFJM TM SZ[ H K[P
HM S[ VFH[ ;F{G[ VF ;tIG]\ EFG YI] K[P VFH[ J/L 5|HF
S[gN=DF\ VFJL K[P XF;S51F S[ lJZMW51F ;F{ 5|YF lJSF; D]¡[
;HFU AgIF K[P G[ ;F{G[ V[ 56 ;DHFI]\ K[ S[ ,MSXFCLDF\
D}/ ZFHF V[ 5|HF H K[P T[YL VFH[ 5|HFSLI lJSF;GL U]\HFIX
OZLYL pEL Y. K[P
R}\86L 503DG]\ 5lZ6FD CMI S[4 ZFHSLI 51FMGL p30[,L
VF\B CMI VFBZ[ TM 5|HF DF8[ O/NFIL lGJ0JFG]\ K[P 5|HFV[
56 5MTFGF 51FLI J,6MG[ E},LG[ lJSF; lJQFIS lG6"IM
G[ JWFJJF HM.V[P V[S :JT\+ jIlST TZLS[ VF56G[ SM.56
51FGL lJRFZ;Z6L ;FY[ HM0FJFGM VlWSFZ K[P T[DH ;lS|I
E}lDSF EHJJF DF8[ 56 CSM D/[,F K[P T[D KTF\ SM.56
ZFHSLI 51F HIFZ[ ;tTF :YFG[ lAZFH[ K[ tIFZ[ SM. V[S
51F D8L ;DU| HG ;D}CG]\ 5|lTlGlWtJ SZ[ K[P T[DH T[G\]
RF,S A/ 56 AG[ K[P T[YL 5|XF;G V[ SM. V[S 51FGL
lJRFZ;Z6L D8L HFI K[P 5|HFHGM V[ 5MTFGL V\UT
lJRFZWFZFG[ J/UL ZC[JFGF\ AN,[ lJJ[S J'lT NFBJL ;FZF
lG6"IMG[ :JLSFZJF HM.X[P
lJSF; V[ VFHGF\ ZFHSLI 5|JFCG]\ nFTS A/ AGL pD8L
ZCI] K[P ;F{ lJSF;GF\ G}TG 5lZDF6M ZRL ZCIF K[4tIFZ[
DFGJ ptSQF"GF\ ;\NE[" T[G[ lGCF/LV[P

  5|FYlDS H~lZIFTMGL 5}lT" 5|FYlDS H~lZIFTMGL 5}lT" 5|FYlDS H~lZIFTMGL 5}lT" 5|FYlDS H~lZIFTMGL 5}lT" 5|FYlDS H~lZIFTMGL 5}lT"
EFZTLI 5lZJ[XDF\ AC]nF J:TL ;FDFgI HG HLJGGM V[S
EFU K[P H[G[ DwIDJU" 5KLG]\ HLJG WMZ6 SCL XSFI4VF
,MSMGL H~ZLIFTM B}A H ;Ll1FT K[P J{l`JS S1FFV[ N[XG]\ X]\
:YFG K[P VYJF TM 5KL ;[g;[; S[8,M UU0IM S[ ~l5IFG]\
J{l`JS D}<I X]\ K[ m T[DF T[G[ Z; GYL4 56 ZM8L4S50F
VF{Z DSFG GL lO,;}OLDF\ HLJ[ K[P E,[ ;FDFgI h]50]\ H
CMI 56 DFY[ KT CMJL HM.V[P A[ 8\S 5[8 EZFJ]\ HM.V[P
5C[ZJF E,[ OF8[,F ;F\WJF 50[ 56 S50F D/L ZC[JF HM.V[P
5|HFG[ A; VF8,L EF{lTS p5,laWDF\ H Z; K[P H[ lJSF;GL
VF05[NFX K[P VF{nMlUS SF\lT VG[ J{l`JS CAGL CM0DF\ VF
5|HFG[ HLJGlGJF"C 5}ZTL ZMHUFZL TM p5,aW Y. H HX[P

  ZMHUFZLGL TSMG] \  lGDF"6 ZMHUFZLGL TSMG] \  lGDF"6 ZMHUFZLGL TSMG] \  lGDF"6 ZMHUFZLGL TSMG] \  lGDF"6 ZMHUFZLGL TSMG] \  lGDF"6
VF{nMlUS ZMHUFZLYL HLJG lGJF"C p5ZF\T ALHL VG[S
5|XF;lGS ZMHUFZ IMHGFVM VD,L AGL K[P jIlSTGL
5F;[ SM. S/F S[ SF{X<I CMI TM T[DF VFlY"S ;CFI D[/JL
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VFU/ JWL XS[ K[P 5MTFGF\ J\X 5Z\5ZFUT jIJ;FIG[
:JLSFZJF .rKTM CMI TM T[DF\ 56 ,MG4;A;L0L TYF ;FWG
;CFI 5}ZL 5F0JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P V[8,[ S[4 H[ 5|HF DC[GTGM
5Z;[JM 5F0LG[ SDF6L SZJF .rK[ K[P T[DG[ AC] ;Z/TFYL
ZMHUFZL p5,aW AGL K[P BF; SZLG[ ZFHI VG[ S[gN=GL
lJZMWFEF;L ;ZSFZGL VF N[G K[P SFZ6 5|HFG[ 5}ZTL
ZMHUFZL VF%IFGM HX ,[JM ;F{G[ UD[ T[JL AFAT K[P 51FMGL
VF :5WF"GM ;LWM ,FE 5|HFG[ D/[ K[P lXl1FT A[ZMHUFZM
56 EZTLGF\ wJFZ DMS/F AGTF ACM/L ;\bIFDF\ 9[SF6[
50L UIF K[P T[DH :JZMHUFZ DF8[ lJlJW 5|Mt;FCS
IMHGFVM 56 SFI"ZT K[P

  VF{nMlUS lJSF;GL TSM VF{nMlUS lJSF;GL TSM VF{nMlUS lJSF;GL TSM VF{nMlUS lJSF;GL TSM VF{nMlUS lJSF;GL TSM
VFH[ ;F{ 51FM J{l`JS lJSF;GF\ 5|JFCG[ VG[ JWTL HTL
5]ZJ9F DF\UG[ ;DH[ K[P ;DI lNJ;[ v lNJ;[ VFW]lGS Y.
ZCIM K[P VF{nMlUS S|F\lT S]NS[ E];S[ JWL ZCL K[P H[GFYL
ZMHUFZL VG[ EF{lTS ;FWGv;}lJWFGL ;UJ0M JWL ZCL
K[P ;ZSFZ VF ClSST :JLSFZ[ K[P T[DH pNFZLSZ6GL
GLlTGF\ SFZ6[ pnMUU'CM 56 CSFZFtDS J,6 NFBJL ZCIF
K[P 5|XF;G wJFZF GFGF U'C pnMUM YL ,.G[ DM8F pnMUM
;]WL ;F{G[ 5|Mt;FCG VF5L ZCL K[P T[GF\ SFZ6[ VMKL B[TL
JF/F 5|N[XMDF\ 56 lJSF;GL XSITFVM pEL Y. K[P H[GF\
SFZ6[ U|FlD6 ZMHUFZ TYF ;]lJWFDF\ J'lwW Y. K[P UFD0FVM
56 XC[ZGL h05[ lJS;L ZCIF K[P VF ;FZF lRCŸGM K[P

  lX1F6 VlWSFZGL 5|Fl%T lX1F6 VlWSFZGL 5|Fl%T lX1F6 VlWSFZGL 5|Fl%T lX1F6 VlWSFZGL 5|Fl%T lX1F6 VlWSFZGL 5|Fl%T
VF V[S A\WFZ6LI D]¡M K[P T[D KTF\ T[G[ JF:TJDF\ :JLSFZJF
DF8[ 5|XF;G G]\ CSFZFtDS TYF pt;FCL J,6 VFJxIS K[P
5|HFGL GHLS HJFGF 5|IF;MGM ,FE lX1F6GL ¡lQ8V[ JwIM
K[P XF/FVM 56 VnTG AGL K[P 5}ZTF :8FOGL lGD6]\S
YTF\ ZMHUFZ VG[ lX1F6 V[D A[J0F O/MGL 5|Fl%T Y. K[P
5KFT VG[ V\TlZIF/ UFD0FVM VG[ S:AFVMDF\ lX1F6
5CM\rI] K[P T[DGL TZFCDF\ 56 DOT4 OZHLIFT VG[ ;FJ"l+S
lX1F6GF\ VlWSFZ D]HA O[ZOFZ YIM K[P H[ VFBZ[ TM 5|HFGF\
lCTDF\ H K[P E,[ ZFHSLI l;wWLGF\ 5|NX"G DF8[ 56 lX1F6
TM JwI]\P

  S'lQF ;]WFZ6FGM VFZ\E S'lQF ;]WFZ6FGM VFZ\E S'lQF ;]WFZ6FGM VFZ\E S'lQF ;]WFZ6FGM VFZ\E S'lQF ;]WFZ6FGM VFZ\E
VFHG]\ 5|XF;G VF{nMlUS lJSF;GL ;FY[ S'lQF 5|WFG ;DFHG[
56 :JLSFZ[ K[P T[DH ClZTSF\lT GL 56 lCDFIT SZ[ K[P
lJlJW A\W IMHGF wJFZF B[0}T ;DFHG[ VFSQF"JFGF\ 5|ItGM
Y. ZCIF K[P B[0}TMG[ DF8[ 56 ALIFZ64B[TL4VMHFZ T[DH
;A;L0L I]ST ,MG wJFZF lJlJW 5|Mt;FCS IMHGFVM
VD,DF\ D}SFI K[P B[Tvpt5FNGMGF\ IMuI EFJM DF8[ 56
lJlJW IF0" 51Fv5|[ZLT SFI" SZL ZCIF K[P 5|XF;GGL 56
lJlJW GLlT S'lQF lJSF; V\U[GL K[P VFH[ ;3/F 51FM U|FD
DTNFZM GL DCTF ;DH[ K[P T[YL T[G[ VFSQF"JF DF8[ lJlJW
IMHGFVM VD,L AGFJL ZCL K[P l;\RF. IMHGFVM 56
V[8,L H lJS;L K[P

  TSGLlSG] \  VFlJQSZ6 TSGLlSG] \  VFlJQSZ6 TSGLlSG] \  VFlJQSZ6 TSGLlSG] \  VFlJQSZ6 TSGLlSG] \  VFlJQSZ6
lJSF;GF\ GFD p5Z VFH[ VFW]lGS TSGLSLG]\ VFlJQSZ6

Y. ZCI]\ K[P H[DF\ 5|XF;GGL E}lDSF 56 DCtJ5}6" AGL
K[P GJL 5[-LG[ 56 VFW]lGS ;]WFZ6FDF\ JW] Z; 50[ K[P
VFH[ DM8F EFUG]\ JCLJ8L T\+ 56 VFW]lGSTFGF\ Z\U[ Z\UFI
UI] K[P UFD0FVMDF\ 56 8[SGM,MHLGM jIF5 JwIM K[P H[GF\
SFZ6 5|HFSLI SFDMDF\ 50TL CF,FSL 38L K[P ;DFH,1FL
SFDM JW] ;Z/ AgIF K[P B[0]TM DF8[ 56 B[TL lJQFIS SIM"
VFW]lGSTFGF\ VFlJEF"JGF\ SFZ6[ ;Z/ AgIF K[P 5|tIFIG
DFwIDM ;O/ ZLT[ 5|IMHFTF YIF K[P J{l`JS CZ6OF/ ;FY[
SND D[/JJF DF8[ VF56[ ;1FD AgIF KLV[P

  lJlJW 5]Z:S'T IMHGFVM lJlJW 5]Z:S'T IMHGFVM lJlJW 5]Z:S'T IMHGFVM lJlJW 5]Z:S'T IMHGFVM lJlJW 5]Z:S'T IMHGFVM
5|HFSLI S<IF6DF\ VU|[;Z ZC[JFGL VFH[ ZLT;ZGL CM0
HFDL K[P ;F{G[ 5|HFSFIM"GL 3[,KF HFUL K[P ,MSXFCL
jIJ:YFDF\ ;FRM ZFHF DTNFZ H K[P VF ClSST ;F{G[ ;DHFI
K[P T[DH VFHGF\ ;DIDF\ T[G[ OST E|FDS JRGM YL 5MTFGF
GlC SZL XSFIP VF ;tI 56 ;F{ :JLSFZ[ K[P T[YL UZLA
S<IF6 DF8[GL lJlJW IMHGFVM ACFZ 50L K[P ZMHUFZ4
lGJF;4 5]ZJ9F JU[Z[ 1F[+MDF\ ;CFI IMHGFVM SFI"ZT AGL
K[P H[ ;FJ"l+S S<IF6 .rK[ K[P
VFD VFH[ ZFHSLI JR":JGL :5WF" BZ[BZ TM 5|HFSLI lCTG]\
SFZ6 AGL K[P ,MS H]JF/G[ :J51F[ SZJFGF\ 5|ItGM YL 5|HFG[
lJX[QF OFINM ZC[X[P
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cdI]lhIDGMc XaN cdI]lh;c 5ZYL VFjIM K[P cdI]lh;c V[ 5|FlRG U|L; XaN K[P T[GM VY" YFI K[P
c S,F T[DH lJ7FGGL GJ VlWQ9F+L N[JLVM DF8[G]\ D\NLZ c

5|FZ\EDF\”dI]lh; XaN prR VeIF; DF8[GL ;\:YF DF8[ J5ZFTM CTMP 5Z\T] ;DI HTF\ T[DF\ 5ZLJT"G YT]\
UI] \P Z [G [;F 5KL TM T[GM VY" lJ:TFIM”VG[ VFHGM 5|Rl,T VY" T[DF \ pD[ZFIMP Z [G [;F NZlDIFG
>8F,LDF\ S,FGF lJXF/”dI]lhIDM pEF SZJFGM lJRFZ VD,DF\ D}SFIM T[GL 5FK/ D]bI pN[xF 5|FlRG :FF\:S'lTS
JFZ;FG[ ;FRJJFGM K[P VF lJRFZ I]ZM5 GF N[XMDF\ 56 lJ:TIF" I]ZMGF\ ZFHJL 5ZLJFZM 4 pDZFJJU" VG[ WGF-I
5lZJFZMDF \ 5|FlRGS,F ;\:S'lTGF 5|NX"GGM DMC 5ZL6FD[ H[ VD}<I J:T]VM ZFBJFGL HuIFG[
dI]lhID GFD VF5JFDF\ VF5JFDF\ VFjI] VG[ VF ZLT[ cdI]lhIDc XaN 5|Rl,T AgIMP

c;F\:S'lTS 5Z\5ZFG[ jIST SZTL S,FtDS VG[ V{lTCFl;S 5'Q9E}lD WZFJTL J:T]VM S[ GD}GFVMGF HFC[Z S[
BFGUL 5|NX"G DF8[G] \ ;\S], V[8,[”dI]lhID c

CJ[ VF56[ EFZTDF\ lJS;[,”dI]lhIDGL JFT lGR[ 5|DF6[ SZLX]\P

EFZTDF\ dI]lhID 5|J’lTGM >lTCF;EFZTDF\ dI]lhID 5|J’lTGM >lTCF;EFZTDF\ dI]lhID 5|J’lTGM >lTCF;EFZTDF\ dI]lhID 5|J’lTGM >lTCF;EFZTDF\ dI]lhID 5|J’lTGM >lTCF;
EFZTDF\ dI]lhID 5|J’lT ;M JQFM”YL  56 JW] ,F\AM
>lTCF; WZFJ[ K[P ;Z lJl,ID HMg;GF\ G[T’’tJ C[9/GF\
HFgI]VFZL DF;GL !5 TFZLB[ Y. H[GF\ 5|YD DFGND\+L
0M JF,R GFDGF V[S 0[lG; JG:5lTXF:+L CTFP  .P;
!(#$GF\ l0;[dAZDF\ V[lXIFl8S ;M;FI8LDF\ 5|YD VFW]lGS
S,FlJEFU B]ÿ,M D}SJFDF\ VFjIMP
lA|l8X XF;G NZdIFG dI]lhID 5|J’lTGM VlJZT lJSF;
YTM ZCIM XC[ZMGL V{lTCFl;S .DFZTMDF\ dI]lhIDM
;HF”TF ZCIFP H[DF\ D]A.G]\  l5|g; VMO J[ÿ; dI]lhID
GM ;DFJ[X SZL XSFI V{lTCFl;S DSFGMDF\ VFSFZ
5FD[, dI]lhID VFNX” VG[ IMuI 5}ZJFZ YIF GZL T[DF\
V{lTCFl;S S,F H~lZIFTM S[ ;J,TMGM  T[DF\ VEFJ
CTM VFD KTF\ VF dI]lhIDMV[ EFZTGF S,F VG[
;F\:S’lTS JFZ;FG[ HLJ\T ZFBJFDF\ GM\W5F+ EFU EHjIM
CTMP
dI]lhIDDF\ VD}ÿI J:T]VMDF\ H}GF 5}ZFTG l;SSFVM
GM8M4 5}ZFTG VJX[QM4 N:TFJ[HM JU[Z[ H[JL VD}ÿI
J:T]VMGL VF56[ ;FRJ6L SZLV[ KLV[P H[GF wJFZF
s dI]lhID f ,MSMG[ 5|FlRG JFZ;F V\U[GL 36L DFCLTL
HF6JF D/[ K[P
U]HZFTDF\ dI]lhID 5|J’lTGM .lTCF;U]HZFTDF\ dI]lhID 5|J’lTGM .lTCF;U]HZFTDF\ dI]lhID 5|J’lTGM .lTCF;U]HZFTDF\ dI]lhID 5|J’lTGM .lTCF;U]HZFTDF\ dI]lhID 5|J’lTGM .lTCF;o
U]HZFTDF\ 56 dI]lhID 5|J’lTGM .lTCF; K[S .P;P!(**YL
5|FZ\EFIM CTMP U]HZFTDF\ ;F{5|YD dI]lhID .P;P!(**DF\
SrKGL ZFHWFGL E}HDF\ :YFI[F CT]P X~VFTDF\ T[ SrKGF

DCFZFHF B[\UFZ #HF V[ :YF5[, ,l,TS,F ;\S],GM V[S
EFU CTMP tIFZAFN U]HZFTDF\ dI]lhIDMGL 5|J’lTG[ J[U
D?IMP .P;P!((*DF\ ZF6L lJS8MlZIFGL hI]AL,L 5|;\U[
U]HZFT ;F{ZFq8=DF\ dIlhIDM Vl:TtJDF\ VFjIFP ;F{ZFq8=DF\
ZFHSM8G]\ JM8;G dI]lhID VG[ H}GF WZD5]Z ZFHIDF\
WZD5]Z dI}lhID VF H ;DIUF/FDF\ :5FYGF Y.P
U]HZFTDF\ N[XL ZFHIMDF\ dI]lhIDMGL :YF5GFDF\ N[XL
ZFHFVMV[ GM\W5F+ E}lDSF EHJL CTLP VF 5KL
HFDGUZ4 5|EF;5F864 VG[ VDNFJFNGF dI}lhIDM
.P;P!)$5 5KL Vl:TtJDF\ VFjIFP VFD :JFT\œI 5}J[
U]HZFTDF\ ;FZM V[JM lJSF; YJF 5FdIM CTMP .P;P!)&)DF\
U]HZFT ZFHIMGL ZRGF YTF\ dI}lhID 5|J’lTG[ JW] J[U
D?IMP
dI]lhID lJEFUodI]lhID lJEFUodI]lhID lJEFUodI]lhID lJEFUodI]lhID lJEFUo
U]HZFT ZFHIDF\ dI]lhID lJEFUGL ZRGF YIF 5KL
;ZSFZL dI]lhIDMGM lJSF; TYF 5}GolGDF”6 DF8[ V[S
IMHGF T{IFZ SZJFDF\ VFJL T[ IMHGFDF\ lGR[ D]HAGF
;}RGM SZJF VFJLP
!f dI]lhIDGF H}GF DSFGMDF\ VFW]l\GS 5wWlTYL GD}GFVM
5|NlX”T SZJFGF pN[XYL T[DF\ ;]WFZF<JWFZF SZJF H[JF S[
0FIMZFDF4 XMS[;M4 5IF”8, 5|SFX 5wWTL JU[Z[GM p5IMU
SZJMP
Zf VFW]lGS VG[ J{7FlGS -A[ dI]lhIDMG]\ VFIMHG SZJ]\P
#f V{lTCFl;S TYF S,FGF lSD\TL GD}GFVM D[/JJF
5|IF;M SZJFP
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$f dI]lhIDGF SD”RFZLVMGF 5UFZWMZ6M ;]WFZJF VG[
H~Z CMI tIF\ GJF SD”RFZLVMGL EZTL SZJLP
5f dI]lhIDMG] VFW]lGS J{7FlGS -A[ lGDF”6 SZJF
SD”RFZLVMG[ IMuI TF,LD VF5JLP
U]HZFTDF\ VgI ZFHIMGL T],GFV[ dI]lhIDMGL ;\bIF
;FZL CTL VG[ T[6[ T[GL HF/J6L VG[ pN[XMG]\ lJ:TZ6
SZJFG]\ SFI” 56 dI]lhID lJEFU[ p5F0L ,LW]\P  dI]lhIDM
DF+ J:T]VMG]\ 5|NX”G SZTF S[gN=M G AGL ZC[TF lX16
VG[ ;\:S’lTGF 5|RFZ S[gN=M AgIF4p5ZF\T ;ZSFZ[
S,F45]ZFTtJlJnF4dI]lhIM,MHL l;SSFXF:+ VG[ S[J/
J6LGF 1F[+[ VU| jIlSTVMGL ;lDlT ZRL H[ dI]lhID
lJEFUG[ H[ T[ lJQIGF ;\NE”DF\ DFU”NX”G VF5TL ZC[P
U]HZFT ZFHIDF\ :Y5FI[, dI]lhID lJEFUGF\ D]bI
pN[XM GLR[ 5|DF6[ VF5L XSFIP
s!f dI]lhID lJQIS X{1l6S7FG lJnFYL”VMG[ VF5J]\P
sZf 5|tI[S dI]lhIDG[ lX16 5|[Z6F VG[ DFlCTLGF\ ;S|LI
S[gN=M AGFJJF VF pN[XMGL 5}lT” VY[" U]HZFT ZFHIG]\
dI]lhID BFT] slJEFUf GLR[ D]HAGF SFIM” SZ[ K[P
sV[f dI]lhIDMDF\ ZC[,F ;F\:S’lTS JFZ;FGL HF/J6L
sALf GJF ;\U|CMGL pD[ZM SZL dI]lhIDMG[ ;D’wW SZJF

s;Lf dI]lhIDDF\ VFJTF D},FSFTLVMG[ S[/J6L lJQIS
;]lJWFVM 5]ZL 5F0JLP
s0Lf lJnFYL”VM VwIF5SM lJwJFGMG[ T[DGF\ VeIF; VG[
;\XMWG VY[" H~ZL DFlCTL VG[ DFU”NX”G 5]ZF 5F0JFP
s.f dI]lhIDDF\ ZC[,F GD}GFVMGL HF/J6L SZJL VG[
GFX5FDTF 5|FlRG VJX[QM4 S,FtDS GD}GFVMG]\ VFW]lGS
-A[ HTG SZJ]\P
sV[Of dI]lhIDDF\ 5|NlX”T J:T]VM 5Z ;\XMWG SZL T[GF\
;\XMWG 5|SFXGM ACFZ 5F0JFP
sHLf ;ZSFZL G CMI T[JF BFGUL S[ 8=:8 wJFZF RF,TF
dI]lhIDMG[ U|F\8 VF5JLP
p5ZMST SFIM”G[ VD,DF\ D]SJF dI]lhID lJEFU wJFZF
VJFZ GJFZ U[,[ZL4 JFTF”,F5M4X{1F6S lOÿD XM4 lJlXq8
5|NX”GM4 S,F lJQIS jIFbIFGM IMHJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P ;F\:S’lTS
S,FS’lTVM VG[ 5|FlRG VJX[QMG[ ACFZGF N[XMDF\ HTF
V8SFJJF 5|ItGM SZ[ K[P

;\NE” o 0MPDC[A]A N[;F. sZ)!Zf 5|JF;G l;wWF\T;\NE” o 0MPDC[A]A N[;F. sZ)!Zf 5|JF;G l;wWF\T;\NE” o 0MPDC[A]A N[;F. sZ)!Zf 5|JF;G l;wWF\T;\NE” o 0MPDC[A]A N[;F. sZ)!Zf 5|JF;G l;wWF\T;\NE” o 0MPDC[A]A N[;F. sZ)!Zf 5|JF;G l;wWF\T
VG[ jIJCFZVG[ jIJCFZVG[ jIJCFZVG[ jIJCFZVG[ jIJCFZ
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——.`JZ lGZFSFZ K[4 UF\WLÒ ;FSFZ K[4
.`JZ S<5GF K[4 UF\WLÒ CSLST K[4

.`JZ zwåF K[4 UF\WLÒ ;F1FFT K[P˜˜
Z VMS8MAZ !(&) GF lNJ;[ VF N[XDF\ V[S V[JF DCFG
jIlSTGM HgD YIM CTM S[4 H[GF YSL EFZT N[XGF ,MSM
VFH[ 56 VFhFNLGF DL9F O/M EMUJL ZCIF K[P T[ jIlST
V[8,[ DMCGNF; SZDR\N UF\WLP 5Z\T] T[ 5MTFGF lJRFZM4
SFIM" VG[ l;wWF\TMG[ ,LW[ .lTCF;GF ;MG[ZL 5FGF 5Z T[G]\
GFD VFH[ DCFtDF UF\WLHL TZLS[ VM/BFI K[P
S<5GF VG[ zwåFYL N]Z VF I]UGL JF:TlJS D}lT" V[8,[
UF\WLHLP V[S ;FDFgI 9M94 0Z5MS4 RMZ4 jI;GL VG[
V;tI VG[ AM,GFZ DFGJ GlCP 5Z\T] DCFDFGJ AGGFZ
jIlST V[8,[ UF\WLHLP ;tI4 VlC\;F4 ;tIFU|C VG[ 5|[DGL
BMH SZGFZ jIlST V[8,[ UF\WLHLP V[8,] H GlC4 5Z\T]
EFZTDF\ WFlD"S4 X{1Fl6S4 VFlY"S4 ZFHSLI JU[Z [
1F[+MDF\ HM SM. DCFDFGJ CMI TM T[ K[ UF\WLHLP T[DGF
HLJGGM VFWFZ EFZTLI VFNX"JFN CMJFYL T[ .`JZDF\
JWFZ[ zwåF ZFBTF CTFP
UF\WLHL SC[TF CTF S[4 ——D'tI]GL JrR[ SFID HLJ 8SL
ZC[ K[ VG[ V;tIGL JrR[ ;tI 8SL ZC[ K[P T[YL C]\ ;DH]
K] S[ .`JZ HLJ K[P 5|SFX K[4 ;tI K[4 T[ H 5|[D K[4 T[ H
5ZD S<IF6 K[P˜p5ZF\T T[D 56 SC[ K[ S[ —— .`JZ
YSL H VF56[ AWF V,UvV,U XZLZ WFZ6 SZLV[ KLV[
5\ZT] VFtDF V[S H K[P H[G[ SM. ZFD4 SM. V<,FC4 SM.
ZCLD TZLS[ VM/BLI[ KLV[P˜lCgNLDF\ V[S SC[JT K[P

——SALZ S}JF V[S C{4 5GLCFZL VG[S4 AT"G ;AS[ gIFZ[4
5FGL V[S SF V[S˜˜

SC[JFGM pN[X V[ K[ S[UF\WLHLV[ V[STFGF NX"G SIF" CMJFYL4
;FAZDTL VFzDDF\ NZ[S WD"GL 5|FY"GF YTL CTLP V[8,[
S [ DFGJ ;DFHDF\ V[STF ,FJJF DF8[ 56 ——;J"WD"
;DEFJ˜˜ TYF ——DFGJWD"G[ ;J"z[Q9 U6L ——J;]n{I
S]\8]\ASDcc GL EFJGF pEL SZL CTLP
VFH[ VF56[ HM.V[ KLV[ S[ DCFDFGJM VG[ lJäFGM HLJG
;'lQ8G[ 8SFJL ZFBJF VF\TSJFN VG[ SMDJFN H[JL 5|J'lT
GFA]N SZJF DF8[ DM8LvDM8L ;EFVM EZL EFQF6M VF5[ K[
5Z\T] T[DF\ UF\WLHLGF ;tI VG[ V\lC;FGL JFT SIF" JUZ
RF,TL GYLP T[YL VF56[ ;C]V[ UF\WLHLGF DFU[" RF,J]\ H
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JT"DFG ;\NE"DF\ UF\WLlJRFZGL 5|:T]TF V{TCFl;S ;\NE["

5|FP ZD[X SFl,IF     *

* D],FSFTL VwIF5S4 XFD/NF; SM,[H4 EFJGUZ

50X[P SFZ6 S[ UF\WLHLV[ ;Z; SCI]\ K[ S[ ——DF~ HLJG V[
H DFZM ;\N[XP BZ[BZ UF\WLHLGF lJRFZM D]HA VFU/
RF,LX] TM H VFH[ YTF I]wWM VG[ SMDJFN GFA]N SZL XSX]\
tIFZ[ DG[ V[S SC[JT IFN VFJ[ K[P

——VFH[ DF6;G[ I]wåGL GlC4
5Z\T] A]wåGL H~Z K[˜˜

HIFZ[ V[J]\ ;FE/JF D/[ K[ S[ EFZT N[X WD";lCQ6]TF
VG[ VlC\;FGM N[X K[ tIFZ[ UF\WLHLGF DT D]HA ——;lCQ6]TF
V[8,[ HIF\ lC\;F G YTL CMI4 tIFUGL EFJGF CMI4 5|[DGL
EFJGF CMI VG[ XF\lT CMIP T[YL EFZTLI ;\:S'lTV[
UFIG[ 5lJ+ U6L ——UFI DFTFcc ;DFG lAZ]N VF%I]\ K[P
5lZ6FD[ UF\lWHLV[ ;FAZDTL VFzDDF\ UFIM 5F/L
UF{XF/F AGFJL VG[ UF{Z1F6 SZJFGL 56 JFT SZL CTLP
HIFZ[ V[ H ,MSXFCL EFZT N[XDF\ VFH[ VF56[ UF{CtIF
YTF VG[ Z:TFVM p5Z CF05L \HZGL H[D pSZ0FDF \
ZB0TF HM.V[ KLV[P tIFZ[ UF{Z1F6 SZJ]\ VG[ EFZTLI
;\:S'lTG]\ Z1F6 SZJ]\P p5ZF\T :+LE'6 CtIF4 NF~5LJM4
H]UFZ ZDJM4 V5CZ6 JU[Z[ V;FDFlHS 5|J'lTG]\ Z1F6
SZJ] \  T [ VFHGM I]JFGJU" VG[ prRlX1F6 D[/J[,
,MSMG] \  SFD K[P T[ tIFZ[ H XSI AG[ S [ UF \WLHLV[
V[STFGM 5lZRI SZFjIM T[ DFU[" VFU/ RF,LV[ VG[ 7FTL4
HFlT4 WD" VG[ ;\5|NFIM JU[Z[ JUM" GFA]N SZLV[ T[YL H
UF\WLHLV[ NZ[S WD"DF\ ——DFGJWD"G[ ;J" z[Q9 U^IM K[P
;tI VG[ V\lC;FG[ HLJGDF\ V5GFjIF CTFP T[YL
UF\WLHL cc;tI VG[ V\lC;FGF 5]HFZLcc SC[JFI K[ VFJF
lJRFZMYL H UF \WLHLV[ DCFtDFG] \  lAZ]N D[/jI] \  K[P
UF\WLHLV[ ;Z; SCI]\ K[ S[PPP

——;tI VG[ VlC\;F VGFNLSF/YL RF<IF VFJ[ K[P
DFZ[ N ]lGIFG[ SX] \  GJ] \  XLBJJFG] \  GYLP˜˜

VF56[ HM.V[ KLV[ S [ VFHGL lX1F6 5|6F,LSFYL
EFZTDF\ A[SFZLGM 5|`G pEM YIM K[P 5lZ6FD[ EFZT N[X
UZLALGL V[S p\0L BL6DF\ WS[,FTM HFI K[PT[YL
UF\WLHLV[ VF5[, A]lGIFNL S[/J6L VG[ GJL TF,LDGL
5|IMUGL H~lZIFT VFH[ ;DHFI K[P DF+ AF{låS lX1F6
VG[ 7FG D/L HJFYL DF6; lXl1FT Y. GYL HTMP T[GL ;FY[
;DJFI lX1F6 VF5JFDF VFJ[ TM VF lXl1FT
A[ZMHUFZLDF \ 38F0M Y. XS[4 SFZ6 S[ prRlX1F6
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D[/JLG[ jIlST DCFG 7FGL S[ lJåFG GYL AGL HTMP
UF\WLHLGF DT D]HA ——CFY4 C{I] VG[ DUH VF +6[I
J:T]VMGM ;DgJI YFI4 TM H ;FRL S[/J6L D[/JL SC[JFI4
TM H ÒJGDF\ ;FRF S[/JFI T[D SC[JFIP˜˜
HIFZ[ VFHGM I]JFG JU" JF\RG lJD]B Y. ZCIM K[ VG[ D]<IM
VFWFlZT HLJG 56 ÒHLJL XSFI K[P T[J] \ ;DHJFGL
1FDTF 56 WZFJTM GYLP 5l`JDL N[XMG] \  VF \W/] \
VG]SZ64 ZLTvEFT4 ÒJGX{,L VG[ E{FlTSJFN V5GFJTM
I]JFGJU" VG[ prRlX1F6 D[/J[, JU" V[S lNJ;
5:TFJJFGM H K[P SFZ6 S[ EFZTLI ;\:S'lT 5F;[ H[8,M
AF{låS VG[ J{RFlZS ;D'ä E\0FZM K[P T[8,F lJ`JGF SM.
N[XGL ;\:S'lT 5F;[ GYLP HIFZ[ EFZTLI ;\:S'lT 5F;[ A\W]TF4
,FU6L4 ;CSFZ4 DDTF JU[Z[ U]6M HMJF D/[ K[P 5lZ6FD[
OZL JBT EFZTLI ;\:S'lT TZO 5FK] OIF" JUZ GlC RF,[P
VFH[ V\U| [HLÒEFQFFG] \ DCtJ JWTF VF56L ZFQ8=EFQFF
VG[ DFT'EFQFFG] \ DCtJ 38T] HFI K[ tIFZ[ KMSZFGF
DFTFvl5TFV[ 56 HDFGFGF 5}ZDF T6FTF HZF ;FJW
ZC[J] \ HM.V[P V\U|[HLÒ EFQFF VF56[ HM.V[ K[ 56 T[
VF56[ :JEFQFFGM GFX SZJF DF8[ GCLP VF56F
HG;DFHGL ;]WFZ6F VF56L :JEFQFF äFZF H YX[P
DFT'EFQFFGM VGFNZ DFTFGF VGFNZ ;DFG K[P H[
DFT'EFQFFGM VGFNZ SZ[ K[ T[ 5MTFG[ :JN[X EST SC[J0FJJFG[
,FIS GYLP C] \ V[8,] \ H~Z SCLX S[ ——VF56L 5MTFGL
;\:S'lTGL SNZ SIF" AFN VG[ T[G[ 5RFjIF AFN VgI ALHL
;\:S'lTVMGL SNZ SZL XSLV[ T[ 5C[,F GlCP˜tIFZ[ DG[
pDFX\SZ HMQFLGF XaNM IFN VFJ[ K[ S[PPPP

——3Z[ 3Z[ JLZ UF\WL HUFJM
 AFZ6[ AFZ6[ A]wå˜˜

VFH[ XC[ZLSZ6 VG[ IF\l+S pnMUMGM lJSF; YJFYL
U|FDMnMU4 J6F8SFD VG[ Z[l8\IM SF\TJM H[JF pnMUM 50L
UFD0FGF ,MSMG[ 5]ZTL ZMHUFZL G D/JFYL A[SFZLGM V[S
5|`G pEM YIM K[P J/L VF{nMULSZ6GM lJSF; YTF 5|N]QF6GM
5|`G lJ`JjIF5L AgIM K[P H[GF 5lZ6FD[ 5F6L4 HDLG TYF
CJF 5|N]QF6G] 5|DF6 JWTF ÒJ;'lQ8 ;FD[ BTZM pEM YIM
K[P T[YL  5|N]QF64 UZLAL TYF A[SFZLGM 5|`G lGJFZJF DF8[
UF\WLHLV[ VF5[, U|FDMnMU4 BFNLJ6F8 TYF Z[l8\IM SF\TJM
H[JF 5|IMUM HM ;ZSFZ lJlJW IMHGFVM äFZF VD,DF\
D]S[ TM UZLAL VG[ A[SFZL H0D}/DFYL GFA]N SZL XSX] VG[
;DFHGF K[<,FDF\ K[<,F DF6;GM lJSF; SZL XSLX] \P
p5ZF\T UF\WLHLV[ VF5[, 8=:8LXL5GM l;wWF\T V[8,M H
p¿D K[P SFZ6 S[ T[GFYL ;DFGTF4 A\W]TF4 ZFQ8=EFJGF4
TJ\UZvUZLA JrR[GL E[NZ[BF E}\RJF DF8[ VFH[ 8=:8LXL5
l;wWF\TGL H~lZIFT JWFZ[ H6FI K[P VFH[ VF56[ HM.V[
KLV[ S[ 5MTFGF GFDGL B]ZXL D[/JJF DF8[ UF\WLHLGF GFD[
ZFHSFZ6 K[P VFHGF ZFHSFZ6LVM JM8 D[/JJF DF8[
GFUlZSMGL ;FD[ UF\WLHLÒG[ JC[\RJF GLS?IF K[P HIFZ[ ALHL
AFH] ;ZSFZGL ;FD[ gIFI D[/JJF GFUlZSM 56 p5JF;
p5Z pTZLG[ UF\WLHLGF GFD[ c;tIFU|Cc SZ[ K[P 5Z\T] ;DIGL

;FY[ 5lZJT"G VFJTF T[ ;tIFU|C lC\;FG]\ :J~5 WFZ6
SZLP N[XGL ;\5lTG[ G]SXFG 5CM\RF0[ K[ UF\WLHLV[ SC[ K[ S[
cÒJGGF NZ[S DFU" p5Z ;tIGF VFU|C ;FY[ HLJJ]\ V[8,[
;tIFU|Cc UF\WLHLV[ 5MTFGF ÒJGDF\ ;tIG] \ VFRZ6
SI]" CMJFYL H 5MTFGL VFtDSYFG[ c;tIGF 5|IMUMc V[J]\
GFD VF%I] \ K[P 5lZ6FD[ T[ ;DIGF VFU/ 50TF G[TF
lDPS'5,F6LV[ UF\WLHLG[ 5|`G SIM" S[PPPP
cclDP UF\WLHL TD[ VF X]\ DF\0I]\ K[ m C]\ .lTCF; E6FJ]
K]4 56 VtIFZ ;]WL D[ GYL ;\FE?I]\ S[ VFJL ZLT[ ;tIFU|C
SZJFYL SM. N[XG[ VFhFNL D/L CMIm cctIFZ[ UF\WLHLV[ HJFA
VF5TF SCI] S[PPPP cclDPS'5,F6L TD[ .lTCF; E6FJM KM4
56 C]\ GJM .lTCF; AGFJJF HgdIM K]\Pcc
BZ[BZ UF\WLHLV[ V[S GJM .lTCF; AGFjIM VG[ T[ 56
5|[DYL C:TF C:TF lCgN]:TFGG[ V[S 5|UlTGF 5\Y[ ,. HJF
DF8[ DFGJ;DFH X{1Fl6S4 WFlD"S4 ;FDFlHS4 VFlY"S4 J{RFlZS
1F[+[ 5lZJT"GM SZL lCgN]:TFGG[ V[S V0LBD :T\EGL H[D
pEM SZLP #_ HFgI]VFZL !)$(GF ZMH VF HUTDFYL
SFIDG[ DF8[ lJNFI ,LWLP ZFD4 5IUA\Z4 .;] VG[ A]wä
5KLGF ;F {YL DCFG jIlSTDF\ UF \WLHLG] \  GFD CX[P
,FS0L VG[ 5MT0L 5MTFGL 5F;[ ZFBLP .lTCF;GF 5FGF 5Z
WLZ[ WLZ[ DSSD V0LBD VG[ :JFlEDFGYL 5U,F
5F0GFZ UF \WLHLGF DF+ lJRFZM H VFH[ lJ`J
JFTFJZ6DF\ U] \H[ K[P tIF\ DG[ V[S JFSI IFN VFJ[ K[
S[PPPP

ccSMG[ BAZ CTL S[ VF DFGJDF\YL DCFDFGJ AGX[P
BAZ CTL V[8,L S[ VF lCgN]:TFGG[ VFhFN SZX[Pcc

VFD HMTF  UF\WLHL V[S 5FZ;D6L ;DFG CTF S[ H[GF
;\5S"DF\ VFJTF ,MSM 5FZ;D6L AGL HTFP T[GL ;MAT
H[8,FG[ Y. T[ AWFGF GFD .lTCF;GF ;MG[ZL 5FG[ VDZ
AGL UIF K[P UF\WLHLGM ;CJF; D[/JJM T[ V[S EFuIGL
JFT CTLP H[G[ UF\WLHLGM 5|[D D?IMP UF\WLHLGL ;D¡lQ8
H[GF 5Z 50L T[  jIlSTP jIlST D8LG[ lJ`JDFGJL AGL U.P
GC[Z]V[ SCI] \ K[ S[PPPP ccUF\WLHL HIF\ HIF\ RF<IF T[
5]HGLI :Y/M VG[ HIF \ HIF \ A[9F tIF \ tIF \
D\lNZM AGL UIF K[Pcc
UF\WLHLGF ÒJGG[ :5X" SZTF SCL XSFI S[ VFH[ VF56L
JrR[ UF\WLHL E,[ C{IFT G CMI4 5Z\T] T[D6[ VF5[,F lJRFZM4
SFIM " VG[ l;wWF \TM DF+ EFZTDF\H GlC4 5Z\T ]
lJ`JJFTFJZ6DF\ U]\H[ K[P T[YL VFH[ 56 UF\WLHL VF56L
JrR[ C{IFT K[ T[D DFGL XSFI C] \ EUJFGG[ 5|FY"GF
S~ K]\ S[ UF\WLHLGF lJRFZM DFGJ ;\:S'lTDF\ ;NFVDZ
ZC[P lJ`JGL NZ[S jIlST 5MTFGF ÒJGDF\ V5GFJ[ VG[
VD,DF\ D}S[ T[JL XlST VF5[P tIFZ[ VF<A8" VF.G:8F.G[
UF\WLHL lJX[ SCI] K[ S[PPPP cc ;F{ JQF" 5KL ,MSM V[J]\ DFGL
56 GlC XS[ S[ UF\WLHL H[JF CF0 VG[ DF\;GM AG[,M DF6;
VF 5'yJL p5Z V[S lNJ; CZTM v OZTM CTMPcc BZ[BZ VF
JFT ;J"YF ;FRL K[P tIFZ[ ZFH[gä X]S,[ SC[,F XaNM IFN
VFJ[ K[ S[PPPP
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ccS[8,F C9L,F K[4 HLJ,[6 ZMUM 56
SFD GlC VFJ[4 ;tIGF 5|IMUM 564

 S|M; 5Z R0[ SM.4 ZFD SCL
G[ SM.4

 V[GL V[ H N]lGIF4 V[GF V[ H ,MSM 56Pcc
I]ZM5GF N[XM S[ lJ`JGF N[XM E,[ lJlJW 1F[+[ ;\XMWG SZL
DFGJ HLJG ;Z/ AGFjI] CMIP 5Z\T] DCFtDF U\FWLHLGL
HgDE}lD lCgN]:TFGGF ,MSM T[DGF lJRFZM SFIM" VG[
l;wWF\TMG[ E}<IF GYL SFZ6 S[ ccT[DG]\ HLJG ;FNL ZC[6L
VG[ prR lJRFZ CT]\Pcc

;\NE" ;}lR
!P 5F9S4 ZFDGFZFI64 DMCGDFYL DCFtDF4 GJHLJG4
VDNFJFN
ZP UF\WL4 DMP SP4 ;tIGF 5|IMUM4 GJHLJG4 VDNFJFN
#P 5FZ[B4 GULGNF;4 UF\WLÒ ÒJG VG[ lJRFZ4 GJHLJG4
VDNFJFN4 5|P VFJ'lTv!)*#
$P DX~JF,F4 lSXMZ,F, WP4 UF\WL lJRFZ NMCG4 GJHLJG4
VDNFJFN4 RMYL VFJ'lT4 !)&#
5P 58[,4 s;\f DUGEF. HMP4 UF\WLÒG] \ lX1F6 NX"G4
GJHLJG4 VDNFJFN4 +LHLÒ VFJ'lT4Z__*
&P c;\N[Xc ;DFRFZ4 VW";F%TFlCS 5}lT"4 TFPZ5v!_vZ__&
*P UF\WL4 DMP SP4 lC\N :JZFH4 GJHLJG4 VDNFJFN4
l0;[dAZvZ__&
(P XFC4 HIFA[G JH]EF.4 ;F{ZFQ8=GF :JFT\È ;{lGSM VG[
,0TM4 ;F{ZFQ8= ZRGFtDS ;lDlT4 ZFHSM8
)P I]P V[;P DMCGZFJ4 DCFtDF UF\WLHL SF ;\N[X4 5|;FZ6
D\+F,I EFZT ;ZSFZ4 !)&)
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The use of educational cost-benefit analysis isnow widely accepted and has definite advantagesbut there is also considerable unease over its use.Costs are related to benefits from education, thelatter being quantified via age-earnings profiles.
Cost-benefit analysis states“A practical way of assessing the desirability ofprojects, where it is important to take a long view(in the sense of looking at repercussions in thefurther, as well as in the nearer, future) and awide view (in the sense of allowing for side effectof many kinds on many persons, industries,regions ,etc.),i.e.it implies the enumeration andevaluation of all the relevant cost and benefits”By extension, as part of the developing interestin the economics of education, cost benefitanalysis was applied to investment in education,where it increasingly became known as “rate-of-return analysis.” The many theoreticalproblems relating to cost- benefits analysisreceived extended treatment. The founding dateof the economics of education as a subject areais usually taken to be the seminal lecture givenby professor Theodore Schultz to the annualmeeting of the American economic associationin 1960 in which he advocated the concept ofhuman capital-investment in people could be asimportant and as expensive, as investment inphysical capital and applied to his felloweconomics to take seriously this neglectedbranch of study.
MethodologySome cost-benefit studies used relatively simpleresearch methods, today quite complex andsophisticated statistical and other techniques
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have been developed. According to the traditionalmethod of calculating rates-of-return toinvestment in education from a detailed cost-benefit analysis, the analysis must commencewith a tabulation of all the costs and all thebenefits of the expenditure in question.It is also true that other types of investment alsogenerate “spill-overs” which are often ignored.There may also be spill –over coast as well asbenefits. Resent attempts to estimate theenvironmental impact of investment projectsare one way of attempting to measure spill overcosts of investment projects. The“environmental impact” of education may beboth positive and negative.(e.g. if emphasis onacademic education generates dictates fortechnical/vocational programmes andoccupations).
Rates of-return ApproachIn recent years, considerable attention has beengiven to a method of calculating rates-of-returnto education that was developed in the USA byminler and which makes use of what has becomeknown as a mincerian equation. This approachdoes not include any specific reference to directeducational costs, although it does uncarpetedearnings forgone which are a high proportionon total costs.Mincer suggested setting up a multiple regressionequation of the form;In Y = a + bs + cx1 + dx2 + ex3 + …..Where the dependent variable=the naturallogarithm (in) of individual earnings (Y) [wherea variable in increases by progressively largerproportions, using the natural logarithm is
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ISSN 2319 - 8168simply a device for being able to translate thisincreases into equal, or nearly equal, steps]. Theindependence variables are:S = years of schoolingX1 = trainingX2 = experienceX3 = weeks worked etc.Such an equation can be presented in a numberof different forms, including the parabolicwhere additional terms are included for one ormore independent variables squared. Theequitation can related to a group of workers fora particular time period, for example, Mincer’soriginal formulation related to 1959 annualearnings of white, nonfarm, mean in the USA.
Educational planningCost=benefit analysis is not the only techniqueused in connection with educational planning.The two principal alternatives that have beenused in many countries are manpower planningand the social demand approach, each of whichhas been the subject of a great deal of criticism.Manpower planning .which has been used insome form or other in the majority of UNESCOmember countrysis is based on the attempt toforecast the future demand for educatedmanpower. Given the length of time taken toproduce educated professional people, suchforecasts may have to be made for some yearshence, perhaps fifteen years in the case ofscientist, engineers, or medical doctors.
Towards a new Approach(1).Educational cost-benefit analysis is currently,and has been for some years, a widely acceptedtechnique used to assess the profitability ofinvestment in education. Educational rate-of=return studies have been carried out in mostdeveloped countries and in many developingcountries. In the great majority of cases, the resultare in favour of additional investment ineducation, which the study to be profitable bothfrom the point of view of the national economyand from that of the individual students.(2).There are serious doubts regarding a numberof aspects of the methodology used in rate-of=return studies. It is not difficult to show that

the underlying assumptions may be invalid, thedata may be faulty, or there may be inherentsources of  bias in the results and that some ofthese may be very large, possibly so large as toinvalidate the findings. Some writers see theapplication of costs-benefits techniques toeducation as being essentially flawed.This approach can either commence from aquantity solution, i.e. estimation of quantities oflabour skills required in the target year andsubsequently add in relative prices, orcommence with a set of relative prices of skills,or rates of return and then proceed to findcorresponding quantities, thus giving “acost=benefit evaluation of man power planning.”Such synthetic model are also some timesreferred to incorrectly, as linear programmingmodels: linear programming is simply amathematical technical for arriving at a solutionto a set problem and has nothing to do witheducational planning as such. In adopting asynthetic planning model it has to beremembered that the costs benefits andmanpower planning approaches, which are bothbeing used here ,embody quite different, indeedopposing assumption. The most important ofthese assumptions man be represented asfollows:Thus, in including both approaches, we mustnecessarily, in each case, be assuming someelasticity around mid-point between zero andinfinity. To do so may well be reasonable andrealistic but may also undermine some of thefindings. Thus in the manpower planning part ofthe exercise, if there are some genuineelasticity’s, both of substitution between skillsand of demand for skills, then the forecastquantity figures will be partially invalidated.Similarly, if in the costs benefits part either orboth of these elasticity’s are “sticky”, then pricesignal will not have the effects anticipated and,again, the expected outcome will be partiallyinvalidated.This is a fundamental problem with any attemptto combine Dougherty analysis with manpowerplanning. Since the two approaches are based
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ISSN 2319 - 8168on quite different assumptions indeed oncontrasting views of the economic world towhich they apply. Dougherty showed that whenthe standard costs benefits approaches is modifyto allow for relative wage levels to change overtime, it is possible to incorporate the effect ofthe growth of the education system on thegrowth of each category of labour and thenceon future wage rates. This clearly incorporateselements of man power planning.Dougherty tested this approach for data relatingto Colombia and calculated rates of return toprimary, secondary and higher education forsuccessive years, allowing for the effects ofchanging wage rates.
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A STUDY OF YOUTH PROBLEM AMONG HIGHER EDUCATION
STUDENTS
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This study was conducted to investigate the difference in youth problem among higher education
students. Total 120 sample of higher education students were taken from Bhavangar city (Gujarat
State). Further the sample was sub-categorized on the basis of their education level and stream.
Sample was taken from various colleges and departments of Bhavnagar University in Gujarat. Data
collection was done with the help of ‘Youth Problem Inventory’ (YPI) developed by Km. Sandhya
Sharma (1979). They were used to obtain the youth problem of the subjects. The collected data was
statically analyzed with the help of ‘ t ‘ test. Result showed that there is on significant impact of
education level and stream in personal problem, socio emotional problem, educational problem,
overall youth problem among higher education students. Whereas, education stream was found
significant in family problem.
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1. IntroductionThe progress of a Nation depends on the youth,since they are pillars of a Nation. Moreoverpsychologists, Sociologists, educationists andpolitical scientists consider youth behavior tobe a very important area of study. The UNESCOstudy (1969), the first of its kind, is evident tofelt everywhere in the World. Hence it becomesessential to understand the youth and direct theirbehavior to the national development programof the developing countries namely India.“It is a period in the life of an individual whichbegins at the end of childhood and ends in thebeginning of the youth.” – Jones and Sinpson.“Mental development includes such function andabilities as attending, perceiving, remembering,imagining, thinking, using the language of solvingproblems and their growth declination in old age.”Terms like ‘adolescent’, ‘teenager’, ‘youth’ and‘young person’ are often used interchangeably.‘Adolescence’, as we know, tends to be linked tonotions of personal, private and psychologicalidentity. Thus, we talk of ‘adolescent behavior’,‘adolescent angst’ and ‘adolescent identity’. In sodoing we focus on supposedly age-specificdevelopmental problems, and upon insecurityand uncertainty. ‘Teenager’, however, is more up-

beat and often bracketed with what are seen asage-specific forms of consumption. It is linkedto words like ‘fashion’ and ‘magazines’. ‘Youth’ islargely employed where the discussion iscentered on the behavior of young people in thepublic sphere. As such, we find it commonlylinked to words such as ‘crime’, ‘policy’ and‘culture’. Lastly, ‘young person’ tends to be usedas a way of denoting status (e.g. ‘Young Person’sRailcard).A Good deal of research had been undertaken onthe urban youth during the last two decades inIndia as well in abroad. Studies in area of youthare remarkable. Summarizing the studies onyouth, George (1970) reported that thetheoretical surmises and speculations on thesubject of youth problem are based on chanceobservations, general subjective impression,guesses and speculative hypothesis. He furtherpointed out that literature regarding youth israre in India. The Problem most of the socialscientists tries to investigate were mostlymilitancy, political awareness, drug addiction,attires towards various problem, interests,intergenerational gap leadership behavior of theyouth etc, the youth is usually identified asadolescents or teenagers belonging to the age
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ValidityThe construct validity of the present inventory has been obtained with the correlation. Coefficientof Verma’s Youth Problem Inventory (YPI) which shows the present YPI has 0.82 high validity.

group leadership behavior of the youth etc. theyouth is usually identified as adolescents orteenagers belonging to the age group of 13 to 25years and differ from the adults physically,psychologically and socially. During this period,the adults youth are suffering from variousproblems and difficulties of greater or lesserseverity due to which their life becomesunpleasant and they develop frustration,emotional disturbance and mal-adjustmentwithin themselves since they are at a stage ofswinging between childhood and adulthood, canneither act as children nor are included in thegroup of adults.Shukla (1972), in this paper, about modernIndian youth-some needs and problems, hadpointed out that the Indian youth lacksideological or social cohesion and are moredifferentiated by geographical and socialcharacteristics. In his study, Sarkar (1974) foundthat the academic-social economic andadministrative factors combined to give impetusto the unrest. Political parties, over crowdinghotels and institutional problems administrativebottle-necks, unemployment, discipline at homewere found to be the major factors leading tounrest. Mehra (1977) found that heredity playssome part in determining personality of theindividual but it is not easily perceptible,environment influences very greatly theindividuals, outlook towards life. Recently,Jitendra Mohan and Sharma (1985) found that77% urban youth opposes early marriage, 86%male youth preferred to marry at their ownchoice followed by rejection of dowry, rejectionof taking father’s profession. Since youthoccupies a very significant place in society, itbecome essential to study the problems and

difficulties of the youth and in this context theneed has been felt to develop a suitable measurefor studying the present inventory is a tap in thisdirection.
2. Method
Hypothesis· The sub-type personal problem of highereducation students do not differ significantly.· The sub-type family problem of highereducation students do not differ significantly.· The sub-type socio-emotional problem ofhigher education students do not differsignificantly.· The sub-type educational problem of highereducation students do not differ significantly.· The overall problem of higher educationstudents do not differ significantly.
Sample120 samples of higher education students wererandomly selected from under- graduate and post-graduate levels of Colleges and Departments ofBhavnagar University, Bhavnagar. The care wastaken that the Socio-Economic levels of all highereducation students remain almost the same.
ToolsSubjects were administered by Km. SandhyaSharma (1979) ‘Youth Problems Inventory(YPI) comprising of to items. Here is theinformation about the tests.
ReliabilityReliability of the scale was determined by split-half method and test-retest methods. The retestswere done after two different time intervals. Thereliability coefficients and indices of reliabilityare shown in table -1. They show that the scale isquite reliable.

Table – 1 - Coefficients and Indices of Reliability

Method Time Interval r Reliability Index Split-half --- 0.86 0.92 Test – Re test 1 Month 0.78 0.87 Test – Re test 3 Month 0.73 0.85 
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Sub-Type Variables N Mean SD df "t" Level of 
Significant 

Personal 
Problem 

UG Students 60 28.28 2.35 118 0.58 N.S. PG Students 60 28.55 2.70 Science Stream 60 28.57 2.51 118 0.65 N.S. General Stream 60 28.27 2.56 
Family 

Problem 

UG Students 60 25.02 3.16 118 0.23 N.S. PG Students 60 24.87 3.89 Science Stream 60 26.10 3.70 118 3.79 0.01 General Stream 60 23.78 2.95 
Socio- 

Emotional  
Problem 

UG Students 60 33.68 3.42 118 0.31 N.S. PG Students 60 33.86 3.01 Science Stream 60 33.65 3.34 118 0.43 N.S. General Stream 60 33.90 3.10 
Educational  

Problem 

UG Students 60 17.65 1.36 118 0.06 N.S. PG Students 60 17.63 1.66 Science Stream 60 17.50 1.70 118 1.03 N.S. General Stream 60 17.78 1.29 
Overall 
Youth 

Problem 

UG Students 60 104.63 6.52 118 0.22 N.S. PG Students 60 104.92 7.12 Science Stream 60 105.82 7.10 118 1.69 N.S. General Stream 60 103.73 6.37 
 N.S. = Not Significant
5. DiscussionThe main objective of the present research was to know the difference of youth problem amonghigher education students in the reference of their education level and stream. On the basis ofobtained result we found significant mean difference of family problem between higher educationstudents of science and General stream looking at another problem of youth. We do not find anysignificant difference among higher education students in the references of their education leveland stream.Result shows that personal problem is not affected by education level and stream among highereducation students, as we found insignificant mean difference of personal problem between UG and

3.  ProcedureThe youth problems scale has 4 sub-scales, i.e. personal, family, social– emotion and educationproblem having 20, 20, 20 and 10 respectively with a total of 70 items. The scoring procedure isvery simple the ‘No’ response of a given item should be given 1 mark and the ‘Yes’ response of agiven item should be given 2 marks. At the end of scoring, all the scores should be added which willbe the total raw score of ‘youth problem’ of an individual for converting the total scores in each subarea into percentage, following formula should be used.
100

.
Obtained Score

Max Score in the sub area
×

−

4. Result“t” value of youth problem for personal problem, family problem, socio-emotional problem,educational problem and overall problem in result table-1 is shown.
Table – 1 - “t” value of youth problem
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ISSN 2319 - 8168PG students and between science and Generalstream. Pancholi and Sarvaiya (2008) the effectof gender and education level on youth problemdid not see according to previous study.There is no significant effect of education levelof family problem. The difference is insignificant,but we find significant difference of educationstream on family problem. Youth of science andGeneral stream differs in their types of family,syllabus, high fees, education stress, collegeenvironment etc. In science stream youth  facesmore problems. May be they have moreeducational stress and its effect on familyproblem can be guessed.We do not find any significant difference ofsocio-emotional problem on education level andstream. It means this type of problem can affectUG and PG students equally without concerningwhether they are study in science or in Generalstream. This youths is like the property ofsociety. Although today’s youth try to solve theirsocio-emotional problems with propereducation and claim.We do not find any significant difference ofeducational problem on education level andstream. As we know that the youth whether theyare study in science or General stream, areconfronting. The same type of expectations ofthe teachers, academic achievement, time periodof study, expectations of future job etc. and thecauses which are responsible for educationproblem. One factor which is more important inthe youth of both education level and stream wasfacing the same period of educational stress,might be the reason of not getting significantdifference of educational problem on educationlevel and stream.After the overall study, we do not find anysignificant difference of youth problem oneducation level and stream. Therefore nullHypotheses are accepted. The reason behindoccurring of this may be “After completingadolescent a person becomes mature anddeveloped understanding. He becomes capable toshoulder his responsibilities. As a result it isobserved on the problems of youth that the levelof education and stream, their effects are notfound.
6. Conclusion
• Personal problem sub-type is not significantbetween the education level and stream.

• Family problem sub-type is not significantbetween the education levels. Family problemsub-type is significant between the educationstreams.
• Socio-emotional problem sub-type is notsignificant between the education level andstream.
• Educational problem sub-type is not significantbetween the education level and stream.
• Overall youth problem is not significantbetween the education level and stream.
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The paper has been divided into three parts.
1. Introduction: Present scenario, 2. Short comings in commerce education, 3. Strategies for

quality enhancement in higher education with reference to commerce faculty: new challenges,
India has developed an extensive education system from Vedic period. In India there are

number of universities, colleges, deemed universities, research institutions and many students are
awarded Ph.D. degree every year. But to day only 15 to 20 percent of the population get qualitative
higher education and in Gujarat state, every year number of students in commerce faculty are
declining and declining because of many shortcomings in commerce education. Such as, only exam-
oriented education, commerce education is like collection of information, degree distributing
industries, lack of practical training, lack of employment opportunities etc. To overcome these short
comings is a major challenge in LPG and information revolution era. With a view to bring quality
enhancement in commerce education, structured changes in commerce faculty is needed, for which
strategies can be suggested are: to change exam system, different methods of teaching, practical
training paper college be used as temples of education, to modify prescribed syllabus, to offer wide
choice of subjects, to arrange seminar, conference and workshops on commerce related problems
etc. If these recommendations are implemented faith fully, the commerce faculty can be restructure
and preset scenario of declining students in commerce faculty can be eliminated/ reduced.

HIGHER EDUCATION WITH REFERENCE TO COMMERCE FACULTY :
NEW CHALLENGES

Dr. Dinesh N. Patel *

I/c Principal, Shri Sarvajanik Commerce College, Mehsana- 384002

1. Introduction : Present ScenarioRebindranath Tagor : “Higher education is thatwhich does not only gives us information butmakes our life in harmony with all existence.”India is a country of a great system of educationfrom the Vedic period. After industrial revolution,most of physical labour was converted in tomechanical labour and need for skilled, multiskilled labour to operate machines was felt much.After 1990’s, a new revolution has came up i.e.LPG liberalisation, Privatisation andGlobalisation and also information revolution.These revolutions have created necessity of softskilled labour in order to cope with ever changingscenario. Today in order just to survive in theglobal competitive world, we need qualitativeeducation. Today’s knowledge is becoming oldfor tomorrow. To meet the knowledgerequirement of the country; India has setup

university education system, especially forhigher education.With regard to higher education, under Britishrule, in 1957 the first there universities namelyCalcutta, Madras and Bombay were setup. Todaythere are about 250 universities and equivalentinstitutions in India. Their profiles are: generaluniversities, science universities, womenuniversities, agricultural universities, openuniversities, medical universities and so on. Andalso language universities, central universities,deemed universities, state universities etc. Thereare a number of colleges for women as well asco-education. There are many researchinstitutions and many students are awarded Ph.D.degree every year. These indicate that India hasdeveloped an extensive higher education system.In spite of these colourful findings, today onlyabout 15 to 20 percent of the population get
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ISSN 2319 - 8168qualitative higher education, which is reallyhelpful to them. The primary reason for this islack of employment oriented education.So far as Gujarat State is concerned, highereducation with special reference to commercebranch is concerned, the present scenario isdeclining number of students in commercebranch every year. In rural areas, commercecolleges are going to wind up. In urban areas also,many commerce colleges are facing the problemof reducing number of students. Students are ofthe opinion that commerce education has failedto cope with ever changing environment and toprovide employment opportunities. Hencestudents are going either to join M.B.A. Course,the most employment oriented course PTC orarts courses for becoming only graduate withoutany hard work/ difficulty. All these discussionsuggest that there are many shortcomings incommerce faculty. Therefore there is anemerging need to modify traditional commerceeducation system, to over come short comingsin commerce faculty and thereby to bringqualitative improvement in commerce facultyfor meeting new challenges of LPG andinformation revaluation.
1 Shortcomings in commerce education:In the present era, population getting qualitativehigher education is very very less and majorpopulation getting only general education, arefacing problem of unemployment. The realdanger India today facing may not be fromexternal threats, terrorism or economyslowdown but lack of direction and failure of oureducational institutions for higher education.Major shortcomings of commerce education canbe listed as below.
1.1 EXAM ORIENTED EDUCATION:To day education has become examinationoriented. Student having more percentage isconsidered more successful. Hence studentsconcentrate on only highly scoring subjects suchas statistics, mathematics, computer, commercialcommunication and less concentrate onmanagement related theoretical subjects.Students can score more marks in theoreticalsubject just buy reading ready made guide typebook and important questions. Students and

parents are also condemned to live with all sortsof corrupt practices in examination.
1.2 COMMERCE EDUCATION IS LIKE
COLLECTION OF INFORMATION:Commerce education has become just likecollection of information and calculatingexamples from the information given. Thereforestudents try to memories a lot of information,which many times do not have much relevancewith real life, situation students’ creativity andemployment
1.3 DEGREE DISTRIBUTING INDUSTRIES:Colleges and universities are becoming degreedistributing industries Colleges and universitiesare not providing commercial informed,educated and fully developed students. Majorityof students get commerce degree with onlytheoretical scrammed knowledge.
1.4 GETTING DEGREE AND JOB WITHOUT
DIFFICULTY-STUDY:Today students’ goal is to get degree withoutstudy-hard work and also job with out difficulty.Teachers are also interested in teaching withoutdepth study-hard work and giving more marks.Such system is observed from primaryeducation to higher education.
1.5 SOCIAL EVILS IN TEACHING
FACULTIES:Groups, castes, nepotism, interests for power,bogus scholarship, bogus degree, ragging,smoking, sleeping in class room, aids etc. havebecome common in teaching faculties.Moreover some colleges remain closed for majorpart of the year for one or another reason.
1.6 MODIFIED SYLLABUS IS LIKE OLD
SYLLABUS:As per UGC guideline, syllabus of commercefaculty has been modified since 2 or 3 years fromF.Y.B.Com to onwards as well as new papers,especially employment oriented such asFundamentals of Entrepreneurship, BusinessEnvironment etc, have been introduced. Butmodified syllabus reflects that fact that “Newsyllabuses are like old wine in new bottle”
1.7 COMMERCE FACULTY DOES NOT GIVE
WIDE CHOICE OF SUBJECTS:Like arts or science the existing syllabus ofcommerce faculty does not offer degree in
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1.8 SIMPLE LECTURE METHOD TO TEACH
STUDENTS:In majority of commerce colleges simple lecturemethod is used to teach students. OHP and otherelectronic devices are not used. Majority ofteachers are using only B.S.Shah Prakashanbooks. Hence students are not encouraged to usereference books.All these short comings indicate that highereducation with special reference to commercefaculty has lost its direction. It is of no practicaluse to students, students do not learn much moreskills of earning their social life. Students leavemoral thinking and lot of young energy is beingwasted. Hence every year number of students incommerce faculty is declining. In such a criticalsituation, to frame strategies for qualitativeenhancement in higher education, especiallycommerce faculty have become an emergingnew challenge.
2 Strategies for quality enhancement in
higher education, with reference to
commerce faculty: New challenges:-Vedas Says: “Sa Viddya Ya Vimuktaye”With a view to bring quality enhancement incommerce education, structural changes incommerce faculty are needed, which is a greatchallenge for educationalists. To meet thechallenges following strategies/remedies can besuggested.
2.1 TO CHANGE EXAMINATION SYSTEM:Examination oriented commerce educationneeds to change examination system. At least onequestion of case study method should beincluded in every paper so far as possible, whichwell encourages students for creative thinking,reading reference books and to stop scramminghabit.
2.2 DIFFERENT METHODS OF TEACHING
SHOULD BE USED:In Commerce colleges different methods/

techniques of teaching should be used such aslecture, problem solving, group discussion,questionnaire, practical illustrations, assignment,debate, role playing etc. Teacher should providesuch valuable information to students, which hasmuch relevance with real life, students’ creativityand employment. This many help students to findout their hidden talents and to increase theirproblem solving ability.
2.3 PRACTICAL TRAINING PAPERS
SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN PRESCRIBED
SYLLABUS:-Commerce education is much more related withbusiness, trade and industries. So universities andcolleges should include a practical paper inprescribed syllabus from F.Y.B.Com. to onwards.This can help student to understand how to usetheoretical knowledge in practical life. Practicaltraining should be given in banks, factory, co-operative enterprise, govt. enterprise,management consultancy etc. Practical trainingshould be an integral part of the commercecourse. Such training along with theoreticalpapers can produce commercial information,educated and fully development students. It canchange attitudes of students from just scrammingquestions to memorize questions and collegesmay not be considered only degree distributingindustries.
2.4 ATTITUDE OF EASY GOING – LAZY
WORKING SHOULD BE CHANGED:From primary education, attitudes of students aswell as teachers - easy going and lazy working,getting degree without hard work and study,getting job without difficulty should be changed.Young generation should be trained anddeveloped about how to struggle and competitivereal life from beginnings
2.5 COLLEGES SHOULD BE USED AS
“TEMPLE OF EDUCATION”:Society, educationalists, parents, students andgovernment should make serious efforts to stopgroups, castes, nepotism, interest for power,bogus scholarship, bogus degree etc. and collegeshould not be used as platforms for politics butused as “Temples of Education”
2.6 PRESCRIBED SYLLABUS STILL NEED
TO BE MODIFIED:The syllabus prescribed for commerce faculty
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2.7 COMMERCE FACULTY SHOULD OFFER
WIDE CHOICE OF SUBJECTS:The syllabus prescribed for commerce courseshould be so designed as to give wide choice ofsubjects for the students keeping in view of therequirements of various job and the existingsystem of awarding commerce degree requiresa change as in arts and science faculties, wheredegree is awarded in specific subjects. For thispurpose, commerce faculty should runspecialised on subjects like finance, marketing,banking, e-commerce, office management etc.
2.8 REFERENCE BOOKS SHOULD BE USED:Instead of using only textbook as particularpublishers, teachers and students both should usedifferent reference books, which will give widerange of knowledge and reduce habit ofscramming.
2.9 COMMERCE EDUCATION SHOULD BE
DEVELOPED AS AN ASSET OF SOCIAL
RELEVANCE:Commerce education should be developed as anasset of social relevance, rather only a profitmaking and the concept of social responsibility,morale and ethics should be given moreimportance. There are several points ofconsideration:· In addition to above strategies followingremedial suggestions/programmes should alsobe implemented, in order to meet the challengesin commercial education.· Training programmes for teachers and studentsto well prepare for subject matters.· Workshops for using electronic devices such asOHP, transparency, slides, models, charts etc.· Workshops for preparing teaching as well asreading materials· Training courses for storekeeper, salesmanship,laboratory assistant, clerk, management traineeetc.· Arranging seminars/conferences related withindustrial surveys, researcher, recent

developments and new challenges, opportunitiesetc.· Arranging training programme cum workshopwhich can give sound and useful informationabout accounts, management, stores, recordkeeping, office management, material handling,inventory, finance, handling, human resourcesetc.· Developing habit of reading various businesses,management, account, and finance relatedjournals.Such practical commerce will help out youngcommerce job seekers as jobs in corporatesectors; also demand certain practical knowledgeamong the fresh commerce students.If above suggestions are implemented fruitfully,commerce faculty can be restructured andpresent scenario of declining number of studentsin commerce faculty can be eliminated/revised.
References1. Articles on Education in Manorama year book.20112. Souvenir prepared by S.K.School of BusinessManagement, North Gujarat University, Patan fornational seminar held of “Ethics andManagement – Emerging issues in the newMillennium” Jan, 11-12, 2002.3. Souvenir prepared by P.D.Malaviya College ofCommerce, Rajkot for UGC sponsoredconference held on “Strategies of commerceeducation with reference to modern industrialdevelopment and recent trends in marketing inGujarat” – Jan 29-30, 2000.4.  Various issue of University News publishedby UGC.
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RETAIL WAR AGAINST FDI (SOME STRATEGIES FOR SMALL RETAILER)

Mr. Vishvnath Borse *  Mr. Rahul Revne **As the entry of organized players in to the retail industry has created stiff competition andthreats of small retailers. It’s like a war between elephant and ant. This paper is an attempt to preparethem for the future, to sustain their business against the big retailer.So, we are trying to sought out some strategies which will be helpful for retailer and alsohave some plans to publish more papers ,so it will more accommodating to retailers.
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FDI can be defined as a cross border investment,where foreign assets are invested into theorganizations of the domestic market excludingthe investment in stock. It brings private fundsfrom overseas into products or services. Thedomestic company in which foreign currency isinvested is usually being controlled by theinvesting foreign company. Eg. An Americancompany taking major stake in a company inIndia. Their ROI is based on the performance ofthe project.In the past decades, FDI was concerned only withhighly industrialized countries. US were theworld’s largest recipient of FDI during 2006 withan investment of 184 million from OECD(Organization for Economic Co-operation andDevelopment) countries. France, Greece,Iceland, Poland, Slovak Republic, Switzerlandand Turkey also have a positive record in FDIinvestments. Now, during the course of time, FDIhas become a vital part in every country moreparticularly with the developing countries. Thisis because of the following reasons:* Availability of cheap labor.* Uninterrupted availability of raw material.* Less production cost compared with otherdeveloped countries.* Quick and easy market penetration.In today’s highly competitive market place; youcan succeed only if you differentiate yourselffrom your competitors or else you will have to

face a price war that will shrink your marginsand make it impossible for you to survive. Now,in everyone’s mind there is a question if FDI willaggressively then what to do? How retailer willmaintain their customers. India is the country ofthe young generation and they use to go on mall.So, how to maintain them. That is the big questionin the mind of retailer.So, here are some strategies if small retailer willfollow then they can sustain their self in thishighly competitive world.
1. Always Learning:
There are some famous quotes which
reflect the importance of the learning.When I came to know that many big nationaland multinational companies will enter theIndian retail market, the first thing I did was tobook best visible retail space so that I can be wellahead of my competitors.- Kishor Biyani Founder of Big BazaarThis is the word of Indian Retail King. This is the21st Century and knowledge is doubling in every8 hours. So, as a retailer. If we are not lookingwhat is going on then it may be possible we willthrown away from the competition.I didn’t learn everything from books but frommy competitors, by watching what they weredoing.- Sam Wal-Mart.As Sam Wal-Mart wrote in his book “Made in
America” - While working in retail store, in

* Lecturer, M.K. College of Commerce, Bharuch
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ISSN 2319 - 8168lunch hours he use to go to competitors storesto see what they are doing. As he wants to startthe retail store so, he wants to update himself forwhat is happening around him. Generally Retailerwill never thought about new entrant in themarket and that as also happen if we saw theWal-Mart case.There is a famous quote of Mahatma Gandhi,“First they ignore you, then they laugh at you,then they fight you, then you win.”  Same washappening with Wal-Mart.Today the world is changing rapidly and thecustomers are also changing fast. As India is overcrowded with young generation then it is verytuff to maintain their expectation. Now the worldis changing so fast. Everything is just one fingeraway because it is the world of technology. Evensmall child can know everything details of theproduct from the website like, flipkart.com,homeshop18.com etc., so, it is necessary forretailer to sustain their customers with theirupdated knowledge.
2. Delight Customers:To satisfy customer needs is easy and done bymost of the retailers but apart from satisfycustomer’s needs there is one thing which mostof the retailers are lacking and that is Delighting.To feel delight experience to the customer is themost important thing in 21st century.In today’s scenario, everyone is busy with theirschedule; they are facing the lack of time. Apartfrom this if customer is coming to your storethen he has right to feel great sales experiencefrom retailer. Because now a day’s anyone canbook the order from net, He can order clothes,shoes, laptop, freeze etc. with good price. Even,if someone can recharge from net then he canget some extra balance with compare to retailer.So, if someone is coming to retail store then hisexpectation is to get best services. But becauseof some weakness they are not able to matchcustomer service. Some of their weaknesses are:· Small range of products· Low Purchasing Power· Best men Power· Lack of Marketing
Small Range of Products: The main weaknessof the small retailer’s is small range of products.

Because of small Investments they are not in suchposition that they can go for a wide range ofproducts. Because of this Customer’s areswitching towards he big retailers. One of thestrength of the big retailer is purchase in creditand sales in cash, while the small retailer can buyonly in sales & sales in sales. Because of this bigretailer’s have an advantage over the smallretailer. They can give the customers accordingtheir needs & wants.
Low Purchasing Power: Big retailers arebuying in bulk. So, they can offer cheap price tothe customers. So, it may be harmful to retailerbecause retailers purchasing power is so low so,they can’t afford that price and in this technoworld era, customers are so conscious. Throughdifferent technology they can know the actualprice of the goods. So, retailer can’t ask the higherprice If he do, then it may e possible that he canlose that customer and others also.
Best Men power: That doesn’t matter’s howmany employees retailers have, but the mostimportant thing is that how they behave withthe customers.‘If you want your customers to be happy andsatisfied, keep your people happy and satisfied’……… Sam Walton.Because one mistake of the employee may becreate a big loss for the retailer. E.g., Once I wentto Big Bazaar in Vikroli - Mubai. At the entranceof the gate, Gate Keeper welcome’s each andevery customer with smile and two hands asIndian traditional says. If customer’s get this typeof treatment at the entrance then his feelings maybe different towards the Big Bazaar.
3. Lack of Marketing:Marketing is the most important tool for anybusiness either retail or any kind of business.Without marketing may be possible that businesscan run but after some time it’ll sustain and can’tgo ahead.In 20th century it was possible that anyone canopen the small shop and start his business andfortunately his business could earn bread butterfor him. But In this 21st century where most ofthe people’s are techno friendly and most of theretailer are not able to take an advantage of it. Asall of knows, now a days, form small child to
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4. Value of the customer(The following theory has been derived from thebook ‘H-CRM’ written by our CRM guru andmanagement teacher Mr. Kallol Das & theexample is taken from “Retail Mahayudh”)We often vary in our behavior with the samecustomer according to the amount of purchase.For example;A customer who is a salaried person visits yourstore around 5th of every month. Whenever hevisits on this date you welcome him/her with abroad smile and treat them as if he is the mostimportant person for you, because you knowthat he/she will make big purchase for hismonthly requirement. The same person whenhe visits some other day for a small purchaseyour treatment to him/her is different as youknow his billing amount will be less. Youconcentrate more on other customers that day,because the other customers are making biggerpurchase. This is not the right way to treat thecustomers; they are also thinking human beingsand they can easily understand your attitude fromyour behavior.
Let us understand the value of a customer:The monthly grocery purchase of a customer is1500 per month if there are 5 members in his/her family. So the customer who makes smallfrequent purchase at your store is average Rs.1500 per month customer. So the yearlypurchase of that customer is 1500x12 = Rs18000.It is said that customers stay loyal to a store foraverage 20 years unless they don’t migrate, orpass away. So the life time value of a customer is18000x20 = Rs. 3,60,000. it is the same customerwhom you treat differently considering hispurchase value. Sometimes a customer is ofRs.500 for you and sometimes he/she is ofRs.100 for you. The same customer is ofRs.3,60,000 for you if you consider its lifetimevalue. The moment you realize the life time valueof a customer, your attitude towards yourcustomer will change.

Now this is not the end. It is said that if a customeris happy and satisfied with you, he/she willduring its lifetime bring at-least 3 more customersto you. 3+1 (himself). So now the value of samecustomer is            Rs. 3,60,000 x 4 =  Rs.14,40,000This is life time relationship value of a customerwho makes small frequent purchase from you.Considering the above equations, it is veryimportant to keep your customers very happyand satisfied so they don’t leave you and go.Often we hear that it is very expensive and hardto bring new customers into our shop. It requireslot of advertisement and branding. It is muchcheaper and easier to maintain the old customersand make them your word of mouth publicityagent. It is almost free.
Now, main question is that how to deliver
best experience to customers? There are
some ways like,
a) Offer best price: Now a day’s mall areoffering best cheap price to the customer. It ispossible for them because they are purchasingmore quantity so, they are getting the things inless price & offer best price to the customers.We can say that it is not possible not in the caseof small retailer because there purchasing poweris less. But they can choose a smart way to getbest price. They can make one association andcan busy bulk purchasing from companies. E.g.,on some places some group of peoples createsan association and deal with some companieslike sugar, oil, rice etc. So, they can get the bestprice from retailer. If some group of people cando this things for themselves, so why not retailercan’t.
b) Understand the Customer’s needs:The most important things for retailer is tounderstand the consumer needs, what he want,what his/her desires etc. e.g., India is the overflooded with youngster. Most of the peoples areyoung and there wants are also different. Mostof the youngster want clean and hygiene place,systematic display, best quality. They don’t botherfor price. They only want best product with goodcustomer service. And that can give by the smallretailer like most of the retailers actually does like,· One to one contact with customers: Due tothis customer‘s feel friendly relationship and
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change frequently: In big retail if we purchasetoday with “X” salesman then it may be possibleafter sometimes if we go again then it may bepossible that at that time there is “Y” salesmanavailable .· Professional’s Help: Now a day, the speed ofknowledge is like so fast that to keep a customerfor a life time is so hard but it is now possible.With the help of professional like consultant theyalso can scale their business or diversified it. Thenalso can look for franchise which is now a day’svery fashionable and easy way to scale.(The following theory has been derived from thebook ‘Retail- Mahayudh’ written by Mr. AslamCharania)
5. Provide Unique Experience to Your
CustomersLet the discount seeking customers go to mallsand hyper markets. Preserve premiumcustomers by providing them premium serviceand unique experience.Today it is very competitive environment inretail business and to survive you will need somenew and better ways to attract the customerstowards you and maintain them for longerperiod. New ways; because traditional methodsare not enough.
Traditional methods are like,
Reducing prices: It is very easy for yourcompetitor to copy you and at times, they evenexceed your price limit and offer much lowerprices.
Offering discounts: Again it is very easy toreplicate and no longer can be effective aseverybody in market is doing that and offersmuch better discounts then what you. How muchcan you offer at the most?
Improve service i.e. free home delivery etc.:Even this is easy to replicate without wastingany time. Even the big retailers offer this serviceto their customers but on purchase of certainamount.
What will you do to differentiate yourself
from others?One of the possible solutions is to provide unique

experience to your customers, an experiencewhich they never expected, which excites them,which makes them very happy, an experienceabout what they want to go and speak to all theirfriends, an experience that will create a lifetimerelationship, an experience for which yourcustomer is willing to pay whatever you chargeand don’t ever expect discounts from you. Canwe create such experience in our small business?The answer is ‘Yes’ with capital ‘Y’ because ifsomeone who is better placed to do this, then itis you as you have direct contact with thecustomers and you understand them better thananyone else.It is very rare to find this kind of examples fromretail industry. But we have tried to present fewexamples from other industries for yourreference so that you can have an idea aboutwhat unique experience is all about.It is said, if you want your every customer to behappy and satisfied, you need to havecustomized service for every individual. Thegeneralization won’t work. You can’t provideunique experience with general services.
Example:A guest walks into a hotel. He was greeted andtreated well during his stay. He liked tea withoutsugar which the hotel staff noticed and kept aclose watch on his likes and dislikes. Whilechecking out the customer appreciated the hoteland its staff. The same customer returned to thesame hotel after few months. To his surprise thehotel staff greeted him with his name. Once hegot fresh, the room service department called toask whether he would like to have tea withoutsugar. The customer was very happy with thetreatment he received. Not only his name but hispreferences were also remembered. Won’t yoube happy if you were in place of that customer?One similar incident has been quoted by famouswriter, Peter Burwash in his book ‘The Key ToGreat Leadership’. Once he had to visit the city ofHawai and was a guest in a hotel. He liked carrotjuice so he ordered o. While check-out heappreciated the room he was in and said that itwas very comfortable. He visited Hawai againafter a long durations; he called up and booked aroom in the same hotel. When he went over
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ISSN 2319 - 8168there, to his surprise he was offered the sameroom that he appreciated in his last visit. He wentto the room got fresh and opened the fridge-onceagain super surprise, a glass of fresh carrot juicewas ready for him, can you guess about hisfeelings at that moment? Customers are humanlike you and they like what you like, they will behappy with small things as you get happy withit. All you need is start thinking with both mindand heart in this direction.Many other hotels have similar practices. Onehotel had practice of keeping chocolates underthe pillow to surprise the guests. Few hotelsprovide extra service to their customers whichare unexpected i.e. soap and shampoo iscommonly provided by all the hotels, one hotelin Surendranagar, a small town of Gujarat,provides toothpaste, shaving cream, comb,disposable razor, candle-matchbox etc. these aresmall things but surprises for the customers andthey remember the hotel throughout their life.Even a taxi driver can provide an uniqueexperience to his customers, why can’t you? Acustomer gets into the taxi from Mumbai airport.He was surprised as the owner of that taxi wasvery well dressed and the taxi was well furnishedlike a luxury car. The passenger asked the taxidriver for a particular destination. Again to hissurprise the taxi driver replied very politely thatit will take 25 mins. To reach, if they don’t facetraffic and if they face then it will be 15 mins.,Extra. The passenger was impressed with theanswer. After a while the taxi driver said that hehas newspapers at the back chain along withpack bottle of mineral water and some fruitswhich he said are for you. You can have it if youare hungry or thirsty. He further asked if hedoesn’t want to read newspaper, he can put onsome music of his choice and if he wants to talkthen he is ready for that, but not on politics orreligion. Rest he is comfortable with any subjectto talk with. The passenger found that the taxiowner was very knowledgeable and wascomfortable with English language. He was veryimpressed as they reached in 25 mins. to thedestination. He paid him more than the actualcharges. While moving the taxi owner offeredhis business card and asked him to call anytime

while in Mumbai. The passenger was soimpressed that he gave the contact details of thistaxi owner to all his friends and relatives andasked them to hire him if they visit Mumbai.The personal example of Mr. “X”. one of thewriters. He used to visit a particular hair cuttingsaloon. it was his fix barber. But as time changedthe other hair cutting saloons transformed intoa beauty parlour but this fellow didn’t changedso he started visiting the other up-marketparlours for men. He visited few but nobody wasconsistent with his hairstyle, he got a differenthairstyle every time he went for a haircut. Afterexperimenting few he decided to go back to theold saloon. He went there after a gap of 2 yearsand to his surprise as the owner saw him he gotup from his seat and welcomed him with a broadsmile; though he did not know his name hegreeted him as if “X” were his family member. Ashe sat for hair cutting the barber asked ‘Sir shouldI cut your hair in your old style of slope cut’. “X”was very happy because even after 2 years thebarber remembered his hair style and within notime gave him the look he wanted.One example of great service has been quotedby Mr.Ken Blanchard in his book ‘CustomerMania’. Where he mentions, that a guest in a bigfive star hotel forgot his laptop and he wassupposed to make a presentation next day. Therewas no option that the laptop can be sent to him.To the surprise of the guest one of the front officestaff went personally by flight to deliver thelaptop so that he can make presentation on time.This is very expensive way of satisfying thecustomer and can’t be repeated frequently. Theowner of the hotel came to know about this. Hewas even greater admirer of great service, hepersonally went to greet that front office staffmember while she returned. She was given agrand welcome by the owner.One such example is of a gas station andautomobile service station. Again of Mr.PeterBurwash. He mentions that he hired a car atHawai and went for gas filling to a nearby gasstation. As soon as he reached there, he saw twoyoung guys came running. One of them startedcleaning the car and checks the air in its wheel,the other started interacting with him and asked
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ISSN 2319 - 8168about his fuel requirement and filled it. Duringthe conversation he collected few details aboutPeter. Peter was very happy with thecommunication of the young guy, his kindapproach and the free car cleaning he got. Whichyou don’t get for free at other places. He was sohappy that since that day whenever he went toHawai and was in need of fuel he went to thesebrothers. He was so loyal that when thesebrothers closed their gas station he says ‘I wasnot even aware about some other gas station inHawai,. Out of curiosity Peter once checkedabout how much business he gave to thesebrothers, the total was $ 20,000.Many airlines companies offer free lunch/dinneralong with accommodation if their flight is toolate. as a part of their responsibility towards theircustomers.In ‘Pizza Hut’ they have the system wherein ifcustomer has complaint about the food orservices or if he/she is not satisfied, they repeatthe same food which they had ordered with acomplimentary food coupon of equal amount.Once when “X” was at one of their outlets, littlewater from their AC. felled on one of the memberof a family which was enjoying the deliciouspizzas. Within no time, the family was shifted toanother neat and clean table with another freshpizza; of same category they had ordered earlier,and which they were on the verge of completion;Not only this, they were offered acomplimentary coupon of the amount equal totheir bill. At ‘Pizza Hut’ they take completeresponsibility of all the dissatisfaction of theircustomers. Any wonder if they are so popular.They deserve this popularity.Today many business owners big and small, havestarted applying their hearts to satisfy theircustomers and provide a memorable experienceto save their business. What are you doing forthat?There is one more example of Mr. Vitthal Kamat( owner of the Orchid hotel). While interviewingon Marathi channel, serial name -Khupte titheGupte, he was sharing his experience. Whensome customers couldn’t complete the wholedish then he always taste that dish though it waseaten by the customers. He always checked

whether the taste of food is good or not. So, inthis way he is giving the importance tocustomers.In West, many small retailers if they themselvesdon’t have a new idea have the practice of visitingthe competitor’s stores and check what newinitiatives they have taken and then theyreplicate it. If you don’t have good, new idea thenat least you can learn from other stores in themarket.There was a time when retailers said ‘goods oncesold will not be taken back’, and then came thetime that few people started replacing the goods.Gradually this became the normal servicestandard. Then came the time when few retailersnot only replaced the goods but expressed theirapology for the discomfort to the customers.Today few have gone one step ahead, they notonly replace the goods and express the apologybut they also offer additional product for free aspart of their responsibility. Now what next?Practices that were once rare are very commontoday and whatever new practices you willbring today will be common tomorrow. So toremain ahead and differentiate yourself fromothers, you will have to constantly search fornew ways to impress your customers.
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REASONS FOR OUTSOURCINGOutsourcing has not developed over a shortperiod. It was used in the past also. But now ithas become a requirement in the presentenvironment to manage the business effectivelyand efficiently. For development of outsourcingnot one but many factors are responsible. These
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are:· Requirement to meet changing demand of thecustomers.· Globalization and liberalisation· Transformation of the organization to excelin business.· Introduction of internet-technology.

Outsourcing is a process in which one organisation delegates its tasks or jobs to the external entity.
The terms of the agreement are established in a contract. When an organisation is engaged in its
main activity and does not have time to perform the non-core and supporting activities. Such activities
are not very important and the organization cannot perform more effectively and efficiently but
can be performed by others in a better way. The organizations are giving that job to others to
perform as per their terms and conditions. Outsourcing goes beyond common purchasing and
consulting contracts. In this not only the job is transferred but the resources are also transferred.
This is called outsourcing. The main objective is to make the operation more effective with cost
reduction. It is a strategic mechanism that aligns technology initiatives and business goals, manages
technology operation in a very competitive business environment, and reduces in house operating
costs. The outsourcing may include operation, assets, human resource related activities, and
customers. There is no limit for outsourcing. It is up to the management of the organization. If
management feels the particular activity is not core activity, time consuming and operating cost is
high then that activity can be outsourced. No doubt in outsourcing there are risks of loss of control,
inflexibility in operation, and leakage of secrets to the competitors. Core activities are more focused
by the management due to stiff competition, industry consolidation, organized labour pool and
websites implementation contributed in the strong growth of outsourcing. The outsourcing gained
significant momentum over last few years and organizations with the outsourcing of their non-
core activities find more comfortable and cost effective to face the tough competition in the market.
In the past, it was used as a tactically for short term solution to the particular need or problem but
presently it is used as strategically with the long-term solution with the view to improve the business
performance. Business organizations those outsource are growing faster, larger and more profitable
than those that do not go for outsource. Most of the organization those who are engaged in
outsourcing say that they are satisfied with services provided by service providers and saving
money under outsourcing arrangement.

Key words: out sourcing, liberalization, banking
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ISSN 2319 - 8168· Customers and shareholders satisfactionthrough high value of products.· Demand for improvement in operation.· Fast developing technology is very costly.· Enhancement in goodwill of the organization.· Reduction in capital investment.· Market access and business opportunitiesthrough network of providers.· Stiff competition in the world markets.· Accelerate expansion through facilities ofservice providers.· Demand for cost reduction in in-houseoperation.
TRENDS IN OUTSOURCINGOrganisations are getting experience aboutoutsourcing and they are aligning the businessplans with the outsourcing. Through strategicoutsourcing they want to achieve competitiveedge over other competitors. In this processmany changes have taken place. These are:·Due to induction of inter-net the business isusing more network. The outsourcing isbecoming less of a cost saving strategy and morean overall efficiency of the business.·Increasing outsourcing value in market withcompetition driving down margins, addingfeatures and services, and increasing buyerchoices.·Organisations are looking for value basedpricing rather than the lowest possible price. Theorganizations are going for outsourcing on thebasis of the value of the service and not only lowprice to deal with customers.
BANKINGEvolution of bank has taken a long time.  A bankperforms a variety of functions and services thatis difficult to cover within one definition.  For acommon man, bank means a storeroom ofmoney, for a worker it may be a depository forhis saving and for a businessman it is a financialinstitution.  People believe that there aredifferent origins of word bank.
Following are the origins of word bank:· As per German word Banck—means heap,mound or joint stock fund.· According to Italian word Banco it meansheap of money.· French word Bancus or Banque means a bench

where valuables are kept.· The Oxford Dictionary defines bank as “aninstitution for the custody of money which itpays out of an order of customers.  But thisdefinition does not cover all functions of bank.· In India, The Banking Regulation Act, 1949defines banking as accepting for the purpose oflending or investment of deposits of money formthe public, repayable on demand or otherwiseand withdraw able by cheque, draft, order orotherwise.
 DEVELOPMENT OF BANKINGThe origin sources of modern banks are tracedas follows:1. Goldsmiths dealt in gold2. Local moneylenders or baniyas3. Merchant bankers.Banking institutions started way back in 1157in Italy.  Bank of Venice was established as apublic enterprise.  In 1401 Bank of Barcelona inSpain started working.  Bank of Geneva and Bankof Amsterdam were established in 1407 and 1609respectively.  Lombards of Italy were responsiblefor development of modern banking shifted toEngland.  King Charles II of England imposedrestrictions on banking of Lombard and this waytheir business was affected.  In 1833, BritishBanking Act was enacted and this contributedin the growth of joint stock commercial banking.During 19th century banking developed inEuropean countries.In India banking developed in 20th centurymainly. East India Company established threebanks in India in Bengal, Bombay and Madras, infirst half of the 19th century.  They were knownas “Presidency Banks.” In early 20th century thefollowing banks were establish:Punjab national bank 1895Canara Bank 1906Indian Bank 1907Bank of Baroda 1908Central Bank of India 1911Some of the weak banks became bankrupt butwell managed banks survived. In 1921, Imperialbank of India was established and it was givenpower to hold government funds and managepublic debts on the suggestion of BankingEnquiry committee, the Reserve Bank of India
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ISSN 2319 - 8168Act was enacted in 1934 and RBI was establishedin 1935.  It was established to operate thecurrency and credit system, issue of bank notes;maintain monetary stability in India. In thebeginning it was in the hand of privateshareholders. Reserve Bank of India Act wasenacted in1948 and share capital of the bank wasacquired by the central government from theprivate shareholders. It was nationalized onJanuary 01,1949. As per State Bank of India Actwas passed in 1955 and Imperial Bank wasnationalized and SBI was established with theobjective of banking on a large scale in rural,suburban and urban areas. In 1959, Act knownas State Bank of India (Subsidiary Bank) waspassed and some banks were declaredsubsidiaries of SBI. These are eight in number.Further, 14 banks were nationalized in 1969.Again in 1980, six more banks were nationalized.Now due to privatization of banks, private sectoralso developed in banking. At present in Indiapublic and private sectors banks are existing andinvolved in banking. The public and privatesector banks have established their branches indifferent towns, cities and villages.
TYPES OF BAKS IN INDIA· For economic development and requirementof customers different areas of specialization areto be covered. According to banking needs andareas of specialization, the banks are alsospecialized in a particular line of service. Banksare of the following types:· Central bank of India.· Commercial bank of India.· Industrial bank.· Agricultural bank.· Exchange bank.· Cooperative bank.· Saving bank.· Indigenous banks.· International banks.· Super-national bank.Further, banks can be classified as follows:
1. According to ownership arePublic sector banksPrivate sector banksCooperative banks

2.  According to listing with RBI:Scheduled banksUnscheduled banks.Major trends have taken place in banking are newfinancing and repayment system, internetbanking, phone banking, ATM, credit cardsystem, core banking, consortium finance, andintimacy with the customers.
Research MethodologyThe research work is descriptive in nature. Thesource of data is primary.  Primary data arecollected from managers, employees, andoutsourcing service providers.  Data have beencollected with the help of tested structuredquestionnaire, interviews and telephones.  Forstudy purpose, universe is selected in bankingsector in Gujarat region.  Sampling has been usedfor data collection and type of sampling isstratified random sampling and sample size is 500.In this research study, primary data have beencollected because of non-availability of sufficientsecondary data from records of banks.
Data Analysis1. All banks are going for outsourcing butpercentage of outsourcing varies from bank tobank. 
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NO OUTSOURCING2. Outsourcing in extending loans. 50respondents say there is no loan outsourcing. 150respondents say they are going for outsourcingfor recovery of loan and 300 say outsourcing isfor search of customers for loan.
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3. ATM Networking-operation,maintenance and distribution of ATM cards:50 respondents say no outsourcing is this
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 25%

40%

35%

Focus on main activity Save time, efforts & cost
Get competitive advantage11. Outsourcing in HR activities: 125respondents say no and 375 say yes they go foroutsourcing in HR related activities.

12. Outsourcing from other agencies: 25respondents say no but 475 say yes they go foroutsourcing from different agencies forpayment collection, tax payment, foreignexchange, insurance premium payment, salaryaccount and pension distribution.

 

75%

25%

No Outsorucing Outsorucing

 10%

90%

No Outsorucing Outsorucing4. Credit card Outsourcing: 125 respondents saythey do not go for outsourcing in credit cardoutsourcing but 375 say yes they go for it. 
25%

75%

No Outsorucing Outsorucing5. Courier service outsourcing: All 500respondents say they go for outsourcing incourier services:
 

100%

No Outsorucing Outsorucing6. Transportation service outsourcing: 200respondents say no and 300 respondents say theygo for outsourcing in transportation services.
 

40%

60%

No Outsorucing Outsorucing7. Stationery printing outsourcing: 100respondents say they do not accept outsourcingin stationery printing and 400 say yes foroutsourcing in printing of stationery.
 20%

80%
No Outsorucing Outsorucing

9. Consultancy service outsourcing in legal,technical and general matters: 50 respondentssay no and 450 say yes they go for outsourcingin consultancy services.

10. Objectives of outsourcing: 125 respondentssay the main objective is to focus on mainactivity, 175 respondents say the main objectiveis to get competitive advantage and 200respondents say it is to save time, efforts and cost.

8. Security service outsourcing: 175respondents say they have their own security

 35%

65%

No Outsorucing Outsorucing

 
10%

90%

No Outsorucing Outsorucing

but 450 respondents say they go foroutsourcing in ATM networking activities. service where as 325 respondents say go foroutsourcing in security services
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13. Multi-sourcing in banking: 100 respondentssay no to multi-sourcing and 400 say yes theygo for multi-sourcing for different services.

14. Major trends in outsourcing: 50 respondentdo not have any idea about trends in outsourcing,150 respondents say it has increased value inbanking and 300 respondents say they go forvalue based price rather than lowest price.

15. Difficulties faced in outsourcing: 25respondents faced difficulties in termination oflegal contracts, 100 respondents in reformationof internal departments, 125 faced oppositionfrom unions, 200 faced leakage of trade secretsand 50 found difficult to identify the activitiesfor outsourcing.

16. Strategy for selection of outsourcing serviceproviders: 50 respondents preferred mediumterm contracts, 75 go for multi-sourcing, 225 gofor proven record of the party, 100 preferredwritten contracts, and 50 respondents say no ideaabout strategy.
 

95%

5%

No Outsorucing Outsorucing

 

80%

20%

No Outsorucing Outsorucing

 
30%

60%

10%

Increase value in banking Go for value based price No idea

 5%
20%

25%
40%
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Legal contract termination
Reformation of interna dept
Union opposition
Leakage to trade secrets
Identification of activities for outsourcing

 
10%

15%

45%

20%

10%

Medium term contract Multisourcing
Proven record of the party Written contract terms
Cannot say

FINDINGSFollowing are the findings of the study:1. All banks are going for outsourcing but degreeof involvement varies from bank to bank.2. Outsourcing is done mainly in the non–coreactivities where banks find more convenience,effectiveness and higher efficiency in gettingthings done from outsource service providers.3. Need for outsourcing has been felt due toinduction of information technology, increasinglevel of competition, increasing in house costsof operation, globalization and liberalization andhigher expectation of customer regarding qualityof banking services.4. The activities mainly outsource are loans, ATMnetworking related jobs, credit cards, courierservices, insurance, transportation, securityservices, consultancy services, mutual funds, HRrelated activities, and banking operationsoftware.5. Other agencies like telephone companies,electricity suppliers, insurance companies,public limited companies, governmentdepartments, education institutes etc, areoutsourcing to bank and banks work as an agentof these agencies on the basis of commission.6.  Main objective of outsourcing are to save timefrom non-core activities and focus on mainoperation, save time efforts and reduce costs, andget competitive advantages over competitors.7. The main benefits to banks are cost reductionin in-house operation of non-core activities,better focus on main functions, proper
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ISSN 2319 - 8168 Over and above, condition can be put in thecontract not to provide services to theircompetitors and leak trade secrets tocompetitors.8. As far as possible, multi-sourcing must be usedso one or two reliable outsourcing partners canbe developed.  This may help to stop leakage oftrade secrets to others.9. For selection of outsourcing service providers,management should not look always for thelowest price.  They should go for value basedpricing in selection of party.10. Outsourcing from other agencies must beselected on the basis of reputation and provenrecord of the agencies and higher rate ofcommission to be charged.
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utilization of limited resources, and economyof scale in operation.8. Emerging trends in outsourcing in banking areincreasing value in banking services, preferenceto value based pricing and not to lowest price,and multi outsourcing.9. Major difficulties faces in outsourcing aretermination of long term contracts if outsourcingservice providers are unsuitable, reformation ofinternal departments if outsourcing contract isterminated, union opposition, leakage ofinformation to the rival competitors when theservice provider is providing the same serviceto the other competitors also, and identificationof non–core activities for outsourcing.10. The strategies adopted for outsourcing arepreference to medium term contract, multi-sourcing, proven record of the service providersin selection of the party, more focus on writtenterms and conditions of the contracts, and valuebased pricing rather than lowest pricing.
Suggestions1. Banks may go for outsourcing but they shouldtake decisions very carefully by considering prosand cons of outsourcing.2. For selection of the activities for outsourcing,bank management should consult the experts ofdifferent areas. Only the non-core activitiesshould be outsourced.3. Bank should not go for very long termoutsourcing contracts otherwise it would bedifficult to get out of the contract whenoutsourcing is not profitable.4. Every term and condition of the outsourcingcontract must be explained explicitly so thatmisunderstanding over scope of contract shouldnot develop and degree of control of bank shouldnot go down.5. Before going for outsourcing, managementshould take into confidence the employees andtheir unions by explaining the benefits ofoutsourcing to bank and employees.6. Bank should continue with outsourcingservice providers till it is profitable.  If not thenon expiry of the contract the internal departmentcan be reformed with the help of experts.7. Search for outsourcing service providers whoare not providing service to the competitors.
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Should investors go for Portfolio
Management Services (PMS)?Long term investing into equity can be done intwo ways – one is via systematic investmentplanning of mutual funds and another is via directtrading by an individual investor.The former is a safe and boring way to investmoney in the stock market while the latterinvolves direct involvement by the investorwith the added advantage of pulsating rush ofblood originating from gains and losses that ariseas the indices move like a pendulum.There exists another way called PortfolioManagement Services or PMS. This is where aprofessional designs a portfolio for you andinvests your money to generate profits. Does theconcept make sense and are there any best onesin India ?
How does it work?When you sign up for PMS, a portfolio manageris assigned to you. Based on your risk appetiteand financial needs, a portfolio of stocks isdesigned for you. These stocks are traded on thestock exchange with the intent of generatingprofits for the investor.The stocks are held in your name in your DEMATaccount and the portfolio manager has a powerof attorney to operate the account.There is a discretionary portfolio manager anda non- discretionary portfolio manager.The discretionary portfolio managerindividually and independently manages thefunds of each client in accordance with the needsof the client.The non-discretionary portfolio managermanages the funds in accordance with the

directions of the client.In India, these are offered by stock brokinghouses, independent PMS managers and evenAsset Management Companies (AMCs).When you invest in a PMS, you are considered afat client so you have complete access to the PMSprovider who will cater to a one to oneinteraction, monthly statements, calls and goodtreatment. You don’t get these when you investin a mutual fund, do you ?The average fund size for a PMS portfolio is Rs 5lakh.A PMS portfolio is meant to beat the stockmarket by an average 5-7% and this can easilyresult into a annual return of 18% – 20%. If thiswere not to be the case, investors would parktheir monies with mutual funds which anywayreturn an average 15% over a long period oftime.A good PMS portfolio manager is difficult tochoose. A lot of PMS by reputed firms broughtdisgrace to the industry when they made massivelosses in 2008 and subsequently after that whichled to implementation of new SEBI guidelines.You need to ensure that the PMS is run by robustprocesses and not at the whims and fancies ofan individual.Process and philosophy are the most importantingredients of a PMS.Investors should check data to ensure thathistorically the PMS has outperformed themarket both on the upside and downside. Avoidthose PMS providers who have a conflict ofinterest as quite a few do.Make sure that the PMS provider is registeredwith SEBI (check on their website) – there are
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ISSN 2319 - 8168around 250 that are registered and some 750that are not !Fees of a PMS can be fixed or variable. In thefixed fees model, a charge between 1.5% – 3%can be charges on the assets being managed. Inthe variable fees model, fees of approximately15% – 20% on profits generated are levied.Understating of how the fees is being levied isimportant as it can drain your corpussignificantly.Some PMS schemes charge an entry load of 3%which is applicable only at the time of entry intothe PMS. There are other charges like brokeragecharges, audit charges, fund managementcharges among others.

Who is PMS for?I strongly advocate that ordinary medium classinvestors do not invest in PMS. If your Rs 5 lakhsgets eroded and you feel like having a heartattack, PMS is not meant for you.However, even a small investor can have a hugestock portfolio. Firstly, we advocate that directstock trading is not everyone’s cup of tea andeven a long term buy and hold strategy neverearned everyone riches as small investorsbought at the wrong time.So better stick to mutual funds. But if you made apact with the devil that you need to subscribe toPMS, then ensure you can sleep well if you lostall of that money. If not, PMS is not for you.PMS according to me is meant for those whoconsider the loss of capital a small blip on theirsavings radar. They don’t get bothered much andmove on in life with another PMS provider !The top portfolio management services in Indiamight have returned decent amounts to investors

but remember that there have been notoriousones as well – it only takes one big loss for asmall retail investor to go down the drain on hislife’s hard earned money.To conclude, small retail investors should avoidPMS while high net worth individuals canexplore as it provides a customized investmentopportunity by professionals.
Conclusion:Hence a investor opting for PMS should considercost, benefit of PMS and Knowledge availabilityof Investor.

Referenceswww.pms.ukPortfolio management service. By R K Das
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Direct tax code (DTC) will be applicable on 1st April 2012 so it will directly affect to the individual
tax payers as government makes changes in current individual tax payer liabilities. DTC creates
changes for each and every sector but how it will affect to the individual saving scheme that taken
into consideration due to change in section 80 c and long term capital gain (LTGS) and short term
capital gain (STCG). It gives direct benefit in slab and saving limit with LTGS and STCG to the
individual. It is like carat and stick approach as most preferable and favorable product of tax benefit
like Mutual fund, Unit linked insurance plan (ULIP) and Equity linked saving scheme (ELSS) which
comes under the Exempt Exempt Taxable (EET) that means taxable incase of withdrawal of amount;
earlier it came under the EEE regime means tax free in any case. As a result DTC makes changes in
the saving portfolio of individual.

Key words: DTC, LTGS, STGS, ULIP, ELSS, EEE, EET
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IMPACT OF DIRECT TAX CODE ON INDIVIDUAL SAVING SCHEME
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Introduction:“Later is better than never” as old income tax act1961 is really typical and tough to understand sothere is requirement to change in the currenttax. Most of the people facing difficulty while theyfilling the income tax return as terms andconditions are complicate, but now it will changeafter 1st April, 2012 due to Direct tax code (DTC)come to in to existence. DTC will make it easyand simple for the tax payer.DTC make drasticchange in the current income tax rules andregulation and all the direct taxes like incometax, wealth tax comes under the same code that isDirect tax code so no need to refer more laws forthat. It direct affect to the tax payer likeindividual, company, Hindu undivided family.Under current income tax act 1961 there is allmost saving are under the safe regime of taxbenefit that is EEE means exempt exemptexempt means tax free at the time of investmentand accrual of interest and on withdrawal atmaturity. But under DTC it make two regime EEEand another that is EET means exempt at thetime of investment and accrual but taxable atmaturity withdrawal. Equity linked Saving

Scheme (ELSS) and mutual fund Unit LinkedInsurance Plan (ULIP) are the most favoriteavenues for investment for most of individualbut now it will come under the EET regime so itsreally drastic change and now PPF, PF,GPFcomes under the EEE regime. Most of Individualinvestors are investing in any avenue for gettingtax benefit so change in section 80 c under DTCit will direct affect to the decision for theinvestment.Under income tax act 1961long term capital gain(LTCG) and Short Term Capital Gain (STCG) istaken on the basis of yearly tax rate base that is20%  in case of short term investment no moretax for the long term investment of equityoriented scheme. But under DTC nothing likeseparate percentage for the tax of LTCG and STCGbut Short term capital gain is taxable as half ofthe amount of gain and added in taxable incomeof individual. In current tax home loan and itsinterest are allowed for the deduction but underDTC only interest is allowed for deductionrepayment of principle installment amount is notallowed for deduction, so in future individualwho are investing in the real estate for tax benefit
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ISSN 2319 - 8168they might be change their portfolio ofinvestment.Under income tax act 1961 exemption limit forsaving is Rs.100000 now under DTC it is increasefrom 100000 to Rs. 150000 and condition is thatindividual can invest 50000 among this amountonly in life insurance and children tuition fees. Inlife insurance investment if they invest as 5% ofsum assured then it will come under EEE otherwise it will be treated as EET and taxable at thetime of withdrawal at maturity. In this paper wehave focus that due to change in current incometax act how individual change their preferencestowards the saving and investment option whatwill be change and how it will affect to varioussector.
Literature Review:In this research paper we have just covered maintwo aspect that are
• View of individual
• View of media and reportNow the current income tax act replace by thedirect tax code..

“The short duration instruments for tax savingssuch as bank FDs, post office or deposits underthe senior citizen scheme will no longer beavailable. On the other hand, with senior citizensbeing on the higher side of age, longer tenure tax-saving instruments like super-annuation fund,gratuity funds, pension fund and provident fundwill not make sense.” - Balwant Jain, CFO ofApnapaisa[1]“The individual may consider diversifying hisinvestments through other taxsaver options”,“However, before making any investmentdecision, the individual should evaluate hispersonal financial plan in addition to the taximpact.” -Parizaad Sirwalla, executive director,Tax, KPMG.“DTC provisions will hurt persons servicinghome loans now, as repayment of the principalamount will no longer feature as a tax-saving tool,

although, interestingly, deductions on the interestpaid will continue to be allowed,” - Mayur Shah,tax director, Ernst & Young[2]“We will pass on the DTC benefits to thepolicyholders”(Life Insurance CorporationChairman TS Vijayan [3]“The overall limit for investing in PPF has beenraised now. Hence, it makes more sense torebalance your debt-equity allocation (for tax-savings) to PPF, given the attractive risk-freerates.”- Prerana Salaskar-Apte, charteredaccountant and certified financial planner
BMR survey 2009 Media  partner Mint and
CNBC TV [4]BMR Advisors, in association with CNBC TV 18and Mint, has undertaken this survey aimed atgauging the reactions to the code and benchmarking it with global practices. The results ofsurvey outcome are presented.
Simplicity and brevityThe survey results revealed an overwhelmingsupport for the new code to achieve theobjectives of rationalization and simplicity in taxcompliance. Over three-fourth of respondentsfelt that the code is simple and easy to understand.• Over 70 percent of the individual tax payersfelt that they can now file their tax returnswithout a tax expert; and• 58 percent businesses felt that the new systemof claiming business expenditure is simple
Tax rate and slabsAlmost 67 percent of respondents felt that theoverall individual tax regime can be termed asmoderate and fair. However, 65 percent felt thatthe proposed EET method would be a deterrentin contributing towards provident fund scheme.The proposed taxation of “not for profitorganizations” at a flat 15 percent rate wasviewed as detrimental to their growth by 42percent of the respondents. Overall, Indiancorporates cheered the 25 percent tax rate with71 percent of the respondents agreeing that itwould materially improve India’s tax to GDPratio in medium to long term.
Impact on capital marketsThe proposal to remove concessional tax regimefor long term gains on listed securities elicited amixed response.
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ISSN 2319 - 8168• 44 percent of individuals felt that it will impacttheir decision to invest in capital market;• 51 percent of corporate felt the same However,70 percent of the above respondents with shortview of the market felt that the change will notimpact them. 65 percent of respondents opinedthat the move to remove concessional capitalgains tax for FIIs could impact their decision toinvest in India. However, 62 percent of therespondents felt that a “pass through” status toall venture capital funds is a welcome move andwould encourage investment.
Overall verdictThe new tax code has its share of critics, butmajority (75 percent) of the respondents agreesand concedes that the direct tax code is a step inthe right direction.
Competitiveness of tax systems:Tax framework is an important considerationfor businesses while measuring relativecompetitiveness for determining their choice of

investment destination. On the other hand, thereis a competing governmental requirement forsteady and sustainable streams of revenues tofinance infrastructure, education and socialprogrammed.
Objectives:· To know the individual trend of saving andinvestment after implementing direct tax code· To know the satisfaction level and awarenessof the direct tax code· To know the change in saving avenues due toDTC policy with regards or relationship withincome of individual· To know the saving purpose of individualinvestors
Research MethodologyIn this study we use the methodology of researchis based on the data are· Primary data· Secondary dataPrimary data is collected through thequestionnaire filled up by the public,Telephonic Interview   

Sampling Method  Non Random Sampling 
Type Convenience based sampling 
Sample size 250 
Region Amreli District 

 Particular Number of people % 
1) Annual  Income Slab 0-180000 78 31.2 180000-200000 52 20.8 200000-500000 84 33.6 500000-800000 24 9.6 800000 or more 12 4.8 
Saving Avenues Insurance 122 40.13 Bank 60 19.74 Post office 45 14.80 Government Scheme 9 2.96 Gold 22 7.23 Property 28 9.21 Other 18 5.92 
Saving Purpose Tax benefit 68 35.79 For future income 62 32.63 Other 60 31.58 
Aware about DTC  Yes 60 49 No 62 51 
Change in portfolio after DTC Yes 98 80.33 No 24 19.67 
Preferable Option under DTC EET 27 22.13 EEE 39 31.97 Both 32 26.23 None 24 19.67 

 Reasons for investment and saving: H0: Reasons for investment are uniformly distributed
H1: Reasons for investment are not uniformly distributed
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Tax benefit 68  63.33 0.32 
For future income 62 63.33 0.0285 
Other 60 63.33 0.185 
Total 190 190 0.534 

 

Calculated value < table value 0.534<5.99 so nullhypothesis is accepted so we can say that thereis no specific purpose for investment.
Income relationship with its product
selection:H0: Product selection is independent fromincome of individualH1: Product selection is not independent fromincome of individualScale 0-180000 180000-200000 200000-500000 500000-800000 >800000 Total EET 0 2(8.19) 6(7.52) 9(6.42) 10(4.87) 27 EEE 0 19(11.83) 10(10.87) 5(9.27) 5(7.03) 39 Both 0 6(9.70) 10(8.92) 11(7.61) 5(5.77) 32 None 0 10(7.28) 8(6.69) 4(5.70) 2(4.33) 24  0 37 34 29 22 122 

 Table Value=21.03 < Calculated Value=24.6 so nullhypothesis is rejected we can say that incomeand product selection under DTC are dependent.
Test for various product
Ho: Selection of various products under DTC isuniformly distributed.
Ha: Selection of various products under DTC isnot uniformly distributed.
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EET 27 30.5 0.4016 
EEE 39 30.5 2.3689 
Both 32 30.5 0.0738 
None 24 30.5 1.3852 
Total 122 122 4.2295 

 Since the observed χ2 = 4.2295 < χ2.05,3 = 7.8147,the decision is to fail to reject the null
hypothesis. There is no reason to conclude
that the frequencies are not uniformly
distributed. So we can say that the under DTCthere is neutral effect on various product andequal choice of all the products.Findings:
For the women no more tax benefit is givenso it affect to the women individual
 Most of investor invest in insurance forgetting tax benefit but now it comes under EETif policy holder not follow long term aspect as5% of sum assured
Senior citizen have no more benefit as slabis increase by 10000 only and expenses are toomuch higher.

 DTC have major focus on long terminvestment By making decrement in insurancepolicy premium as EEE if investment is made 5or less than 5% in policy it means invest in anypolicy at least for 20 years.
Due to change in policy for 80 c it will changethe portfolio of investors and increase theinvestment in the insurance as specific amountincrease by 50000 for purely insurance.
Change in short term capital gain and Longterm capital gain it will affect positively to theindividual, people who are more concern withthe short term benefit they are easily maintainedit when their income is lower as STCG is taxablehalf of amount of gain under income of individualslab.
Administrative cost will be reduced due tothe most people belong to the  slab 180000-200000 near around 20% so these people incometax is 2000 and its cost for maintaining is morethen income from tax for the government and itreduce the efforts of government for collectionsuch less amount of tax
Most of the people having source of incomefrom the agriculture so they are not come underany tax liability even if they are having more than500000 income. so it doesn’t affect thegovernment treasury it increase or decrease taxliability or increment or decrement in income ofthose people.
Most of respondent belong the income slabunder 200000-500000 so government have less
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Respondent are fear to give answer relatedto tax aspect. And also educated people arehesitating or face difficulty to give such answer
As people having more uncertain source ofincome so they are not attract to buy a newinsurance policy as limit increases for gettingone year tax benefit, as it will become burden incase of no or less income because of highpremium must be paid to sustain the policy. Butpeople having certain income but near or morethen 400000 income people able to invest morefor the policy other people are unable to paymore amount as saving.
Most of the investor change the portfolio inEET for getting short term benefit not for thelong term financial planning, Individual who aresaving and investing for long term planning justthey focus on PPF and PF.
Suggestion:
 Due to the elimination of ULIP and ELSSproduct under DTC it create huge loss for theinsurance companies as most public prefer ULIPfor the insurance as well as tax benefit, so itshould be continue under the section 80 Cproduct as EEE regime.
Give detail clarification of NPS (New PensionScheme) as it comes under the EEE regime andmay be some business people can’t follow thisthing also PF, PPF, GPF
Limitation:
 Respondent biasness for answering the taxaspect answer and less awareness about DTC
DTC formed since last few year but it is notapplied so may be in 2012 it applied.
Conclusion:We can say on all over research individual areinvesting mostly in insurance sector so longerterm aspect may increase the burden for investor.People who invest in real estate and othersecurity now they are safe as STCG is notapplicable at any flat rate, it is taxable as a yearlyincome slab as half of the amount. And ULIP andELSS are not now attractive avenues for

investment under DTC.
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Introduction :-Corporate social responsibility (CSR) has gainedconsiderable interest among academicians andbusiness organization in the past decade moreand more Indian business organization embracethe practice of CSR under different names suchas corporate sustainability, social responsibilityand corporate citizen ship. There is also anargument.  The main aspect of socialresponsibility is to inure profits but how mostbusiness organizations believe that investing apart of their profits and efforts in the society andnatural environment from which they drawresources has positive implications for theirown well being. The benefits of CSR are alsosubstantiated by research focusing on therelationship between CSR activities and firmsfinancial performance competitive advantagereputation and legitimacy employee attitudes andsynergistic value creation. The externalenvironment also poses compulsions fororganizations to put together a CSR agendabecause in a recent development the governmentof India has proposed in the companies Bill 2011that all companies having a not worth of Rs. 500crore or more will have to constitute a

CORPORATE AN EMERGING ISSUE OF CORPORATE SOCIETY.

 Gohil Nitaba *

Corporate social responsibility is an emerging concept of today’s culture. No company can maintain
their position in outside society if they do not perform any society activities so many corporate
groups take the advantage and enhance their profit by performers such activities. As CSR is gaining
prominence there is a growing need for incorporating social responsibility in management
curriculum Government has also set up some standards for corporate to perform social responsibly
so it becomes mandatory by law also. Though CSR as a concept has gained immense popularity
there is a lack of agreement on what it really means. There are different expectations from different
stakeholder’s group’s different group’s different practices leading to a factices leading to a
fragmented understanding of CSR. Though it has many advantages it is suffered from some challenges
also.
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committee of three members on their boardwhich would oversee the CSR policy, spendingmonitoring and reporting for the company.There is a proposal to make it mandatory tospend at least percent of average net profits forthe last three years on CSR. Though much needsto be discussed about the operationalization ofmaking such a proposal applicable to allbusinesses it clearly says how important CSR hasbecome in public discourse. This developmentalong with several awards conferences andrankings related to CSR has increased thespotlight on the importance of CSR.
Intensions of CSR :-At present CSR has gained immense popularitygenerally CSR can be implemented as under.
1. Profit :-- Developing a marketing channel- Strengthening health delivery systems by- company health cars products.2. Non profit making :-- Livelihood promotion.- Setting up schools.- Digging well.Thus some organizations contribute withoutany desire for publicity where others want to
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of CSR can be classified at following way. 
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contribute with a wide publicity in expectationof positive brand image.
Standers Of CSR :-Standards of CSR practice not only vary from onecompany to another but also from one industryto another some organizations tailor their CSRactivities to reduce harmful effects to thecommunity or environment as a result of thebusiness they are involved in the CSR activitiesof companies are targeted to ensure thecontinued supply of people and products fortheir operation. They help in buildingrelationships ranging from symbiotic todependent between the community and thecompany.
Structure of CSR :-In their community / society based ininterventions, business organizations follownumerous structures for meeting their CSRobligations ambitions. As their in houseimplementing unit they either registers theirown foundation of create separate CSR units

which act as an implementing agency fordelivery of services. They also partner withrelevant non government organizations workingin there area and fund them to carry out the worksome other organizations work in partnershipwith the government agencies for their CSRobligations. There partnership may be carriedout by the foundation or the CSR unit orsometimes even independently. It is yet to beassessed which particular structure providesbetter service delivery for community / societybased interventions.
Aspect of CSR :-Apart from structure an interesting of the scaleof intervention many organizations continue toremain at the same scale of operations in CSReven when their turnover and profit increasesmanifold. It may be due to a fixed amount ofmoney allocated for CSR rather than a percentage of profit diverted to CSR. Aspect of CSR canbe classified at following way.

Conclusion :-As CSR is gaining prominence there is a growing need for incorporating social responsibilityin management curriculum. Numerous courses in ethics and business responsibility and evenspecialized MBA in this area are now being offered by major management schools. Howeverdeveloping knowledge, skills and more importantly attitude towards social responsibility and ethicsis challenging and requires personal reflection and exploration of self. There is a need to enhancethere course continuously to make them more relevant and useful to management professionals.
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ISSN 2319 - 8168At present it has also some challenges like Is CSRspending a token for remaining in the good booksof the external stakeholders or a conscious effortto bring about a change? Ate there otherresources of business organizations that can beused to bring about a desired change in society?As powerful member of the society does theorganization have a responsibility to the societythat goes beyond that may be expected ifindividuals within the society? Do multinationalorganizations focus on similar activities acrossall geographic locations as do they align with thecurrent need of the local community? Do Indiancompanies run CSR programmers the are moresuited to the current context of the community?What happens when there is a calamity oremergency? Does the organization haveflexibility to help and spend its resources whenan earth quake of flood hits? Questions onstructures that support CSR the process ofdecision making within organization about CSRspend and the financial decision makingstructure for CSR remain largely unanswered.No endeavor is complete at any time. This is noexception. It opens up the possibility of dialogueof many such important and interesting debates.

Reference1. Friedman M. (1970) The social Responsibilityof Business is to Increase its profits (In ZimmerliW. C. Holzinger M. & Richter K. (Eds.) The Newyork Times magazine 32(13) 1-5 SpringerRetrieved from http/wwwspringerlink.com/index/m2141 pp149881487h.pdf.2. Margolis  J. D. Elfenbein H. A. & Walsh J. P.(2007) Does it pay to be good? A meta analysisand redirections of research on the relationshipbetween corporate social and financialperformance working paper Harvard University.3. Lantos G. P (2001) The boundaries of strategiccorporate social responsibility. Journal ofconsumer marketing 18(7) 595-6324. Mc Williams A Siegel D & Wright P. M. (2006)corporate social responsibility strategicimplications Retrieved from http/ wwweconomic rpi edu / eorkingpapers rpi 0506 pdf.5. Corporate governance values & ethics Dr.Neeru Vasishth and Pr. Namita Raj. Taxmann B.Durgaprasad.
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Abstract
Environmental accounting is an important tool for understanding the role-played by the

natural environment in the economy. Environmental accounts provide data which highlight both
the contribution of natural resources to economic well-being and the costs imposed by pollution or
resource degradation. For this reason, researcher has try to identified major tool for understanding
and work progress of the environment account, it  can help them improve environmental
management. In this research paper included basic concepts of environment accounting, its types of
various cost and its necessary on modern culture.

Introduction:-In recent years, environmental pollutionbecomes so acute and the stakeholders’awareness to the issue becomes so serious thatenvironmental accounting has become a strongbranch of accounting. Still, attention towards thestyle and recognition of environmentalaccounting is not a generalized one. Legalauthorities, standard setting bodies and otherregulators cannot come to a consensus regardingthe conceptual framework of environmentalaccounting and its disclosure. Thus, suchdisclosure is not mandatory rather voluntary thathas no specific style or format. With the passageof time, more guidelines are coming incustomized format that may lead us to reach acommon format for recognizing environmentrelated data and disclosure thereof throughfinancial statements. Still, such disclosure isguided by the social responsibility andcommitment on the part of the entities that workas strong agents for polluting the environment.In this paper, the theoretical foundation ofenvironmental accounting and reporting isdiscussed with special reference to India. Moreemphasis is given on environmental accountingand awareness for that as this is supposed to bethe need of today.

What is Environment Accounting:-The term environmental accounting has manymeanings and uses. Environmental accountingcan support national income accounting,financial accounting, or internal businessmanagerial accounting. This primer focuses onthe application of environmental accounting asa managerial accounting tool for internalbusiness decisions. Moreover, the termenvironmental cost has at least two majordimensions: (1) it can refer solely to costs thatdirectly impact a company’s bottom line(heretermed “private costs”), or (2) it also canencompass the costs to individuals, society, andthe environment for which a company is notecountable (here termed “societal costs”). Thediscussion in this primer concentrates on privatecosts because that is where companies startingto implement environmental accountingtypically begin.However, much of the material is applicable tosocietal costs as well.A flexible tool to provideinformation not necessarily provided intraditional managerial systems. Goal ofenvironmental accounting is to increase theamount of relevant data for those who need orcan use it.”Relevant data “ depends on the  scaleand scope of coverage. Applicable at different
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Why do Environment Accounting:-Environmental costs are one of the manydifferent types of costs businesses incur as theyprovide goods and services to their customers.Environmental performance is one of the manyimportant measures of business success.Environmental costs and performance deservemanagement attention for the following reasons:(1) Many environmental costs can besignificantly reduced or eliminated as a result ofbusiness decisions, ranging from operational andhouse keeping changes, to investment in“greener” process technology, to redesign ofprocesses/products. Many environmental costs(e.g., wasted raw materials)   no added value to aprocess, system, or product.(2) Environmental costs (and, thus, potentialcost savings) may be obscured in overheadaccounts or otherwise overlooked.(3) Many companies have discovered thatenvironmental costscan be offset by generating revenues throughsale of waste by-products or transferablepollution allowances, or licensing of cleantechnologies, for example.(4) Better management of environmental costscan result in improved environmentalperformance and significant benefits to humanhealth as well as business success.(5) Understanding the environmental costs andperformance of processes and products canpromote more accurate costing and pricing ofproducts and can aid companies in the design ofmore environmentally preferable processes,products, and services for the future.

(6) Competitive advantage with customers canresult from processes, products, and services thatcan be demonstrated to be environmentallyPreferable.(7) Accounting for environmental costs andperformance can support a company’sdevelopment and operation of an overallenvironmental management system. Such asystem will soon be a necessity for companiesengaged in international trade due to pendinginternational consensus standard ISO 14001,developed by the International Organization forStandardization
Environmental Accounting, its Necessary:*Environmental cost can be significantlyreduced or eliminated as a result of businessdecisions.* Environmental costs may provide no addedvalue to a process, system or product (i.e. wasteraw material )* Environmental costs may be obscured ingeneral overhead accounts and overlookedduring the decision making process* Understanding environmental costs can lead tomore accurate     costing and pricing of products.* Competitive advantage with customers ispossible where processes and products can beshown as environmentally preferable
Types of Environmental Cost:Environmental Costs divided into three parts:
1. Conventional:Material, supplies, structure and capital costsneed to be examined or environmental impacton decisions. The costs of using raw materials,utilities, capital goods, and supplies are usuallyaddressed in cost accounting and capitalbudgeting, but are not usually consideredenvironmental costs. However, decreased useand less waste of raw materials, utilities, capitalgoods, and supplies are environmentallypreferable, educing both environmentaldegradation and consumption of nonrenewableresources. It is important to factor these costsinto business decisions, whether or not they areviewed as” environmental” costs.
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2. Potentially Hidden:Exhibit 2 collects several types of environmentalcosts that may be potentially hidden frommanagers: first are upfront environmental costs,which are incurred prior to the operation of aprocess, system, or facility. These can includecosts related to sitting, design of environmentallypreferable products or processes, qualificationsof suppliers, evaluation of alternative pollutioncontrol equipment, and so on. Whether classifiedas overhead or R&D, these costs can easily beforgotten when managers and analysts focus onoperating costs of processes, systems, andfacilities. Second are regulatory and voluntary

environmental costs incurred in operating aprocess, system, or facility; because manycompanies traditionally have treated these costsas overhead, they may not receive appropriateattention from managers and analystsresponsible for day-to-day operations andbusiness decisions. The magnitude of these costsalso may be more difficult to determine as a resultof their being pooled in overhead accounts. Third,while upfront and current operating costs maybe obscured by management accountingpractices, back-end environmental costs may notbe entered into management accounting systemsat all. These environmental costs of current
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ISSN 2319 - 8168operations are prospective, meaning they willoccur at more or less well defined points in thefuture. Examples include the future cost ofdecommissioning a laboratory that uses licensednuclear materials, closing a landfill cell, replacinga storage tank used toehold petroleum orhazardous substances, and complying withregulations that are not yet in effect but havebeen promulgated. Such back-end environmentalcosts may be overlooked if they are not welldocumented or accrued in accounting systems.Exhibit 2 contains a lengthy list of “potentiallyhidden” environmental costs, including examplesof the costs of upfront, operational, and back-end activities undertaken to (1) comply withenvironmental laws (i.e., regulatory costs) or (2)go beyond compliance (i.e., voluntary costs). Inbringing these costs to light, it also may be usefulto distinguish among costs incurred to respondto past pollution not related to ongoingoperations; to control, clean up, or preventpollution from ongoing operations; or to preventor reduce pollution from future operations.
2. Contingent:Penalties/fines, property liability, legal)Coststhat may or may not be incurred at some pointin the future — here termed “contingent costs”— can best be described in probabilistic terms:their expected value, their range, or theprobability of their exceeding some dollaramount. Examples include the costs of remedyingand compensating for future accidental releasesof contaminants into the environment (e.g., oilspills), fines and penalties for future regulatoryinfractions, and future costs due to unexpectedconsequences of permitted or intentionalreleases. These costs may also be termed“contingent liabilities” or “contingent liabilitycosts.” Because these costs may not currentlyneed to be recognized for other purposes, theymay not receive adequate attention in internalmanagement accounting systems and forward-looking decisions.
3. Image:Some environmental costs are called “lesstangible” or “intangible” because they areincurred to affect subjective (thoughmeasurable) perceptions of management,

customers, employees, communities, andregulators. These costs have also been termed“corporate image” and “relationship” costs. Thiscategory can include the costs of annualenvironmental reports and community relationsactivities, costs incurred voluntarily forenvironmental activities (e.g., tree planting), andcosts incurred for P2 award/recognitionprograms. The costs themselves are not“intangible,” but the direct benefits that resultfrom relationship/corporate image expensesoften are. Relationship with employees,customers, suppliers, regulators andshareholders
Environmental Costs:Costs incurred to comply with environmentallaws are clearly environmental costs. Costs ofenvironmental remediation, pollution controlequipment, and noncompliance penalties are allunquestionably environmental costs. Other costsincurred for environmental protection arelikewise clearly environmental costs, even if theyare not explicitly required by regulations or gobeyond regulatory compliance levels.  There areother costs, however, that may fall into a grayzone in terms of being considered environmentalcosts. For example, should the costs of productionequipment be considered “environmental” if itis a “clean technology?” Is an energy-efficientturbine an “environmental” cost? Should effortsto monitor the shelf life of raw materials andsupplies in inventory be considered“environmental” costs (if discarded, theybecome waste and result in environmentalcosts)? It may also be difficult to distinguish someenvironmental costs from health and safety costsor from risk management costs. The success ofenvironmental accounting does not depend on”correctly” classifying all the costs a firm incurs.Rather, its goal is to ensure that relevantinformation is made available to those who needor can use it. To handle costs in the gray zone,some firms use the following approaches:allowing a cost item to be treated as“environmental” for one purpose but not foranother, treating part of the cost of an item oractivity as” environmental,” or treating costs as“environmental” for accounting purposes when
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a firm decides that a cost is more than50%environmental. There are many options.Companies can define what should constitute an“environmental cost” and how to classify it,based on their goals and intended uses forenvironmental accounting. For example, if a firmwants to encourage pollution prevention incapital budgeting, it might considerdistinguishing (1) environmental costs that canbe avoided by pollution prevention investments,from (2) environmental costs related toremedying contamination that has alreadyoccurred. But for product costing purposes, sucha distinction might not be necessary becauseboth are costs of producing the good or service.
Overview Summary of Environmental
Accounting:-Flexible tool to provide relevant data notordinarily captured in traditional systems.Successful application requires up-frontunderstanding of scale and scope of application.Once identified, information needs to becommunicated/distributed to decision makersand considered as a component of management’sdecision making criteria
1.1 Environmental accounting system:-Environmental Accounting systems typically fallinto one of three categories:
Reactive
Proactive
Leadership
1. Reactive:-Typically spread costs (capital and expense)across various overhead categories.Environmental costs typically not assigned tospecific line/process or activity. Reactive systemfails to provide indication or quantification ofenvironmental costs. As a result it fails to identifycost drivers and minimizes opportunity todevelop tactics to reduce these costs
2. Proactive:-Costs are categorized and assigned to specificprocess and activities. Costs incurred can beidentified, classified and quantified but arelimited to discreet costs. Decisions typically

focus on incremental activities ( i.e. minimizewaste, etc.).
3. Leadership:-Includes both financial and non-financial issuesin the relevant data used in the business decisionprocess. Systems are designed to include valuechain perspectives. Both the process as well asthe product are evaluated for relationshipbetween inputs and overall value provided tominimize “total costs”.
How to Application Environmental
Accounting System:-Utilization of data generated from applicationof environmental accounting tool can be usedfor a variety of decision classes including:Cost AllocationCapital BudgetingProduct Design
1. Cost Allocation:Goal - Bring environmental costs to attention ofcorporate stakeholders. Four steps inenvironmental cost allocation:a. Determine scale and scope of the applicationb. Identify environmental costsc. Quantify those costsd. Allocate those costs to responsible product,process or system
Cost allocation can divide into two parts:-
1. Traditional cost system:-
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Scientific management became increasingly popular in the early 1900s. In the early 19th century,scientific management was defined as “that kind of management which conducts a business oraffairs by standards established, by facts or truths gained through systematic observation, experi-ment, or reasoning.” In other words, it is a classical management approach that emphasizes thescientific study of work methods to improve the efficiency of the workers. Some of the earliestadvocates of scientific management were Frederick W. Taylor (1856-1915), Frank Gilbreth (1868-1924), Lillian Gilbreth (1878-1972), and Henry Gantt (1861-1919).
Frederick Winslow TaylorFrederick Winslow Taylor took up HenryTowne’s challenge to develop principles ofscientific management. Taylor, considered“father of scientific management”, wrote ThePrinciples of Scientific Management in 1911. Anengineer and inventor, Taylor first began toexperiment with new managerial concepts in1878 while employed at the Midvale Steel Co. AtMidvale, his rise from laborer to chief engineerwithin 6 years gave him the opportunity to tacklea grave issue faced by the organization – thesoldiering problem. ‘Soldiering’ refers to thepractice of employees deliberately working at apace slower than their capabilities. Accordingto Taylor, workers indulge in soldiering for threemain reasons:

i. Workers feared that if they increased theirproductivity, other workers would lose theirjobs.ii. Faulty wage systems employed by theorganization encouraged them to work at a slowpace.Outdated methods of working handed downfrom generation to generation led to a great dealof wasted efforts.Taylor felt that the soldiering problem could beeliminated by developing a science ofmanagement. Table 2.4 presents the steps inscientific management. The scientificmanagement approach involved using scientificmethods to determine how a task should be doneinstead of depending on the previousexperiences of the concerned worker.
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Four Steps in Scientific Management

Step  Description  Step 1  Develop a science for each element of the job to replace old rule of thumb methods.  Step 2  Scientifically select employees and then train them to do the job as described in Step 1.  Step 3  Supervise employees to make sure they follow the prescribed methods for performing their jobs.  Step 4  Continue to plan the work but use workers to actually get the work done.  
 Adapted from "Management Theory" Management Principles and Practice II, <http://jeeves.commerce.adelaide.edu.au/courses/mpp2/slides/Management_theory.pdf>In essence, scientific management as propounded by Taylor emphasizes:i. Need for developing a scientific way of performing each job.
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Piece-rate incentive systemTaylor felt that the wage system was one of themajor reasons for soldiering. To resolve this prob-lem, he advocated the use of a piece-rate incen-tive system. The aim of this system was to re-ward the worker who produced the maximumoutput. Under this system, a worker who met theestablished standards of performance would earnthe basic wage rate set by management. If theworker's output exceeded the set target, his wageswould increase proportionately. The piece-ratesystem, according to Taylor, would motivateworkers to produce more and thus help the or-ganization perform better.
Time-and-motion studyTaylor tried to determine the best way to per-form each and every job. To do so, he introduceda method called "time-and-motion" study. In a"time-and-motion" study, jobs are broken downinto various small tasks or motions and unnec-essary motions are removed to find out the bestway of doing a job. Then each part of the job isstudied to find out the expected amount of goodsthat can be produced each day. The objective ofa time-and-motion analysis is to ascertain a sim-pler, easier and better way of performing a workor job.Adapted from joan Magretta and Nan Stone, Whatmanagement is?(Newyork: Free press, 2002) 24-27 and Kathryn M.Bartol and David C. Martin,Management (USA: Irwin McGraw-Hill, Thirdedition, 1998) 41-42.
Frank and Lillian GilbrethAfter Taylor, Frank and Lillian Gilbreth made nu-merous contributions to the concept of scien-tific management. Frank Gilbreth (1868-1924)

is considered the "father of motion study." LillianGilbreth (1878-1972) was associated with theresearch pertaining to motion studies. Motionstudy involves finding out the best sequence andminimum number of motions needed to completea task. Frank and Lillian Gilbreth were mainlyinvolved in exploring new ways for eliminatingunnecessary motions and reducing work fatigue.The Gilbreths devised a classification scheme tolabel seventeen basic hand motions - such as"search," "select,"  "position," and "hold" - whichthey used to study tasks in a number of indus-tries. These 17 motions, which they calledtherbligs (Gilbreth spelled backward with the't'and 'h' transposed), allowed them to analyze theexact elements of a worker's hand movements.Frank Gilbreth also developed the micromotionstudy. A motion picture camera and a clockmarked off in hundredths of seconds was usedto study motions made by workers as they per-formed their tasks. He is best known for his ex-periments in reducing the number of motions inbricklaying. By carefully analyzing thebricklayer's job, he was able to reduce the mo-tions involved in bricklaying from 18 ½ to 4.Using his approach, workers increased the num-ber of bricks laid per day from 1000 to 2700 (perhour it went up from 120 to 350 bricks) withoutexerting themselves.Lillian's doctoral thesis (published in the early1900s as The Psychology of Management) wasone of the earliest works which applied the find-ings of psychology to the management of orga-nizations. She had great interest in the humanimplications of scientific management and fo-cused her attention on designing methods forimproving the efficiency of workers. She con-tinued her innovative work even after Frank'sdeath in 1924, and became a professor of man-agement at Purdue University. Lillian was the firstwoman to gain eminence as a major contributorto the development of management as a science.In recognition of her contributions to scientificmanagement, she received twenty-two honorarydegrees.
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Henry Laurence GanttHenry L. Gantt (1861-1919) was a close associateof Taylor at Midvale and Bethlehem Steel. Ganttlater became an independent consultant and madeseveral contributions to the field of management.He is probably best remembered for his workon the task-and-bonus system and the Ganttchart. Under Gantt’s incentive plan, if the workercompleted the work fast, i.e. in less than thestandard time, he received a bonus. He alsointroduced an incentive plan for foremen, whowould be paid a bonus for every worker whoreached the daily standard. If all the workersunder a foreman reached the daily standard, hewould receive an extra bonus. Gantt felt that thissystem would motivate foremen to trainworkers to perform their tasks efficiently.The Gantt Chart (see Figure 2.1) is still used todayby many organizations. It is a simple chart thatcompares actual and planned performances. TheGantt chart was the first simple visual device tomaintain production control. The chart indicatesthe progress of production in terms of timerather than quantity. Along the horizontal axisof the chart, time, work scheduled and workcompleted are shown. The vertical axis identifiesthe individuals and machines assigned to thesework schedules. The Gantt chart in Figure 2.1compares a firm’s scheduled output and expectedcompletion dates to what was actually producedduring the year. Gantt’s charting procedures were

precursors of today’s program evaluation andreview techniques.
LIMITATIONS OF SCIENTIFIC
MANAGEMENTScientific management has provided manyvaluable insights in the development ofmanagement thought. In spite of the numerouscontributions it made, there are a few limitationsof scientific management. They are:· The principles of scientific management revolveround problems at the operational level and donot focus on the management of an organizationfrom a manager’s point of view. These principlesfocus on the solutions of problems from anengineering point of view.· The proponents of scientific management wereof the opinion that people were “rational” andwere motivated primarily by the desire formaterial gain. Taylor and his followersoverlooked the social needs of workers andoveremphasized their economic and physicalneeds.· Scientific management theorists also ignoredthe human desire for job satisfaction. Sinceworkers are more likely to go on strike overfactors like working conditions and job content(the job itself) rather than salary, principles ofscientific management, which were based on the“rational worker” model, became increasinglyineffective.

Gantt scheduling chart
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Introduction:Account is a language which communicates thefinancial performance and position of a businessfirm to various interested parties by means of
the financial statements which have to exhibita ‘True and Fair’ view of financial results and itsstate of affairs. Like any other languageaccounting has its own complicated set of rules.The basic principles or rules used in preparingfinancial statements had involved over manyyears as a product of the collective experienceof practicing accountants.As a result, a wide variety of accounting methodswere used by different companies. It was then,felt that there should be some standardized setof rules and accounting principles to reduce oreliminate confusing variations in the methodsused to prepare financial statements. Suchstandardized set of rules are called accountingstandard.
Meaning of Accounting Standards:-Accounting standards is a set of selectedaccounting policies which guide the preparation,presentation of accounting information onuniform basis. The accounting concepts andconventions permit a variety of alternativepractices which may make it difficult to comparethe financial statements of different companies.Therefore, accounting standards are requiredwhich confirm to applicable laws, customs,usage and business environment.

AN OVERVIEW OF ACCOUNTING STANDARDS

Anitaba S. Gohil *

* Lecturer, M.J.College of Commerce,  Bhavnagar.

Accounting Standards are generally formulated in order to set standards in preparation of
Accounts it gives uniformity so that the persons affiliated to business organization can understand
it in a one meaning. It avoids misunderstanding and even small investors can understand it easily
ICAI Published the standards for this purpose and also make changes in it as per requirement.
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Accounting standards are issued from time totime by professional Accounting Bodies such asInstitute of Chartered Accountants, CertifiedPublic Accounts, Accounting Standards board,etc…Accounting standards are not law, but morethan  the professional guidelines.
Objective of Accounting Standard:-The mainobjective of accounting standard is to harmonizethe diverse accounting policies and practices atpresent in use in India. However, harmonizationof does not mean that accounting standardsshould become very rigid. In fact, harmonizationof accounting standards do permit flexibility tomake the necessary adjustments to suit theirpurpose.
Significance of Accounting Standard:-Accounting standards are important because itensures informality, comparability andqualitative improvement in the preparation andpresentation of financial statements. It helps toachieve the following:01. Establish a frame work for the preparationof financial statements in a uniform manner.02. Ensures comparison and make the financialstatements comparable and preventsmanipulation.03. Increases the credibility of financialstatements.04. Uniformity of accounting practice andpolicies can mitigate the occurrence of fraudsand brings transparency in accounting data.
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Advantages of setting Accounting Standards:-The setting of accounting standards has thefollowing advantages.
01. Reduction in variations: standards reduceto a reasonable extent or eliminate altogetherconfusing variations in the accountingtreatments used to prepare financial statements.
02. Disclosure beyond that required by low:there are certain areas where importantinformation is not statutorily required to bedisclosed standards may call for disclosurebeyond that required by law.
03. Facilitates comparison: Accountingstandards provide the facility of comparison offinancial statements of companies situated indifferent parts of the world and also of differentcompanies situated in the same country.However, it should be noted in this respect thatdifferences in the institutions, tradition and legalsystems from one country to another give riseto differences in accounting standards practicedin different countries.
Development of Accounting Standards:-Thedesirability of accounting standards was felt since1970. In 1967, an ‘Accountants Internationalstudy Group’ was formed by Canada, U.S.A. andUnited Kingdom. At the time of the 10thInternational Conference of accounts in 1971 theneed for international co-operation inaccounting standards was stressed by all. As aresult ‘International Accounting StandardsCommittee’ came into existence as on 29th June,1973 with its secretariat and headquarters atLondon. The IASC is constituted of professionalaccountancy bodies of over 75 countriesincluding ICA of India.During these three decades, the IASC has issued40 IASs through a due process involving theworldwide accountancy profession users offinancial statements and the national standardsetting bodies. However, the IASs do not haveworldwide acceptance .In 1978, anotherprofessional today. The International Federationof Accountants was established AccountingStandard issued by IFAC.
Accounting Standards Board of India:-The council of the ‘Institute of CharteredAccountants of India’ constituted the accounting

standards Board on 21st April, 1977 for providingsupport and issue guidelines to its members onthe basis of international Accounting Standardsand harmonizing the diverse accounting policiesand practices at present in use in India.The primary function of ASB is to formulateaccounting standards after taking intoconsideration the applicable laws, customs,usages and business environment. It also givesdue consideration to International AccountingStandards issued by IASC. It suggests areas inwhich accounting standards need to bedeveloped. It publicizes the accounting standardsand persuades the concerned parties to adoptthem in the preparation and presentation offinancial statements. The accounting standardsare issued under the authority of the council. ASBhas been entrusted with the responsibility ofissuing clarifications. On issues arising fromstandards.ASB also review the accountingstandards at periodical intervals.
Procedure for Issue of Accounting
Standards:-Accounting Standards are issued by following theprocedure as discussed below:01. It determines the broad areas in whichAccounting Standards need to be formulated andthe priority thereof.02. It takes assistance of the study groups toconsider specific subjects. It holds a dialogue withthe representatives of the Government, publicsector undertakings, industry and otherorganizations for ascertaining their views.03. It issues the exposure of draft of the proposedstandard for comments by members of theinstitute and public at large on the basis of draftprepared by a study group.04. The draft of the proposed standard isfinalized after taking into consideration thecomments received.05. The final draft of the proposed standard isissued to the council of the institute. The councilof the Institute reconsiders the proposedstatements and makes necessary changes inconsultation with ASB. Accounting Standards arethen issued under the authority of the council.At present there are 32 Accounting standards areexisted .Here we try to give summary of some
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AS1- DISCLOSURE OF ACCOUNTING
POLICIES :-This standard deals with therequirement of disclosing significant accountingpolicies adopted in the preparation of financialstatements. Following points should beconsidered for this standard.01. These policies should be disclosed at oneplace.02. Any change and the financial impact ofchange should be disclosed.03. If the firm is unable to follow the fundamentalassumptions then it should be disclosed.04. Accounting policies should represent the‘True & Fair’ view of the financial statements.05. Prudence, substance over form andmateriality are major consideration for selectingand applying the accounting policies.
AS2 – VALUATION OF INVENTORIES:- Thisstandard deals with at which price the inventorywill be  measured? For this purpose followingpoints are to be noted.01. Inventories are valued at lower of cost ornet realizable value.02. The enterprise may adopt weighted averagecost or fifo method which depends upon thesituation of the enterprise.03. Specific identification method is required incase of interchangeable goods or services.04. Standard cost method and retail method areused for the measurements of costs.05. An enterprise should disclose the amount,classification and method that is used forinventory.
AS3 Cash Flow Statements :-01. Cash flow statement represents the inflowand outflow of cash and cash equivalents.02. It should be prepared as per the guideline ofaccounting standard.
Definition
01. Cash:- Cash on hands and demand depositswith banks.
02. Cash Equivalents :-  It includes short term,highly liquid investments.
03. Operating Activities :- The activities whichgenerate revenue is called operating activity.
04. Investing Activities :- The acquisition anddisposal of long term assets and other

investments is called investing activities.
05. Financing Activities :- The activities whichresults in changes in the size and composition ofthe owners capital is known as financingactivities.The enterprise can choose direct or indirectmethod for presentation of cash flows. Non cashitems are excluded from the preview of cashflow statement.
AS6- DEPRECIATION ACCOUNTING :-01. Depreciable amount should be allocatedsystematically over the useful life of the assetsto each accounting year.02. Rates and basis of depreciation should bedisclosed.03. If the statute or compliance of accountingstandard needs change in method then it shouldbe disclosed properly in financial statements.04. In case of extension, revaluation or exchangefluctuation, depreciation to be provided onadjusted figure prospectively over the residualuseful life of the asset.05. Deficiency or surplus should be disclosed incase of any change.06. Historical cost, depreciation for the year andaccumulated depreciation be disclosed.07. Change in method of charging depreciationis change in accounting policy be disclosed.
AS10 ACCOUNTING FOR FIXED ASSETS :-01. Fixed asset should be disclosed at its purchaseprice or at the cost of bringing the asset to itsworking condition.02. Self- constructed asset shall be accounted atcost.03. Fair value of assets acquired or the net bookvalue of asset shall be considered in case ofexchange of asset.04. The basis of revaluation should be disclosedin case of revaluation.05. Increase in value on revaluation shall becredited to revaluation reserve while thedecrease should be charged to P&L Account.06. Goodwill to be accounted only when paidfor.07. Assets acquired on hire purchase shall berecorded at its fair value.08. Changes in the value of asset should bedisclosed.  (Addition, Deletions etc….)
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AS 13 ACCOUNTING FOR INVESTMENTS:—01. Current and long term investments shall bedisclosed by proper classification.02. Acquisition charges should be included in thecost of investment.03. Current investments shall be disclosed atlower of cost and fair value.04. Long term investments shall be disclosed atcost.05. Provision for decline to be made.06. Adopted accounting policy, classification,income, profit/ loss on disposal shall be disclosedproperly.07. Significant restrictions on right of ownership,realization of investment and remittance ofincome and proceeds of disposal thereof shallbe disclosed.
AS- 16 BORROWING COSTS :-01. Borrowing cost which is directly attributedshall be capitalized.02. Borrowing cost that can be capitalized areinterest and other cost that are directly

attributable to the acquisition, construction andproduction of a qualifying asset.03. Income on the temporary investment of theborrowed funds to be deducted from borrowingcost.04. Capitalization of borrowing costs should besuspended during the extended periods in whichthe development is interrupted.05. Capitalization should cease when completedsubstantially.06. Actual or imputed cost of Owner’s equity/preference capital do not treated as borrowingcosts.07. Financial statements to disclose theaccounting policy adopted for the borrowingcost and also the amount of such cost capitalizedduring the period.
Reference1.http://www.icai.org/new post. html? post id= 2805&c_id=2212. Indian Accounting Standards by Ashish K.Bhattacharyya3. http://www.icwai.org/icwainew/index.asp
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;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL U.SF,4VFH VG[ VFJTL SF,;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL U.SF,4VFH VG[ VFJTL SF,;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL U.SF,4VFH VG[ VFJTL SF,;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL U.SF,4VFH VG[ VFJTL SF,;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL U.SF,4VFH VG[ VFJTL SF,

0F"P EFlJGL 5\0IF 0F "P EFlJGL 5\0IF 0F "P EFlJGL 5\0IF 0F "P EFlJGL 5\0IF 0F "P EFlJGL 5\0IF *

* JFl6HI EJG4 DCFZFHF S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL  EFJGUZ  I]lGJ;L"8L4 EFJGUZP JFl6HI EJG4 DCFZFHF S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL  EFJGUZ  I]lGJ;L"8L4 EFJGUZP JFl6HI EJG4 DCFZFHF S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL  EFJGUZ  I]lGJ;L"8L4 EFJGUZP JFl6HI EJG4 DCFZFHF S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL  EFJGUZ  I]lGJ;L"8L4 EFJGUZP JFl6HI EJG4 DCFZFHF S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL  EFJGUZ  I]lGJ;L"8L4 EFJGUZP

;CSFZL 5|J'lT VFlY"S 5|J'lT CMJF KTF\ T[ ;FDFlHS VG[ G{lTS 5|J'lT 56 SCL XSFI s0F"\PV[DPS[P58[, 2004)PVFYL
;CSFZL 5|J'lTGF wI[IM4 lGIDM4 l;âF\TM4 jIJ:YFT\+ VG[ T[GL SFI" 5wWlT ;DHJL H~ZL AG[ K[P;CSFZ V[8,[ XMQF6
lJCM6L VFlY"S jIJ:YF4 V[SALHF ;FY[ D/LG[ SFD SZJ]\ V[ T[GM ;J";FDFgI VG[ ;FNM VY" YFI K[P J[[{lNS U|\YMDF\ 56
;CSFZ HMJF D/[ K[ (;CSFZ ;lDlT 1915 VG[ ;CSFZ VFIMHG ;lDlT 1948)P

1. ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL X~VFTo;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL X~VFTo;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL X~VFTo;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL X~VFTo;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL X~VFTo
;DU| 5|F6L HUTGL H~lZIFTMDF\YL ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGM pNEJ
YIM K[ T[D SCL XSFIP 5|F6LHUTDF\ 56 ;CSFZGL EFJGF
HMJF D/[ K[P s0F"PDW]SF\gT 58[, 199843GXIFDEF. 58[,4
2001fP VFYL H 0FlJ"GGF ÒJGGF l;wWF\TG[ 50SFZL l5|g;
SM5M8SLV[ 5Z:5Z ;CFIG[ ;DHFJTM ;CSFZGM l;wWF\T ZH]
SIM" K[P 5|JT"DFGDF\ lJ`JGF AWF H N[XMDF\ ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGM
GM\W5F+ lJSF; YIM K[P
;DU| lJ`JDF\ lA|8GDF\ ;J" 5|YD ;CSFZGM pNEJ jIF5FZL
;\U9G :J~5[ YIM T[D SCL XSFIP VF{WMlUS S=FlT\GF SFZ6[
DH]ZMG]\ XMQF6 JWTF ;CSFZL 5|J'lT DF8[GF 5|ItGM 1795YL
X~ YIF CTFP HM S[ lJ`JDF\ ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL X~VFT
ZMX0[, .SlJ8[A, 5FIMlGI;" ;M;FI8L 21DL l0;[dAZ
1844DF :YF5L tIFZYL Y. K[T[D SCL XSFI sS[,J8" 1959fP
lA|8GGL VF U|FCS ;CSFZL D\0/LG]\ 5|[Z6F :+MT K[P V[ H
ZLT[ HD"GLHD"GLHD"GLHD"GLHD"GL ;CSFZL lWZF6 D\0/L DF8[G]\ HgD:YFG AG[ K[P
C[Z4 O=[gR4 X]<h VG[ Z[OLhL JU[Z[ ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGF lJSF;
DF8[GF 5|IF;M SIF" CTFP szL H[ZFDEF. 58[,4 2001fP
ZlXIFDF\ZlXIFDF\ZlXIFDF\ZlXIFDF\ZlXIFDF\ ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGM lJSF; 1917 5KL YIM K[ T[D
SCL XSFIP
1.1 EFZTDF\ ;CSFZL 5|J'lTo EFZTDF\ ;CSFZL 5|J'lTo EFZTDF\ ;CSFZL 5|J'lTo EFZTDF\ ;CSFZL 5|J'lTo EFZTDF\ ;CSFZL 5|J'lTo
EFZTDF \ O [0lZS lGSM<;GGL ;CSFZL T5F; 5\RGF
VC[JF,s1897fDF\\ EFZTDF\ ;CSFZL 5|J'lT S. ZLT[ ,MSl5|I
AGL XS[ T[ DF8[GF DCtJGF ;]RGM CTFP pTZ 5|N[X VG[
A\UF/DF\ :Y5FI[, lGlWVM V[ EFZTDF\ lWZF6 1F[+[ ;CSFZL
5|J'lTGL X~VFTGM lGN["X sjIF; V[DPJLP41997f K[P
5\HFAGF CMlXIFZ5]Z lH<,FGF 5\\HFJZDF\ 1892DF\ ;CSFZL
5|J'lTGL H[ X~VFT Y. CTL T[  ;CSFZGM p¿D GD]GM U6L
XSFIP B[T lWZF6 DF8[ S'lQF A[\SGL :YF5GF SZJFGL lJl,ID
J[0ZAG"GL  E,FD6M CTLP  B[0]TMG[ H~lZIFT 5|;\U[ lWZF6
D/L ZC[ T[ 36]\ H H~ZL CMJFYL 1884DF\ B[T lWZF6 WFZM
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5;FZ SZJFDF\ VFjIM CTMP 1894DF\ D{;]Z 5|F\TDF\  HDLG
DFl,SMV[ ;CSFZL 5|J'lTG[ J[U D/[ T[ 5|SFZG]\ V[S ;\U9G
ZrI]\ CT]\P ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL H~lZIFTGL DCtTFGF ;\NE"
EFZT ;ZSFZ[ V[0J0" ,M ;lDlTGL E,FD6MGF VFWFZ[
EFZTDF\ Co-oprative credit societies Act - 1904
DF\ VD,DF\ D]SJFDF\ VFjIMP H[DF\ lWZF6 D\0/LVMGL
ZlH:8=[X\G SZJFGL HMUJF. Y.P VF 5|SFZGL D\0/LVMG]\
XC[ZL VG[ U|FDL6 V[D A[ lJEFUDF\ JUL"SZ6 SZJFDF\ VFjI\]P
VF ZLT[ EFZTDF\ ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGF SFG}GL :J~5GL X~VFT
Y.P AN,FTF ;DI ;FY[ VF 1F[+GM jIF5 JWTF ;D:IFVM
56 JWJF ,FUL VG[ ;CSFZL 1F[+[ lGZFXFGF JFN/M 3[ZFJF
,FuIFP VFYL EFZTDF\ 2004DF\ U|FdI ;CSFZL SZH lWZF6
jIJ:YF 5]Go ÒlJT SZJF  5|MPJ{WGFYG ;lDlT ZRGF
SZJFDF\ VFJ[, H[G[ 8F:S OM;" ;lDlT8F:S OM;" ;lDlT8F:S OM;" ;lDlT8F:S OM;" ;lDlT8F:S OM;" ;lDlT TZLS[ 56 VM/
BJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VF ;lDlTGL E,FD6MGM VD, SZL
;CFSFZL 1F[+GL 5|JT"DFG NIlGI l:YlT ;]WFZJFGF 5|ItG
CFY WZJFDF\ VFJL ZCIF K[P
1.2 ;CSFZL 5|JlTGF lJSF; DF8[GF 5|ItGMo  ;CSFZL 5|JlTGF lJSF; DF8[GF 5|ItGMo  ;CSFZL 5|JlTGF lJSF; DF8[GF 5|ItGMo  ;CSFZL 5|JlTGF lJSF; DF8[GF 5|ItGMo  ;CSFZL 5|JlTGF lJSF; DF8[GF 5|ItGMo EFZTDF\
VFhFNL 5C[,F VG[ 5KL D[S,[UG ;lDlT (1915) YL ,.
(2002) NZdIFG ;CSFZL 1F[+GM lJSF; SZJF lJlJW
;lDlTVM4 5\RM4 VeIF;GF H]YM ZRL4 T[GL E,FD6MGM
VD, SZJF lJlJW SFINF4 lGIDM W0L T[GM VD, SZJFDF\
VFJ[, VG[ ;DIF\TZ[ T[DF\ H~lZIFT 5|DF6[ O[ZOFZ 56
SZJFDF\ VFJ[, K[P 5ZL6FD[ VFH[ EFZTG]\ ;CSFZL DF/B]\
lJ`J:TZ[ GM\WlGI ZCI]\ K[P V[8,[ H I.L.O.V[ 1965 DF\
SCI]  K[P S[  EFZTDF\ ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGM 5|FZ\E ;ZSFZ 5[|lZT
ZCIM K[P HM S[ VCL\ :JLSFZJ]\ HM.V[ S[ EFZTDF\ ;CSFZL
5|J'lT 5|JT"DFG l:YlT DF8[ 56 ;ZSFZGL lAG H~ZL ;lS=I
;FD[,ULZL VG[ C:T1F [5 5L0LT ZCIM
K[s0F"PALPHLP5\0IF 1912fP
1900-1930GM TASSM s5|YDfo GM TASSM s5|YDfo GM TASSM s5|YDfo GM TASSM s5|YDfo GM TASSM s5|YDfo 19DL ;NLGF K[<,F
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JQFM"DF\ ;CSFZL D\0/LVMGL 5|YD JBT ZRGF SZJFDF\ VFJLP
1904GM SMvVM5Z[l8J S=[l08 ;M;FI8L V[S8 T[DH 1912GM
;J"U|FCL SMvVM5Z[l8J ;M;FI8Lh V[S8YL ;CSFZL
D\0/LVMG[ 5|Mt;FCG VF5JFGL ;ZSFZGL GLlTGL X~VFT
CTLP tIFZAFN 1919YL ;CSFZ 5|F\TLI lJQFI AgIM CTMP
O[l0=S lGSM<;G ;lDlT4V[0J0",M ;lDlT4 D[S,[UG ;lDlT4
ZMI, SlDXG VMG V[lU|S<RZ JU[Z[V[ EFZ5]J"S VG]ZMW
SIM" CTM S[ NZ[S UFDNL9 V[S ;CSFZL D\0/L CMJL HM.V[
VG[ NZ[S UFDG[  ;CSFZL D\0/L âFZF VFJZL ,[JFDF\ VFJJ\]
HM.V[P U|FdI SZH lWZF6GM lJ:TFZ JWFZJFG]\ SFD ;CSFZL
5|J'lTV[ RF,] H ZFBJ]\ HM.V[P  HM ;CSFZL 5|J'lT A\W YX[
TM U|FdI EFZTGL ;:TF NZGL lWZF6GL V[S DF+ VFXF
GQ8 Y. HX[P
1930-1950GMGMGMGMGM TASSM sALHMfo TASSM sALHMfo TASSM sALHMfo TASSM sALHMfo TASSM sALHMfo 1930 YL 1950
NZlDIFG ZLhJ" A[\S VMO .lg0IF âFZF ;CSFZL D\0/LVMGF
lJSF;DF\ DCtJGL E]lDSF lGEFJ[,P RBI V[ 1934DF\
V[lU|S<RZ, S=[l08 0L5F8"D[g8 (ACD)GL T[DH ;CSFZL SZH
lWZF6 5wWlTG[ 5]GolWZF6GL ;UJ0M 5]ZL 5F0JFGL
HMUJF.VM SZJFDF\ VFJL CTLP 1942YL RBIV[ B[TLJF0LGF
;LhG, SFDSFH DF8[ 5|F\lTI ;CSFZL A[[\SMG[ SZHvlWZF6
;J,TM 5]ZL 5F0JFGM VFN[X SIM" CTMP 1945 ;]WL HM S[
;CSFZL lWZF6 GLlT D\N ZCL CTLP 1945DF\ V[lU|S<RZ,
OFIGFg; ;A ;lDlT VG[ SMVM5Z[l8J %,FlG\U ;lDlTGL
ZRGF SZJFDF\ VFJL tIF ;]WLDF\ EFZTLI ;CSFZL 5|J'lTDF\
DF\NULGF lRgCM4 lGNXM" ACFZ VFJL R]SIF CTFP ;CSFZL
1F[+GL lGQO/TF DF8[ 5|FYlDS ;CSFZL D\0/LVMGF SN GFGF
CMJFYL T[ :5WF"DF\ 8SL XS[ GCL T[J]\ NXF"J[,P VF ;lDlTV[
;CSFZL D\0/LVMG[ Z1F6 VF5JFGL lCDFIT SZL CTLP
1950-1990 TASSM s+LHMfo TASSM s+LHMfo TASSM s+LHMfo TASSM s+LHMfo TASSM s+LHMfo VFhFNL AFN X~VFTGF
JQFM"DF\ h05L VG[ gIFIL VFlY"S lJSF; VG[ TZSSL YFI V[
ZFHIGL GLlTG]\ S[gN=:Y ,1I ZFBJFDF\ VFJ[,P ;CSFZL
D\0/LVMGL GA/F.VMG[ wIFGDF\ ,.G[ VM, .lg0IF ~Z,
S[=l08 ;J[" (AIRCS) V[ ;ZSFZL ;\:YFDF\ X[ZD]0LDF\ H GCL
5Z\T] T[GF lGIDG4 lGI\+64 ;\RF,G4 VG[ JCLJ8DF\ 56
ZFHIGL EFULNFZLGL E,FD6 SZL CTLP HM ;\:YFSLI
lWZF6M VF5JFGF C[T]YL ;CSFZL ;\:YFVM lGQO/ HFI TM
T[G]\ 5]GoU9G SZJ]\]\ HM.V[ VYJF GJF 5|SFZGL ;\:YFVM pEL
SZJL HM.V[P J[5FZL A\[\SMGF ZFQ8=LISZ6 DFZOT[ J[5FZL
A[\SMGF U|FdI 1F[DF\ 5|J[XYL U|FlD6 lWZF6 ;],E AGJF 5FD[,
K[s0F"PALPHLP5\0IF 1912fP ;CSFZL D\0/LVMDF\ ;ZSFZGM
C:T1F[5 JWTF ;CSFZL D\0/LVM[G[ 5MTFGF ;FDFgI WMZ6MDF\
AF\W KM0  SZJFGL 56 OZH 50LP H[GL GLlTYL lJ5ZLT
V;ZM ;CSFZL D\0/LVMGF GF6FSLI E\0M/ 5Z YJF ,FULP
ZFHIV[ ;CSFZL D\0/LVMGL GA/F.GF SFZ6MG[ HF6JFG[
AN,[ D]0L VG[ jIJ;FlIS SD"RFZLVM JW] 5]ZF 5F0JFGL
GLlT VD,DF\ D]SL A\gG[V[ GF6FSLI ;]lJWFVM 5]ZL 5F0JFGF
AN,[ VFzINFTFVM  s5[8=g;f TZLS[ JT"JFG]\ X~ SI]"\ CT]\P
1990  5KLGM TASSMsRMYMfo  5KLGM TASSMsRMYMfo  5KLGM TASSMsRMYMfo  5KLGM TASSMsRMYMfo  5KLGM TASSMsRMYMfo ;CSFZL 5|J 'lTGF

lJSF;DF 5ZF6[ ,FNJFDF \ VFJ[, ZFHI VFlzTTF4
ZFH£FJFZLSZ6GF 5lZ6FD[ ;CSFZL D\0/LVMGL lWZF6
1FDTF GA/L 5F0L N[TL V;ZM ;CSFZL 5|J'lTG[ 5]GoÒlJT
VG[ 5]Go ;XST AGFJJFGL TZO  NMZL UI[, K[P VF ;DI
NZlDIFG zL RF {WZL4 HUNLXS5]Z4 lJB[ 5Fl8,4
JLPV[;PjIF; JU[Z[ ;lDlTVMGF ;]RGMGF VD,LSZ6GL
UlT VtI\T WLDL CTLP HM S[ VF\3|5|N[X ;ZSFZGF s1995DF\f
dI]rI]V, V[.0[0 SMVM5Z[l8J ;M;FI8Lh V[S8DF\ ;]WFZF
5ZtJ[G]\ V[S GMW5F+ 5U,]\ EZL H]GF SFINF C[9/ GM\WFI[,
;CSFZL D\0/LVM GJF SFINF C[9/ 5lZJTL"T YFI T[ DF8[GL
HMUJF. SZJFDF\ VFJ[,P H[ ;CSFZL D\0/LVMG[ GF6FSLI
:JFITF TZO NMZ[ K[P VFD KTF\ ;CSFZL 1F[+GL l:YlT HMTF
SCL XSFI S[  T[DF\ ;ZSFZGF 5|ItGMGL BF; V;Z YJF 5FD[,
GYLP A<S[ ;CSFZL 5|J'lT pTZMTZ GA/L 50TL HTL CMJFYL
T[G[ 5]Go ;HLJG SZJFGL TFTL VFJXISTF H6FTF 2004DF\
5|MP J{WGFYG ;lDlTGL ZRGF SZJFDF\ VFJ[,P VF ;lDlTGF
;]WFZF,1FL ;}RGMG]\ VD,LSZ6 SZL XSFI T[JF V[SX\G
%,FGGL SFDULZL CFY WZJFDF\ VFJ[,P
1.3 EFZTLI A[\lS\U DF/B]\o  EFZTLI A[\lS\U DF/B]\o  EFZTLI A[\lS\U DF/B]\o  EFZTLI A[\lS\U DF/B]\o  EFZTLI A[\lS\U DF/B]\o ;CSFZL 5|J'lT 56 A[\lS\U
5|J'lT CMJFYL EFZTDF\ T[GL E]lDSF W6L H VUtIGL AG[
K[P EFZTDF\ J{lWS T[DH  VJ{lWS ZLT[  A[\lS\U jIJ:YF lJS;[,L
HMJF D/[ K[P J{lWS A[\lS\U jIJ:YFDF\  lZhJ" A[\S VMO .Âg0IF4
:8[8 A[\S VMO .Âg0IF TYF T[GL ;CIMUL A\[SM4 J[5FZL A[\SM4
;CSFZL A[\SM4 GF6F\lSI ;\:YFVM4 HLJG JLDF\ SM5M"Z[XG4
;FDFgI JLDF SM5M"Z[XG4 lJN[XL A[\SM JU[Z[ TYF VJ{lWS
GF6F A[\lS\U jIJ:YFDF\ N[XL XZFOM4 lWZWFZM4 XFC]SFZM4
jIF5FZLVM SZGFZFVM4 RL8O\04 N[XLA\[SM JU[Z[GM ;DFJ[X
YFIP
1.3.1 ;CSFZL A[\SMo  ;CSFZL A[\SMo  ;CSFZL A[\SMo  ;CSFZL A[\SMo  ;CSFZL A[\SMo EFZTGF A[lS\U DF/BFDF\ ;CSFZL
A[\SMG]\  SN VG[ ;\bIF jIF5FZL A[\SM SZTF\ 36]\ GFG]\ K[P KTF\4
;CSFZL A[\SMGL 5|J'lT B[T lWZF6 ;FY[ ;\S/FI[, CMJFYL
T[G] DCtJ ;lJX[QF ZCI] \ K[P ;FDFgI ZLT[ EFZTDF\
8\]SFUF/FGF ;CSFZL A[\SMG] DF/B]\ l+:TZLI K[P H[DF\ 8MRGL
;\:YF TZLS[ ZFßI ;CSFZL A[\SM H[[ V[5[1F A[\S K[P DwID S1FFV[
lH<,F DwI:Y ;CSFZL A[\SM VG[ 5FIFGL S1FFV[ B[TL lJQFIS
T[DH lAG B[TL lJQFIS 5|FYlDS ;CSFZL lWZF6 D\0/LVM
K[P ,F\AFUF/FGF lWZF6DF\ lä:TZLI DF/B]\ VD,DF\ K[P H[DF\
DwI:Y HDLG lJSF; A[\S VG[ 5|FYlDS HDLG lJSF; A[\S
K[P ;CSFZL A[\lS\\U DF/B]\ SFIM"4 XFBFVM VG[ lGIDGGL
N=lQ8V[ VgI A[\SM SZTF\ V,U 50[ K[P 5|FYlDS S1FFGL ;CSFZL
D\0/LYL ZFHI :TZGL ;CSFZL A[\SMG[ 5|Mt;FCG 5]~ 5F0JF
VG[ lGIDG HF/JJF ZFQ8=LI S1FFV[ GFAF0" SFI"ZT K[P
1.3.2 EFZTDF\ U|FDL6 ;CSFZL A[\SMo  EFZTDF\ U|FDL6 ;CSFZL A[\SMo  EFZTDF\ U|FDL6 ;CSFZL A[\SMo  EFZTDF\ U|FDL6 ;CSFZL A[\SMo  EFZTDF\ U|FDL6 ;CSFZL A[\SMo EFZTDF\ ;CSFZL
A[\lS\U 5|J'lTV[ U|FlD6 S1FFV[ XFB VG[ lWZF6 5]~ 5F0JFGL
AFATDF\ 5FIF~5 E}lDSF EHJL K[P Review of
committee Arrangements and Institutional
Credit for Agricultural Rural Devlopment 1979
zL ALPlXJZFD ;lDlTGL  E,FD6GF VFWFZ[ S[gã ;ZSFZ[
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1982DF\ GFAF0"GL :YF5GF SZ[, K[P (National Bank
for Agriculture and Rural Development).VF A[\SG]\
SFI"1F[+ ;\Sl,T U|FD lJSF;GF SFI"S=DMG[ p¿[HG VG[ U|FD
lJSF;GL ;D'lâDF\ JWFZJF DF8[ B[TL VG[ lAGB[T 5|J'lTVM
DF8[ lWZF6 ;J,T 5]ZL 5F0JFG]\ ZCI]\ K[P  U|FlD6 S1FFV[
VF{WMlUS4 JFl6HI4 ;[JF4 pWMU JU[Z[ 1F[+MG[ 56 ;CSFZL
A[\SMV[ VFJZL ,LWF K[P
EFZTDF\ 2009DF\ 8]\SF VG[ DwIDUF/FG]\ B[T lWZF6 SZTL
S], 96034 ;CSFZL ;\:YFVM CTL H[DF\  31 ZFßI ;CSFZL
A[\SM4 370 lH<,F DwI:Y ;CSFZL A[\SM VG[ 95663 5|FYlDS
B[T lWZF6 ;CSFZL D\0/LVM CTLP VFH ZLT[ ,F\AFUF/FG]\
B[T lWZF6 SZTL S], 717 ;CSFZL ;\:YFVM CTLP H[DF\ 20
ZFßI ;CSFZL B[T VG[ U|FlD6 lJSF; A[\SM VG[ 697 5|FYlDS
;CSFZL B[T VG[ U|FlD6 lJSF; A[\SM CTLP
2. U]HZFTDF \  ;CSFZL 5 |J 'l¿GM lJSF;o U]HZFTDF \  ;CSFZL 5 |J 'l¿GM lJSF;o U]HZFTDF \  ;CSFZL 5 |J 'l¿GM lJSF;o U]HZFTDF \  ;CSFZL 5 |J 'l¿GM lJSF;o U]HZFTDF \  ;CSFZL 5 |J 'l¿GM lJSF;o  EFZTGF
;CSFZGF GSXFDF\ U]HZFT DCFZFQ8= 5KLGF S=D[ DCtJG]\
:YFG WZFJ[ K[P 1904GF ;CSFZL SFINFGF VD, 5C[,F
AZM0FDF\ 1889DF ZRFI[, VGMgI ;CFISFZLVGMgI ;CFISFZLVGMgI ;CFISFZLVGMgI ;CFISFZLVGMgI ;CFISFZL ;CSFZL
D\0/LV[ U]HZFTG[ ;J" 5|YD ;CSFZL D\0/LGL ZRJFG]\ UF{ZJ
V5FjI]\ K[P U]HZFTDF\ ;F{ 5|YD B[TL lJQFIS ;CSFZL
D\0/L 1904DF\ VDNFJFN lH<,FGF lJ;,5]ZlJ;,5]ZlJ;,5]ZlJ;,5]ZlJ;,5]Z UFDDF\
YI[, tIFZAFN VG]S=D[ E~R lH<,FDF\ H\A];Z 5L5<;H\A];Z 5L5<;H\A];Z 5L5<;H\A];Z 5L5<;H\A];Z 5L5<;
SMvVM5Z[l8J A[\SSMvVM5Z[l8J A[\SSMvVM5Z[l8J A[\SSMvVM5Z[l8J A[\SSMvVM5Z[l8J A[\S4 1912DF\ VDZ[,LGF S0MNZF UFDDF\
lJlJW SFI "SFZL ;CSFZL D \0/L4lJlJW SFI "SFZL ;CSFZL D \0/L4lJlJW SFI "SFZL ;CSFZL D \0/L4lJlJW SFI "SFZL ;CSFZL D \0/L4lJlJW SFI "SFZL ;CSFZL D \0/L4 1921DF\ ;]ZTDF
S5F;GF J[RF6 DF8[ ;CSFZL D\0/L\41934-35DF\ ;CSFZL
HDLG lJSF; A[\S41940DF\ RMIF";L UFDDF\ N}W D\0/L4VG[
1946DF\ B[0F lH<,FGF VF6\N DF\ SMvVM5Z[l8J lD<S
5|M0I];;" I]lGIG l,PV[ `J[T S=F\lT ;HL" VFH[ lJ`JEZDF\
VD], VD], VD], VD], VD], AGL ZCL K[P 5|YD ,[g0 DMZU[H A[\S,[g0 DMZU[H A[\S,[g0 DMZU[H A[\S,[g0 DMZU[H A[\S,[g0 DMZU[H A[\S 1951DF\
ZFHSM8DF\ X~ SZJFDF\ VFJ[,P U]HZFTDF\ ;F{ 5|YD B[0}TB[0}TB[0}TB[0}TB[0}T
;CSFZL BF\0 pWMU D\0/L l,P;CSFZL BF\0 pWMU D\0/L l,P;CSFZL BF\0 pWMU D\0/L l,P;CSFZL BF\0 pWMU D\0/L l,P;CSFZL BF\0 pWMU D\0/L l,P1955DF\ AFZ0M,LDF\
ZRFI[,P ZF;FIl6S BFTZGF 1F[+[ S|F\lT SZGFZ .OSM.OSM.OSM.OSM.OSM GL
:YF5GF 1974DF\ Y.P T[ H ZLT[ 1979DF\ T[l,lAIF 1F[+[
U|MO[0c U|MO[0c U|MO[0c U|MO[0c U|MO[0c ;\:YFGL :YF5GF SZJFDF\ VFJL VG[ 1985DF\
ZF;FIl6S BFTZGL lS|ESM  lS|ESM  lS|ESM  lS|ESM  lS|ESM ;\:YFGL :YF5GF Y.P VFD
1889vvvvv1985 NZdIFG ,F\AF E]TSF/ U]HZFTDF\ 56 VG[S
5|SFZGL ;CSFZL 5|J'lTVMGM lJSF; YJF 5FdIM K[P
VF56F\ N[XDF\ ,MSXFCL XF;G jIJ:YFV[ VFlY"Sv;FDFlHS
1F[+[  lJSF; ;FWJFDF\ H[ DCtJGM OF/M VF%IM K[ T[JM
DCtJGM OF/M ;CSFZL 1F[+[GM ZCIM K[P 1960DF\ U]HZFTDF\
S], 20 ,FB 53 CHFZ ;EF;NM ;FY[ lJlJW 5|SFZGL VG[
:TZGL 13,959 ;CSFZL D\0/LVM SFI"ZT CTLP T[ JWLG[
2008-09DF\ S], 1 SZM0 30 ,FB H[8,F ;EF;NM VG[
63,433 ;CSFZL D\0/LVM Y. K[P U]HZFTDF\ B[T lWZF6
DF8[ ;CSFZL 1F[+ âFZF l+v:TZLI DF/BFDF\ 8MRDF\ ;CSFZL
lX0I], A[\S v U]HZFT ZFßI ;CSFZL A[\S4 lH<,F :TZ[ 18
lH<,F DwI:Y ;CSFZL A[\SM VG[ U|FDL6 S1FFV[ 8240
5|FYlDS B[T lWZF6 ;CSFZL D\0/LVM SFI"ZT K[P B[TLDF\

,F\AL D]NTGF ZMSF6 DF8[ U]HZFT :8[8 SMvVM5Z[8LJ
V[U|LS<RZ V[g0 ~Z, 0[J,5D[g8 A[\S 18 lH<,F VMlO;M
VG[ TF,]SF XFBFVM ;FY[ SFI"ZT K[P XC[ZL4 VW" XC[ZL 1F[+[
280 GFUlZS ;CSFZL A[\SM VG[ T[GL XFBFVM T[DH 5,000
H[8,L XC[ZL ;CSFZL lWZF6 D\0/LVM DCtJGL E]lDSF VNF
SZL ZCL K[P B[TL ;FY[ 5F\UZ[,L 12,160 N}W VG[ 5X]WG
;CSFZL D\0/LVMV[ U|FdI VY"SZ6G[ UlTXL, ZFBJFDF\
GMW5F+ OF/M VF5[  K[P U]HZFTDF\ BF\0 pWMU ;\5}6" ZLT[
;CSFZL 1F[+G[ VFEFZL K[ JT"DFGDF\ 418 ;CSFZL BF\0
D\0/LVM SFI"ZT HMJF D/[ K[P  4458 S]l8Z pWMU ;CSFZL
D\0/LVM VY"SFZ6G[ DHA}T AGFJJFDF\ µ5IMUL AGL  ZC[,
K[P ;FY[ H 3265 H[8,L DH}Z SFDNFZ ;CSFZL D\0/LVM
VFD VFNDLG[ ZMHUFZL 5}ZL 5F0[ K[P XC[Z1F[+[ VFJF;GL
;D:IFGF pS[,DF\ HM.V[ TM 17370  ;CSFZL U'ClGDF"6
D\0/LVMV[ DCtJGL E}lDSF lGEFJ[ K[P GLR[GF SMQ8S 5ZYL
:5Q8 YFI K[ S[ K[<,F NX JQF"DF\ AWF H 5|SFZGL ;CSFZL
D\0/LVM JTFVMKF 5\DF6DF\ JWFZM YI[, K[P
U]HZFT ;CSFZL 5|J'lTV[ lJSF; VG[ 5|UlTDF\ prR ;M5FGM
l;â SZL V[S DCtJGF VFlY"S 5lZA/ TZLS[ T[G]\ :YFG ,LW]\
K[ H[ p5ZMST VF\S0FSLI DFlCTL 5ZYL :5Q8 YFI K[P
VDNFJFN4AGF;SF9F\4 ZFHSM8 VG[ ;FAZSF9F\ NZ[S lH<,F
DwI:Y;CSFZL A[\SMG[ 100 SZTF lJX[QF XFBFVM K[P HIFZ[
SM0LGFZ4 S:K VG[ ;]Z[gN=GUZ H[JL lH<,F DwI:Y ;CSFZL
A[\SMG[ Z5 YL 56 VMKL XFBFVM K[P ZFHSM84VDZ[,L4
VDNFJFN4 DC[;F6F4 ;]ZT H[JL lH<,F DwI:Y ;CSFZL
A[\SMGL SFI"1FDTF pRL HMJF D/[ K[P  DM8FEFUGL lH<,F
DwI:Y ;CSZL A[\SMDF\ ZMSF6M4 CFY 5Z ZMS04 A[\S l;,S4
,MG4 lWZF6 JU[Z[DF lEgGTF HMJF D/[ K[P
2.5.3 5|FYlDS B[T lWZF6 ;CSFZL D\0/LVMo 5|FYlDS B[T lWZF6 ;CSFZL D\0/LVMo 5|FYlDS B[T lWZF6 ;CSFZL D\0/LVMo 5|FYlDS B[T lWZF6 ;CSFZL D\0/LVMo 5|FYlDS B[T lWZF6 ;CSFZL D\0/LVMo 5|FYlDS
B[T lWZF6 ;CSFZL D\0/LVM U|FDL6 lJ:TFZGL HGTFGL
B[T lWZF6GL H~lZIFTG[ ;\TMQFJFGL HJFANFZL 5MTFGF
lXZ[ ,[ K[P T[ ;CSFZL lWZF6 DF/BFG]\ 5FIFG]\ VG[ VFJXIS
V[SD K[P EFZTDF\ S[gN= ;ZSFZ TYF ZFHI ;ZSFZMV[ 1904
YL X~ YI[,L lWZF6 ;CSFZL D\0/LVMGL SFI"N1FTF VG[
V;ZSFZSTF JWFZJF DF8[ VG[S 5U,F\VM ,LW[,F\ K[P VFJL
D\0/LVM B[0]TMG[ XFC]SFZMGF N[JFGL 5S0DF\YL KM0FJJFGF
X~VFTGF\ D]bI VFXI ;FY[[ GA/F B[0]T JU"DF\ ptSQF" VG[
:YFlGS lJSF; SZJFGM 56 ZCIM K[P U]HZFTDF\ 5|FYlDS
B[T lWZF6 ;CSFZL D\0/LVMGL ;\bIFDF\ S|DXo JWFZM YJFYL
T[GL ;eI;\bIF4 D}0LE\0M/4 lWZF6 E\0M/ 56 JWJF 5FdI]\
K[P 5Z\T] lWZF6GM J'lâNZ 36M WLDM HMJF D/[ K[ TM ALHL
AFH] D]NTJLTL AFSL ,MGG]\ 5|DF6 56 ;TT JWL Zæ]\ K[4 H[
lR\TFHGS AFAT K[P KTF ;CSFZL 5|J'lT U|FDL6 S1FFV[
VFlY"S v ;FDFlHS 1F[+G[ pR]\ ,FJJFDF\ GM\WGLY OF/M GM\WFJL
ZCL K[P H[ GM\WJ]\ ZCI]\P
U]HZFTDF\ 16,259 UFDMG[ VFJZL ,[TL 5|FYlDS B[T lWZF6
;CSFZL D\0/LVMGL ;\bIF 2009-10 NZdIFG  77634
;eI;\bIF  2861.334 X[ZD}0L ~P 48167 ,FB4 lZhJ" O\0
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~P 45690 ,FB4 0L5MhL8 ~P 24121 ,FB4 SZH
~P387043 ,FB4 SFI"XL, D}0L ~P574105 ,FB4
,MGqlWZF6 ~P752792 ,FB VG[ ,MGvJ;},FT AFSL
~P676560 ,FB4 ,MGvJ;],FT DF\U 435360.56 VG[
,MGvJ;],FT 292590.20 A[,[g; sVMJZ
0I]f~P142770.36 JQF "GF V\T[ 4786 D\0/LVM
~P861577 GOM SDFTL HMJF D/[ K[P U]HZFTGL S]], 5|FYlDS
B[T lWZF6 ;CSFZL D\0/LVMDF\YL 6014 D\0/LGF D\+L q
SFZMAFZL ;EF;NM TF,LD 5FD[,F HF6JF D?IF K[
3. U]HZFTDF\ ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL VFHo U]HZFTDF\ ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL VFHo U]HZFTDF\ ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL VFHo U]HZFTDF\ ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL VFHo U]HZFTDF\ ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL VFHo VDMV[ VDZ[,L
VG[ EFJGUZ lH<,FGF CFY WZ[, ;J["1F6 NZdIFG PACS
V\U[GL ;CSFZL jIJ:YF VG[ T[GL SFDULZL V\TU"T S[8,LS
JF:TlJSTFVM VG[ CSLSTM HF6JF D/[, K[P H[GF 5ZYL
;CSFZL T\+GF 5FIFGF VF V[SDMGL VFHGL TF;LZ p5;L
VFJ[ K[P H[D S[
1)  DM8F EFUGL PACS DCNV\X[ 5|6Fl,UT VFlY"S
5|J’lTVM SZ[ K[ H[DF\ lWZF64 YF564 BFTZ lAIFZ6 T[DH
B[T VFG]QF\lUS VgI RLHJ:]TVMG]\ J[RF6 H SCL XSFIP
VCL\ GM\WJ]\ HM.V[ S[  80% H[8,L PACS YF56 5|J'lT
SM.56 SFZ6M;Z SZTL GYLP V[ H ZLT[ B[T lJQFIS ;FWG
;FDU|LG] \ J[RF6 lJTZ6 jIJ:YF TYF :YFlGS S1FFV[
jIF5FZLS 5|J'lT âFZF  VlTlZST VFJS D[/JJFGL TSM CMJF
KTF\4 ,UEU 75% PACS VFJL 5|J'lTVM SZJFDF\ 56
lGZ; H6FI K[P YF56 :JLSFZTL PACSs JrR[ YF56 5ZGF
jIFHNZDF\ V[S ;]+TF HMJF D/TL GYL H[D S[ EFJGUZ
lH<,FDF\ YF56 5Z jIFH 30% PACS 5 YL 6% GF NZ[4
13% PACS 7 YL 8% GF NZ[ R]SJ[ K[P HIFZ[ AFSLGL 53%
PACS YF56 5Z jIFH R]SJTL H GYL VDZ[,L  lH<,FDF\
YF56 5Z 7 YL 8% ,[B[ DM8F EFUGL PACS jIFH R]SJ[ K[P
HM S[ VDZ[,L lH<,FGL 56 S[8,LS PACS YF56 5Z jIFH
R]SJTL GYLP V[8,]\ H GCL\ VF 5|SFZGF TOFJTL jIFHNZGL
V;DFGTFGF SFZ6[ PACSDF\ YF56 HDF\ SZFJFDF\ ;eIM
Z; NFBJTF GYLP
2)  PACSGL D]bI 5|J'lT B[T lWZF6 5]Z] 5F0JFGL CMI K[P
KTF 56 VeIF;DF\YL 5|F%T YTL DFlCTL 5|DF6[ NZ[S
PACSsGF 20 YL 25% ;EF;NM VgI GF6FSLI ;\:YFVM
sZFQ8=LIS'T A[\SMfDF\YL lWZF6 D[/JTF HMJF D/[ K[ SFZ6 S[
T[VMG[ lGIT ;DI[ VG[ 5IF"%T 5|DF6DF\ PACSs DF\YL
lWZF6 p5,aW YT]\ GYLP VF p5ZF\T PACSsGF VG[ A[\SMGF
lWZF6GF jIFHNZMDF\ TOFJT ZCIM K[ H[D S[ PACSs âFZF
7 YL 10% GF jIFHNZ[ B[T lWZF6 p5,aW SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[
HIFZ[ T[GL ;FD[ A[lS\U 1F[+GF VF 5|SFZGF lWZF6MGM jIFHNZ
V[S ;DFG CMI K[P NFPTP KCC DF8[GM lWZF6GM jIFHNZ
7% K[P
3) ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGF lJSF;GL N=lQ8V[ HM.V[ S[8,FS
lH<,FDF\ ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL X~VFT 36L ,F\AF ;DIYL Y.
CMJF KTF T[GM lJSF; WLDM ZCIM CMI K[P
4)  U]HZFTDF\ 36F ,F\AF ;DIYL DM8FEFUGL ;CSFZL

5|J'lTV[ PACSGL ZRGF Y. CMJF KTF VFHlNG ;]WL 30%
H[8,L PACS 5MTFGL DFl,SLG]\ DSFG sVMlO;4UM0FpGf
pE] SZL XSL GYL VG[ VFJL PACSV[ EF0FGF DSFGDF\
sVF DSFG 5\RFIT 5|D]BG]\4 D\+LG] \ ZC[9F6 56 CM.
XS[f5MTFGM JCLJ8 ZFBJM 50[ K[ 5ZL6FD[ EF0F~5[ R]SJFTL
ZSD H[8,L VFJS PACS V[ U]DFJL 50TL CMI K[P
5) J{WGFYG ;lDlTGL E,FD6M 5|DF6[ PACSGF D\+LVM4
5|D]BM VG[ ;EF;NMG[ GF6FSLI4 JCLJ8LI VG[ lJSF;SLI
VG[ ;]WFZFtDS 5lZA/M VgJI[ JQF" 2006-07 NZdIFG
TF,LD VF5JFDF\ VFJ[,P H[DF\ lC;FAL 5wWlTDF\ VG[
JCLJ8DF\ SMD%I]8ZF.h[X\GG[ DCtJ VF5JFDF\ VFJ[,P V[8,]\
H GlC\ VF DF8[ NZ[S PACSG[ ;ZSFZzL TZOYL V[S SMd%I]8Z
56 OF/JJFDF\ VFJ[, K[P 5Z\T]\ DM8F EFUGF D\+LVM
SMD%I]8ZGM p5IMU SZTF XLbIF H G CMJFYL S[ SMD%I\]8ZGL
DNNYL JCLJ8L SFDULZL SZJFDF\ pt;]STF NFBJTF G CMJFYL
PACSGL GF6FSLI VG[ lAG GF6FSLI :J~5GL DFlCTLGL
V[S~5TF4 ;\U|C4 lRJ8TF S[ :5Q8LSZ6GL AFATDF\
5|6Fl,SFUT DIF"NFVM VFH[ 56 VAFWLT ZLT[ HMJF D/[
K[P 5ZL6FD[ VF C[T]\ 5FK/ SZJFDF\ VFJ[, BR" lAGpt5FNS
VG[ lAGp5IMUL AGTF D]0LGM jII YTM CMI K[P SMD%I]\8Z
âFZF GJL 5wWlT D]HA lC;FAM T{IFZ SZL ZFQ8=LI :TZ[ V[S
;DFG lC;FAL 5wWlT slâGMWL lC;FAL 5wWlTf D]HA
lC;FAMDF\ 5FZNlX"TF VG[ ;Z/TFGF wI[I VgJI[ HF6JF
D/[ K[ S[ PACSGF ;\RF,SMDF\ T[DG[ SMD%I]8ZG]\ 7FG CH]\
56 GYL S[ VWSRZ]\ K[P
6)  PACSGL SFI"1FDTF VG[ pt5FNSTFG]\ DF5N\0 ;eIMG[
JC[RJFDF\ VFJT]\ l0lJ0\g0 U6L XSFIP VF ;\NE"DF\ HM.V[
TM EFJGUZ lH<,FGL 50% PACS 10% YL GLRF NZ[
l0lJ0\g0 R]SJL XS[ K[P HIFZ[ VDZ[,LDF\ VF R]SJ6L 5|DF6
62% H[8,L PACSDF\ ZCI]\ K[P VCL GM\WJ]\ HM.V[ S[ EFJGUZ
lH<,FGL PACS VFlY"S ZLT[ GA/L VG[ BFn JCMZTL4 VG[
VDZ[,L lH<,FGL PACS VFlY"S ZLT[ ;wWZ VG[ GOFSFZSTF
WZFJTL HMJF D/[ K[P
7) ;FDFgI ZLT[ ZFHI VG[ S[gN= ;ZSFZ âFZF JQF" NZdIFG H[
PACSGL SFDULZL pTD ZCL CMI T[G[ .GFD S[ V[JM0" VF5L
;gDFlGT SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VF 5|SFZGF .GFD S[ V[JM0" D[/
J[, PACSG]\ 5|DF6 HM.V[ TM H]NF H]NF JQF["DF\ H]NL H]NL
;\:YFVMG]\ 5|DF6 DF+ 25 YL 30% VF;5F; HMJF D?I]\ K[P
V,AT4 70% H[8,L PACS SIFZ[S 56 CZLOF.DF\ HM0FI[,
GYL S[ GYL SM. 56 SFDULZL AN, 5]Z:SFZ D[/JJFGL
,FISFT S[ SFI"1FDTF WZFJTL T[J]\ ;FlAT  YFI K[P
8) EFJGUZ VG[ VDZ[,L lH<,FGF ;\NE"DF\ ,.V[ TM DM8F
EFUGF PACSs V[8,[ S[ 70 YL 80% PACSGF D\+LVM
N[JFDFOLDF \ DFGTF GYLP 5Z\T ] \  H [ 30% H[8,F
;EF;NMv5|D]BM N[JFDF\OLG[ .:K[ K[ H[  T[GL DGMJ'lT NXF"J[
K[P
9) PACSG[ JFl6HI VG[ A[\lS\U 5|J'lT SZJF 5|Mt;FlCT VG[
DFU"NX"G 5]~ 5F0[, K[P 56 T[DF\ 56 BF; CSFZFtDS
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5|lTEFJ HMJF D/[, GYLP
VFD p5ZMST AFATM :5Q8 SZ[ K[P S[ ;ZSFZ âFZF ;CSFZL
5|J'lT VG[ PACSsG]\ 5]GoU9G SZL ;CSFZL 1F[+G[ A[\lS\U
1F[+GL CZLO AGFJJFGF 5|ItGM K[P
4 ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL VFJTL SF,o ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL VFJTL SF,o ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL VFJTL SF,o ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL VFJTL SF,o ;CSFZL 5|J'lTGL VFJTL SF,o VeIF;DF\YL 5|F%T
YTF p5ZMST 5|SFZGF TFZ6M 5ZYL :5Q8 YFI K[ S[ J{WGFYG
;lDlTGL ;CSFZL 1F[+GL 1) JCLJ8L VG[ SFG}GL ;]WFZF 2)
W\W\FSLI lJSF; V\U[GL TF,LD 3) JCLJ8 VG[ ;\RF,GDF\
.,[S8=MGLS l0JF.;L;GM p5IMU VG[ 4) VG]NFG JU[Z[
5|SFZ[ VF Tl/IFGL ;\:YFVMG[ 5]Go Ul9T SZJF TF,LD VG[
BR" VG]NFG VF5JFDF VFJ[, KTF p5ZMST 5|SFZG]\ lR+
,UEU 5]J"J|T l:YlTDF\ H HMJF D/[ K[P T[YL CJ[ HM PACSs
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The present Income Tax Act was enacted in 1961 to replace the earlier act which had been legislated
in 1922, before independence. About 50 years have been elapsed since the enactment of present
Income Tax Act. It has been seen that the present Income Tax Act-1961 is very complicated and
complex due to large numbers of sections and sub-sections. So, there is a need of drastic change in
the Act. Keeping this in a view, there has been proposal to replace the existing Income Tax Act-1961.
The Finance Minister Pranab Mukherjee on Wednesday 12 august 2009 released the draft of Direct
Tax Code 2009 (DTC) for public opinion and debate. The basic objective of this tax code is to broad
base the tax umbrella and to bring a horizontal equity among different classes of tax payers in line
with best international practices.
In this paper, an attempt has been made to specify the objectives of DTC and also highlights the
different provisions of the DTC.

Key words: enactment, income tax, sections,

INTRODUCTION –The taxation structure of the country can play avery important role in the working of oureconomy. While designing the taxation structure,it has been seen that it is in conformity with oureconomic and social objectives. It should notimpair the incentives to personal savings andinvestment flow and on the other hand it shouldnot result into decrease in revenue for the state.The present Income Tax Act was enacted in 1961to replace the earlier act which had beenlegislated in 1922, before independence. About50 years have been elapsed since the enactmentof present Income Tax Act. It has been seen thatthe present Income Tax Act-1961 is verycomplicated and complex due to large numbersof sections and sub-sections. So, there is a needof drastic change in the Act. Keeping this in aview, there has been proposal to replace theexisting Income Tax Act-1961.The Finance Minister Pranab Mukherjee onWednesday 12 august 2009 released the draft of

Direct Tax Code 2009 (DTC) for public opinionand debate. The basic objective of this tax code isto broad base the tax umbrella and to bring ahorizontal equity among different classes of taxpayers in line with best international practices.
OBJECTIVES OF DTC-

 To reduce the scope for dispute and minimizelitigation.To establish an economically, efficient, effectiveand equitable direct system.To reduce the tax burden at all levels.To introduce moderate levels of taxation and toexpand the tax base.To increase in the tax GDP ratio.To cope up with international practices.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE DIRECT TAX CODE-Ø All Direct Taxes integrated in one Act.Ø 16 chapters, 285 sections, 18 schedules.Ø The separate concept of “Previous Year” and
“Assessment Year” will be replaced by a unifiedconcept of “Financial Year”.
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been replaced as under-
a. Income from Special Sources-Items listed in the table in rule 3 of the firstschedule shall be considered as income fromspecial sources.
b. Income from Ordinary Sources-All the income accruing from a source other thanthe special sources, shall be classified under thefollowing heads of income-· Income from Employment· Income from House Property· Income from Business· Income from Capital Gain· Income from Residuary SourcesØ Definition of “Person” to include “An office
or establishment of the Central or the StateGovernment”.Ø A “foreign company” will be treated as
“resident” in India, if at any time in the financialyear, it is controlled partly in India (as againstwholly in the present act)Ø The concept of Resident but not OrdinaryResident (R but not OR) done away with, buttheir taxation remains the same.Ø “Personal taxation” reduced drastically inincreasing the slab ranges, though the basicexemption limit remains same.Ø “Saving limit” eligible for deduction increasedto “Rs.3 lakhs” (existing limit Rs.1 lakh)Ø “Corporate tax rate” reduced and proposedto be @ “25%”.Ø No surcharge, no cess to be levied.Ø Advance tax installments and due dates remainthe same.Ø Tax Deduction at Source (TDS) rates largelyremain the same.Ø All expenditures to be disallowed for TDSdefaults.Ø Tax audit ceiling remains the same.Ø Depreciation rates largely remain the same.Ø Non-compete fees specially made eligiblefor depreciation @25%.Ø Lease premium specially made eligible fordepreciation @25%.Ø Books to be maintained for notifiedprofessionals and for business if income exceedsRs.2 lakhs and turnover exceeds Rs.10 lakhs.

Ø Definition of “Books of Account” to include
“Data stored in Pc.”Ø Minimum Alternative Tax (MAT) calculationchanges it is now proposed @ 2% of Gross
Assets and for banking companies it isproposed @0.5%. (existing calculated on Book
Profit)Ø MAT will be considered as a final tax so No
carry forward of MAT credit.Ø Dividend Distribution Tax (DDT) @15%.Ø No wealth tax for companies. Wealth tax only
for individual, HUF and private
discretionary trust, if wealth tax exceeds Rs.50
crores.Ø Wealth tax rate @ 0.25% on above Rs.50crores.Ø Capital asset to exclude only stock-in-trade,consumable stores and raw materials in business.Even personal effects etc. not liable to CapitalGain.Ø Only capital loss and speculation loss notallowed against other heads. Other losses to beaggregated and identified carry forward. So evenbusiness loss carry forward can be set off againstother heads.Ø VRS, gratuity and commuted pension, will betaxable on withdrawal if not invested in specifiedsaving.Ø Standard deduction of 30% of NAV (NetAnnual Value), now made 20% of Gross Rent.Ø Annual Value linked to rateable value.Ø Housing loan interest not allowed for selfoccupied house.Ø Composite letting (with machinery etc)included in IFHP.Ø Profits on business assets (old sections 50, 50A,50B etc) to be business income and not capitalgain.Ø Radical changes in computation of businessincome, though the substanceobviously remains the same.Ø  Business expenditure classified in threegroups-· Operating Expenditure· Permitted Financial Charges· Capital AllowancesØ Differences between Long Term Capital Gain(LTCG) and Short Term Capital Gain (STCG)
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ISSN 2319 - 8168abolished. However, indexation allowed if heldfor more than 1 year.Ø Base year for indexation shall be revised andyear 2000-01 to considered as a base year.Ø Security Transaction Tax (STT) to be abolished.So, share profit taxable as usual.Ø Capital gains reinvested only in agriculturalland and in one residential house.Ø Interest income to be considered underresiduary head (earlier known as income fromother sources).Ø Savings to be taxable on withdrawals (EET),except pure life policies and provident funds.Ø Exempt – Exempt- Taxation (EET) only fornew investments and not for the existing ones.Ø Any amount exceeding Rs.20000 taken oraccepted or repaid as loan or deposit otherwisethan by A/c payee cheque or draft shall be nowtreated as Income from Residuary Source.Ø Tuition fee for children allowed to individualsand HUF.Ø Deductions like 80D, 80DD, 80DDB, 80U, 80E,and 80GG retained.Ø Profit based incentives like section 80 IA etc.changed to investment based incentives.Ø Co-operative society’s deduction, royalty forcopyright, patents etc. retained.Ø Limits on remuneration and interest topartners removed.Ø “Charitable purpose” renamed as “PermittedWelfare Activities” but definition largely remainsthe same.Ø Various exemptions to charitable entitlesclubbed together for simplification.Ø Charitable entities liable to tax @15% ofthe surplus as calculated in a prescribed mannerand under cash system.Ø Due dates for filing return 30th June and 31stAugust for non-business income of non-corporate assesses and for other assessesrespectively.Ø The time limit for filing revised return will belimited to 21 months from the end of the relevantfinancial year.Ø Foreign companies liable to pay branch profittax @15%.
CONCLUSION-

The Direct Tax Code is a bit of a mixed bag forindividuals, companies and others. There are fewproposals which are beneficial for tax payers andthey have to pay less tax whereas few proposalsare headache for tax payers. The tax code makesradical changes in all areas of taxation. It lowersthe incidence of tax on corporate and individualincomes but reintroduces wealth tax and capitalgain tax. It also brings a uniform pattern oftaxation on all long term savings in the form ofEET. Let’s see whether the new DTC will proveas a “BOON” or “BANE”.
REFERENCES1. Singhania V.K. (2009), “Income Tax Act”,Taxman Publishers, New Delhi.2. The Management Accountant ,June 2010Vol.45 No.63. Girish Ahuja (2010), “Direct Tax Code”, BharatLaw House, New Delhi.
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The modern foundations of design of experiments were laid by R. A. Fisher during the early part of
the 20th century.  Since then, this area has seen a phenomenal growth.  Design of experiments has
for long been an integral part of almost all scientific investigations and continues to be so.  It has
therefore played a fundamental role in statistical practice and research.  Statistical training also has
always emphasized the role of design of experiments in extracting correct information and making
valid inference on the underlying problem and thus, design of experiments is an essential component
of most statistics curriculum.
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Introduction:Experimental design is a set of techniqueswhich allow structuring and designing theconditions, the type and the amount of datainvolved in an experiment, leading to themaximum precision in the answer, alwaysseeking the lowest cost. An experiment mayinvolve varying several factors andobserving the value of a response at settingof combinations of values of these factors.The challenge is which setting to choose inorder to obtain the maximum amount ofinformation from the resulting data, for agiven experimental effort, allowingcomparisons between treatments and thecontrol for sources of random variability.Block designs are used to control suchsources.Design of experiment has very broadapplication across all the natural and socialsciences. In experimental design, balancedincomplete block design and partiallybalanced incomplete block design establishesan important interface between theoreticalresults and statistical applications in severalfields like agriculture, business, industry,biology, genetics, medicine, educationsciences, cryptography and coding theory.

R. A. Fisher and F. Yates had done very muchwork in the field of design of experiments in1930’s. They were motivated by questionsof design of field experiments in agricultural.In an agricultural experiment, we may haveaccess to a number of plots on experimentalfarms in different parts of the country. Weexpect that fertility, drainage, etc. will varyfrom one plot to another, but that plots onthe same farm will be more alike than plotson different farms. In allocating treatmentsto plots, we have to take account of this, sothat plots receiving the same treatment arespread over the different farms suitably, ifthis is not done, the effect of the treatmentscan’t be disentangled efficiently from theeffect of the different farms. Thus, instatistics a set of plots which carries apartition into blocks and being an intelligentstatistician, we wish to impose anotherpartition into treatments. If no treatment occurs more than once in ablock then t such design is called binarydesign, each block can be identified with asubset of the set of all treatment and thedesign is a family of subset is called “blocks”of the set of points. If any two treatmentsoccur together in a constant number of
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PRINCIPLES OF THE DESIGN OF
EXPERIMENTThere are 3 main principals of experimentaldesign named:
Randomization: [The experiment must befree from bias]The experiment must be planned in such away that it gives unbiased estimate of thevalue which we wish to measure. Theexperimenters should design theexperiment in such a way  that no bias canenter in the results and this is done byrandomization.After the treatments and the experimentalunits are decided, the treatments are allottedto the experimental units at random to avoidany type of personal and subjective biaswhich may be conscious or unconscious.This ensures the validity of the results. Ithelps to have an objective comparisonamong treatments. It also ensuresindependence of the observations which isnecessary for drawing valid inference fromthe observations by applying appropriatestatistical techniques.
Replication: [The experiment should havesufficient accuracy to carry out the results]Accuracy in an experiment can be increasedby eliminating the technical errors andincreasing the number of repetitions andreplications in the experiments. Thereplication of the experiment increases theaccuracy of experiment. It controls theinherent variability among the experimentalunits. Of course, replication does notovercome all types of technical errors.If a treatment is allotted to r experimentalunits in an experiment, it is said to bereplicated r times. If in a design each of thetreatments is replicated r times, the design

is said to have r replications. Replication isnecessary to increase the accuracy ofestimates of the treatment effects. It alsoprovides an estimate of the error variancewhich is a function of the difference amongobservations from experimental unitsunder identical treatments, though the morenumber of replications is better, so far asprecision of estimates is concerned, it can’tbe increased indefinitely as it increases costof experimentation. Moreover, due to limitedavailability of experimental resources toomany replications cannot be taken. Thenumber of replications is, therefore, decidedkeeping in view the permissible expenditureand the required degree of precision.
Local control: [Error control-To reduce theerror]Randomization and replication increases theefficiency of the experiment but one shouldalso try to reduce the error in theexperiment. The local control can partiallyby selecting a proper size and shape of theplots and careful selection of theexperimental material. We can reduce theexperimental error by putting restrictionsover the allocation of the treatments amongthe experimental units. This can be done bysingle grouping or double grouping in whichwe divide heterogeneous data intohomogeneous sub-groups.A considerable amount of research work hasbeen done to divide the treatments intosuitable groups for allotment to groups ofexperimental units so that the treatmenteffects can be estimated more precisely.In this study we concentrate on only theconstruction of block designs. This objectivefinally led to the study of properties of C-matrix, also called as coefficient matrix ofreduced normal equations of block designsD ( v, b, r, k) under the homosecdastic fixedeffect model.We therefore discuss below properties ofC – matrix leading to special characterizationof block designs.
Definition 1.1: A design is said to beconnected if all elementary contrasts are
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Definition 1.2: A design is said to beconnected if, given any two treatments è and5Ø’ß it is possible to construct a chain oftreatments è = è0, è1, è2, —, èn = 5Ø’ß suchthat every consecutive pair of treatments inthe chain occurs together in a block.An incomplete block design ( )k ,r b, v, D  isconnected if and only if the rank of its C  –matrix is exactly 1v − .In a connected design the diagonal elementsof the  – matrix are all positive.
Definition 1.3: A design is said to bevariance balanced (VB) if all the elementarycontrasts are estimated with the sameprecision.The definition of balanced design as givenabove will not hold for disconnected designsbecause all the elementary contrasts are notestimable. Vartak (1963) has modified thedefinition of balanced design to hold fordisconnected as well as connected designas follows:
Definition 1.4:  A design is said to bebalanced if every normalized estimablelinear function of the treatment effects ofthe design can be estimated with the samevariance.It has been proved by V. R. Rao (1958) thata connected design is VB if and only if allthe non-zero characteristic roots of its C  –matrix are equal.An equivalent condition (John (1971),p.246) is:A necessary and sufficient condition for adesign to be balanced is that C  – matrix shallhave its diagonal elements equal and its off-diagonal elements equal.The form of C  – matrix for a VB design isgiven by

( )vv
1

v JvIθC −−=Where θ  is a non-zero characteristic rootof C , vI  the identity matrix and vvJ  is amatrix of ones.The most important binary, equireplicateand proper VB designs are the balancedincomplete block (BIB) designs introduced

by Yates (1936). These are defined asfollows:
Definition 1.5: A BIB design is anarrangement of v  treatments in  blockseach containing k < v  treatments such that(i) every treatment occurs at most once in ablock,(ii) every treatment occurs in exactly blocks,(iii) Every pair of treatments occurstogether in exactly  blocks.The integers λ k, r, b, v,  are calledparameters of the BIB design.Definition 1.6: (By Das (1958), p. 74). Let

k r, b, v, , etc., be the parameters of anyincomplete block design. If α  e” 1, newtreatments are now introduced and allincluded in each of the blocks of theincomplete block design together with  e”0 new blocks each having all the αv +treatments in it, then the new design thusbuilt around the incomplete block design canbe called a reinforced incomplete blockdesign with treatments, blocks of sizes  and  and with twotypes of replications, viz.,  and .Supplementary block designs play a verysignificant role in the construction of VBdesigns. The definition of these designs asincluded in Nigam et al. (1988) is as follows:Definition 1.7: Consider a connected blockdesign  with incidencematrix 1N  such that ′
1r 1 = ′

1k 1 = 1n , anddesign ( )22222 k,r,b,vD   with incidencematrix N2 such that ′
2r  =  = , where  . Thematrix  defined below 








=

2

1

N
N

NIs incidence matrix of a design?  Is calledsupplemented block design and hasparameters
,b ,vv 21 +  ′






 ′′   r :r  21 , 21 kk + .Definition 1.8: An existing block design usedfor the construction of balanced bipartiteblock designs and EB designs is called asbasic design.       We give below standard basic designs,which are used in the constructionprocedure in the dissertation:
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ISSN 2319 - 8168(i) BIB design, whose treatment-blockincidence matrix  satisfies       ( ) vvv λJI λrNN +−=′(ii) Symmetrical BIB design whoseparameters are. λ k,r b,v ==(iii) Randomized (complete) block design(RBD), whose treatment-block incidencematrix isvh.(iv) Trivial BIB design  , whose incidencematrix isv.Das and Ghosh (1985) introduced theconcept of general efficiency balanced (GEB)designs.Let  be an incomplete block   design withtreatment   replication   numbers v21 r --,- ,r ,rand block sizes.  b21 k --,- ,k ,k Let   = N nj   bethe incidence matrix of the design D   and let=r1   ( )v21 r,,r ,r −−−   = ( )b21 k --,- ,k ,kR = diag ( )v21 r,,r ,r −−− ,  K = diag
( )b21 k --,- ,k ,k .  Let  be '-1 N K N - R  C =  the– matrix  of  the  design . The  design  will  becalled generalized efficiency balanced (GEB)design , if for some positive numbers

v21 s --,- ,s ,s a, , the matrix  is of the form
( )ssgS aC 1 ′−= −where g =,  and. From above equation, itfollows that  is a GEB design if and only if                                         v.--,- 2, 1,  m  i , s s c  k / n n mi

b

1  j
jmjij =≠=

=where .The efficiency of design  relative tocompletely randomized design (CRD) withreplication numbers  is given by


=

==
v

1i
isccgEIf all, , then the design  is called EB design;and if then the design is called VB design.This dissertation consists of six chapters.Different methods of construction of blockdesigns are discussed in chapters 2 to 6.In this dissertation we have concentratedon the theory and techniques ofconstruction of various types of blockdesigns.  This provides a wider scope for the

construction of block designs as availabilityof choice is made possible.A complete bibliography of the books andresearch papers referred for thepreparation of the present dissertation isgiven at the end.
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Steel is crucial to the development of any modern economy and is considered to be the backbone of
human civilization. It is a product of a large and technologically complex industry having strong
forward and backward linkages in terms of material flows and income generation. All major
industrial economies are characterized by the existence of a strong steel industry and the growth of
many of these economies has been largely shaped by the strength of their steel industries in their
initial stages of development. Steel industry was in the vanguard in the liberalization of the industrial
Sector and has made rapid strides since then. In this paper an attempt is made to know the profitability
and financial position of selected steel companies, for accomplishment of the objective, the data
collected from the annual reports from 2007-08 to 2011-12 from the selected two steel companies
in India, the collected data is analyzed and computed to fit for drawing inferences, this study utilizes
various ratios among them Operating profit ratio, Gross profit ratio, Net profit ratio, Return on
capital employed ratio, Return on net worth ratio, Mean ,Standard Deviation ,T test. The analysis
revealed that the profitability of the SAIL is sounder than the TISCO.

Key words: Profitability, Financial Soundness, Global Scenario

INTRODUCTION:Business is conducted primarily to earn profits.The amount of profit earned measures theefficiency of a business. The greater the volumeof profit, the higher is the efficiency of theconcern. The profit of a business may bemeasured and analyzed by studying theprofitability of investments attained by thebusiness. In a financial sense, the termProfitability describes the financial health of anorganization.  Profitability can be interpretedseveral ways, but profitability can generally bedescribed as how well a company can get areturn on the investments theymake. Profitability can also be labeled as ameasurement of business success. Basically, it isthe amount of profit generated by the companyas a percent of the sales generated. The objective

of margin analysis is to detect consistency orpositive/negative trends in a company’searnings. Positive profit margin analysistranslates into positive investment quality. To alarge degree, it is the quality, and growth, of acompany’s earnings that drive its stock price.
STEEL INDUSTRY: GLOBAL SCENARIOThe current global steel industry is in its bestposition in comparing to last decades. The pricehas been rising continuously. The demandexpectations for steel products are rapidlygrowing for coming years. The shares of steelindustries are also in a high pace. The steelindustry is enjoying its 7th consecutive years ofgrowth in supply and demand. And there is manymore merger and acquisitions which overallbuoyed the industry and showed some goodresults. The supreme crisis has lead to the
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WORLD CRUDE STEEL PRODUCTION IN
2011

Rank Country Production  
(in thousand tonnes) 1 China 683,265 2 Japan 107,595 3 USA 86,247 4 India  72,200 5 Russia 68,743 6 South Korea 68,471 7 Germany 44,288 8 Ukraine 35,332 9 Brazil 35,162 10 Turkey 34,103  (Source: World Steel Association; Annual Reports2011)China was the first crude steel producer in theworld with production reaching 683.265 milliontonne, a growth of 8.30% over 2010. Indiaemerged as the 4th largest producer in 2011, in2010 India was 5th largest producer and recordeda growth of 7.48% as compared to 2010.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE:There are numerous empirical studiesconducted on Profitability analysis and financialsoundness in India as well as abroad. Presentreview deals with the comparative study ofIndian steel companies. Some of the notablestudies in this field are as following:
DR SANJAY BHAYANI published a book in(2003), “Practical financial statement analysis”The study covered 16 public limited cementcompanies in private sector. He made study ofanalysis of profitability, working capital, capitalstructure and activity of Indian cement industry.In his research he revealed various problems ofcement industries and suggested remedies forthe problems .He also suggested for theimprovement of profitability and techniquesof cost control.
 NAIB, (2003) compared efficiency of 26enterprises (13 public and 13 private) for a 12year period from 1988-89 to 1999- 2000. Theresults indicated that both public and private

firms experienced modest positive averageannual growth rate during this period. Thus thisstudy also revealed that at the enterprise levelthere is little empirical justification for generalpresumption in favour of either type ofownership and a case by case examination maybe more revealing. Thus for the present studycase study method has been taken. The presentstudy is a case of Bharat Heavy ElectricalsLimited (BHEL), which is a multi-product, multidivision, Public Sector Company operating inhighly competitive environment.
SAMILOGLU & DAMIRGUNES (2008) saidthat even though the profitability is constantlypositive, inaccurate working capitalmanagement procedures may lead to bankruptcyof the firm. They suggest that current, acid test,and cash ratios as traditional measures ofliquidity are incompetent and static balancesheet measures that cannot provide detailed andaccurate information about working capitalmanagement effectiveness. In their researchformulas used for calculating them consider bothliquid and operating assets in common andtraditional ratios are not meaningful in terms ofcash flow.
 AUBRY LYIMO, DR.REUBENJ.L
MWAMAKIMBULLAH KIKO F.S.HAMZA,
(2010) they found costs resulting from polesbeing rejected, reworked or down-graded werethe highest at the study mill. The cost of qualitywere so high and as a result they negatively affectthe financial performance of the mill.-cost ofquality and its effect on company’s profitability,the amount accrued from costs of quality wastoo high to reject the null hypothesis whichclaimed that costs of quality impacts negativelythe profitability of the company.
 NANDI (2011) made an attempt toexamine the influence of working capitalmanagement on corporate profitability. Forassessing impact of working capitalmanagement on profitability of National ThermalPower Corporation Ltd. during the period of 10years i.e., from 1999-2000 to 2008-09 Pearsons coefficient of correlation and multipleregression analysis between some ratios relatingto working capital management and the impact
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 KARADUMAN, AKBAS & CALISKAN
(2011) have tried to shed light on the empiricalrelationship between efficiency of workingcapital management and corporate profitabilityof selected companies in the Istanbul StockExchange for the period of 2005-2009. Thecompanies should focus on working capitalmanagement in order to increase theirprofitability by seriously and professionallyconsidering the issues on their cash conversioncycle which was derived from the number ofday’s accounts payable, the number of day,saccounts receivable and the number of days ofinventories. The findings suggested that it maybe possible to increase profitability by improvingefficiency of working capital.
 ASHA SHARMA AND R.B. SHARMA
(2011), these attempts identify and study themovement of key financial parameters and theirrelationship with profitability of textile industry.It is an attempt to and the study whether the keyidentified parameters move in a synchronousway going up and coming down with basicprofitability parameters. All three comparablyprofit-making companies have been taken as thesample for the study for the period of2006to2010.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM:The primary objective of a business undertakingis to earn profits. Profit earning is consideredessential for the survival of the business in thiscompetitive era. A business needs profits notonly for its existence, but also for expansion anddiversification the investors want an adequatereturn on their investment as well as workers,creditors. And a business enterprise candischarge its obligation to various segments ofthe society only through earning of profit. Thestatement of problem is:
PROFITABILITY AND FINANCIAL
SOUNDNESS OF INDIAN  STEEL COMPANIES:
A COMPARATIVE STUDY PERIOD OF THE

STUDY:The present study is mainly based on secondarydata. This study is mainly intended to evaluatethe profitability and financial soundness ofIndian steel companies. The period of the studyis five years 2007-08 to 2011-12.
SELECTION OF SAMPLE:The study has been carried out on the micro-level. The population of the study consists steelcompanies of India. the researcher has selected2 leading steel companies as mentioned below:1. Tata Steel Ltd.2. Steel Authority of India Ltd. (SAIL)
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:The present study is based upon the microapproach to analyze the profitability andfinancial soundness of Indian steel companies,specifically the objectives of the study are:1. To ascertain the overall earnings performanceof selected steel companies in India2. To evaluate global scenario of steel industry.3. To make comparison of profitability of selectedunits.4. To make suggestions for improvement of theprofitability position of selected units.
HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY:In conformity with the above objectives, thefollowing hypotheses have been framed:1. The profitability is equal in the selected units(Ho)2. The financial soundness is equal in selectedunits (Ho)
DATA COLLECTION:The study is analytical in nature, and the presentstudy uses the latest available publishedsecondary data for the years 2007-08 to 2011-12. The sources of data for this research includethe literature published by the World SteelAssociation. Also the various magazines dealingwith the current banking scenario and researchpaper have also been a source of information.The data related to company is collected fromthe annual reports of the selected steelcompanies, www.moneycontrol.com, andwww.money.rediff.com.
TOOLS OF ANALYSIS:Profitability ratios show a company’s overallefficiency and performance. We can divide
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PROFITABILITY AND FINANCIAL SOUNDNESS:
(1) Operating profit ratio:

Year TISCO SAIL 

 

2007-08 13.82 28.50 2008-09 12.31 20.66 2009-10 8.04 23.81 2010-11 13.68 17.30 2011-12 9.34 13.86 Average 11.44 20.83 Variance 6.85 32.19 t – test result Cal. Val. -3.36 Tab. Val. 2.31  Interpretation:The above tabular chart shows the operating profit ratio of selected units during the study period.The average operating profit ratio is 11.44% and 20.83% respectively. The profitability of SAIL issounder than TISCO as per this ratio. In SAIL it is the highest in 2007-08 with 28.5% while in TISCOit is highest in 2007-08 with 13.82%. The calculated value of t is -3.36 and table value is 2.31 as per5% level of significant, so null hypothesis is rejected. It means there is significant difference in
means score of operating profit ratio.
(2) Gross profit ratio:

Year TISCO SAIL 

 

2007-08 10.68 25.30 2008-09 9.41 17.62 2009-10 3.65 20.30 2010-11 9.96 13.55 2011-12 5.94 10.22 Average 7.93 17.40 Variance 9.04 34.31 t – test result Cal. Val. -3.22 Tab. Val. 2.31  Interpretation:The above table shows the gross profit ratio of selected units during the study period. The averagegross profit ratio is 7.93% and 17.40% respectively. TISCO shows the mixed trend during the studyperiod while SAIL shows the decreasing trend during the study period except the year 2009-10. Thehighest ratio of SAIL is 25.3% in 2007-08 and of TISCO is 10.63% in 2007-08. The calculated valueof t is -3.22 and table value of t is 2.31 as per 5% level of significant, so null hypothesis is rejected. Itmeans there is significant difference in means score of gross profit ratio during the study
period.
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Year TISCO SAIL 

 

2007-08 43.18 32.70 2008-09 22.34 22.10 2009-10 -8.92 20.29 2010-11 24.35 13.34 2011-12 12.64 8.92 Average 18.72 19.47 Variance 361.01 82.88 t – test result Cal. Val. -0.08 Tab. Val. 2.31  

Year TISCO SAIL 

 

2007-08 9.35 18.26 2008-09 3.34 13.55 2009-10 -1.95 15.93 2010-11 7.54 11.25 2011-12 4.00 7.50 Average 4.46 13.30 Variance 15.19 13.30 t – test result Cal. Val. -4.02 Tab. Val. 2.31  Interpretation:The above table shows the net profit ratio of selected units during the study period. The average netprofit ratio is 4.46% and 13.30% respectively. TISCO shows the mixed trend during the studyperiod including negative ratio (-1.95%) in 2009-10 while SAIL shows the decreasing trendduring the study period except the year 2009-10. The highest ratio of SAIL is 18.26% in 2007-08and of TISCO is 9.35% in 2007-08. The calculated value of t is -4.02 and table value of t is 2.31 as per5% level of significant, so null hypothesis is rejected. It means there is significant difference in
means score of net profit ratio during the study period.
(4) Return on capital employed Ratio:

Year TISCO SAIL 

 

2007-08 16.59 42.76 2008-09 16.43 26.92 2009-10 5.62 20.29 2010-11 12.46 13.03 2011-12 9.98 11.06 Average 12.22 22.81 Variance 21.36 163.74 t – test result Cal. Val. -1.74 Tab. Val. 2.31  Interpretation:The above table shows the return on capital employed ratio of selected units during the studyperiod. The average ratio is 12.22% and 22.81% respectively. TISCO shows the mixed trend duringthe study period including the lowest of 5.62% in 2009-10 while SAIL shows the decreasing trendduring the study period. The highest ratio of SAIL is 42.76% in 2007-08 and of TISCO is 16.59% in2007-08. The calculated value of t is -1.74 and table value of t is 2.31 as per 5% level of significant,so null hypothesis is accepted. It means there is no significant difference in means score of
return on capital employed ratio during the study period.
(5) Return on net worth Ratio:

(3) Net Profit Ratio:
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Interpretation:The above table shows the return on net worthratio of selected units during the study period.The average ratio is 18.72% and 19.47%respectively. TISCO shows the mixed trendduring the study period including negative of -8.92% in 2009-10 while SAIL shows thedecreasing trend during the study period. Thehighest ratio of SAIL is 32.70% in 2007-08 andof TISCO is 43.18% in 2007-08. According to thisratio the profitability of TISCO is much soundthan SAIL except the year 2009-10. Thecalculated value of t is -1.74 and table value of t is2.31 as per 5% level of significant, so nullhypothesis is accepted. It means there is no
significant difference in means score of
return on capital employed ratio during the
study period.
SUGGESTIONS:The primary objective of a business undertakingis to earn profits. Profit earning is consideredessential for the survival of the business in thiscompetitive era. At the end of this researchfollowing suggestions can be drawn:
• The profitability of TISCO is very poor thanSAIL. So TISCO requires concentrating on costreduction system.
• The return on net worth ratio of SAIL is lowerthan TISCO, so SAIL requires concentrating onproper use of leverage.
• The net profit ratio of TISCO is much lowerthan SAIL during the study period, so TISCOshould try to control operating expenses.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY:The major limitations of this study are as under:1. This study is based on secondary data takenfrom published annual reports of selected steelcompanies.2. The different views have been applied in thecalculation of different ratios.3. The present study is largely based on ratioanalysis. It has its own limitations.4. The study is limited to five years only.
CONCLUSION:The Indian steel industry is among the upcomingindustries of the world. It has a number of ironores, which means that it has plenty of resourcesfrom which to draw its raw material. The rate of

production of steel in India has been going up ata steady rate in the last few years. The amountof profit earned measures the efficiency of abusiness. The greater the volume of profit, thehigher is the efficiency of the concern. The profitof a business may be measured and analyzed bystudying the profitability of investments attainedby the business. The study investigates theprofitability of the selected steel companies inIndia. The study uses various profitability ratiosfor analysis of profitability of selected steelcompanies. It is inferred from the resultsprofitability performance of SAIL is sounder thanTISCO during the study period.
Referances1. Azhagaiah. R & Gangadevi. S (2008): “Leverageand Financial Decision”, The Indian Journal ofCommerce, Vol.61. No.1. January-March 2008,pp.90-98.2. Bardia S.C, 2004, “Liquidity Management: ACase Study of Steel Authority of India Ltd. TheManagement Accountants, June, Vol-39, No.-6, pp.463-495.3. Bernstein, L A and Wild J J (2004), Analysis ofFinancial Statements, New Delhi, Tata McgrawHill Publishing Co. Ltd., pp.111-150.4. Bhardwaj, R.N., 1994: Some Aspects of India sIron and Steel Industry, Ph.D. Thesis(unpublished), Delhi School of Economics,University of Delhi, India.5. Bhattacharya, H., (1997), Total Managementby Ratios, Sage Publication India Pvt. Ltd., NewDelhi.6. Chatterjee, Amit and Ramesh Singh, 1996: “TheSteel Industry in India”, Ironmaking andSteelmaking, Vol. 23, No. 4, p. 293-302.7. Economic and Political Weekly, Editorial(2004). Steel Handling Upswing, May 15, 2004.
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“A STUDY ON CUSTUMERS PERCEPTION"
(WITH REFERENCE TO KOTAK MAHINDRA BANK)

Mr. J.B. Bhatt *

The main aims of this research paper is to find customers satisfactions with  relations to some
variables like individual   visit, age group, family income,etc.in this study researcher used private
bank MAHINDRA KOTAK and research is  carried out by  primary data analysis  tools like Correlation,
. Likert scale, frequency, study indicates an average satisfactions of customers toward MAHINDRA
KOTAK BANK.

Key words: - MAHINDRA KOTAK, Correlation, Liker scale,

* I/C Principal, Takshashila Institute of Management, Bhavnagar.

INTRODUCTION:- Today, many businessessuch as banks, insurance companies, and otherservice providers realize the importance ofCustomer Relationship Management (CRM) andits potential to help them acquire new customersretain existing ones and maximize their lifetimevalue. At this point, close relationship withcustomers will require a strong coordinationbetween IT and marketing departments toprovide a long-term retention of customers. Thisstudy deals with the role Customer RelationshipManagement, to measure the customerperception of Kotak Mahindra Bank.  Theintroduction of liberalization in service sectorchanged the Indian consumer’s perception a lot...With the economic reforms by the Governmentof India the operational environment of financialsector has changed drastically. The growth ofservice sector in 20th centaury gave a newdimension to uplift of Indian economy.Regulating and technological improvements areresponsible for the vast majority of innovationin banking over the past quarter century. Thecontinuing evolution of the banking andfinancial markets has created opportunities bothfor providers and for users of the financialproducts, and this evolution has proven

beneficial to the economy. The introduction ofliberalization in service sector changed theIndian consumer’s perception a lot. The volatilityof global equity markets over the past few yearshas turned the tables on institutional financefirms in the capital markets, wealthmanagement, and commercial banking sectors,wealth management clients, tired of looking atdwindling account balances, are demanding fromfinancial advisors long-term strategies to boosttheir assets. Schemes for the customer.
LITERATURE REVIEW· Christopher Lovelock and Jochen Wirtz
(2006) explained the relationship betweenservice quality and service productivity. A keychallenge for any service business is to deliversatisfactory outcomes to its customers in waysthat are cost-effective for the company. Ifcustomers are dissatisfied with the quality of aservice, they won’t be willing to pay very muchfor it or even to buy it at all if competitors offerbetter quality. Low sales volumes and/or lowprices mean less productive assets.· According to Valarie A Zeithaml, Mary Jo
Bitner, Dwayne D Gremler and Ajay Pandit
(2008) customers hold different types of serviceexpectations: (1) desired service, which reflects
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ISSN 2319 - 8168the customers want; (2) adequate service, whatcustomers are willing to accept; and (3)predicted service, what customers believe theyare likely to get. While service quality, thecustomer’s perception of the service componentof a product, is a critical determinant of customersatisfaction, in case of a pure service, servicequality may be the most critical determinant ofsatisfaction. They mentioned the serviceencounters or “moments of truth” as the buildingblocks for both satisfaction and quality. Serviceencounter is an opportunity to build perceptionsof quality and satisfaction. So it is important tomanage the evidence of service in each and everyencounter.· Harsh V. Verma (2009) also confirmed thatin services, quality is not objective, rather it isperceived. Quality in services is based oncustomer’s judgment of superiority on intangibledimensions. He describes a framework whichviews quality in services as made up of twodimensions of technical and functional quality.Technical quality refers to the outcome whilefunctional or process quality refers to the qualityof process through which the outcomes aretransferred to the customer.· Parasurman, Zeithaml and Berry (1985)however listed ten determinants of servicequality, which were further regrouped into fivedimensions: reliability, responsiveness, tangibles,assurance and empathy In the process ofevaluation of customer satisfaction. RESEARCH
METODOLOGY:-In this research study researcher has usedfollowing methodology for depth research in this  field. Where in following objectives areformulated by the researchers.
1. Objectives· To know is there any relationship between visitfrequency & satisfaction level.· To know is there any relationship betweenfamily income & satisfaction level· To know the level of satisfaction of thecustomer from the services offered by the bank.· To know relationship between the age groupand the satisfaction level.· To know relationship between satisfaction level& association with other bank.

2. Data collectionThe search to answer the research questions iscalled collection of data. Both primary &secondary data is been collected for the purposeof research.
3. Sample size:The sample size is 200. This sample size is decidedby taking into consideration time & cost availableto the researcher. Also the parameters like familyincome, age occupation etc has also been takeninto consideration while deciding the sample size
4. Statistical tools used for the research:Structured Questionnaires and other statisticaltools used for the research are, frequency: toknow the visit frequency of the respondents andto know which service/s is mostly used by therespondents, Correlation to know the is thereany correlation between the satisfaction leveland the association with the secondary bank.
Likert scale: Five point Likert scale were usedto know the responses about the   service &product offering of the bank. (5=Very Good,4=Good, 3=neutral, 2=Poor, 1=Very Poor).
DATA ANALSIS ANS DISCUSSION:
A Cleanliness, Layout, Access to entrance,visibility of signboards

 Freque
ncy Percen

t Valid Percen
t 

Cumula
tive  Percen

t 
Valid Poor 25 16.8 16.8 16.8   Average 51 34.2 34.2 51.0   Good 73 49.0 49.0 100.0   Total 149 100.0 100.0  

 B, Compliance of standing instructions
  Freque

ncy Percen
t Valid Percen
t 

Cumula
tive  Percen

t 

Valid Very Poor 4 2.7 2.7 2.7   Poor 58 38.9 38.9 41.6   Average 65 43.6 43.6 85.2   Good 22 14.8 14.8 100.0   Total 149 100.0 100.0   
 The above analysis clearly shows that 73 percentof the respondents are satisfied with the
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This table shows the positive correlationbetween the overall satisfaction level and thedifferent age groups of the respondents. It meanshigher the age is more they are satisfied.
Findings and RecommendationForm the analysis of data the researcher hasfound the following facts. The analysis ofcustomers visit frequency and the overall levelof satisfaction clearly reveals that the level ofsatisfaction and the visit frequency both areindependent variable it means that the numberof visit to bank does not affect the customers’perception Another important fact which theresearcher had found is that the majority of thecustomer is not satisfied with the generalbehavior of the staff, compliance of the standinginstruction and the locker facility. It is also foundthat the customers with higher income groupare more satisfied with the bank compared tothe low income customer. It is also found thatthe gender and the overall satisfaction level bothare independent variable. One of the important

The above analysis shows the negativecorrelation means the respondents who havemore account with the secondary bank they arenot satisfied with the current bank.
D.Correlations with Overall satisfaction levelwith Kotak Mahindra bank and Overallsatisfaction of secondary bank.

This table shows the positive correlation.  Itmeans the respondents who are satisfied withthe secondary bank they are equally satisfiedwith the current bank.

The above table shows the negative correlationit means that the overall satisfaction level andsex of respondents are not related with eachother means the banks give the same servicesirrespective of the gender difference.
F.Correlations With the overall satisfaction levelwith the Kotak Mahindra bank and age group

cleanliness, layout, access to entrants, andvisibility of signboards whereas 51 percent ofthe respondent say that it’s average similarly forthe space availability for sitting & waiting 80percent of the respondent say it is average meansthe bank has to make necessary adjustments toprovide the appropriate space for the sittingwhile the customer is waiting for their turn tocome.
C. Correlations with Overall satisfaction levelwith Kotak Mahindra bank and number ofaccounts in secondary bank.    Q5 Q8 Q5 Pearson Correlation 1 -.074 Sig. (2-tailed) . .371 N 149 149 Q8 Pearson Correlation -.074 1 Sig. (2-tailed) .371 . N 149 149 

 

    Q5 Q9 Q5 Pearson Correlation 1 .106 Sig. (2-tailed) . .199 N 149 149 Q9 Pearson Correlation .106 1 Sig. (2-tailed) .199 . N 149 149 
 

    Q5 Q10 Q5 Pearson Correlation 1 -.033   Sig. (2-tailed) . .693   N 149 149 Q10 Pearson Correlation -.033 1   Sig. (2-tailed) .693 .   N 149 149         
 

E. Correlations With the overall satisfaction levelwith the Kotak Mahindra bank and the sex ofrespondents

    Q5 Q11 Q5 Pearson Correlation 1 .068 Sig. (2-tailed) . .410 N 149 149 Q11 Pearson Correlation .068 1 Sig. (2-tailed) .410 . N 149 149 
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ISSN 2319 - 8168fact fond by the researcher is that majority ofthe respondents are natural when they have beenabout the overall satisfaction level of the bank.It means that they are finding it difficult to ratethe bank service in comparison with otherbanks. They perceive that there is not muchdifference between the services provided by theKotak bank and the other secondary bank. As itwas found that all the respondents have theaccount in secondary bank and those who aresatisfied with the secondary bank they areequally satisfied with the Kotak Mahindra bank.Form the above facts the researcher hasrecommend following solution As it was foundin the research that majority of the respondentsare not satisfied with the general behavior ofthe staff, compliance of standing instruction andlocker facility. So the bank has to improve theservice quality by imparting training to the staff,they should also ensure that the customer shouldnot have any complaint for compliance ofstanding instruction and the locker facility. Theimportant fact that was found in the research isthat the customer with higher age group is moresatisfied than the low are customer. And we havefound that the majority of the banks’ customersare in the age group of 26-35 and they are neutralwhen they have been asked about their overallsatisfaction level with the bank. It was also foundthat 83.2 percent of the respondents are usingPro saving A/c but rest of the other productsand services of the bank are not utilized much.So the bank has to promote these products andservices to the customers so that they are moresatisfied with the bank.
CONCLUSION:-Customers are the key to maintain a competitiveadvantage in today’s market. Bankinginstitutions should be aware of who theircustomers are, which customer groups producehigher profits and what factors influence theirloyalty and keep them happy. Customers affect abank’s success and the winners will be thoseinstitutions that succeed in managing theirrelationship with customers in an effectivemanner and in quick time
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The major objective of this paper is to analyze and understand the impact of leverage on
the profitability of the firm. This paper investigates the relationship between the leverage (financial
leverage, operating leverage and combined leverage) and the earning per share. And it aims to
describe how the earning capacity of the firm is influenced by the fixed operating costs and the fixed
financial charges. In this study, selected Textile companies are taken for analysis and hypothesis
are examined with the help of one way ANOVA and t-test. Apart from that, other tools like skewness
and kurtosis are applied to examine “Lack of symmetry” used to understand the distribution of data
and ‘Flatness or peakedness’. The results suggest that the leverage and profitability and growth are
related and the leverage is having impact on the profitability of the firm.

KEY WORDS : (DOL: Degree of Operating Leverage), (DFL: Degree of Financial Leverage), (DCL:
Degree of Combined Leverage), (DER: Debt equity ratio), and (EPS: Earning Per share)
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INTRODUCTION:Financial Decision (FD) plays a crucial role inthe survival of a firm. Business decisions of thefirms in general and strategies in particular aremoulded by the business environment. Everybusinessman has to face tough competitions,uncertainty and risk prevailing in the trade.External factors like the economic, political/regulatory, social, demographic, technologicaland natural factors which make up theopportunities for and threats to business, andinternal factors like the resources, capabilitiesand goodwill of the organization, internal powerrelationships etc., which decide the strength andweakness of the firm. The firm’s capital structure(CS), which is the mix of debt and equity isconsidered to be optimum when the marketvalue of the share is maximized. When theshareholders’ return is maximized with minimumrisk the market value per share will bemaximized and the firm’s capital structure wouldbe considered optimum. Once the financial

manager is able to determine the bestcombination of debt and equity, he must generatethe appropriate capital through the best availablesources. Hence, debt equity ratio (DER) isdetermined to ascertain soundness of the long-term financial policies of the firm.
INDIAN TEXTILE INDUSTRY:The Indian textile industry is estimated to bearound USD 52 billion and is likely to reach USD115 billion by 2012. The domestic market islikely to increase from USD 34.6 billion to USD60 billion by 2012. It is expected that India’sshare of exports to the world would also increasefrom the current four per cent to around sevenper cent during this period. India has overtakenthe US to become the world’s 2nd largest cottonproducing country, after China, as per a study byInternational Service for the Acquisition of Agra-biotech Application. India is the largest exporterof yarn in the international market and has ashare of 25 per cent in world cotton yarn exportsand accounts for 12 per cent of the world’s
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ISSN 2319 - 8168production of textile fibers and yarn. The country(India) has the highest loom capacity, includinghandlooms, with a share of 61 per cent in worldloom age. India is the largest producer of jute inthe world. It is the second largest producer ofsilk and the only country to produce all fourvarieties of silk – Mulberry, Tsar, Ere and Muga.The primary contribution of the Textile Industryis export earnings for the country; the textileindustry occupies 16%of the country’s exportearnings. Industrial output sums up to 14% oftotal industrial production and contributes toapproximately 30% of total export products. Inan effort to increase India’s share in the world

textile market, the Government of India hasintroduced a number of progressive steps. TheIndian textile industry is striving to realize its fullpotential and face the emerging challenges ofglobalization and liberalization. Thus leveragingfirms lead to borrowing, which leads to debt. TheDebt-equity ratio is a long run risk measure. Debtto equity compares debt to the owner’sinvestment in the business. An increase in thedebt-equity ratio increases the firm’s financialLeverage, because this makes additional debtfinancing available.
Figure: 1 Indian Textile Export

LITERATURE REVIEW:Prior empirical research on leverage shows thatleverage can constrain investment (Lang, Ofek,and Stulz 1996; Denis and Denis 1993). Merton
(1974) suggested for highly leveraged firms,contingent claims. He predicted that almost allfirms’ value is in the hands of the debt holders. Asmall increase in cash reserves goes largely toincrease the value of debt (and not equity value)and implies that the probability of bankruptcydecreases. Jensen and Meckling (1976)proposed that managerial ownership reducestheir incentives to engage in non-optimalbehavior. Firms with higher investment inintangible assets tend to use less debt in theirCapital Structure to reduce the agency costsassociated with risky debt (Myers 1977). Forlow-growth firms, this means that growth adds

value to the firm, which increases borrowingcapacity. Operating fixed costs (in effect acapacity constraint) could have an impact on thechoice of fl (Huffman 1983). Mandelker and
Rhee (1984) found a positive relationshipbetween both degree of financial leverage (DFL),degree of operating leverage (DOL) andsystematic risk (SR).
Ang (1992)  argued that the relationshipbetween size and leverage is rather complex, andenough reasons can be found to justify bothlower or higher leverage in (privately held) smallfirms when compared with larger firms. Indeed,empirical evidence does not provide support fora clear and monotone relationship between sizeand leverage, although small firms generallyshow higher leverage ratios and make greateruse of short-term financing than the larger firms.
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Whited (1992) found that firms with highleverage display a higher sensitivity ofinvestment to cash flow. John (1993) presentedevidence for firm-level determinants of cashholdings, indicating that firms with higher costsof financial distress and higher cash flowvolatility hold significantly more cash, whilefirms with higher leverage, higher growth rates,a longer cash conversion cycle, and more tangibleassets hold less cash. Raad and Wu (1994)found that stockholders of mergers financedwith stocks suffer significant losses.
Vogt (1994)  found that the relationshipbetween cash flows and investment spendingdiffers significantly between small and largefirms. Smaller growth firms conform more to thepecking order behavior. Lord (1996) inferredthat dol, the ratio of net profits to firm value, andthe variability of unit output are all found to bepositively correlated with each of the three riskmeasures. The DFL, while positively related tototal and unsystematic risk (ur), does not appearto be related to sr. Honohan (1997) advocated‘speed limits’ to restrict the rate of growth ofbanks’ loan portfolios. Kim, Mauer and
Sherman (1998) inferred that cash holdingsincrease with a higher market-to-book ratio andhigher cash flow volatility, revealing that cashholdings decrease with firm size, leverage, thelength of the cash conversion cycle, and theprobability of financial distress.
Gelb and Siegel (2000) found that firms withhigh levels of intangible assets are more likely toemphasize dividend increase and stockrepurchase (which are generally perceived assignalling favourable investment opportunities),instead of traditional accounting disclosures, asa means of overcoming adverse selection.
Benito and Whitley (2003) found evidencethat the external finance premium postulated bythe ‘pecking order hypothesis’ has a non-linearrelation with firms’ capital leverage, wherechanges in leverage only affect the premium athigh levels of leverage.
Ruland and Zhou (2005) revealed a strongpositive association between leverage and thevalues of diversified firms. The values ofspecialized firms do not increase with leverage.

Faulkender and Wang (2006) inferred thatthe average marginal value of cash across allfirms declines with larger cash holdings, andhigher leverage. Moon and Tandon (2007)found that the association between equityownership and leverage is significant for low-growth firms, but not for high-growth firms.
Drobetz and Gruninger (2007) found thatthemarket to book ratio is a proxy for bothgrowth opportunities and/or the importance ofadverse selection costs, leading to competinghypotheses in a pecking order framework.
Jugurnath, Stewart and Brooks (2008)provided evidence that DER was positive andsignificant in the US only; they also providedevidence that DFL  influences cci in the US.The overall effect of leverage recapitalizationsis to improve firm’s value, as supported by theprior literature. However, the evidence also pointsto a straightforward indirect cost of fl that hasreceived relatively little attention in theliterature. High leverage generates interestpayments that may be high relative to currentlevels of cash flow. When managers facesubstantial personal costs of financial distress,this can create incentives to emphasizeinvestments that maximize the cash flow of thefirm, possibly at the expense of undertakinginvestments with the highest net present value.This effect of high leverage is likely to influencethe divisional allocation of investment within afirm. The estimates suggest that the increase infirm’s value around the recapitalization wouldbe larger in the absence of such changes indivisional allocation. In this regard, the study addsto a wide literature emphasizing the indirectcosts of debt financing.
LEVERAGE:The employment of asset or source of funds forwhich the firm has to pay fixed cost or fixedreturn is termed as leverage. The asset or sourceof fund is act as force to boost up the firm’s abilityto increase the profitability. The higher leverageobviously implies higher outside borrowings andhence it is riskier if the firms earning capacity isreduced. In other words, only when the Returnon Investment is higher than the cost of outsideborrowing, the effect of leverage will be
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Operating Leverage:Operating leverage is caused due to fixedoperating expenses in a firm. It is the firm’sability to use fixed operating costs to magnifythe effects of changes in sales on its earningsbefore interest and taxes. Operating leverageoccurs at any time a firm has fixed costs thatmust be met regardless of volume.
Financial Leverage:Financial Leverage is caused due to fixedfinancial costs in firm. It is the ability of a firm touse fixed financial charges to magnify the effectsof changes in EBIT on the earning per share. Itinvolves the use of funds obtained at a fixed costin the hope of increasing the return to theshareholders. The financial leverage employed bya company is intended to earn more return onthe fixed-charge funds than their costs. Thesurplus (or deficit) will increase (or decrease)the return on the owner’s equity. The rate ofreturn on the owner’s equity is levered above orbelow the rate of return on total assets.
Combined Leverage:Operating and financial leverages together causewide fluctuation in EPS for a given change insales. It can be done by multiplying the operatingleverage and financial leverage. The operatingleverage affects the EBIT and the financialleverage affects the EPS. The management hasto devise a right combination of the operatingand financial leverage. A company whose salesfluctuate widely and erratically should avoid useof high leverage since it will be exposed to a veryhigh degree of risk.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:
1) To understand and analyze the leverage effectsof the selected Textile companies.
2) To analyze the impact of leverage onprofitability
3) To assess the relationship between thefinancing mix and earnings per share.
HYPOTHESIS OF THE STUDY:
1) There is no significant relationship betweenDOL and EPS.
2) There is no significant relationship betweenDFL and EPS.
3) There is no significant relationship between

DCL and EPS.
METHODOLOGYThe present study adopts an analytical anddescriptive research design. The data of thesample companies has been collected from theannual reports and the balance sheet publishedby the companies and the websites of thecompanies.A finite a sample size of Seven Textile companies’listed on the Bombay stock exchange has beenselected for the purpose of the study. They areAlok Industries, Digjam, Oswal, Raymond, ShreeDinesh, Siyaram, and Welspun.The variables used in the analysis are earningper share (EPS), Degree of Operating leverage(DOL), Degree of Financial Leverage (DFL),Degree of Combine Leverage (DCL), EarningsBefore Interest and Taxes (EBIT) EarningsBefore Taxes (EBT), Debt Equity Ratio (DER)and Contribution Margin.
SAMPLE DESIGN
Sampling Techniques:  The technique ofConvenient Sampling is being adopted for thestudy.
Sample size: Seven Indian Textile companies arechosen as sample size for the Study.
DATA COLLECTIONFinancial statements are the raw data collectedfrom various websites like www.capitalline.com, www.Moneycontrol.com and other companywebsites.
TOOLS USED FOR ANALYSIS:· Leverage analysis.· Mean,· Standard Deviation,· Skewness: “Lack of symmetry” used tounderstand the distribution of data· Kurtosis: ‘Flatness or peakedness’ of thefrequency curve. It is the convexity offrequency curve.· Correlation analysis and test of significance.· Analysis of variance (ANOVA): The statisticaltool that is used for testing hypothesis is oneway Analysis of Variance.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY1) The study is based on secondary data and onlythe period of 5 years is taken for analysis.2) The pertaining to the analysis is collected from
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS:
DEGREE OF OPERATING LEVERAGE (DOL):The degree of Operating leverage is defined as the percentage change in earning before interest andtaxes (EBIT) that results from a given percentage change in sales. Operating leverage occurs at anytime a firm has fixed costs that must be met regardless of volume.
DOL = Contribution/EBIT

Table 1: Degree of Operating Leverage (DOL)

DOL Alok 
Digja

m 
Oswa

l 
Raymon

d 
Shree 

Dinesh 
Siyara

m 
Welspu

n 
Mar '11 1.34 0.50 1.44 2.89 1.68 0.66 -5.77 
Mar '10 1.11 0.06 0.52 5.27 1.67 1.29 1.27 
Mar '09 0.60 -56.18 0.72 -1.76 1.16 1.79 1.92 
Mar '08 0.90 -4.61 2.06 0.78 1.16 -0.01 1.07 
Mar '07 1.07 0.27 0.57 0.79 1.31 1.25 1.20 Mean 1.00 -11.99 1.06 1.59 1.40 1.00 -0.06 Standard Deviation 0.28 24.79 0.67 2.64 0.26 0.69 3.21 Kurtosis 0.69 4.85 -0.68 0.12 -3.12 -0.05 4.80 Skewness -0.55 -2.20 1.02 0.30 0.39 -0.65 -2.18                 

 (Source: computed from the annual reports of the company. (Money Control))
Inference: Analysis in table 1 shows that the DOL of Raymond was high as 1.59 and DOL of Digjamwas Low as (-11.99). The standard deviation value of Shree Dinesh was low which indicates that ithas low variations in fixed cost expenditures. The standard deviation value of Digjam was highwhich indicates that it has high variations in fixed cost expenditures. The DOL is positively skewedin Oswal, Raymond and Shree Dinesh, while the DOL is negatively skewed for other remainingcompany. Kurtosis values indicates that Operating leverage of all the sample companies exceptAlok, Oswal, Raymond and Siyaram are leptokurtic as they are more peaked than the normal curve.The kurtosis values of Alok, Oswal, Raymond and Siyaram are flatter than the normal curve so thatthey are platykurtic.
ANOVA Analysis:
Ho: The DOL position of the Textile companies does not differ significantly.
Ha: The DOL position of the Textile companies differs significantly.

Table 2: Test of Significance (DOL)

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 731.5886 6 121.9 1.34844 0.269473 2.44526 

Within Groups 2531.869 28 90.42 
Total 3263.457 34 

 (Note: One-way ANOVA has been performed in MS Excel)
Inference: Since the calculated significance level 0.269, which is greater than 0.05, the null
hypothesis is accepted. Hence, it is concluded that the DOL position of Alok Industries, Digjam,Oswal, Raymond, Shree Dinesh, Siyaram, and Welspun does not differ significantly
DEGREE OF FINANCIAL LEVERAGE:The degree of financial leverage is defined as the percentage change in earning per share (EPS) thatresults from a given percentage change in earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT). DFL = EBIT/
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Inference: Since the calculated significance level 0.239, which is greater than 0.05, the null
hypothesis is accepted. Hence, it is concluded that the DFL position of Alok Industries, Digjam,Oswal, Raymond, Shree Dinesh, Siyaram, and Welspun does not differ significantly.
DEGREE OF COMBINED LEVERAGE:The combined leverage is simply expressed as financial leverage multiplied by operating leverage.The operating leverage has its effect on operating risk and is measured by the percentage change insales. The financial leverage has its effects on financial risk and is measured by the percentagechange in EPS due to percentage change in EBIT. The risk associated with the combined leverage isknown as total risk.
DCL = (Contribution/EBIT) * (EBIT/EBT)

DFL Alok Digjam Oswal Raymond Shree Dinesh Siyaram Welspun 
Mar '11 2.48 2.29 10.62 -8.47 1.29 1.18 0.14 
Mar '10 2.99 1.30 5.65 -0.86 1.28 1.24 1.82 
Mar '09 2.79 0.01 2.25 0.49 1.17 2.15 7.48 
Mar '08 1.88 -0.15 -0.87 4.29 1.18 1.89 2.78 
Mar '07 1.62 0.57 1.61 1.38 1.13 1.30 1.62 Mean 2.35 0.80 3.85 -0.63 1.21 1.55 2.77 Std.Deviation 0.59 1.01 4.44 4.77 0.07 0.44 2.80 Kurtosis -2.28 -0.51 0.47 2.56 -2.69 -2.13 3.06 Skewness -0.32 0.82 0.93 -1.35 0.26 0.77 1.60 

 (Source: computed from the annual reports of the company. (Money Control))
Inference: From Table No-3 it is clear that the DFL shows a fluctuating trend and the calculatedmean and standard deviation values of Oswal was highest when compare to other sample companieswhile Raymond has higher standard deviation of 4.77, it indicates company has high financial risk.The standard deviation of Shree Dinesh is comparatively low which indicates that the company isless risky in terms of the financial risk. The DFL is positively skewed in Digjam, Oswal, ShreeDinesh and Siyaram, while the DFL is negatively skewed for other remaining company. Kurtosisvalues indicates that financial leverage of all the sample companies except Digjam and Oswal areleptokurtic as they are more peaked than the normal curve. The kurtosis values of Digjam andOswal are flatter than the normal curve so that they are platykurtic.
ANOVA Analysis:
Ho: The DFL position of the Textile companies does not differ significantly.
Ha: The DFL position of the Textile companies differs significantly.

Table 4: Test of Significance (DFL)

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 63.4786 6 10.58 1.42794 0.2392 2.44526 
Within Groups 207.456 28 7.4091       
Total 270.934 34         
 (Note: One-way ANOVA has been performed in MS Excel)

EBT
Table 3: Degree of Financial Leverage (DFL)
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DCL 
Alok 
indu 

Digja
m 

Oswa
l 

Raymon
d 

Shree 
Dinesh 

Siyara
m 

Welspu
n 

Mar '11 3.32 1.14 15.26 -24.49 2.16 0.78 -0.80 
Mar '10 3.32 0.07 2.95 -4.56 2.14 1.61 2.30 
Mar '09 1.67 -0.52 1.63 -0.86 1.35 3.85 14.33 
Mar '08 1.69 0.70 -1.80 3.34 1.37 -0.02 2.98 
Mar '07 1.72 0.15 0.91 1.09 1.48 1.62 1.94 Mean 2.35 0.31 3.79 -5.10 1.70 1.57 4.15 Standard Deviation 0.89 0.64 6.64 11.22 0.41 1.45 5.87 Kurtosis -3.33 -0.49 3.80 3.69 -3.26 1.70 3.98 Skewness 0.61 0.06 1.85 -1.88 0.55 1.02 1.89 

 (Source: computed from the annual reports of the company (Money Control))
Inference: From Table No-5 it is clear that the DCL shows a fluctuating trend. Calculated Mean ofWelspun was high and Raymond was very low. The Standard deviation of Raymond was high (11.22)it indicates company has high financial risk. The DCL is positively skewed in Alok Industries, Digjam,Oswal, Shree Dinesh, Siyaram and Welspun, while the DCL is negatively skewed for other remainingcompany. Kurtosis values indicates that Combined leverage of all the sample companies exceptDigjam and Siyaram are leptokurtic as they are more peaked than the normal curve. The kurtosisvalues of Digjam and Siyaram are flatter than the normal curve so that they are platykurtic.
ANOVA Analysis:
Ho: The DCL position of the Textile companies does not differ significantly.
Ha: The DCL position of the Textile companies differs significantly.

Table 6: Test of Significance (DCL)

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 287.7315 6 47.95524 1.61397 0.180272 2.445259 
Within Groups 831.9528 28 29.7126       
Total 1119.684 34         
 (Note: One-way ANOVA has been performed in MS Excel)

Inference: Since the calculated significance level 0.180, which is greater than 0.05, the null
hypothesis is accepted. Hence, it is concluded that the DCL position of Alok Industries, Digjam,Oswal, Raymond, Shree Dinesh, Siyaram, and Welspun does not differ significantly
DEBT – EQUITY RATIO:The ratio between the borrowed funds and owner’s funds is called dent equity ratio. It indicates theproportion of debt is used in the capitals structure. Higher debt equity ratio reveals that the financialrisk of the firm is higher and leads to increased cost of capital i.e. higher return is required by bothowners and lenders. (Debt - Equity Ratio = Borrowed funds/Shareholder’s Funds)

Table 5: Degree of Combined Leverage (DCL)
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Debt-eq ratio 
Alok 
indu 

Digja
m 

Oswa
l 

Raymon
d 

Shree 
Dinesh 

Siyara
m 

Welspu
n 

Mar '11 4.28 0.99 1.88 1.34 0.41 1.21 2.63 
Mar '10 3.86 1.08 1.90 1.44 0.58 0.99 2.71 
Mar '09 4.4 2.10 1.76 1.52 0.5 1.5 3 
Mar '08 4.42 2.33 8.35 1.09 0.49 1.86 2.79 
Mar '07 3.26 2.37 8.41 0.93 0.44 1.36 2.62 Mean 4.04 1.77 4.46 1.26 0.48 1.38 2.75 Standard Deviation 0.49 0.69 3.58 0.25 0.07 0.33 0.16 Kurtosis 0.84 -3.16 -3.33 -1.74 0.29 0.43 1.36 Skewness -1.31 -0.52 0.61 -0.55 0.60 0.51 1.29 

 (Source: computed from the annual reports of the company (Money Control))
Inference: It is found from the table 7 that the mean debt equity ratio of Alok industry and Oswalare highest as 4.04 and 4.46 during study period. Higher debt equity ratio reveals that the financialrisk of the firm is higher and leads to increased cost of capital. The mean debt equity ratio of ShreeDinesh is lowest as 0.48, it reveals that the financial risk of the firm is lower.  The standard deviationvalue of Oswal has highest as 3.58; it reveals that firm was modifying its capital mix frequently.Among the sample Companies, Alok industry, Shree Dinesh, Siyaram and Welspun are positivelyskewed while other companies are negatively skewed. The kurtosis value of the entire sample isflatter than the normal curve and is known as platykurtic.
ANOVA Analysis:
Ho: The DER position of the Textile companies does not differ significantly.
Ha: The DER position of the Textile companies differs significantly.

Table 8: Test of Significance (DER)
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 66.99976 6 11.16663 5.699271 0.000568 2.445259 
Within Groups 54.86061 28 1.959308       
Total 121.8604 34         
 (Note: One-way ANOVA has been performed in MS Excel)

Inference: Since the calculated significance level 0.005, which is lower than 0.05, the null
hypothesis is rejected and alternative hypothesis is accepted. Hence, it is concluded that theDER position of Alok Industries, Digjam, Oswal, Raymond, Shree Dinesh, Siyaram, and Welspundoes differ significantly.
EARNING PER SHARE (EPS):Earning per share measures the profit available to the equity shareholders on a per share basis, thatis, the amount that they can get on every share held. It is the rupee earnings available to each shareof the owners. This can be calculated by the following formula which is expressed in rupee terms:
EPS= (Net profit available to equity Shareholders / Number of Ordinary shares
Outstanding)

Table 7: Debt – Equity Ratio (DER)
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Table 9: Earning Per Share (EPS)

EPS (Rs) 
Alok 
indu 

Digja
m 

Oswa
l 

Raymon
d 

Shree 
Dinesh 

Siyara
m 

Welspu
n 

Mar '11 4.1 0.59 0.11 6.94 14.79 61.38 -11.21 
Mar '10 2 6.42 0.17 -8.17 13.94 35.91 15.5 
Mar '09 6.93 -1.68 0.17 -37.43 16.58 12.21 4.23 
Mar '08 9.99 -1.18 -0.34 1.73 131.14 10.14 3.59 
Mar '07 9.63 -3.3 0.1 22.32 181.62 20.83 7.13 Mean 6.53 0.17 0.04 -2.92 71.61 28.09 3.85 Standard Deviation 3.47 3.76 0.22 22.22 79.42 21.19 9.66 Sample Variance 12.04 14.13 0.05 493.60 6307.17 449.12 93.37 Kurtosis -2.04 2.55 4.55 1.41 -2.04 0.69 2.03 Skewness -0.36 1.52 -2.11 -0.92 0.83 1.19 -0.83 

 (Source: computed from the annual reports of the company (Money Control))
Inference: From the table it is inferred that the EPS of Shree Dinesh (Rs. 71.61) is substantiallyhigher than that of other sample firm. EPS of Raymond, Oswal and Digjam is Very low. The standarddeviation of Shree Dinesh is very high; it indicates more fluctuation in earning of the company.Among the sample Companies, Digjam, Oswal, Raymond, Siyaram and Welspun are positively skewedwhile other companies are negatively skewed. The kurtosis value of the entire sample is flatter thanthe normal curve and is known as platykurtic.
ANOVA Analysis:
Ho: The EPS position of the Textile companies does not differ significantly.
Ha: The EPS position of the Textile companies differs significantly.

Table 10: Test of Significance (EPS)

Source of Variation SS Df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 21683.84 6 3613.973 3.432784 0.011462 2.445259 
Within Groups 29477.9 28 1052.782       
Total 51161.74 34         
 (Note: One-way ANOVA has been performed in MS Excel)

Inference: Since the calculated significance level 0.01, which is lower than 0.05, the null hypothesis
is rejected and alternative hypothesis is accepted. Hence, it is concluded that the EPS positionof Alok Industries, Digjam, Oswal, Raymond, Shree Dinesh, Siyaram, and Welspun does differsignificantly.
CORRELATION ANALYSIS:Correlation analysis is an important statistical tool which helps in determining the relationshipbetween two or more variables. The degree of relationship is measured by the correlation co-efficient which is denoted by ‘r”.
Test of SignificanceTable value of D.f = (5-1) = 4 degrees of freedom at 5% level of significance is 2.776 for two tailedtest.
[CORRELATION BETWEEN DOL & EPS]:
(H0): There is no significant relationship between operating leverage and EPS.
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Company Name r value Correlation result t' Value Hypothesis result 
Alok indu -0.910 Negative 3.801 Rejected 

Digjam 0.044 Positive 0.076 Accepted 
Oswal 0.412 Positive 0.783 Accepted 

Raymond -0.145 Positive 0.255 Accepted 
Shree Dinesh -0.583 Negative 1.243 Accepted 

Siyaram -0.278 Negative 0.501 Accepted 
Welspun 0.220 Positive 0.391 Accepted 

 

Company Name r value Correlation result t' Value Hypothesis result 
Alok indu -0.425 Negative 0.812 Accepted 

Digjam 0.294 Positive 0.534 Accepted 
Oswal -0.860 Negative 2.917 Rejected 

Raymond 0.364 Positive 0.676 Accepted 
Shree Dinesh -0.514 Negative 1.038 Accepted 

Siyaram -0.090 Negative 0.156 Accepted 
Welspun 0.856 Positive 2.863 Rejected 

 (Note: Correlation has been performed in MS Excel)
Inference: Table 11 shows that the correlation between the operating leverage and EPS is negativefor Alok industry, Oswal, Shree Dinesh and Siyaram and it is positive for the remaining samplecompanies. As per the ‘t’ test results, it is clear that the table value is less than the calculated value forOswal and Welspun. Therefore, null hypothesis is rejected. Hence, there exists a relationship betweenoperating leverage and EPS. In case of Alok industry, Digjam, Raymond, Shree Dinesh and Siyaramthe null hypothesis is accepted therefore, there is no relationship between operating leverage andEPS.
[CORRELATION BETWEEN DFL & EPS]:
(H0): There is no significant relationship between financial leverage and EPS.

Table 12: Correlation and ‘t’ Test Results for financial Leverage and EPS
Company Name r value Correlation result t' Value Hypothesis result 

Alok indu -0.849 Negative 2.782 Rejected 
Digjam 0.483 Positive 0.955 Accepted 
Oswal 0.563 Positive 1.178 Accepted 

Raymond -0.096 Negative 0.168 Accepted 
Shree Dinesh -0.732 Negative 1.860 Accepted 

Siyaram -0.766 Negative 2.063 Accepted 
Welspun 0.245 Positive 0.438 Accepted 

 (Note: Correlation has been performed in MS Excel)
Inference: Table 12 shows that the correlation between the financial leverage and EPS is negativefor Alok industry, Raymond, Shree Dinesh and Siyaram and it is positive for the remaining samplecompanies. As per the ‘t’ test results, it is clear that the table value is less than the calculated value forAlok industry. Therefore, null hypothesis is rejected. Hence, there exists a relationship betweenfinancial leverage and EPS. In case of Digjam, Oswal, Raymond, Shree Dinesh, Siyaram, and Welspunthe null hypothesis is accepted therefore, there is no relationship between financial leverage andEPS.
[CORRELATION BETWEEN DCL & EPS]:
(H0): There is no significant relationship between combined leverage and EPS.

Table 13: Correlation and ‘t’ Test Results for combined Leverage and EPS

Table 11: Correlation and ‘t’ Test Results for Operating Leverage and EPS
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(Note: Correlation has been performed in MSExcel)
Inference: Table 13 shows that the correlationbetween the combined leverage and EPS isnegative for Alok industry, Shree Dinesh andSiyaram and it is positive for the remainingsample companies. As per the ‘t’ test results, it isclear that the table value is less than the calculatedvalue for Alok industry. Therefore, nullhypothesis is rejected. Hence, there exists arelationship between combined leverage andEPS. In case of Digjam, Oswal, Raymond, ShreeDinesh, Siyaram, and Welspun the nullhypothesis is accepted therefore, there is norelationship between combined leverage andEPS.
MAJOR FINDINGS:
Degree of Operating Leverage: (DOL)· The DOL of Raymond was high as 1.59 and DOLof Digjam was Low as (-11.99). The standarddeviation value of Digjam was high whichindicates that it has high variations in fixed costexpenditures.· The DOL is positively skewed in Oswal,Raymond and Shree Dinesh, while the DOL isnegatively skewed for other remaining company.The kurtosis values of Alok, Oswal, Raymond andSiyaram are flatter than the normal curve so thatthey are platykurtic.· DOL position of Alok Industries, Digjam, Oswal,Raymond, Shree Dinesh, Siyaram, and Welspundoes not differ significantly
Degree of Financial Leverage: (DFL)· The calculated mean and standard deviationvalues of Oswal was highest· The DFL is positively skewed in Digjam, Oswal,Shree Dinesh and Siyaram. The kurtosis valuesof Digjam and Oswal are flatter than thenormal curve so that they are platykurtic.· DFL position of Alok Industries, Digjam, Oswal,Raymond, Shree Dinesh, Siyaram, and Welspundoes not differ significantly.
Degree of Combined Leverage: (DCL)· The DCL shows a fluctuating trend. CalculatedMean of Welspun was high and Raymond wasvery low. The Standard deviation of Raymondwas high (11.22) it indicates company has highfinancial risk.

· The DCL is positively skewed in Alok Industries,Digjam, Oswal, Shree Dinesh, Siyaram andWelspun. The kurtosis values of Digjam andSiyaram are flatter than the normal curve so thatthey are platykurtic.· The DCL position of Alok Industries, Digjam,Oswal, Raymond, Shree Dinesh, Siyaram, andWelspun does not differ significantly.
Debt Equity Ratio: (DRR)· The mean debt equity ratio of Alok industry andOswal are highest as 4.04 and 4.46 during studyperiod. Higher debt equity ratio reveals that thefinancial risk of the firm is higher and leads toincreased cost of capital.· Among the sample Companies, Alok industry,Shree Dinesh, Siyaram and Welspun arepositively skewed. The kurtosis value of theentire sample is flatter than the normal curveand is known as platykurtic.· The DER position of Alok Industries, Digjam,Oswal, Raymond, Shree Dinesh, Siyaram, andWelspun does differ significantly.
Earning Per Share (EPS)· The EPS of Shree Dinesh (Rs. 71.61) issubstantially higher than that of other samplefirm. EPS of Raymond, Oswal and Digjam is Verylow.· Among the sample Companies, Digjam, Oswal,Raymond, Siyaram and Welspun are positivelyskewed. The kurtosis value of the entire sampleis flatter than the normal curve and is known asplatykurtic.· The EPS position of Alok Industries, Digjam,Oswal, Raymond, Shree Dinesh, Siyaram, andWelspun does differ significantly.
Correlation Analysis:· The correlation between the operating leverageand EPS is negative for Alok industry, Oswal,Shree Dinesh and Siyaram. In case of Oswal andWelspun the null hypothesis is rejected,therefore, there is a relationship betweenoperating leverage and EPS.· The correlation between the financial leverageand EPS is negative for Alok industry, Raymond,Shree Dinesh and Siyaram and it is positive forthe remaining sample companies. In case of Alokindustry the null hypothesis is rejected,therefore, there is a relationship between
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ISSN 2319 - 8168financial leverage and EPS.· The correlation between the combined leverageand EPS is negative for Alok industry, ShreeDinesh and Siyaram and it is positive for theremaining sample companies. In case of Alokindustry the null hypothesis is rejected,therefore, there is a relationship betweencombined leverage and EPS.
CONCLUSIONS:From the study it is found that there is asignificant relationship between DOL and EPS,DFL and EPS, and DCL and EPS. Thus, fixedoperating expenses and the financing mixdecisions of the firm are significantly influencingthe earning capacity of the firm. The leverageeffect is positive when the earnings of the firmis higher than the fixed financial charges to bepaid for the lenders. The leverage is an importantfactor which is having impact on the profitabilityof the firm and the wealth of the shareholderscan be maximized when the firm is able toemploy more debt.
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Lifestyles affect people’s health, with eating habitsand regular physical activity being the two mostinfluential factors (Panagiotakos, 2004)irrespective of sex, age or country of residence(Yusuf, 2004). An appropriate way to assesshealth in apparently healthy people is to measuretheir health – related fitness, defined as thedynamic state of energy and vitality that allowspeople to perform daily tasks, enjoy active leisureand cope with unexpected emergencies withoutundue fatigue. At the same time, health – relatedfitness helps in the prevention of hypo kineticdiseases, in maximum development ofintellectual capacity and in full enjoyment of life(Bouchard, 1993). Although regular physicalexercise has positive influences on health, a highlevel of fitness – related has a greater influence(Eriksson, 2001 & Myers, 2004).Major physiologic, cognitive and behavioralchanges take place during this period. During theperiod of adolescences, biological developmentand psychosocial development overlap. Aperson’s body undergoes dramatic changes.World Health Organization (WHO) defines it asthe period of life between 10 – 20 years of age.There are three distinct phases of transition fromadolescences to adulthood. Early adolescences(10 – 13 years) : mainly characterized withphysical maturity with onset of puberty, midadolescences  (14 – 15 years) : with developmentof separate identity from parents and oppositesex and finally the late adolescence  (16 – 19years) : denoted as fully developed physicalcharacteristics, formed a distinct identity andwell developed opinion and ideas (Pandey et.al.1999). It is clear that the mid and late phases oftransition are more important because pace of
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mental and physical development is rapid inthese stages. Therefore, social scientists andresearchers are mainly focused on adolescentsaged 15 – 19 years to understand the transition.India is the second most populous country in theworld with total population of over 1081 million.Adolescents (10 – 19 years) form a large sectionof population – about 22.5 percent, that is, about225 million. They are living in diversecircumstances and have diverse health needs. Thetotal population of young people (10 – 24 years)is approximately 331 million comprising nearly30 % of the total population of India (Census,2001). They are a positive force for a Nationand are responsible for its future productivityprovided they develop in a healthy manner.Adolescent psychology is associated with notablechanges in mood swings. Cognitive, emotionaland attitudinal changes which arecharacteristics of adolescence, often take placeduring this period and this can be a cause ofconflict on one hand and positive personalitydevelopment on the other. Because theadolescents are experiencing various strongcognitive and physical changes, for the first timein their lives they may start to view their friends,their peer group, as more important andinfluential than their parents / guardians.The unique strength of physical education andsports exists in its capacity to enthuse a dream insuccessive young generations. The life style oftoday’s generations has changed tremendously.The fitness level of individual has gone downbadly. Students prefer video games rather than totoil sweat in the play field. Now kids are sufferingmore and more from postural deformities. Theonly way to remove these factors from society,
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ISSN 2319 - 8168the roll of Physical Education and Sports becomemassive. It not only improves the health of anindividual but also make him stronger mentallyto face the huge competition present in today’sfast changing world. Various postural deformitiesif occurred at teenager age can reduce the riskof complications.The survey revealed the eye opening facts of thestudents of public schools of Delhi. According tosurvey 55 % of students are overweight andchances of heart attacks, diabetic problems, hairloss. Blood pressure is much more in thesestudents. According to the UNESCO Charter ofPhysical Education and sports. 1978, “Everyhuman being has a fundamental right to accessto physical education and sport, which areessential for the full development of his / herpersonality. The freedom of develop physical,intellectual and moral powers through physicaleducation and sport must be guaranteed bothwithin the educational system and in otheraspects of social and health life.”Over the past decade there has been growingacceptance that young people between 10 and24 years of age are a distinct population groupwith needs that differ from those of infants oradults.’ Youth from marginalized groups andlower – and middle – income countries areespecially vulnerable. In 2000, it has beenestimated that approximately 1.4 millionadolescents aged between 10 and 19 years losetheir lives through injuries and accidents,violence, suicide, pregnancy – relatedcomplications and other preventable illness. Thenutrition transitions to lipid – rich diets and adecrease in physical activity have also seen anincreasing prevalence in obesity, especiallyamong urban youth.Physical fitness ‘A set of attributes that peoplehave or achieve relating to their ability toperform physical activity (Howly, and Franks,1997). Physically fit individuals can accomplishthe ordinary tasks of life (e.g. carrying groceries,climbing stairs, gardening) with less fatigue,storing up an energy reserve fol leisure – timeexercise or unforeseen emergencies. Assummarized by Dr. Harrison Clarke, one ofAmerica’s most noted fitness leaders during the

1960s. “Physical fitness is the ability to last, tobear up, to withstand stress, and to preserveunder difficult circumstances where an unfitperson would give up. Physical fitness is theopposite of being fatigued from ordinary efforts,to lacking the energy to enter zestfully into life’sactivities, and to becoming exhausted fromunexpected, demanding physical exertion(Shephard, 1994).The American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM)has defined health related physical fitness as “Astate characterized by an ability to perform dailyactivities with vigor and a demonstration of traitsand capacities that are associated with low riskof premature development of the hypo kineticdisease (i.e. those associated with physicalinactivity).” Health – related physical fitnessconsists of those components of physical fitnessthat have a relationship with good health. Thecomponents are commonly defined as bodycomposition, cardiovascular fitness,musculoskeletal fitness (flexibility, muscularendurance and muscular strength.) (Nieman,1998)Body Composition that relates to the relativeamounts of muscle, fat, bone and other vital partsof the body is the only non performance measureamong the health – related physical fitnesscomponents (PCPFS, 2009). CardiovascularFitness that relates to ability of the circulatoryand respiratory systems to supply oxygen duringsustained physical activity. MusculoskeletalFitness refers to muscular strength, muscularendurance and flexibility. Muscular strengthrelates to the ability of the muscle to expert force.Muscular endurance related to the muscle’sability to continue to perform without fatigue.Flexibility that relates to the range of motionavailable at a joint. This is used in day – to – daylife in activities such as climbing stairs, diggingthe garden and cleaning (Shephard, 1994)Health – related fitness includes the five majorcomponents of fitness directly related tooptimum of health. Increases muscular tone,strength efficiency of the respiratory andcirculatory systems, energy level and academicachievement, improves blood pressure, self –esteem, self – confidence, bone mineral density
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ISSN 2319 - 8168and posture, decreases risk of cardiovasculardisease, stroke, risk of diabetes, some cancers,body fat metabolism, susceptibility to injuriesand illness and reduce risk of osteoporosis.ConclusionIn response to ‘population momentum’adolescents continue a major share to totalpopulation in India. Adolescents, a dynamicperiod of physical and psychological growth,presents young people with a variety ofdevelopment challenges that can have asignificant impact on health – related behaviors.Because adolescents exhibit distinct patterns ofmorbidity and mortality, health practitioners arefocusing increased attention on their uniquehealth care needs.Physical inactivity is a major risk factor forcardiovascular disease (CVD; Berlin and Colditz,1990). Studies of children living in lowa, LosAngeles and New York City  found high levels ofobesity, serum cholesterol and blood pressureand more than 25 % of all children studied had atleast one elevated CVD risk factor (Wheeler et al.1983). Adolescents may adopt behavior patternsthat, if sustained through adulthood, maysignificantly affect their health. Continuedinvolvement in physical activity through the lifecourse may prevent of delay morbidity andmortality from chronic disease such as CVD(Simons – Morton et al. 1988; Ross et al. 1987;American College of Sports Medicine, 1988). Inaddition, evidence suggests that participation inphysical activity effectively promotes long – temweight loss in adolescent (Epstein et al. 1985;Becque et al. 1988), and may play a role inpreventing further increase in childhood obesity.Regular participation in physical activity also isassociated with increased longevity(Blair et al. 1989) and decreased risk of coronaryheart disease (Paffenbarger and Hyde, 1984).Exercise as a type of “preventive” medicine canbe effective in the prevention and treatment ofdiabetes, hypertension and a wide variety ofother medical conditions (DiNubile, 1993).There are many other benefits associated withparticipation in physical activity across the lifespan. Active participation in physical activity inchildhood and adolescence is believed to enhance

the uptake of calcium in the bones (Chestnut,1990), and bone health throughout life shouldbe improved (Smith et al. 1990). Increasedphysical activity also is associated with higherlevels of beneficial high density lipoprotein(HDL) cholesterol in children (Thorland andGilliam, 1981) and reduced risk of other priorityhealth issues such as reduction in pregnancies,drug use, and violence, as dropout rates(DiNubile, 1993). Physical activity by children isinversely associated with blood pressure(Strazzullo et al. 1988), serum lipoproteins(except HDL, which physical activity ispositively associated; Durant et al. 1983) andobesity (Clark and Blair, 1988; Welberg andWard, 1985)Therefore, low educational status and economicconditions with young age make morevulnerable. To rise age at marriage and educationwith provide quality of care through targetoriented programme to adolescents especiallyawareness of health related physical fitness mayimprove the status of adolescents in our country.
ImplicationSome reasonably well – established factsregarding the characteristics of physical activityor exercise that contribute to an improvementin health related physical fitness or clinical statusinclude these:Physically active people at all ages exhibit fewerhealth problems than the very sedentary. Someof this difference may be due to self – selectionor associated health habits. Thus, the entiredifference may not be caused by physicalactivity. Both observational and experimentaldata are available to support the casual role forexercise in both improved health – related fitnessand decreased clinical manifestations of selecteddisorders.Extreme inactivity has significant detrimentalconsequences on health status, but these effectsare rapidly reversed by ambulation, the uprightposture, and gravity. Thus, low – intensityactivity has major health consequences for thevery inactive.The health benefits attributable to physicalactivity are relatively greater at the lower levelsof activity. The improvements is greatest when
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ISSN 2319 - 8168the least – active individuals in the populationare compared with the moderately active(expenditure of 200 to 300 kilocalories per daydifference) with much less effect apparentbetween the moderately active and the veryactive.Most benefits of exercise are produced bymovement requiring the dynamic and rhythmicuse of large muscles for an extended period oftime. This exercise is most effective when it isperformed frequently (daily to at least everythird day) and at a moderate intensity relative tothe individual’s capacity. Additional benefits areprovided by heavy resistive exercise thatdevelops strength and exercises that increaseflexibility.Aerobic exercise performed at a moderateintensity (more than 50 % of VO2Max or heartrate reserve) for a duration that results in anenergy expenditure of more than 4 kilocaloriesper kilogram of body weight per session at leastevery other day should be the minimum goal ofadults who are otherwise sedentary.
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IMU VG[ VFI]"J[NG]\ D]/:+MT J[NDF\YL D/[ K[P A\G[ HLJG lJ7FG K[P IMUGF 7FG lJGF VFI]J["N VW]ZM K[P4 VG[
VFI]J["N HF^IF lJGF IMULG[ IMUGL 5|lS|IFDF\ 36L D]xS[,L 50[ K[P VFI]J["NG[ 5'lyJ p5Z ,FJGFZ ~lQFVM4 IMULVM H
CTFP IMU NX"GGM 5|EFJ VFI]J[ "NGF U|\YMDF\ HMJF D/[ K[P lNWF"I]GL SFDGFYL H VFI]J[ "NG]\ VJTZ6 5'lyJ 5Z
YI]\ K[P :JFEFlJS ZLT[ DG]QIDF\ 5|YD 5|F6 .rKF ZC[,L CMI K[4 S[DS[ DG]QI EF{lTS ;\5lT D[/JJF .rKTM
CMI S[ VFwIFltDS pgGlT .rKTM CMI T[DF\ 5|F6 .rKF VtI\T H~ZL K[P S[D S[ 5|F6GM tIFU YJFYL ;J"GM tIFU
YFI K[P 8}\SDF\ lNWF"I] lJGF WGV[QF6F VG[ 5Z,MS V[QF6F l;wW YTL GYLP

5|:T]T ,[BDF\ IMUDF\ ATFJJFDF\ VFJ[, IDvlGIDM VYJF VFI]J[ "NDF\ VFJ[, IDvlGIDM VYJF
VFI]J["NDF\ ATFJ[, VFRFZ Z;FIG wJFZF lNWF"I]GL 5|Fl%T DF8[GF XF:+MST ;\NEM"GL RRF" SZJFDF\ VFJ[, K[P

VFRFZ Z;FIG VG[ IDvlGID
VFI]J["NDF\ lNWF"I]GL 5|Fl%T DF8[ Z;FIG lRlSt;F SCL K[P
Z;FIG lRlSt;FYL Z; VFNL ;FT 5|;:T WFT]VMGL 5|Fl%T
YFI K[P jIlSTGL I]JFJ:YF ,\AFI K[P J'wWFJ:YF DM0[YL
VFJ[ K[ VG[ lNWF"I] 5|F%T YFI K[P
5Z\T] p5ZMST Z;FIGGM ,FE  jIlSTG[ tIFZ[ H D/[ K[ HIFZ[
T[ jIlST VFRFZ Z;FIGG]\ 56 5F,G SZTL CMIP VF
VFRFZ Z;FIG T[ DF+ ;NFRFZ K[ VG[ T[ lJX]wW DFGl;S
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WFZ6 SZ[ K[P VG[ XZLZ T[DH DGG[ :J:Y AGFJ[ K[P
IMUDF\ SC[, IDvlGID 56 VFRFZ X]lwW DF8[GF
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Z;FIGG]\ 5F,G SZJFYL 5]~QF Z;FIGGF ATFJ[, AWF
,FEMG[ 5|F%T SZL XS[ K[P DClQF" ;]z]T[ TM IDvlGIDG]\
5F,G G SZL XS[ T[JF ,MSMG[ Z;FIGG] ;[JG SZJF DF8[
VIMuI H U6IF K[P H[DS[ VlHT[gN=LI 5]~QF4 VF/X]4
5|DFNL4 jI;GL4 5F5L4 VWlD" lJU[Z[P
lN3F"I] YJF DF8[ lGZMUL ZC[J]\ VlT VFJxIS K[P S[DS[
ZMUYL VFI]GM C=F\; YFI K[P ZMU YJFDF\ SFZ6 NMQFGL
J'lwW CMI K[P ZMUGL X~VFT DGYL YFI K[P SCI] 56 K[
S[ DFGl;S NMQFMGM 5|EFJ XFZLlZS NMQFM 5Z 50[ K[ T[D
JW[,F XFZLlZS NMQFM DGDF\ NMQFMG[ N]lQFT SZ[ K[P J'lwW
YFI K[P T[YL jIlSTGF VFCFZvlJCFZ ;FltJS YJFYL NMQFM
S]l5T YTF GYL VG[ :JF:yI H/JF. ZC[ K[P
DClQF" RZS[ ;tII]UDF\ ,MSM XF DF8[ VDF5 VFI] WZFJTF
CTF VG[ 5KL ;F{ 5|YD S[JL ZLT[ ZMUL YIF T[G]\ ;]\NZ
J6"G SI] "  K[P T[ J6"G 5ZYL VFRFZ Z;FIG VYJF
IDvlGIDGL DCtTF ;DHFI K[P
;tII]UDF\ ,MSM VMH;JFGvA/JFG4 lGD"/ TYF z[Q9
DGMA/ WZFJTF CTF SFZ6 S[ T[ ,MSM ;tI4 ;Z/TF4
S]|ZTFYL ZlCT4 NFG4 .gN=LIlGU|C4 lGID4 T54 p5JF;4
A|CDRI"4 J|TFlN IDvlGID4 T54 p5JF;4 A|CDRI" J|TFlN
IDvlGID VFRZJFDF \ Tt5Z ZC[TF CTFP p5ZMST
VFRZ6YL ;tII]UDF\ ,MSM ZFU4 wJ[QF4 DMC4 ,ME4 S|MW4
XMS4 DFG4 lG\NF4 T\NF4 zD u,FlG4 VF/; JU[Z[YL ZCLT
CTF VG[ T[YL T[ ,MSM VDF5 VFI] VYF"T lN3F"I] CTFP
5Z\T] ;tII]UGM ;DI lJtIF 5KL S[8,FS ;DI[ WGF-I
,MSM VFCFZ DF+F KM0L JW] VFCFZ SZJF ,FuIF T[YL T[DGF
XZLZDF \ UF {ZJTF JWL T[YL zDGL VG]E}lT YJF
,FULvzDYL VF/; VFJL4 VF/;YL WG ;\RI SZJF
,FuIF VG[ T[YL ,MEGM pNI YIMP
5Z\T] ;tII]U 5]ZM YTF +[TFI]UDF\ V[ ,ME G[ SFZ6[ ,MSM
DF\ N=MC YIMP4 N=MCDF\YL V;tIJRG X~ YI]4 T[DF\YL
SFDvS|MW4 DFG4 wJ[QF4 S9MZTF4 VlEWFT4 EIvTF54 XMS4
lR\TFvpWJ[U VFlNEFJ pT5gG YIF VG[ ZMUGL X~VFT
Y. VG[ ZMU YJFYL ;tII]UYL +[TFDF\ ,MSM JWFZ[ VF/X]
AgIFP
p5ZGF ;\NE"YL V[ :5Q8 YFI K[ S[4 jIFlWGM 5|FN]EFJ
D]/E]T ZLT[ DGDF\ YFI K[ VG[ T[YL IDvlGID VYJF
VFRFZ Z;FIG VlGJFI" K[P
VFBL 38GFDF\ D]/ VWD" K[ VWD" lJGF 5C[,F 56
VX]EGL pt5lT Y. G CTLP
p5;\CFZ
!P ;NFRFZ H WD"G]\ D}/ K[P ;NFRFZYL XZLZ lGZMUL ZC[
K[P VG[ VFI]QI JW[ K[P ;NFRFZYL ;] \NZ XlSTXF/L
5|HF pT5gG YFI K[ VG[ N]ZU]6MGM GFX YFI K[P v
DG]:D'lT
ZP VFRFZ Z;FIG TYF IDvlGID lAG BRF"/ CMJFYL
;DFHGM TDFD JU" H[GM ,FE ,. XS[ K[P

#P TDFD N}oBMG] D]/ VWD" K[4 VG[ VWD"G[ N]Z SZJF
VFRFZ Z;FIGG]\ 5F,G VlGJFI" K[P
$P VFRFZ Z;FIGGF ;[JGYL DFGl;S :JF:yI 5|F%T YFI
K[ ;FY[ T[GM H{lJS 5|EFJ Y. XZLZDF\ Z;FIG J|T
5|EFJ YFI K[P
5P IDvlGID VG[ VFRFZ Z;FIGGM 5|EFJ VlR\tI
K[P
&P VFRFZ Z;FIGG] \ 5F,G SIF" lJGF Z;FIG N|jIG] \
;[JG SZJFYL IYFplRT ,FE Y. XSTM GYLP
*P jIFlWS 1FDtTF pt5gG YJFYL jIFlW YTF GYLP
(P ;NFRFZG]\ 5F,G SZL U'C:YFzDDF\ ZCLG[ 56 jIlST
!__ JQF" VFI]QI EMUJL XS[ K[P
)P IDvlGID VYJF VFRFZvZ;FIGGF 5F,GYL
DG]QIGF VFRZ6DF\ X]wWTF VFJ[ K[P DGDF\ ;FtJLS
EFJGM pNI YFI K[P VFtDFDF\ lGD"/TFGL J'lwW Y.
S,]QFTFGM GFX YFI K[ VG[ DM1FGM DFU" ;Z/ AG[ K[P
!_P N]ZFRFZL 5]~QF ,MSMDF\ lG\NLT YFI K[P N]oBGM EMU
AG[ K[P VG[ ;TT jIFlW TYF V<5I]G[ 5|F%T SZ[ K[P
!!P VFRFZ Z;FIGYL DF+ lN3F"I]H 5|F%T YFI K[ T[J] GYL
5Z\T] DM1FGL 56 5|Fl%T Y. XS[ K[P
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MethodDuring the year 2010-11 from KPES, randomlyselected ninth and tenth grade classes weresurveyed. These students attended KPES HighSchool, a school well known for its highly diversepopulation. There were a total number of 246students (129 females, 117 males) surveyed fromseven different physical education classes.

MOTIVATION IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION : AN INTER CULTURAL
PERSPECTIVE

Mr. Bhavesh Jani *

I/C., Principal, The KPES College, M.K. Bhavnagar University, Bhavnagar

With the rollover of a new century, society in India has become more dynamic. “Our communities
are marked for major changes in the coming century as Indian society becomes more culturally
diverse with an ever-increasing ethnic population”
These changes in student demographics throughout the India have spawned an increased need for
awareness by teachers for their students’ needs across curriculums. However, while most teachers
in the core academic subjects have revamped their curriculum to address the needs or their diverse
students, not much research has been conducted to assess those needs and discover a way to address
them. As a Physical Education teacher I’m cognizant of my students who are new to the Gujarat and
I try to help their assimilation into our society. Nevertheless, I have not been as devoted to learning
about their cultural perceptions towards sports and physical fitness as I have been with KPES.
Physical educators “must be conscious of how young people within various cultures perceive physical
education and sport” (Tannehill, 1993).
As stated earlier, research in the field of physical education and multiculturalism has been quite
limited. Some researchers such as Joan Duda, Darren Treasure and Glyn Roberts have studied how
specific pedagogical theories and their applications affect physical education student motivation.
Much research has been conducted on the rationale for a multicultural approach to teaching physical
education (Swisher, 1986).
This research has focused on providing teachers with multicultural training with the hope that
through this training, teachers will convey the importance of respect and sensitivity for all cultures
to their students. Amongst all my search for information dealing directly with multicultural students
themselves was an article by Deborah Tannehill and Dorothy Zakrajsek. They created a questionnaire
to determine their multicultural students’ attitudes and beliefs about physical education. Using their
research as a jumping off point, I decided to perform my own assessment about the attitudes and
beliefs of my own students about physical education. I wanted answers to these questions: What are
my multicultural students’ attitudes and perceptions about physical education? What motivates my
students to succeed or fail their physical education class?
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Students were asked to identify their ethnicbackground. The following indicates thebreakdown in regional:Gujarati (35%)—38 males + 48 females = 86 totalPunjabi (25%)—28 males + 35 females = 63 totalKeralite  (24%)—29 males + 29 females = 58 totalMaharastrian  (9%)—13 males + 9 females = 22total
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ISSN 2319 - 8168Mixed (7%)—9 males + 8 females = 17 totalTeachers administered a 14-item questionnaireto their students during physical education class.Students completed the questionnaire inapproximately 20-30 minutes. The surveycontained questions regarding the followingcategories: demographic information, studentmotivation, student perceptions aboutcurriculum, physical activity assessment andpersonal experiences.With regard to student motivation, a list of fivereasons why students generally like physicaleducation were presented, and students wereasked to rank those reasons from 1-5 with avalue of “1” being the strongest. This list includedreasons such as (1) being with friends (2) gettingin shape (3) break from the classroom (4) enjoycompeting in sports with other students and (5)it’s an easy “A.” Students were also presented alist of seven general reasons why students don’tlike physical education and again were asked torank the reasons from 1-7. This list includedreasons such as (1) wearing a uniform (2)appearance for remainder of day (3) no athleticability (4) don’t like competing with students ofdifferent ability levels (5) physical activity makesme sick (6) can’t communicate with otherstudents and (7) classes are too big.In assessing students’ perceptions regardingvalues taught and learned through physicaleducation, students were once again presentedwith a list of seven values and were asked torank them on a scale of 1 to 7. Common valueslisted on the questionnaire were (1)sportsmanship (2) fun and entertainment (3)teamwork (4) competition with other people (5)competition with self (6) stress reduction and(7) interest development in activity.Next, students were asked to rank their top fivefavorite activities from a list of 18 activities. Inaddition, students were also asked to rank theirtop five least favorite activities of the same list.These rankings were then tabulated to determinetrends in general and according to region.Finally, students were requested to respond tothe following open-ended statement: Please sharean experience you’ve had in physical educationclass that you liked or disliked and made you

feel either good or bad. Though not all studentschose to respond to this section of thequestionnaire, some answers will be discussedin this paper.
Results & ReflectionsWhat Students Like About Physical Education.In reviewing the results of the survey on studentmotivation, I discovered that across all regionalbackgrounds, students enjoy physical educationbecause they enjoy being with their friends.Physical education has the most potential aboveall other subjects for students to make newfriends, be with their old friends, and developinterpersonal skills that will last a lifetime. As aresult, it is important for teachers to develop anon-threatening climate where respect for allindividuals regardless of regional or athleticability is fostered.The second highest ranked reason for liking P.E.is that students find P.E. to be an easy “A.” Whilesome may cringe at the thought that a class wouldbe “easy,” I believe students need to balance theiracademic work with a class that is challengingyet accommodating to students of all languageand cognitive abilities. One interestingperception is that the Keralite students rated thatreason second from the last. They felt that gettinga break from the classroom and competitionwere more desirable outcomes from physicaleducation class. Another interesting observationwas that Maharastrian and mixed students allranked getting in shape as the least of theirreasons for liking physical education. This canbe interpreted as they aren’t concerned with orcognitive of their physical condition, or that theyenjoy physical education so much they don’tidentify that as a result of their participation inP.E. class.What Students Don’t Like About PhysicalEducation. While most any teacher’s ultimatedesire for his or her students is to have highmotivation, it’s inevitable that students will havereasons for being unmotivated. My students atKPES High School unanimously determined thatwearing a P.E. uniform for class along with theway physical education affects their appearancefor the remainder of the school day were theoverwhelmingly popular reasons why they
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ISSN 2319 - 8168aren’t motivated or don’t like physical education.Of these two reasons, one can reasonably beaddressed in favor of students’ opinions. Whilemy own personal philosophy on P.E. uniformshas changed from year to year, I am ready totest how much a change in this policy wouldaffect the success and motivation of my students.While I won’t discuss the pros and cons ofrequiring a P.E. uniform in this article, the issuessurrounding uniforms range from cultural tohygienic, management, and lastly economicconcerns.The second major problem my students havewith physical education is that their appearanceis altered for the remainder of the school day.This is especially true for the girls who generallyrequire much more time to aesthetically“recover” from a “sweaty” activity that messesup their hair. While we allow students an averageof ten minutes to change clothes following class,for many students the damage is irreparable.Students don’t like to shower because they feelembarrassed to do so in a group setting. Mostschools do not have private shower settings orthe funds to support such an environment. Somefeel that they do not have enough time to shower.As a teacher, I don’t see any easy or conceivablesolution to fully resolving this concern.Additional research specifically designed toaddress this issue may me helpful in the future.While this was not a top issue for all regional,most physical education classes across the Indiahave an average of 35 – 40 students per class.With so many students to instruct, it is difficultfor teachers to give students of differing abilitiesindividualized instruction. Many times lack ofequipment or small facilities detract from ateacher’s desired outcome to have all studentson task and participating at all times. At times,optimal supervision is compromised which canin turn result in safety issues. This has definitelybeen a concern among teachers in my physicaleducation department at KPES and our studentsas indicated in the survey. Although creativeplanning and preparation can help remedy theproblem, this will continue to be an issue in therealm of physical education for all personsinvolved.

Values Developed Through Physical
EducationStudents develop many values as a result ofparticipation in a physical education program.Regardless of regions, my students felt thatphysical education should be fun andentertaining. This goes hand in hand with thefact that what students enjoyed most aboutphysical education is that they get to be withtheir friends. Punjabi students felt that P.E. shouldhelp students develop an interest in whateveractivity is being taught versus Maharastrian andstudent of mixed backgrounds who were moreconcerned with developing teamwork. I can seea cultural connection with this perception.Punjabi students seem to work better asindividuals in general while the other groups,have a history of being group or team motivated.
Preferred Physical ActivitiesWhen it comes to sports and other physicalactivities many people have stereotypes aboutwhich ethnic groups enjoy which sports, myselfincluded. Sports are strongly related to culture.So it seems only appropriate that thosestereotypes hold true more often than not.However, as a result of this survey someperceptions are dispelled. For example, whenasked to rank their top five favorite activitiesfrom a list of 40, Punjabi students rankedswimming as their number one activity.Baseball/Softball, often considered the“maharastrian” pastime, was not even on theirtop five list. punjabi students chose tennis as theirfavorite activity, but included in the listbasketball, volleyball and swimming, sports thatare typically valued higher by punjabi students.My theory behind their preferences for thesesports is that these students are trying toassimilate into Indian culture and by attemptingto learn and become skilled at these activitiesthey acculturate into society with more ease.maharastian held true to their stereotypesomewhat, choosing basketball as their favoriteactivity. However, there are a few surprises here.These students also indicated swimming, tennisand weight training among their favorites.punjabi too were loyal to soccer as their numberone sport, but also favored tennis and swimming,
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ISSN 2319 - 8168two sports not typically strong in their nativecountries. I really had no preconceived thoughtabout which activities my students of mixedregions would favor. But I was surprised to seethat among their favorite activities, dance waslisted fourth. I would like to do further researchto find out what type of dance they enjoy. This isone activity that our P.E. department has notincluded in our curriculum.
Least Preferred Physical ActivitiesAs with all curriculum, there are some activitiesthat students are bound to not enjoy, P.E. is noexception. When students don’t enjoy an activity,they are less motivated to perform well despitethe external or internal rewards. In physicaleducation, the curriculum has such a wide basethat it is easy for a teacher to assess the needsand desires of his or her students then teachaccordingly. This was the main motivationbehind conducting this research. I want mystudents to find success in physical education andknowing their dislikes will help me address theseconcerns. I discovered there are not manydifferences across cultures concerning activitiesthe students don’t enjoy. One difference did standout with running. My punjabi students were theonly group of students who did not indicaterunning as their five least favorite activities.All students regardless of regional backgroundlisted golf as one of their least favorite activities,with mixed and maharastrian students list that istheir number one disliked activities. I think onereason for such a strong response with golf isthat when the survey was administered, allstudents were in their first days of the golf unit.Most of the students had never held a golf clubbefore, so I think it was more a fear of theunknown. Since this writing, I’ve had severalstudents comment that they enjoyed the golf unitand are interested in trying out for the team. Onegirl told me that before our unit, she consideredgolf to be an “old person’s sport” but soonrealized it was an activity she enjoyed.One other activity that was high on the list ofdislikes was aerobics. My punjabi and mixedstudents were the only group of students whodidn’t list aerobics as their five least favoriteactivities. However, there is one disclaimer here

too. If I break up the results based on gender, girlsenjoy aerobics while guys hate it. It was not somuch of a regional cultural difference as it was adifference between genders. This leads me tobelieve that while Title IX has brought manyimprovements to physical education, genderdifferences should be taken into account whenconsidering curriculum for the year.
ConclusionsThis project has revealed much insight for meinto my students’ perceptions and motivation inphysical education. Like most educators, Iwanted to discover ways to improve physicaleducation for all students across cultures. Thisresearch has been a jumping off point to reviewand discuss issues dealing with physicaleducation that are personal to my students.
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The most important pre-requisite for success ofany institution is the faith of the top managementand departmental heads in planning, translatedinto budgets and objective evaluation of results.Such a faith should be reinforced by a readinessto accept criticism and to take corrective actionin the light of information that becomes available.The budgeting and budgetary controls will bediscussed in details so that the sportsadministrators/coaches/physical educationteachers get an insight into the vital area.The Institute of Cost and ManagementAccountant of England defines a budget as ‘Afinancial and/or quantitative statement,prepared prior to a defined period of time, of thepolicing to be pursued during that period for thepurpose of attaining a given objective’. Budgetarycontrol has been defined as ‘the establishment ofbudgets relating the responsibilities of executiveto the requirements of a policy and thecontinuous comparison of actual with budgetedresults either to secure by individual action theobjective of that policy or provide a basis for itsrevision.Budgetary control consists of the following :a. Determination of the objective to be achieved.The objective may be higher profits, betterfinancial position better position in the marketetc.b. Knowing the steps necessary to achieve theobjective, that is to say, laying down an exactand detailed course of action, month by monthand over the whole period.c. Translation of the course of action intoquantitative and monetary terms.d. Constant comparison of the actual with thebudget (again both physical achievements and

money values involved), noting discrepanciesand their reasons and taking steps to removecauses of shortcomings, wastage losses etc., andto consolidate reasons leading to good results.
ADVANTAGE :A system of budgetary control leads to thefollowing advantages :a. Maximizes efficiency by eliminating allwastages and losses.b. There is no delay in execution, since budgetsoperate as a sanction to proceed with the work.c. Expenditure beyond what is included in thebudget is not incurred without prior sanction;thus it can be scrutinized before it is incurred.d. Everyone knows what exactly  he has to do.This means that there will be no overlapping  andthat there will be nothing that will be left undone.e. Budgetary control ensures coordination andcentralized control but not at the cost ofdelegation of authority.f. Management by exception is possible :comparison of actual and budgeted performancewill show up sports where supervision is needed.
ESSENTIALS :a. The objective to be achieved must bedetermined.b. The budget period should be properly fixed.Normally the budget is to be drawn up for a year.c. Key (or limiting ) factors must be located. insports availability of sports equipment may bethe determining factor for the entire activity.d. persons concerned at various level of themanagement must be consulted and theirconsent should be obtained for the budgets thatare adopted.e. Budget must have flexibility. This is to say thatif actual work conditions differ from what were
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FUNCTIONAL BUDGETS :Functional budgets are budgets for differentfunctions to be carried out for achievement ofthe objectives. For a sport organization thefollowing budgets can be drawn depending onthe basis of the quantity of budgeted output.
PURCHASE BUDGET :This will lay down what quantities of materialshave to be purchased from month to month sothat the materials and stores required to carryon the activities are procured in time. It isessential to draw up the materials equipmentsand other store items while planning aprogramme for sports. Purchase budgets alsorequire a decision on part of the management asto what should be the size of the inventories.Also requirements on month-wise basis shouldbe determined.
LABOUR BUDGET :In sports programmes labour is required timeand again for preparation of grounds etc., it isimportant to determine at which point of timelabour will be required and the number of suchlabour required. The field management staffshould be asked to give this estimate of the costof the labour that will be required to do thevarious activities. This would help in drawingthe estimate for the labour cost that would helpin planning the budget.
CAPITAL BUDGET :This is more required in the commercialventures, however, for sports planning also thisis essential so that the budget for implementationof the sports programmes can be drawn and thereis no problem of finance at the implementationstages.
WORKS EXPENSES BUDGET :The labour budget indicates how much will bespent on direct wages. Other expenses to beincurred in the implementation process, can bedivided in the following categories :(i) Fixed expenses(ii) Variable expenses(iii) Semi-Variable expenses

OFFICE AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
BUDGET :The expenses to be incurred on this account alsoneed to be taken into consideration while makingthe budgetary provision for the period of theplan.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BUDGET :This budget is drawn up keeping in view theresearch projects going on in the organizationof the research that is being planned during theperiod for which the budget is being made. Thisbudget does not depend upon the return that theorganization gets from the money invested. Itdepends upon the inclination and the will of themanagement to take up research projects.
FINANCE BUDGET :It would be essential to know in advance theamount and kind of finances that will be neededand the anticipated time of this requirement.Though the capital budget can be planned quiteaccurately, the working capital which is equallyimportant is difficult to estimate.
FLEXIBLE BUDGET :It is quite likely that the some unforeseencircumstances come up and there is a need formore finances than planned. It is, therefore,necessary to have a system of budgeting whichenables the budgets to be changed and recastedquickly to suit actual conditions. Such a systemof budgeting is known as ‘flexible budgets’. In itsessence, however, flexible budgets mean newbudgets to suit actual condifions.
ZERO BUDGETING :This type of budgeting emphasise the need toexamine each budget involving costs andexpenses very thoroughly to cut out allunnecessary expenses and costs. One has toproceed from the capital from the point wherethe amount to be allowed is nil or zero, then eachessential activity is thought of and justified andcost that would be necessary for carrying outthe activity is allowed in the budget. This processwill avoid the danger of allowing an expense tobe included in budgets simply because it wasallowed in the previous year even though theconcerned activity is redundant andunnecessary. This essence of ‘zero budgeting’therefore, is a careful scrutiny of all activities to
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PERFORMANCE BUDGETING :Performance budgeting is the name given tobudgeting and appraisal techniques specially ingovernment. Where, previously, budgets merelyset out the expenditure to be incurred withoutcorrelating it with results. The budgets merelyset out the amounts to be spent under variousheads – salaries, stationary, rent etc. Performancebudgeting requires the estimates to be drawn upfor various activities to be undertaken, Insteadof considering only expenditure, expenditure aswell as results should be in focus; this requiresanalysis of each broad activity. It also requiresappraisal on the basis of results rather thanmerely on the basis of the amount of moneyspent.
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High School Girls Grapple with Male-
Dominated Contact SportsA local newspaper dubbed her “The GrittyGrappler,” and with good reason. At 112pounds, Katrina Betts, a senior at Milan HighSchool in Ann Arbor, Michigan, had defeated18 of her 24 opponents in one season, with11 pins. Her victories were remarkable forseveral reasons: She not only came back tothe mat after life-threatening injuriessuffered in a car accident two years before;she also managed to hold her own in a sportwhere the presence of females is often onlygrudgingly accepted.“I’d say the parents are the worst,” Bettscommented after one tournament. “Actually,I think the mothers are a lot worse than thefathers. I don’t think they like it when a girlbeats one of their sons.”According to the National Federation ofHigh School Associations, the numbers ofgirls who compete in wrestling are updramatically. With the growth in girls’interest in the sport, many schools findthemselves literally wrestling with thequestion of how to accommodate both sexesin a traditionally male sport. Title IX requiresany school receiving federal funds to allowgirls to try out for and, if qualified, participateon a boys’ team if no comparable girls’ teamis available. Although contact sports — suchas football, ice hockey, and wrestling — arespecifically exempt from the Title IXmandate, most coaches seem inclined toaccommodate girls, even if they aren’trequired to do so by law. 
A Level Playing Field?“At first, it’s like, ‘Ooo, there’s a girl on the

GIRLS WRESTLING GAINS ACCEPTANCE

Mr. P. K. Chauhan *team,’ but after a week it’s no big deal,” saysLance Lomano, wrestling coach atNortheast High School in St. Petersburg,Florida, where senior Alix Lauer is the solefemale member of the school team. “She’skind of a tomboy, so most of us treat herequally. The guys don’t take it easy on her.”Lauer must wait outside the weigh-in roomwhile other teammates take their turns onthe scale. She removes more jewelry beforea match than other players. Other than that,her presence on the team has becomealmost unremarkable, Lomano says. Unlikefootball, basketball, or hockey, whereadolescent boys’ height or physical strengthoften makes it impossible for girls tocompete on a “level playing field,” wrestlersare matched according to weight.“You’re competing against someone in thesame ball park, because weight is a leveler,”notes Jim Thompson, director of the PositiveCoaching Alliance based at StanfordUniversity. “For girls who want to play at thehighest level in any sport, playing againstboys toughens them up.” 
“I Got Beat by a Girl”But what makes for an exciting andchallenging opportunity for girls mayprovide a different sort of challenge forboys, observers note.“They say, ‘Oh, if I ever lost to a girl I’d be soembarrassed,’” coach Lomano says of theboys on his wrestling team. “And the girlsknow, if a guy loses to them he’s going totake a lot of ridicule.”“Thinking about the adolescent boy’s psyche,they have so much anxiety and insecurity,”
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ISSN 2319 - 8168says Thompson. “‘I got beat by a girl’ canbe turned inward in a negative way, withnegative self-talk, or outward inmisogynistic, anti-female vocabulary andbehavior.”Lomano has observed no inappropriatebehavior on the mat when girls and boyswrestle each other, precisely because, hebelieves, boys are reluctant to compete withgirls in the first place. Despite that, someschools would rather “pay than play.”“We will forfeit a match if a girl is on theopposing team,” vows John Herzog,superintendent of Detroit’s Lutheran HighSchool Association representing five privatehigh schools. “The opening hold is obscene.They’ve got the hands on the crotch. Youhave to draw the line somewhere, and wewould say there are ample opportunities forgirls in other sports.” 
A League of Their Own?Others argue that denying girls a chance tocompete in the sport of their choiceconstitutes social, if not legal, discrimination.

The short-term answer, Thompson believes,is sensitivity training for coaches, so theyknow how to deal with both boys’ fear ofridicule and girls’ feelings about beingostracized. In the long term, all observersagree, the best scenario is for girls to wrestleother girls on teams of their own. In fact,women’s wrestling has gained acceptanceworldwide.In the meantime, a growing number ofyoung women seem determined to taketheir place on the mat, despite the obstacles.“The guys are so much stronger,” wrestlerAlix Lauer told theSt. Petersburg Times, “butI try not to think about that. It’s like running.I say to myself, ‘What’s stopping me fromputting one leg in front of the other?Nothing.’”
Reference1. Coach World Book Encyclomedia 19902. Led John Rider 8th January 19873. The effect of local expriment of the underskin Bihar University 1975
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CONTEMPORARY ERA
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Social Work, Bhavnagar (Gujarat)

Gandhi’s idea to develop the Indian society was based on his understanding of the society and hence
based on the village system. Talking about the importance of village, he wrote in 1936, ”I would
say if the village perishes, India will perish too. The approach too many villages is not a
refreshing experience. Often one would like to shut one’s eyes and stuff one’s nose, such is the
surrounding dirt and offending smell”. (Gandhi: Constructive programmes – its meaning and place).
His concept of rural reconstruction is a comprehensive one, emphasizing on the economic, political,
social, educational, ecological and spiritual dimensions. He ceaselessly insisted on a pattern of village
life, which will be man-centered and non-exploiting. The decentralized village economy should
provide full employment to all on the basis of voluntary cooperation and work for achieving self-
sufficiency in its basic requirement of food, clothing and shelter. In short, it can be said that rural
reconstruction, according to Gandhi should not be merely concerned with raising the standard of
living of village folk, though that was important. Talking specifically about an ideal village, where
in him outlined the objectives of rural reconstruction: - he said, the concepts of interrelatedness, of
a shared planet, of global citizenship, and of ‘spaceship earth’ cannot be restricted to environmental
issues alone. They apply equally to the shared and inter-linked responsibilities of environmental
protection and human development.
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Introduction: GANDHI is a world-historical figure. Though herefused to formulate a religious or philosophicalsystem, he did stand, throughout his life, forcertain ideas, which are nothing if not ofuniversal significance. In order to see this clearly,let us review, very briefly, the nature and contextof the challenge to which his life and thoughtwere a dedicated response. There is hardly anyarea in the pre or post-independence era that hehad left untrammeled for the sake of Indiandevelopment and independence. In a worldplagued by the proliferation of weapons of massdestruction, menace of global terrorism, globalwarming and climate change, owing toenvironmental destruction and ecologicalimbalance, global epidemics like HIV/AIDS, and

growing incidence of poverty related death asfallout of liberalization, privatization, andglobalization (LPG), Gandhi as well as hisphilosophy appears relevant for ever. People lovehim and like to follow his philosophy as proved.
1. What is the Rural Devolvement?Rural development in general denotes economicdevelopment and community developmentactions and initiatives taken to improve thestandard of living in non-urban neighborhoods,remote villages and the countryside. Economicactivities typically relate to the primary sectorproduction and processing of food stuffs and rawmaterials. Rural development actions are mainlyand mostly to development mostly aim the socialand economic development of the areas.
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2. What are the Gandhian Thoughts?The welfare of human beings, not of systems orinstitutions, is the ultimate consideration.Materially, it centers on the following conceptsand ideals:· Political decentralization, to prevent massiveconcentrations of political power in the handsof too few; rather, to distribute it in the hands ofmany. The Gandhian political order takes theform of a direct, participatory democracy,operating in a tier structure from the basevillage-level tier upward through the district andstate levels to the national (and international)level.· Economic decentralization, to prevent massiveconcentrations of economic power in the handsof too few, and again, to distribute it in the handsof many. Therefore villages, which are anywaygeographically decentralized, become the basiceconomic units. However, where unavoidable,certain industries may be organized on a morecentralized basis, and their ownership andcontrol come under the umbrella of the State.· The minimization of competition andexploitation in the economic sphere, and instead,the encouragement of cooperation. Productionon the basis of need rather than greed,concentrating where India is concerned first onthe eradication of poverty (and on the worstextreme of poverty).· Recognition of the dignity of labour and thegreater purity of rural life.· The practice of extensive self-reliance byindividuals, villages, regions and the nation.· Absence of oppression on the basis of race,caste, class, language, gender or religion.· A deep respect for Mother Nature, necessitatingan economic system based upon thepreservation rather than destruction of thenatural environment.Such concepts clearly represent pillars for a newsocial order.A theory closely l inked to the concept ofSarvodaya, also developed by Gandhi, is that ofTrusteeship. Its fundamental objective is tocreate nonviolent and non-exploitative propertyrelationships. Gandhi believed that the conceptsof possession and private property were sources

of violence, and in contradiction with the Divinereality that all wealth belongs to all people.
3. Gandhian Perspective for Rural
Development: “There is as yet nothing likeGandhism” Gandhi all through, went on hisexperiments in the practice of Truth and Non-violence. Gandhi was neither an academicphilosopher nor a system builder. At a global level,when violence is being condemned, religiousfundamentalism is rebuked, high technology withits high profile is not going to solve the problemof the teeming millions of people of the world,and Gandhi is the only hope of survival for thewhole of the humanity at large. We see E. M.Sumachar’s “Small is beautiful” in Gandhi’sthought, which is the only hope for survival.Relevance of Gandhian Thought from differentangles shall be presented as follows:-* How to Make Religion Relevant?Though religions are many but Religion is one.As a tree has single trunk but many branches andleaves, so there is one true and perfect religionbut it becomes many, as it passes through thehuman medium. His religion is”Sarva DharmaSambhava (Equal Approach to All Religions.) i.e.the spirit of humanity and thus conflict shall beresolved amicably and with temperance and notwith superiority of one over other. Gandhi’sReligion makes a man spiritual and scientific.Thus, if Gandhi’s concept of religion is practiced,there shall be no scope of hatred, animosity,enmity, war and destruction. If we have to savethe world of today from catastrophe, there isonly way and that is the Gandhian way to practicethe universal religion which shall herald an eraof peace, tranquility and harmony on earth. Thisis how Gandhi’s concept of Religion is of eminentvalue for all time to come.* Changed Concept of PoliticsFor Gandhi, politics is moral problem of value.Morals serve the cause of progress. Moralityserves the great task of the social revolutions ofour times” – Prof. A. Shishkin of the Institute ofPhilosophy of Academy of Sciences (Moscow).InModern times, we see that politics is rooted indeceit and dishonesty and is bound to creategreater deceit and greater dishonesty. Hate mustgenerate hate and violence greater violence. Thus
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ISSN 2319 - 8168the need of the hour is to “moralize politics.”Gandhi’s prophetic emphasis is “there is nopolitics devoid of religion.” Gandhi stands forpeople’s politics and not Party Politics. Actually,power must pass into the hands of the people atall levels; initiatives must pass to the people. Hepleads for party less democracy. Emergence ofpeople’s democracy will herald a new era ofdemocratic decentralization i.e. the Swaraj (SelfRule) is needed from below. In Gandhian Politics,democracy becomes the rule of the people anddepends more and more upon the power of thepeople and not upon the power of the police ormilitary. Thus democracy and violence can notgo together. Hence Gandhi pleads for the“Moralization of Wishes.” and “Voluntary Actionmust remain the basis of democratic life andculture. Through Satyagrah (Non-ViolentResistance), Gandhi resists injustice andexploitation and thus purifies the politics. Thisgives an alternative to the bullet Thus GandhianPolitics has a dominant and constructive role toplay. He was against narrow nationalism.* Foundation of Social DynamicsAbout the social philosophy of Mahatma Gandhiand he says, “Gandhi never sanctioned thedoctrine of caste war, class struggle and fightbetween races. The very survival of mankindamidst all adverse challenges and antitheticalimpediments is a testimony to the significanceof non-violence and he stated that Rishis (Saints)who affirmed the efficacy of ahimsa (non-violence were greater geniuses than Newton, thecelebrated founder of the laws of gravitation andmotion. Hence, Gandhi wanted to solve problemsof social tension, social disharmony and socialdisequilibrium by resorting to the techniques ofcollaboration, sympathetic accommodation andgenuine brotherly solidarity.” Eradication ofuntouchables was an issue of transcendentalvalue, surpassing even political independence.Gandhism is an inarticulate and mostly unwrittenphilosophy but nevertheless, it presents a definitepattern of beliefs and the world, capable ofgenerating very active force forwards ‘socialchange’ or social revolution’. For developingGandhian Thought, Acharya Vinoba and to greatextent, Jai Prakash and Dada Dharmadhakari

adhered hard to bring about social changespurely on Gandhian pattern and principles. Theroad is difficult but aim is laudable and we haveno alternative also as we have either to livetogether or perish together.* Economic Relevance including
Trusteeship:Gandhi’s economic philosophy is inspired byJohn Ruskin (1819-1900) and he was immenselyinspired, almost ‘captured’ by his book “UntoThis Last” Gandhi Condemned the nineteenthcentury doctrine of laissez-faire which is thepolitical basis of capitalism and he said thatlabour was superior to capital. As we all knowby now that Gandhi was against industrialismand Big Machines and not against machines assuch. Gandhi was firm believer in RuralEconomy and ownership of the land by its tillers.His heart bled to see the misery of the Indianvillagers and hence he formulated his famous“Constructive Programme” for thoroughimprovement in the life of the simple peasant.He was an eloquent prophet of cottage industries.Khadi stood for the revival and rejuvenation ofthe Indian Village communities. For him, Khadiwas the symbol of Swadeshi. Man should earnhis bread by the sweat of his labour. Concept ofTrusteeship was derived from the conception ofAparigrah (non-possession) of the Gita. With thepassage of time, Gandhi went on adding oneconomic and sociological content to the rathermoralistic conception of trusteeship. He statedthat in case, the rich would not become willingtrustees; satyagrah was to be resorted to, againstthe holder of wealth. This implies that thecommunity or the state has also a right in theprosperity of the moneyed classes. He wantedthat the rich should become trustees of theirsurplus wealth for the good of the society. Thusthe society was to be regarded as an extension ofthe family. Modern economics has solved almostall the problems of the production but theproblem of distribution is a far cry even today.According to the Gandhian Theory in the idealsociety, there should be equality of wages notonly for labourer but also for the other membersof the different professions. All persons shouldbe supplied with the necessaries to satisfy their
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ISSN 2319 - 8168natural needs. Thus Gandhi inculcated therevolutionary doctrine of equality of wages forlawyer, the doctor, the teacher and the scavengeras the panacea for socio-economic evils. Gandhi’seconomic ideas also aim to promote spiritualdevelopment and harmony with a rejection ofmaterialism. The term “Gandhian economics”was coined by J. C. Kumarappa, a close supporterof Gandhi* Educational Relevance According to Gandhi, the aim of education shouldbe build the whole man and develop his integralpersonality. “Literacy in itself is no education. Itis no the end of education nor even thebeginning.” Education is worthless, if it fails toinculcate the spirit of service and sacrifice.‘Education, if it is vital thing, it must shed itsfragrance on its surroundings.” It must reflectand respond in a genuine way to the life of thepeople living around. A school should not beattached to workshop. The workshop itself is theschool. We should learn while we earn and vise-versa. The whole of general education shouldcome through crafts and simultaneously withtheir progress. This is the only method ofproducing fully developed human beings. Exceptfor the scholastics all others agree that workshould find a place in the educational curriculum.Some regard work merely as an appendagewithout accepting its needs. The Basic Educationenvisaged by Gandhi aimed at producing selfreliant and good citizens. In order to regainIndia’s lost glory and prestige, Gandhi’seducational ideas based on value-orientationhave to be reemphasized. Eradication ofilliteracy and spread of education is the primeneed of the hour so that the citizens of TwentyFirst Century can be alert and enlightened.However, men of higher thinking always ponderover the failure of the present educationalsystem, which has simply multiplied the numberof so called educated unemployed and this hugearmy of educated unemployed is becoming amenace for the polity and society both. Still thereis a ray of hope to get the Gandhian concepts ofvalue education implemented to save the societyfrom peril and total destruction.

4. Rural problem’s in Indian Context:Gandhi didn’t participate in celebration of Indianindependence, he was busy controlling the postpartition communal violence Gandhian activistssuch as Vinoba Bhave and Jayaprakash Narayanwere involved in the Sarvodaya movement,which sought to promote self-sufficiency amidstIndia’s rural population by encouraging landredistribution, socio-economic reforms andpromoting cottage industries. The movementsought to combat the problems of class conflict,unemployment and poverty while attempting topreserve the lifestyle and values of rural Indians,which were eroding with industrialization andmodernization. Sarvodaya also includedBhoodan, or the gifting of land and agriculturalresources by the landlords (called zamindars) totheir tenant farmers in a bid to end the medievalsystem of zamindari. Bhave and others promotedBhoodan as a just and peaceful method of landredistribution in order to create economicequality, land ownership and opportunitywithout creating class-based conflicts.Jayaprakash Narayan also sought to useGandhian methods to combat organized crime,alcoholism and other social problems.
5. Strategy for Rural Development:* Antidote to Environmental Problems*Sustainable* Self Sufficiency:* Small is Beautiful:* Fighting Global Menace:* Universalization of Primary Education:* Empowering Women:* Communal Harmony:By following these points and Gandhian thoughtswe can develop the rural society as well.
Conclusion:With Gandhism as a way of life, that is, with aGandhian socio-economic system, the West sofar has been concerned only rarely. By and large,its interest in Gandhism and non-violenttechniques has been experimental in nature andapproach. By virtue of its all-embracing scopeand radical nature, the Gandhian vision is analternative to the two dominant world-viewstoday: the liberal democratic and the Marxian.The one question about Gandhism and our times
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ISSN 2319 - 8168is, therefore, simply this: Can Gandhism work asthe new world-view? Is there a possibility of aradical change in the orientation and structureof contemporary society? Can we hope formetanoia? Standing at the brink of an abyss, thenext step lies not forward but backward. DidGandhi then want to put the hands of the clockback? No, he wanted to set them to anothernoonday. There is need to bridge the gap betweeneducation and life by drawing upon the cultural,social and vocational potentialities of thestudents and to make education ‘life centered’.
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p5I]ST 5\lST H NXF"J[ K[ S[ EFZTLI ;DFHDF\ :+LVM G]\
:YFG lGR\] ZC[JF 5FdI]\ K[P GJF. GL JFT tFM V[ K[ S[ VFW]GLS
EFZTGL :+L G[ N]GLIFGL SM.56
N[XGL :+L SZTF JW] VWLSFZM D?IF K[P 5Z\T] 5Z\5ZFGF 5|FA<I
GLR[ EFZT GL :+L V[ VWLSFZM EMUJJF ;DY" AGL XSL
GYLP VFYL :+LG] :YFG ;F{YL lGdG S1FFG\] K[P VFHGL Z! DL
;NLDF\ :+Lv5]~QFGL ;DFGTFGL JFTM SZLV[ KLV[ tIFZ[
;JF, V[ YFI S[ BZ[BZ jIJCFZ DF\ :+L 5]~QF ;DFGTF HMJF
D/[ K[P :+L 5]~QF G[ ;DFG ãlQ8SM6YL H[FJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ m T[GM
HJFA K[ GFP ;DFH DF\ :+LG[ 5]~QFGL ;DFG :YFG VF5JFDF\
GYL VFjI]] tIFZ[ :+LXlSTSZ6GL JFT TM N}Z ZC[ K[P VFH[
56 lJ`JGF NZ[S ;DFHDF\ :+LG\]\ :YFG GLR\] HF[JF D/[ K[P
l,\UE[N GF VFWFZ[ YT] ;FDFHLSZ6 DF H :+L ;FY[ E[NEFJ
ZFBJFDF\ VFJ[ K[PH[DF :+LGF pK[ZJFDF\ T[GF VFZMuIGL
AFAT[4 ;FDFÒS4 VFlY"S4 X{1Fl6S VlWSFZM H[JL NZ[SAFAT
DF\ VgIFI YFI K[PVF56F\ A\WFZ6DF VF5[,F VlWSFZM GF
EMUJ8F :+L G[ YL J\lRT ZFBJFDF VFJL K[P V[S GFUZLS
TZLS[GF TDFD CSSM YL  T[ N],"E K[P :+LVMG[ JQFM"YL RF<IF
VFJTF  S]lZJFHM H[JF NC[H5|YF4 lJWJF4 5]Go,uG lGQF[W4
AF/ ,uG4 50NF 5|YF4 ;TL5|YF JU[Z[ H[JF ZLJFHM :+L p5Z
,FNJFDF\ VFjIF CTFPH[DF\ VFH[ 56 :+L VD]S ZLJFHM GLR[
NAFI[,L HMJF D/[ K[P ;FDF\HLS ;]WFZ6F DF HM0FGFZ 5]~QFM
V[ S]ZLJFHM GM 5|lTSFZ SIF" CTM H[YL :+LG[ VF ANL VM DF\YL
YM0F V\X[ D]STL D/L K[P
VF56F 5]~QF 5|WFG ;DFH DF\ H[ SFI"vlJEFHG SZJFDF\
VFjI\]\ K[ T[DF 5]~QFMV[ ACFZGF SFD SZJF HIFZ[ :+LV[ 3ZDF\
ZCL AF/SMGM pK[Z SZJM VG[ 3ZGL HJFANFZL lGEFJJLP
5lT VG[ ;F;]v;;ZFGL ;[JF SZJL V[8,F 5]ZT\] DIF"lNT CT\]P
V[8,[ DF+ C,S 5|SFZG\] SFD :+LGF EFU[ VFJ[ K[P H[G\\\\] SM.
DC[GTF6\] T[G[ D/T\] GYLP DFGJ lJSF; VC[JF, Z__$ DF\
0MPlCGF V[ NXF"jI] K[ T[ D]HA :+L VFlY"S 5|J'lTDF\ EFU ,[ K[
T[ V9JF0LI[ VFlY"S SFD DF8[ ;Z[ZFX !*P& S,FS VF5[ K[P
:+L H[ zD AHFZDF\ 5|J[X[ T[ 3ZSFDGF EFZ[ AMH ;FY[ 5|J[X[

DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6 VFlY"S 1F[+[DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6 VFlY"S 1F[+[DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6 VFlY"S 1F[+[DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6 VFlY"S 1F[+[DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6 VFlY"S 1F[+[

AMZLRF SlJTF ÒP AMZLRF SlJTF ÒP AMZLRF SlJTF ÒP AMZLRF SlJTF ÒP AMZLRF SlJTF ÒP *
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K[ T[ T[GF U[Z,FEDF\ ZC[ K[ VG[ T[YL 5]~QFM ;FY[ zDvAHFZDF\
:5WF" SZL XSTL GYLP VFD R]SJ6L JUZG\] SFD :+LVM äFZF
JW] YFI K[P
:JFT\\+TF 5|F%TL 5KL EFZT ;ZSFZ[ :+L VM GF lJSF; DF8[
G{TLS 5C[, SZL K[P X~VFT GF NFISFDF\ :+L S<IF6 GM
VELUD DF\ V5GFJJFDF\ VFjIMP VF DF8[ S<IF6 GLTLVM
W0JFDF VFJL VG[ VF VELUD £FZF :+L G [ ;1FD AGFJJF
5Z EFZ D]SJFDF VFjIM CTMP CJ[ :+LGF lJSF; GL ;FY[ :+L
;XSTLSZ6 5Z EFZ D]SF. ZCIM K[P
JT"DFG ;DIDF\ :+LVMG\] VFlY"S ;CEFUL56\] JWT\] HFI K[P
KTF T[6LG[ 5]ZTM gIFI D/TM GYLP S]8\]AGL ACFZ VFlY"S
5|J'lT VY[" HTL :+LVMG]\ XMQF6 VG[ VtIFRFZM GF AGFJM
JwIF K[P :+LV[ JF5ZLG[ O[SJF,FIS RLH CMI V[D T[GM
p5IMU YFI K[P 36L JBT I]JFG :+LVM OM;,FD6 DF\ N[C
jIF5FZ GF 1F[+[DF\ 5|J[XL HFI K[ VG[ JW] VtIFRFZMGM EMU
AG[ K[ EFZT DF\ :+LGL 5lZl:YTL ;\TMQFHGS GYLP
:+L ;XlSTSZ6 V[8,[ X\ ] m:+L ;XlSTSZ6 V[8,[ X\ ] m:+L ;XlSTSZ6 V[8,[ X\ ] m:+L ;XlSTSZ6 V[8,[ X\ ] m:+L ;XlSTSZ6 V[8,[ X\ ] m
:+L G\]  ;DFHGF NZ[S 1F[+ V[8,[ S[ ;FDFÒS4 VFlY"S4 ZFHSLI4
J{7FlGS4 ;FlCtIvS,F V[D NZ[S AFAT[ 5MTFGF NZHHM4
E]lDSF4 VG[ ;¿FGF VFWFZ[ SM.56 lG6"I ,[JFGL :JT\+TF
VG[ :JFITTF S[8,L V[ AFAT ;XlSTSZ6 TZO ãlQ85FT SZ[
K[P
VFD4 S]8\]A YL ,.G[ ;DFHGF H]NFvH]NF NZ[S 1F[+DF\ :+LG[
5MTFGF NZHHF VFWFZ[ lG6"I ,[JLGL ;TF S[8,L K[P 5MTFGF
lG6"I äFZF SFD SZFJL XSJFGL :JT\+TF S[8,L K[P HM  VF
:JT\+TF G CMI TM :+LG\] ;XlSTSZ6 YI]\ K[ V[D SCL XSFI
GCLP ;DU| 56[ ãlQ85FT SZLV[ TM ;ZSFZ  A\WFZ6DF\  JRG
VF5[ K[ S[ :+LGF NZ[S 1F[+  lJSF; SZJF 5MT[ S8LAwW K[P VF
DF8[ ;ZSFZ äFZF lJlJW IMHGFVM ;CFIM 5}ZL 5]0FI K[P
p5ZF\T :J{lrKS ;\U9GM V[ 56 :+LGF ptYFG DF8[ W6F 5|ItG
SIF" K[P T[GFYL :+LG\] ;XlSTSZ6 RMSS; YI\] K[P 56 VF :+L
;XlSTSZ6 S[8,F 8SF m S], J:TLGM DM8F EFUGL :+LVM
VFH[ 56 ,FRFZ 5ZFJ,\AL VG[ 5ZT\+ K[P
:+L ;XlSTSZ6DF\ HIFZ[ VFlY"S ;XlSTSZ6 HM.V[ TM
5|YD T[GM VFlY"S NZHHM X]\ K[ ;DHJM 50[P :+LGM VFlY"S
NZHHM T[GL VFlY"S 5|J'lTVMDF\ :+LVMGL CSSM4 E]lDSFVM
T[D H ;CEFUL56F DF8[GL TSM 5Z VJ,\A[ K[P V[8,[ S[
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;DFHGL VFlY"S 5|J'lTVMDF\ 5]~QFGL ;ZBFD6LDF\ :+LG[
D/TF CSSM VFlY"S 5|J'lTDF\ :+LG\] E]lDSF :+LGL ;CEFUL
AGJF DF8[GL TSM4 DCtJ JU[Z[ ;]RJ[ K[P VFD4 :+L HM T[GL
VFlY"S 5|J'lT ;FY[ VFlY"S NZHHM ;\S/FI[,M K[P
VFlY"S 1F[+[ :+L ;XlSTSZ6 V[8,[ VFlY"S ZLT[ ;1FD CMJF
KTF 5MTFG[  VFlY"S lG6"I ,[JFGL ;TF K[P H[D S[ :+L V[ SIF
5|SFZG\] lX1F6 ,[J\] m S. HuIFV[ lX1F6 D[/JJ\]P lXl1FT AgIF
5KL SIF\ GMSZL SZJL4S[JL HuIF V[ GMSZL SZJL4 S[8,F ;DI
DIF"NFDF\ GMSZL SZJLP5MTFGF D]/ JTG KM0L ACFZUFD
GMSZL SZJF HJ] S[ GCL JU[Z[ AFATM p5ZF\T HLJG;FYL GL
5;\NUL GF\ lG6"I 3ZGF J0L,M4 l5TF ,[ K[P 5MTFGF\ VFJ[,
5UFZDF\YL 5MTFGF V\UT BR" DF8[ 5{;F JF5ZJFGL :JT\+TF
S[ K]8KF8 GYLP
DH]ZL SFD[ HTL :+LVMG[ 3Z R,FJJFGL HJFANFZL4 ;\TFGMG[
E6FJJFGL HJFANFZL lGEFJJL 50[ K[P VFJF ;\HMUM DF
56 :+LG[ 5MTFGL VFJS GF 5{;F SIF JF5ZJFGM  T[GM lG6"I
,[JFGL K]8KF8 GYLP T[6[ OZÒIFT 5MTFGL VFJS 5MTFGF
5lTG[ VG[ l5TFG[ VF5JL 50[ K[P ;DFHGF\ V[JF JU"GL ;\bIF
DM8L K[ S[ HIF\ S]8\]ADF\ :+LG[ SIF 5|SFZGF S50F 5C[ZJF4
SMGL ;FY[[ ,uG SZJF4 5MT[ X\] BFJ\]4 S[JM BMZFS ,[JM4 p5JF;
ZC[JF S[JF X\'UFZ SZJF4 JU[Z[ GFGL GFGL AFATMDF\ 56 5MT[
lG6"I ,. XSTL GYLP
;XlSTSZ6GL H~lZIFT;XlSTSZ6GL H~lZIFT;XlSTSZ6GL H~lZIFT;XlSTSZ6GL H~lZIFT;XlSTSZ6GL H~lZIFT
JT"DFG ;DIDF\ :+L lX1F6G\] 5|DF6 JwI\] K[P :+L VFlY"S
5|J'lT DF8[ ACFZ VFJL K[ tIFZ[ T[GF 5Z YTF lJlJW XMQF6M
VG[ VtIFRFZ W8F0L T[G[ ;1FD AGFJJF DF8[ ;XlSTSZ6GL
TFTL H~lZIFT K[P EFZT N[XGF lJSF;GF ZYGF A[ ;DFG
5{0F H[DF\ :+Lv5]~QFP  :+L~5L  5{0\] AZFAZ G RF,[ VYJF T[
;1FD G AG[4 :+Lv5]~QFGM ;DFG ZLlT lJSF; G YFI4 TM
N[XGM lJSF;  XSI GYLP
H[ S]8\]ADF\ VFJSG\] ;FWG DIF"NLT CMI4 5lT A[ZMHUFZ CMI4
T[G[ SFD D/T\] G CMI tIFZ[ VFlY"S EL\;GF SFZ6[ S]8\]AGF
;eIM äFZF :+L 5Z NAF6 SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VFYL 5MTFGF
DFGl;S V;\T],G G ZC[TF 5ltGG[ DFZh]0 SZ[ K[P VFD4 5lT
jI;GL CMI4 TM 56 :+LG[ XMQF64 VtIFRFZGM EMU AGJ\]
50[ K[P T[DH ;\I]ST S]8\]A4 J0L,MGF ~l-R]:TTFGF ;FDFÒS
DF/B\] 56 ;DFHGL 5Z\5ZF4 lZJFHM JU[Z[GL ,LW[ :+L
lC\;FGM VlJRFZGM EMU AG[ K[P H[GF ,LW[ T[ 5MTFG[ V;,FDT
VG]EJ[ K[P pNF;LG Y. HFI K[P T[GFDF\ pt;FC 38[4 UDULGL
JW[4 DGMZMUGM EMU AG[ K[P lR\TF4 lGZFXF4 VH\5M4A[R[GL
VlGgãF JW[P :+LG\] VFtD;gDFG VG[ VFtDlJ`JF; U]DFJL
A[;[ K[P T[G\] EFJL ÒJG VlGl`JT Y. HFI K[P JWFZ[ 50TF
XFZLlZS VtIFRFZYL T[G\] XZLZ GA/\]  VG[ VXST AG[ K[P
BF; TM A/FtSFZ H[JL 38GFDF J[NGF JWTF4 ÒJJFGL 1FDTF
56 U]DFJL A[;[ K[P VF p5ZF\T :+LGF CSSM KLGJF TF\ T[GF
VlWSFZMGM V;\TMQF V[GL SFI"1FDTF 5Z 50[ K[P H[GL V;Z
VFlY"S 5F;F 5Z 50[ K[P NDG VG [XMQF6GM EMU AG[,L :+L
5MTFGL E]lDSF IMuI ZLT[ EHJL XSTL GYLP :+LVMGF

UF{ZJE\UGL VlEjIlSTL A\WFZ6LI D}<IMGF CF; SZ[ K[P
N[XGL 5|UlTDF\ VJZMW pEM SZ[ K[P VFYL HM :+L lXl1FT
CX[4 ;XST CX[ TM 5MTFGF ;\TFGMG[ 56 lXl1FT AGFJX[P
V[D SC[JFI K[ S[ E6[,L :+L A[ S]/G[ TFZJ[ K[ VFYL HM :+LG[
;XST AGFJJFGL H~ZLIFT K[P TM H N[XGM lJSF; YX[4
;DFHGM lJSF; YX[4 VG[ N[X 5|UlTGF 5\Y[ VFU/ JWX[P
VFlY"S 1F [+[ DCL,F ;XlSTSZ6PVFlY"S 1F [+[ DCL,F ;XlSTSZ6PVFlY"S 1F [+[ DCL,F ;XlSTSZ6PVFlY"S 1F [+[ DCL,F ;XlSTSZ6PVFlY"S 1F [+[ DCL,F ;XlSTSZ6P
VFH[ lX1F6G\] 5|DF6 JWTF :+L lX1F6G\] 5|DF6 56 JwI\] K[P
;FYMv;FY EFZT ;ZSFZ lJlJW lJäJFGM VG[ :J{lrKS
;\:YFVMGF ;\I]ST 5|ItGMYL :+LGF NZHHFDF\ RMSS;
5lZJT"G VFjI\] K[P T[YL NZ[S 1F[+DF\ NZ[S :TZ[ :+L VFU/
VFJL K[P :JFJ,\AL AGL K[P VFH[ NZ[S 1F[+[  :+LG\] 5|NFG
GM\WGLI K[P ( DFR" ccDlC,F lNJ;cc GF lNjI EF:SZDF\ 5|l;wW
YI[, :+L ;XlSTSZ6GF ,[BM HM.V[ TMPPPP
N[XDF\ GMSZL SZTL DlC,FGL 8SFJFZLDF\ Z_@GM JWFZM YIM K[P
;MO8J[Z S\5GLDF\ SFDSZTL DlC,FGL ;\bIF #@ K[P
!!@ DlC,FVM C.E.O 5N 5Z K[P
!$@ DlC,F EFZTLI S\5GLGF 8MRGF :YFG[ K[P
5)@ DlC,F ;F\;N JT"DFG ,MS;EFDF\ VtIFZ ;]WLDF\ ;F{YL
JW] K[P
VF p5ZF\T H]NFvH]NF 5|MO[XG, jIJ;FI H[DF 0MS8Z4 JSL,4
V[lgHlGIZL\U4 lX1FS4 5|MO[;Z4 JU[Z[DF\ 56 :+LV[ 5U
HDFjIM K[PVUFp H[ jIJ;FIM DF\ :+L VMGF 5|J[X 5Z 5|lTA\W
CTMP H[DF\ HFC[Z;[JF Z[,J[4 TFZ4 85F,4 SFINM gIFIT\+ J[5FZ
:8MZ[H JU[Z[ 1F[+ DF\ :+LVM XlSTDF\G AGL K[P
VFlYVFlYVFlYVFlYVFlY"S 1F [+[ DCFD],\ ] IMUNFG VF5GFZ :+LVMS 1F[+[ DCFD],\ ] IMUNFG VF5GFZ :+LVMS 1F[+[ DCFD],\ ] IMUNFG VF5GFZ :+LVMS 1F[+[ DCFD],\ ] IMUNFG VF5GFZ :+LVMS 1F[+[ DCFD],\ ] IMUNFG VF5GFZ :+LVM
VFlY"S1F[+DF\ DCtJG]\ IMUNFG VF5GFZ :+LVMGL ;\bIF
lJXF/ K[P EFZTDF\ VFlY"S1F[+DF\ VFU/ 50TL S[8,LS
DCL,FVMPPPPP
s!f ;]lDTF DMZFZÒvpWMU  ;FY[P
sZf VD'TF 58[,vN]W pt5FNG
s#f C[DF. gIFZFJF,vHGF¶l,:8
s$f lSZ6 A[NLvVWLSFZL (IPS)
s5f 0MP lSZ6 DHG]NFZvAFIMSMG l,PGF R[ZD[G TYF D[G[HL\U
l0Z[S8Z
s&f .lgNZF G]5Lv5[%;LSM S\5GLGF R[Z5";G
s*f D\NF SMRZ JU[ZvVF.P;LPVF.P;LP A[\SGF V[DP0L
VFD4 p5ZMST :+L VM G]\ VFlY"S 1F[+[ DCFG 5|NFG K[P 56
VFJL :+LVMGL ;\bIF ;DFH S[8,L K[ m J/L VF :+L WlGQ8
VG[ lXl1FT S]8\]ADF\YL VFJ[,L K[P H[GL ;O/TF 5FK/ T[DGF
S]8\]A[ DCtJGL E]lDSF K[P C.E.O 5N ;]WL 5CM\RJFDF\ BZ[BZ
T[DGL XlSTG[ VFWFZ[ VFU/ VFJL K[P VF p5ZF\T D[G[HD[g8
1F[+DF\ 5F.,M84 Z[<J[4 DLl0IF4 VG[ V\TZL1FIFG R,FJJFDF\
;1FD AGL K[P VFD4 VFJF NZ[S 1F[+DF\ :+LG\] ;XlSTZ6 YI\]
K[ 56 T[GL ;\bIF :+LGL 5F`JFN E]lDSF
VF\U/LGF J[-[ U6FI T[8,L  H K[P H[ V5JFN ~5 :+LVM K[P
H[G\] BZ[BZ ;XlSTSZ6 YI\] K[P  HMS[ VD]S V[JF 1F[+M K[ S[
HIF\ :+L 5MT[ 5MTFGL ZLT[ ;1FD AGL CMIP V[ JFTG[ :JLSFZJL
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ZCL S[ VD]S V[JF 1F[+M S[ HIF\ DF+ 5]~QFM H SFD SZL XS[ T[JF
1F[+MDF\ H :+L SFD SZ[ K[P H[DF A;4 8=S4 Z[<J[4 ZL1FF4 SM,;FGL
BF64 CM8, D[G[HD[g8 JU[Z[DF\ :+L V[ 5MTFGL XZD ;\SMR
KM0LG[ VFU/ VFJL K[P 5Z\T] VF DF+ VD]S :+LVMGF
;XlSTSZ6YL AWL H :+LG\] ;XlSTSZ6 YI\] K[ T[D SCL
XSFI GCL\P
:+LGL VFJSGF p5IMU VG[ lGI\+6 ov:+LGL VFJSGF p5IMU VG[ lGI\+6 ov:+LGL VFJSGF p5IMU VG[ lGI\+6 ov:+LGL VFJSGF p5IMU VG[ lGI\+6 ov:+LGL VFJSGF p5IMU VG[ lGI\+6 ov
VFH[ S]8\]ADF\ :+LVM +6 5|SFZGL E]lDSF HMJF D/[ K[P
;DFHDF\ V[JF\ S]8\]AM K[ S[ H[GL ;DU| VFJS :+LGL SDF6L
CMI4 V[8,[ S[ :+LGL VFlY"S 5|J'lT SZJFYL T[GF S]8\]AG\] U]HZFG
RF,T\] CMI  K[P VFYL S]8\]ADF\ :+LGL VFJS DCtJGL CMJFYL
T[G\] 5MTFGF 5UFZ 5Z J"R:J CMI K[P 5MTFGM 5UFS SIF\ S[JL
ZLT[ JF5ZJM T[ lG6"I ,[JFGL :JT\+TF ;tTF CMI K[P VFYL
VFJF S]\8]\ADF\ :+LG]\ VFlY"S ;XlSTSZ6 YI[,]\ SC[JFIP H[DF\
( DFR" GF lNjI EF:SZ DF\ 5|l;wW YI[, V[S ,[B K[ H[DF\
lXJFGF GFDGL DlC,F lJX[ ,BJFDF\ VFjI\] CT]\P
ALHF V[JF S]8\]AM S[ H[DF\ :+Lv5]~QF A\G[ SDFTF CMI A\gG[
GMSZL SZTF CMI T[DF\ 5]~QFGL VFJS T[GL 5ltG SZTF JW]
CMIP H[GFYL 5]ZF S]8\ ]AG\ ] U]HZFG Y. HT\ ] CMI T[JL
5lZl:YlTDF\ :+LGL SDF6L SM. BF; DCtJ CMT]\ GYLP T[
5MTFGF XMB BFTZ SDFTL CMI K[P VYJF VFJSDF\ JWFZM
SZL JW] ;FZ\] U]6JTFJF/\] ÒJG ÒJL XSFI T[ DF8[ CMI K[P TM
VFJF S]8\]ADF\ :+LGL VFJSG\] DCtJ VMK\] K[P T[GL VFJSGL
BF; S\. O[Z 50TM GYLP
+LHF V[JF S]8\]AM S[ H[DF\ :+LGF l5TF S[ 5lT GL VFJS JWFZ[
K[P H[G\] S]8\]A WFG-I K[P VFJF S]8\]ADF\ :+L SDFIF BFTZ
SDFTL CMI K[P T[ GMSZL 56 DF+ XMB BFTZ SZ[ K[P HM 5]+L
VFJL GMSZL SZTL CMI TM T[GF ,uG G YFI  CMI tIF\ ;]WL
GMSZL SZ[ K[P VG[ ,uG YTF T[G[ GMSZL D]SL N[JL 50[ K[P TM
VCL\ :+L VFlY"S 5|J'lT SZ[ K[ TM 56 V[G\] VFlY"S ZLT[
;XlSTSZ6 YI[,\] GYLP
VFD p5ZMST TDFD AFATMGL RRF"GF V\T[ V[8,\] H SCL
XSFI S[ :+L ;XlSTSZ6 V[ BZ[BZ JF:TlJS GYLP 5]ZT]
VFEF;L K[P  VFNX" V[S AFH] K[P VG[ JF:TlJSTF V[ ALHL
AFH] K[P ;DFHDF JF:TJLS ÒJGDF\ :+L;XlSTSZ6 HMJF
D/T] GYLP TM ;DFHDF\ :+LG]\ V[ JF:TlJS BZ[BZ :+L
;XlSTSZ6 SZJ\] CMI TM GLR[GF S[8,F ;]RGM VG];ZJF 50[
K[P
;XlSTSZ6 SZJF DF8[GF ;]RGM ov;XlSTSZ6 SZJF DF8[GF ;]RGM ov;XlSTSZ6 SZJF DF8[GF ;]RGM ov;XlSTSZ6 SZJF DF8[GF ;]RGM ov;XlSTSZ6 SZJF DF8[GF ;]RGM ov
v     :+L lX1F6G\] 5|DF6 JWFZJFGL ;FYL T[G[ VFlY"S 5F;FG[
:5"XTL NZ[S AFATDF\ K]8KF8 VF5JL HM.V[P
v     :+L ;XlSTSZ6GF\ ;\NE"DF\ ;DFHGM ãlQ8SM6 AN,JM
HM.V[P :+L 5]Z]QFG[ ;DFG ;FDFlHSZ6 SZJ]\P
v ;ZSFZ[ :+L GL VFlY"S ZLT[ ;XST SZJF H~ZL SFINFVM
30JF VG[ T[GMjIJCFZDF\ VD, 56 SZFJJF HM.V[P
v ;DFHGF lGdG JU"GL :+LG[ VFU/ VFJ[ T[ DF8[ ;ZSFZ VG[

lAG;ZSFZL ;\:YFVMV[ ;CLIFZM 5|IF; SZJFP
v:+LVMGL lGdG NXF"JTL AWL 5Z\5ZFVM VG[ S]lZJFHMG]\
B\0G SZJ]\P
vNZ[S JU"GL :+LVM V[ HFU|T AGL ;\U9LT YJ\] HM.V[ VG[
;\U9LT AGLG[ ;\3QF" SZJM HM.V[ S[D S[ SM.56 :JT\+TF
;\3QF" lJGF XSI GYLP
v:+L 5]~QF G] ;DFG ;FDFHLSZ6 SZJ]P
VFD4 p5I]"ST S[8,FS ;]RGM VD, SZJFDF\ VFJ[ TM :+L
;XlSTSZ6 H[ VFEF;L K[P T[G[ JF:TlJS AGFJL XSFIP

;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR
v V[PlHP XFC4 :+LVM VG[ ;DFGH sZ__$f
v H[PS[P NJ[4  V0GF 5|SFXG4 VDNFJFN
v 0MP R\lãSF ZFJ,4U]HZFTDF\ :+LGM NZHHM sZ__&f
v 0MP X{,[HF W|]J4 5F`J" 5la,S[XG4 VDNFJFNP
v J<0" >g0AMS; D[U[hLG sO[A|]VFZL Z_!Zf
v ;F{ZFQ8= ;DFRFZ ( DFR" :+L ;XlSTSZ6 ,[BP
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EFJGUZ  ZFHIGM  UF{ZJJ\TM .lTCF; V[S VJ,MSG

5|LTL JLP HMXL *

EFJGUZ ZFHI V[ ;F{ZFQ8=G] \ V[S DCtJG] lJSF;XL,
ZFHI ZCI] \  CT] \P .P;P1723 DF \ EFJGUZ DF \
UMlC, S]/GL ZFHWFGLGL :YF5GF\ Y. tIFZYL ,.G[
.P;P1948 DF \ EFZTGF \ TDFD N[XL ZFHIMG] \
lJl,lGSZ6 YI] \  tIF \ ;]WLGM 225  JØ"GM .lTCF;
5|UlTXL,4 J{lJwI5}6" VG[ GM\WGLI ZCIM K[P EFJGUZ
ZFHI V[ DF+ ;F{ZFQ8= S [ U]HZFT DF \ H GlC4 5Z\T]
EFZTGF \ ;J" N [XL ZFHIMDF \ 56 T[ DCtJG] \  :YFG
WZFJT]\ CT]\P EFJGUZ ZFHIGL lJSF;,ÙL VG[ 5|HFlCT
lR\TS ZFHIJlCJ8GL ¡Q8LV[ EFZTGF\ 5\NZ H[8,F\ N[XL
ZFHIMDF\ D{;]Z4 J0MNZF H[JF 5|UlTXL, ZFHIM ;FY[
U6GF\ YTL CTLP
AF\WSFD4 Z[<J[ l;\RF.4 :S],4 SM,[HGL :YF5GF\4 N]QSF/
lGJFZ6 v E\0M/4 B[0}TMGL N[JF GFA]NL4 lXÙ6 5|;FZ4
SgIFS[/J6L4 VnTG CM:5L8,4 5|HF5ZLØN4 NZAFZL U[h[84
H[JF ,MS ;]BFSFZLGF \ VG[S Ù[+MDF \ ;F {ZFQ8= S [
U]HZFTDF\ 5C[, SZGFZ EFJGUZ ZFHI DMBZ[ ZCI] \
CT]\P 5|HFS<IF6SFZL SFIM"YL ZFHIG[ EFZTEZDF\ 5|l;lwW
D/L CTL T[DF \ T [GF XF;S V[JF \ UMlC,S]/GF \
ZFHJLVM VG[ T[DGF\ SFI"NÙ VG[ lGQ9FJFG lNJFGMG] \
DCtJG] \  5|NFG ZCI] \  CT] \P
.P;1230–1252 GL VF;5F; ;[HSÒ UMlC, GFDGF V[S
JLZ5]~Ø[ DFZJF0YL ;F{ZFQ8=DF\ :Y/F\TZ SI]ÅP VG[ ;F{ZFQ8=GL
5Z\5ZF VG[ 5|lTQ9F ;FY[ T[DGM ;]D[/ YTF\ 5MTFGL
JLZTF\4 S]G[C VG[ RFlZÈYL ;F{ZFQ8=DF\ UMlC, ZFHIGL
:YF5GF\ SZLP T[ ;DIYL VFHGF\ lNJ; ;]WL VF 5Z\5ZF

* VwIF5SzL4 ;DFHSFI" EJG4 DCFZFÔS'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"8L4 EFJGUZP

VlJZlKgG4 VAFlWT4 VG[ VT]8 ZCL K[P ;F{ZFQ8=DF\
UMlC, ZFHIGL :YF5GF\ ;[HSÒ UMlC,[ ;[HS5]Z J;FJLG[
SZLP tIFZAFN ZF65]Z4 5LZDA[84 3M3F4 pDZF/F\4 l;CMZ4
VG[ K[<,[ EFJGUZ ZFHUFNL :Y/F\TZLT YTL ZCL CTLP
;DU| EFZT JØ"GF \ .lTCF;DF\ ;]J6" VÙZ[ ,BFI
T[JL EjI VG[ IX:JL UF{ZJUFYF EFJGUZ ZFHIGL ZCL
K[P EFJGUZ ZFHIGF\ ZFHJLVMV[ XMI"4 :JF5"64
VFtDEMU4 N[XZÙF4 WD"ZÙF4 5|HFlCT VG[ 5|HFGL ZÙF DF8[
;J":JG] \  Al,NFG VF5L HUTDF\ EFZTG] \  GFD
pHF?I] \ K[P VG[ .lTCF;GF\ 5'Q9M 5Z T[DGF\ 5ZFS|D
VG[ lJZTFGL UFYF V\lST SZL K[P
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T[DF \ VF ZFHIGF\ 5|FTo :DZ6LI ZFHJL
zLS]Q6S]DFZl;\CHL DCFZFH[ N [XL ZFHIMGF \
lJl,lGSZ6DF\ ;F { 5|YD 5MTFGL ;\5lT ;FY[G] \
ZFHI ZFQ8=G[ V56" SZLG[ JT"DFG EFZTGF\ .lTCF;GF\
30TZDF\ AC]D]<I 5|NFG SI]Å CT]\ T[ ;J"lJlNT K[P VG[
T[GL GM\W EFZTGF\ .lTCF;DF\ ;]J6" VÙZ[ ,[JFTL ZC[X[P
VG[ lJW8GGL 5|lS|IF H[D H[D HMZ 5S0TL ZC[X[ T[D
T[D ZFQ8=GF \ Vl [SSZ6 DF8[ YI[,] \  EFJGUZ
ZFHIGF\ ZFHJLG] \  VF :JF5"6 AC]D]<I AGL ZC[X[P
DCFZFHF EFJl;\CÒV[ EFJGUZ XC[ZGL :YF5GF SZL T[ ;FY[
H UMlC,J\XGM VG[ EFJGUZ ZFHIGL HFCMH,F,LGM V[S
GJM I]U X~ YIMP DCFZFHF EFJl;\CÒV[ lXCMZGF\ V[S
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GFGS0F ZFHIG[ EFJGUZDF\ J;FJL4 VFAFN SZLG[
VlT;D'wW VG[ ACM/F lJ:TFZJF/] \  5|TF5L VG[
J{EJXF/L ZFHI AGFjI]\P T[DGF\ VF SFIM"G[ UMlC,S]/
GF\ TDFD ZFHJLVM 56 VG];IF"P ZFHIGL 5|UlT VG[
lJSF; HF6[ S[ UMlC,S]/GL 5Z\5ZF AGL U.P VB[ZFHÒv 24
JBTl;\CÒ4 lJHIl;\CÒ4 H;J\Tl;\CÒ4 TbTl;\CÒ4 EFJl;\CÒv
2 VG[ S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL GF EFJGUZ ZFHIGL 5|UlT VG[
lJSF;GF SFIM Å ZFHIGF\ NLJFGM 4 lDP 5Zl;J, VG[
ZFHIGF\ .HG[Z lDP l;d; G] \  DCtJ 5}6" IMUNFG
ZCI] \  K[P EFJl;\CÒYL X~ YI[,L ZFHIGL 5|UlTDF\
S 'Q6S]DFZl;\CÒ ;]WLDF \ H[ 5|UlTGF \ SFIM " YIF \ T [
VUl6T K[P KTF \ 56 D]bItJ[4 lXÙ64 :JF:yI4
HFC[ZAF\WSFD4 Z[<J[4 B[TL VG[ J[5FZ pnMU4 ;FDFHLS4 VFlY"S
JCLJ8L VG[ ZFHlSI ;]WFZFVM JFCGjIJCFZ VG[
;\N[XFjIJCFZ4 5F6L Z:TFVM4 ;]WZF.4 gIFI VG[ ;,FDTL
DF8[ H IMHGFVM VG[ ;]WFZFVMGM VD, YIM T[GFYL
EFJGUZ ZFHI ;F {ZFQ8=G ] \  5|YD CZM/G] \  VFNX"
ZFHI U6FJF ,FuI] \P
HIFZ[ VgI N[XLZFHIVMDF\ 5|HF 5MTFGF \ GFGF \
GFGF CSS DF8[ ,0TL CTL tIFZ[ EFJGUZDF\ ZFHIGL 5|HF
VgI N[XL  ZFHIM SZTF 5|YD ;]B ;]lJWFVM
VF5JFDF\ VFJL CTLP H[DF\ Z[<J[4 H/FXI4 S[/J6L J[5FZ
pnMU VG[ B[TLG[ pT[HG H[JF VG[S SFIM "G ] \  VgI
ZFHIVMV[ 56 VG]SZ6 SI] ÅP VFYL SlC XSFI S[
ZFHJLVM VG[ NLJFGMGL AFATDF\ EFJGUZGL 5|HF B]A
H EFuIXF/L CTLP H[G[ 5|HFlCTlR\TS ZFHJLVM VG[ NLJFGM
D?IF\ P HIF VgI ZFHIM GF ZFHFVM V\U| [Ò ;TF VG[
5MTFGF \ :JFY"DF \ ZrIF 5rIF ZC[TF \ CTF \ tIFZ[
EFJGUZGF\ SM.56 ZFHJLV[ V\UT :JFY" S[ ;\5lTG[
SIFZ[I DCtJ G VF%I] \  EFJGUZGF\ ZFHJLVM VG[
NLJFGMGL lNn¡Q8L VG[ SFI"S]X/TFG[ SFZ6[ lCgN GL DCF;TF
V\U|[H ;ZSFZ TZOYL 56 EFJGUZ ZFHIGF lJSF; VG[
5|UlTDF\ B}A H ;CSFZ VG[ DFG ;gDFG 5|F%T YIFP
EFJl;\CÒV[ :YF5[, EFJGUZ GL Vl:DTF \ ;J" zL
DCFZFHF J;J\Tl;\CÒ4 TbTl;\CÒ EFJl;\CÒ VG[
S 'Q6S]DFZl;\CÒ GF \ ;DIDF\ N [Xv lJN[XDF \ 56
O[,F.P T[DF \ 56 DCFZFHF S'Q6S]DFZl;\CÒG] \  lJ5],
;\5lT ;FY[G] \  ZFHI ZFQ8=GF \ V[SFSLSZ6DF\ ;F {
5|YD ZFQ8=G[ V5"6 SZLG[ T[DGF\ ;FW] RlZ+ DFG;GM
ZFQ8=G[ 5ZLRI VF%IMP
EFJGUZGF\ UMlC,J\XGF \ ZFHJLVMV[ EFJGUZ
ZFHIG[ 5MTFGL 5]+L DFOS pK[Z SIMÅ P H[D DFTF v l5TF
VG[ 5ZLJFZHGM 5MTFGL 5]+LG[ V[S ;J"U]6 ;\5gG jIlST
AGFJ[P l5TF\ 5MTFGL VFlY"S l:YlTGL 5ZJFC G SZLG[
T[GF\ lJSF; DF8[ AW] H SZL K]8[ VG[ tIFZAFN VF ;JÅU]6
;\5gG 5]+LG[ 5MTFGL l:YlT SZTF\ 56 ;FZM SZLIFJZ
SZLG[ IMuI jIlSTGF\ CFYDF\ s5Z6FJLf ;M\5L N[ VG[
V[ 5]+L 56 5MTFGF \ ;]B N]oB DF \ 5MTFGF \ l5IZG[

IFN SZ[ AZFAZ T[ H ZLT[ UMlC,S]/[ EFJGUZ ZFHIGL
:YF5GF SZL T[GM ;JFÅUL lJSF; SIM" VG[ HIFZ[ ;ZNFZ
J<,EEF. 58[,[ ZFQ8=GF V[SFSLSZ6GM lJRFZ SIM" S[ TZT
H DCFZFHF S'Q6S]DFZl;\CÒV[ 5MTFGL lJ5], ;\5lT
;FY[G] \  ZFHI lJGF;\SMR[ ZFQ8=GF \ RZ6[ ;Dl5"T SI] Å
T[GFYL JW] ZFQ8=GF\ RZ6DF\ V5"6 X] CM. XS[ m SNFR
lJ`JGF \ VF 5|YD ZFHJL CX[ H[6[ 5MTFGF \ ZFHI
VG[ ;\5lT 5|[D5}J"S ;Dl5"T SI]ÅP
.P;P1948DF\  S'Q6S]DFZl;\CÒV[ EFJGUZ ZFHI HIFZ[
;F {ZFQ8=DF \ E?I] \  tIFZ[ EFJGUZ ZFHI[ V-FZ SZM0
~l5IF ZMS0F4 H]NF H]NF DM8F O\0M TYF ALHL V:SIFDTM
56 ZFHIG[ ;Dl5"T SZL NLWLP SC[JFI K[ S[ EFJGUZGL
;\5lT4 EFJGUZGF\ 5|WFGM VG[ EFJGUZGF\
VlWSFZLVMYL ;F{ZFQ8= pE] YI]\ CT]P
VFhFNL AFN HF6[ S[ EFJGUZGL 5|UlT Z]\WF. U.P EFJGUZ
G] \  5|lTlGlWtJ SZGFZF \ VMV[ EFJGUZ TZO C\D[XF
N],"1F ;[jI]\P EFJGUZ I]lGJl;"l84 A|M0U|[H4 D[0LS, SM,[H4
H[JF VG[S 5|`GM DF8[ ,0J] \  50I] \  T [GFYL lJX[Ø
S]~6TF\ X] \  CM. XS[P 5C[,F \ H[ J6DF\uI] \  D/L HT] \
CT]\P T[GF\ DF8[ CJ[ ,0TM R,FJJL 50[4 VF\NM,GM SZJF\
50[ T[ X] \ IMuI K[ m VFH[ 56 EFJGUZGF\ ZFHIGL
;]B ;UJ0GM H EFJGUZ GL 5|HF p5IMU SZL ZCL K[P SM.
BF; ;]WFZF JWFZF\ VCL\ SZJFDF\ VFjIF GYLP VFYL
H VFH[ 56 EFJGUZGL 5|HFG[ 5MTFGF\ ZFHJLVMGL
ZFHIGF\ NZ[S JU" 5|tI[GL N[BEF/4 5|[D4 DFJHT IFN VFJ[
K[P VFH[ 56 EFJ[6FJF;LGF \ NZ[S 3ZDF\ VG[ NZ[S
DGDF\ 5MTFGF \ 5|HFJt;, ZFHJLGL KAL HMJF
D/X[P NZ[S EFJ[6FJF;L DF8[ EFJGUZGM .lTCF; ULTF4
ZFDFI6 VG[ DCFEFZT U|\Y H[8,L H DCtJTF WZFJ[ K[P
H[D VF U| \YMG] \  D}<I SIFZ[I VMK] GlC YFI T[D
EFJGUZGF\ ZFHJLVMGM VFJM ;]J6" .lTCF; C\D[XF
EFJ[6FJF;LGF \ Vl:TtJ ;FY[ HM0FI[,F \ ZC[X[P
EFJ[6FJF;LVM DF8[ EFJGUZGM .lTCF; UF{ZJ5}6" .lTCF;
K[P VG[ T[YL H VFH[ 56 HIFZ[ SM. EFJGUZGF\ ZFHIGL
VG[ ZFHJLVMGL JFT SZ[ K[ tIFZ[ EFJ[6FJF;L VlEDFG 5}J"S
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"UNIDIMENSIONAL IMPACT OF LEVERAGE ON THE LIQUIDITY OF
SELECTED CANADIAN COMPANIES OPERATING IN INDIA"

* ASSISTANT PROFESSOR JG COLLEGE OF COMMERECE, AHMEDABAD

Abstract:  India and Canada have been on the forefront of Industrial and Social development acrossthe globe. Many Canadian companies have set up shop in India and have flourished tremendously.As far as their capital requirements are concerned, there are many divergent opinions in academiaregarding the desirability of contracting debt. Some experts opine that when a company involvesdebt in its capital structure it does not always have to have a negative impact on liquidity. Whilethere are some who go with the traditional theory, that debt does adversely impact liquidity. Thispaper attempts to measure and analyse the actual impact of debt on the liquidity status of prominentCanadian companies operating in India. The paper concludes that debt indeed has negative impacton liquidityof the selected companies.
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The management of a company goes throughmany brain storming sessions before decidingon a particular capital structure- Equitydominated or Debt-dominated or trade-offbetween the two etc. The main purpose is tomaximize the market value of the share and tofetch decent returns to the investors. Thedecision to employ a particular source of financeis greatly influenced by the type of project to befinanced, nature of capital requirements, itsearning capacity as also its debt repaymentcapacity and the prevailing market conditionsamong many other factors.In terms of business finance, the leverage isemployment of debt fund or borrowed capital.Although leverage is purely a financial tool, it isused immensely by managers involved in thedecision-making processes related to capitalstructuring decisions, mergers and acquisitions,ascertainment of cost of capital etc.For the investors, Equity is a risky avenue forinvestment when compared with Debt funds.The returns on Equity Share Capital largelydepend on the financial performance of thecompany, dividend policy of the company etc.and therefore the returnon Equity Shares is not

guaranteed. Whereas the debt fund gives assuredreturns and ensures safety of investment. .In today's market conditions when theexpectations of the Equity shareholders arerising, a company has to be able to determine ajudicious mix of debt funds and owned funds.
LiquidityLiquidity is a significant measure showing thefirm's ability to meet its short-term obligations.A firm may face many vicissitudes but howsuccessfully it overcomes the lean patches, isreflected in its liquidity position. Liquidity istherefore vital to its survival. Excess liquidity orpoor liquidity both are danger signals to themanagement and indicate impending crisis.Liquidity is an important measure revealing thefirm's ability to make good its short-term debtand in other words, it shows to what extent thefunds provided by the investors are safe. It clearlyholds the key to a company's survival. However,the key really lies in maintaining proper balancebetween excess liquidity and inadequate liquidity.Both are an invitation for financial trouble. Thefollowing are the major liquidity ratios:1) Current ratio2) Liquid ratio or Quick ratio or Acid testratio
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2. Review Of LiteratureThe review of literature has been brieflysummarized as follow:
Rajan and Zingales (1995) discuss variousaccounting based measures of leverage and theirinformation-related content. They havesuggested that to facilitate the propermeasurement of leverage, the measure itselfshould be based on the objective of analysis. Itcannot be selected randomly. They propoundthat the ratio of total liabilities to total assets cabbe considered appropriate if the matter pertainsto what is left for the shareholders afterliquidation, but it is not at all a good indicator ofwhether the firm is likely to experiencebankruptcy in the near future. on rates of returnon book value with explicit leveraging equationsthat explain when the leverage is favourable andwhen unfavourable with the help of a case ofDell Computers, USA. The authors have stretchedthe concept of leverage from very basics to itsintricate impact on the profitability and themathematical presentations of the same.Theauthors Ram Kumar Kakani, Biswatosh Saha and
V. N. Reddy (2001) have attempted to providean empirical evidence of the widely held existingtheories on the determinants of firmperformance in the Indian context. The authorsemphasise on the fact that analysis of thedeterminants of firm performance is of utmostimportance to all stakeholders of a firm, especiallyto its common equity investors. For this purpose,the authors have used financial statement andcapital market data of 566 large Indian firms overa time frame of eight years divided into two sub-periods (viz., 1992-96, and 1996-2000) to studyIndian firms. Financial performance acrossvarious dimensions viz., shareholder value,accounting profitability and its components,growth and risk of the sample firms and leveragecomponent the capital structure. Jean-Philippe
Bouchaud, Andrew Matacz and Mark
Potters (2001) have tried to investigatequantitatively the so-called leverage effect, whichcorresponds to a negative correlation betweenreturns earned in the past and futurevolatility.Prashant Gupta, Aman Shrivastav
and Dinesh Sharma (2011) reveal the distinct

relationship between capital structure decisionsand their impact on the performance of thecorporates. For the purpose, they have appliedthe data of 100 companies listed National StockExchange (NSE) of India in a 5-year timehorizon. The results of the study conducted bythem establish that the capital structure doesinfluence financial performance.
Puwanenthiren Pratheepkanth (2011)states that the relationship between capitalstructure and financial performance is one thathas received considerable attention in the financeliterature. How important is the concentrationof control for the company performance or thetype of investors exerting that control arequestions that authors have tried to answer forlong time. The study of effects of capital structureon financial performance will help the academia.There is a negative relationship between capitalstructure and financial performance, itconcludes.
3. Research Methodology
RESEARCH OBJECTIVESThe research work clearly aims to serve thefollowing objectives;(1) To study the theoretical aspects ofFinancial Leverage and Liquidity(2) To examine relationship betweenFinancial Leverage and Liquidity of selectedindustries and to investigate the actual impactof Financial Leverage on theLiquidity of selectedindustries.
HYPOTHESISThere is no relationship between FinancialLeverage and Liquidity of selected industries andno impact of Financial Leverage on the Liquidityof selected industries.
SOURCES OF DATASecondary data have been used for the purposeof data collection and data analysis. The data ofvarious financial parameters have been obtainedfrom the Annual Reports of the companiesdirectly from the official web sites of thecompany or stock exchange website. Theresources at CMIE (Centre For Monitoring IndianEconomy) have also been utilised for the samepurpose.
SAMPLING METHOD
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ISSN 2319 - 8168For the purpose of this research, the companiesthat have their origin in Canada and are currentlysuccessfully operating in India have beenselected.This research work is based on elevenyears' data (2002-03 to 2012-13)of theselected companies. For the years not spent inIndia, the data of the companies' performancein Canada are used to complete and facilitate dataanalysis.
TOOLS & TECHNIQUESThe performance of the companies has beenexamined on the basis ofLiquidity, which isdependent variables, whereas Financial Leveragehas been used as an independent variable.
ANALYSISTo examine the result for determined objectivesof the study two techniques are used to analysecompiled data - (1) Accounting analysis (2)Statistical analysis.ACCOUNTING ANALYSIS:For accounting analysis, ratio analysis has beenused.Liquidity implies the short-term flexibility of acompany in payment of obligation. To examineavailability of current asset and liquidity of theCompany following two ratios are calculatedwith following formula:"Current Ratio : Current Assets / CurrentliabilitiesIt helps to assess the short-term financialposition of the business enterprise. It shows howmany times Current Assets are in excess ofCurrent Liabilities. Higher the Current ratio,greater is the rupee available for the purpose ofcurrent liability, more is the Company's abilityto meet its current obligations and greater is thesafety of Company's short term creditors."Quick Ratio : (Current Assets - Inventories) /Current LiabilitiesThis ratio is an indicator of a company's short-term liquidity. The quick ratio measures acompany's ability to meet its short-termobligations with its most liquid assets.STATISTICAL ANALYSIS:Correlations and Regression Analysis asstatistical tools have been used. To checkcorrelation of ratios of selected company using
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LIMITATIONS
a. The ratio analysis is the study of past fi-
nancial records of the company. Such past records
may or may not prove to be useful for future deci-
sion-making.
b. Different companies adopt different ac-
counting methods in respect of depreciation, valu-
ation of closing stock, provision of debt etc. This
can adversely affect their uniformity and compa-
rability. The Price level fluctuationscannot be ig-
nored in the above study.
c. Financial analysis is based on selected
accounting ratios.
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d. The use of statistical techniques was restricted to Correlations and
Liquidity Analysis of Canadian Companies Operating In India
          ACCOUNTING ANALYSIS

LIQUIDITY RATIOS

ATIOS 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

CAIN FOODS LTD. (A) 

rrent 
io 

1.5 1.71 1.66 1.64 1.81 1.96 2.44 2.15 2.12 2.09 2.10 

ick Ratio 1.14 1.23 1.17 1.19 1.28 1.43 1.86 1.67 1.58 1.46 1.67 

ROOKFIELD ASSET MANAGEMENT INC. (A) 

rrent 
io 

0.94 0.83 0.95 0.82 0.99 0.94 1.14 1.08 1.39 1.53 1.48 

ick Ratio 0.38 0.81 0.56 0.82 0.59 0.38 0.48 0.55 0.46 0.54 0.54 

A GROUP HOLDINGS INC. (A) 

rrent 
io 

0.59 0.65 0.6 0.51 0.6 0.61 0.72 0.61 0.58 0.69 1.15 

ick Ratio 0.43 0.56 0.85 0.74 0.67 0.45 0.55 0.57 0.51 0.61 0.69 

V. ANDERSON ASSOCIATES LTD. (A)  

rrent 
io 

1.04 1.16 1.36 1.38 1.25 1.08 1.11 0.87 0.88 0.73 2.11 

ick Ratio 1.08 1.07 1.09 1.31 1.23 1.32 1.66 1.29 1.27 1.34 1.58 

ANADIAN TECHNOLOGIES & BUSINESS FACILITATORS INC. (B) 

rrent 
io 

0.84 0.84 0.84 0.78 1.18 1.08 0.9 0.79 0.82 0.73 0.73 

ick Ratio 0.92 0.92 0.84 0.72 1.37 1.2 1.14 0.75 0.81 0.96 0.9 

ECTROVAYA INC. (B) 

rrent 
io 

0.5 0.6 0.81 0.71 0.6 0.51 0.52 0.62 0.59 0.83 0.8 

ick Ratio 1.67 1 1.48 1.25 1.33 1.62 1.62 1.4 1.6 1.27 0.96 

RASPAN INC. (C) 

rrent 
io 

0.5 0.4 0.41 0.44 0.47 0.55 0.67 0.76 0.74 0.68 0.72 
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ick Ratio 0.67 0.92 1.08 1.88 2.5 1.61 1.8 2.08 1.99 1.85 1.57 

AIRIE PULP & PAPER INC. (C) 

rrent 
io 

2.15 3.16 2.59 3.42 1.3 1.19 0.88 0.79 0.79 1.02 1.98 

ick Ratio 1.73 1.97 1.62 2.05 2.34 2.66 2.34 2.52 1.92 1.17 1.15 

LIQUIDITY ANALYSIS:
Current Ratio: In Group A, B and C companies the average Current ratios are 1.30, 0.98 and 0.93respectively and Debt-Equity ratios are 0.48, 0.53 and 0.51. Group C companies have comparativelyhigher Debt-Equity ratio and yet their average Current Ratio is the lowest of all. Group A companiesalso enjoy a good working capital position and these companies have sufficient liquidity. Therefore,they can use these financial circumstances to opt for greater leverage and the debt so raised will notadversely affect the companies' liquidity position. Group B and C companies have lower CurrentAsset ratios and they have higher Debt-Equity ratios.
Quick Ratio:In Group A, B and C companies the average Quick ratios are 0.98, 1.71 and0.97respectively and Debt-Equity ratios are 0.48, 0.53 and 0.51. Group B companies have the highestdebt ratio and yet their average Quick Ratio is the highest. Hence, these companies have sufficientliquidity and it follows that the debt raised has not hampered the companies' liquidity position. TheGroup A and C companies have comparatively much lower Quick ratio and have lower Debt-Equityratio.The Long Term Debt-Equity ratios for Group A, B and C companies are 0.33, 0.40 and 0.37. On thisparameter, also Group B companies have higher element of debt and Group A companies being theleast levered.

STATISTICAL RESULTS OF CORRELATIONS AND REGRESSION:
LEVERAGE AND LIQUIDITY

ANOVA(b) 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 

Regression 4.842 1 4.842 12.312 .0037(a) 

Residual 33.821 86 .393   

Total 38.662 87    

a Predictors: (Constant), DEBTEQTY 

b Dependent Variable: CurrRatio 

Coefficients(a) 

 
 Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 

t Sig. 
Model B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) 1.254 .101  12.450 .000 

DEBTEQTY -.282 .080 -.354 -3.509 .0037 

a Dependent Variable: CurrRatio 
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ISSN 2319 - 8168This model is appropriate in the context of theselected companies. There is correlationbetween Leverage and Liquidity. The Regressionmodel is appropriate. The following equation isderived: Current Ratio = 1.254 - 0.282 (Debt-Equity Ratio). It is possible that some companieshave reported adverse impact while others mayhave positive impact.
CONCLUSIONS
BASED ON ACCOUNTING ANALYSISGroup A companies have reported good liquiditycondition. These companies have maintainedtheir liquidity at optimum level withoutsacrificing profitability. Group B companies havenormal liquidity status which is also inaccordance with expectation. Group Ccompanies also have acceptable liquidityposition but as stated earlier, low profitability.In order to enhance profitability, Group Ccompanies are required to rejig and managetheir liquidity still better to influence theirprofitability positively.

BASED ON STATISTICAL ANALYSISIt is reported that the overall impact of financialleverage on liquidity of the companies in thisindustry is negative. The investors can besuggested that if other parameters ofperformance in this industry are found to besatisfactory, they should not divest immediately.They should wait and watch for reasonableamount of time before taking the final call.
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